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Preface

This book explores how to derive relatively simple dynamical equations that
model complex physical interactions. The book arises out of the growing
interest in and applications of modern dynamical systems theory. Due to
my background, fluid flows and other continuum dynamics form many of
the applications we investigate. The triple aim of the book is to use sound
theory to explore algebraic techniques, develop interesting applications, and
discover general modelling principles.

Mentor and colleague Prof. E. O. Tuck was discussing the undergrad-
uate curriculum with another who was espousing the need for courses on
elementary mathematics from an advanced approach. Prof. Tuck’s riposte
was “but that is exactly the opposite of what I want, I want advanced math-
ematics from an elementary approach”. Similarly, this book aims to develop
advanced mathematical modelling methods and discuss its subtleties with as
elementary mathematics as possible. The assumed background knowledge is
common undergraduate linear algebra, calculus and differential equations,
but there is no need for functional analysis, advanced differential geometry,
nor even complex analysis.

The basis for the methodology is both the theory and the geometric
picture of both coordinate transforms and invariant manifolds in dynamical
systems: in particular, we heavily use centre and slow manifolds. The
wonderful aspect of this approach is the range of geometric interpretations
of the modelling process. Simple geometric pictures inspire sound methods
of analysis and construction. Further, the pictures that we draw of state
spaces also provide a route for better assessing limitations and strengths in
a model. Geometry and algebra form a powerful partnership.

vii
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. . . duality between algebra and geometry was discovered by René
Descartes: every geometric object has an algebraic description,
every algebraic formula determines a geometric object. Humans
tend to use the algebraic version for calculation, and the geomet-
ric one for imagination.

Fearful symmetry, Stewart & Golubitsky.

The theme thesis of this book is that coordinate transforms and centre
manifolds provide a powerfully enhanced and unified view of a swathe of other
complex system modelling methodologies such as averaging, homogenisation,
multiple scales, singular perturbations, two timing, and wkb theory.

One main reason complex systems are complex is that there are many
interacting components. We generally posit some network of interacting
‘agents’ or ‘particles’. The simplest such ‘complex’ networks arise through
the highly regular structure of space where nearest neighbour interactions
dominate. The domain of spatio-temporal dynamics provides us with many
examples. Under time evolution, coherent patterns (stripes on a tiger) or
incoherent patterns (turbulence) emerge over time. We seek to find ways
to characterise, to model, the coherent or incoherent behaviour that we see.
What is the aggregate behaviour? How can the whole appear to be more
that the sum of its parts?

Example 0.1: (dynamics on a 1D lattice). Let us loosely overview one
application in multiscale modelling. Distribute ‘particles’ at the grid
points of a 1D lattice (with spacing h say) as shown in the upper part of
Figure 1. Each of these particles have some property called u, perhaps
temperature, that evolves in time so the ith particle has property ui(t).
For simplicity restrict attention to linear dynamics. Then the generic,
spatially discrete, only nearest neighbour interactions, system that
preserves total u-stuff are the advection-diffusion equations

dui
dt

= −c1
2(ui+1 − ui−1) + d(ui+1 − 2ui + ui−1) , (1)

for some constants c and d. This equation moves u-stuff around with
‘advection speed’ ch and spreads u-stuff with ‘diffusion’ dh2.

Tony Roberts, May 11, 2020
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Figure 1: our modelling analyses the dynamics (1) of ui(t) on the (upper)
fine scale lattice, spacing h, and systematically maps it into the dynamics (2)
of ūj(t) on the the (lower) coarse grid, spacing 2h.

Suppose we seek to model the dynamics (1) on a grid coarser by a
factor of two, spacing h̄ = 2h, as in the lower part of Figure 1. Grid
point j on the coarser grid would correspond to fine grid point i = 2j.
Let ūj(t) be the coarse grid values of the u-stuff. Techniques we develop
(Roberts 2009, e.g.) justifiably model the fine grid dynamics by the
coarse grid equation

dūj
dt
≈ −c̄1

2(ūj+1 − ūj−1) + d̄(ūj+1 − 2ūj + ūj−1)

where c̄ = 1
2c and d̄ = 1

4d+
c2

16d
. (2)

This is another advection-diffusion equation for the movement and
spread of u-stuff but with appropriately renormalised coefficients to
suit the coarser grid.

The renormalisation of the coefficients in (2) has components 1
2c and 1

4d
that all traditional linear modelling techniques would derive. Our more
careful techniques show that the coarse ‘diffusion’ should be enhanced
in proportion to c2/d. This last correction helps ensure that the
coarse scale model preserves stability. It arises through more carefully
resolving the consequences of the microscale dynamics on the fine grid.

Having generated a mapping of dynamics from one grid to a coarser
grid, we may repeat the mapping across a whole hierarchy of grids as

Tony Roberts, May 11, 2020
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Figure 2: the modelling (1)7→(2) from a fine lattice to a coarser lattice may
be repeated across a hierarchy of lattices to understand dynamics on many
length scales.

indicated schematically by Figure 2. At each level of the grid the dy-
namics would be an advection-diffusion equation. Although each of the
models (1) and (2) express simple linear dynamics, the transformation
of the model from one grid scale to another is nonlinear through the
nonlinear dependence of d̄ upon c and d. Repeating the nonlinear trans-
formation (1)7→(2) across many grid scales morphs diffusion dominated
microscale dynamics into an upwind, advection dominated, macroscale
model. Analogous nonlinear transformations of other systems has the
potential to demonstrate and illuminate emergence of qualitatively new
dynamical rules on different scales of a complex system. ♣

This Example 0.1 links many mathematical and computational techniques
such as multigrid algorithms, wavelets, cellular automata, lattice dynamics,
and renormalisation. Our main tool to tease out such emergent dynamics
will be judicious coordinate transforms and their analogues in invariant man-
ifolds. Where possible our analysis will be rigorous. However, rigour rapidly
disintegrates in the face of practical realities: in many of the applications
discussed rigorous support is lacking, but let’s not let that lack prevent us
from making progress in understanding the modelling of emergent dynamics.

Tony Roberts, May 11, 2020
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Mathematics is not a careful march down a well-cleared highway,
but a journey into a strange wilderness, where explorers often get
lost. Rigour should be a signal to the historian that the maps
have been made, and the real explorers have gone elsewhere.

W.S. Anglin

I emphasise that modelling from one scale to another is a nonlinear
process. Example 0.1 shows this nonlinearity in the nonlinear mapping of
coefficients from one scale to the next. Why emphasise this nonlinearity?
Because most people mostly use linear arguments in modelling. For such
linear derivations the dynamics on one scale looks much the same as that
on another, due to the linearity: thus they view the whole as always the
sum of the parts. But because we here recognise the inherent nonlinearity in
modelling, we see that “the whole is more than the sum of the parts”.1

Another major reason complex systems are complex is because of the
interaction of many physical processes: “For example, a complete compu-
tational model of a large-scale fusion device is a complex system involving
issues of fluid dynamics, deformation of solid materials, thermal effects, abla-
tion, fracture, corrosion and aging of materials, radiation and many other
phenomena” (Brown et al. 2008, §2.1.1, e.g.). Most systematic approaches
to modelling require multi-physical processes to all interact at the same
‘order’ in the modelling. In contrast, techniques developed herein flexibly
allow different physical effects to be of different orders of magnitudes, even
in different locations in space-time.

Example 0.2: (thin fluid flow on a fibre). Even in the relatively simple
flow of a thin film of fluid along a cylindrical fibre is physically com-
plicated (Roberts & Li 2006, e.g.). Gravity drains the fluid along the
fibre, but also pulls fluid tangentially around the fibre in some places,
and normally develops a ‘hydrostatic’ pressure in other places with

1Huge discussions take place over ‘emergence’ and ‘strong emergence’ in complex
systems. The mapping of systems from microscale to macroscale, being nonlinear, need
not be uniquely invertible. Because we recognise this possibility of multiple causations, the
nonlinear nature of modelling from one scale to another supports the ‘strong emergence’
tenet that macroscale phenomena need not be always traceable to the microscale.

Tony Roberts, May 11, 2020
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gradients that drive the flow in other directions. Surface tension then
tends to form drops of shape induced by curvature of the cylindrical
fibre and the curvature of the drop. The flow of the fluid in the drops is
then affected by inertia, whereas the thinner fluid outside the drops is
little influenced by inertia. All these processes occur in the flow, with
different balances occurring in different locations and times. Sound
modelling has to cope with such multi-physics. ♣

Find more information Developments and applications further to those
developed herein are documented on my web page for this book.2 My web
site also provides services to construct slow and centre manifold models of
autonomous or non-autonomous differential equation systems that you might
enter.

2http://www.maths.adelaide.edu.au/anthony.roberts/modelling.php [May 11,
2020]
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4 Part I Contents

Our approach is generally perturbative. When analysing a complex
problem of interest, we find a similar, but easier problem, and then seek the
solution of the interesting problem as a perturbation of the easier problem.
Such perturbations naturally generate power series solutions. Chapter 1
thus explores some of perhaps the simplest nonlinear problems—perturbed
algebraic equations. These algebraic equations illuminate the solution and
interpretation of power series solutions of nonlinear problems. Although these
algebraic problems are almost ridiculously basic—we start with quadratics—
nonetheless the general framework established here later empowers you to
solve complicated modelling problems of real interest.

Generally we invoke an iterative approach driven by the residual of
the governing algebraic equation. We explore how to easily and flexibly
implement such iteration in computer algebra. Iteration is ideal for computer
algebra: we want computers to do the tedious repetitive tasks for us—those
that it is worth investing our time, making sure the computer is doing what
we want. Throughout the book, computer algebra handles some of the
incredible details in similarly solving complicated modelling problems of real
interest.

Although many people prefer to phrase problems as so-called singular
perturbations, Section 1.2 argues that phrasing problems as regular pertur-
bations is more powerful.

Section 1.4 introduces the key features of the computer algebra package
Mathematica that we use. Look to this section for help getting started with
Mathematica, and for translations to other computer algebra languages.

Constructing power series solutions of differential equations is an ideal
application of computer algebra. It leads immediately to techniques to solve
vastly more complicated problems. The aim of Chapter 2 is to use simple
iteration to develop power series solutions of linear and nonlinear differential
equations. As done for the algebraic equations of Chapter 1, Chapter 2
makes iteration flexible by basing iteration upon the residual of the governing
equations.

It eventuates that many of the series solutions we construct are not
convergent, they are divergent. Section 2.3 shows that with care we can still
manipulate and use divergent series to make useful predictions.

Tony Roberts, May 11, 2020
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6 Chapter 1. Perturbed algebraic equations solved iteratively

u
1

an
d
u

2

time t

Figure 1.1: values of solutions of (1.1) u1(t) (blue dashed) and u2(t) (magenta
solid) plotted against time. The structure of the long time dynamics is hard
to see.

We start modelling the dynamics of complex systems by first revisiting
algebraic equations. The reason is that in modelling we need to solve the
polynomial equations that arise for eigenvalues.

Example 1.1: Consider a toy system of two coupled differential equations
for two attributes, u1(t) and u2(t), interacting together:

u̇1 =
du1

dt
= −u1 + u2 and u̇2 =

du2

dt
= +u1 − u2 . (1.1)

In the classic algebra of differential equations we would solve this
equation analytically to write a general solution as u1 = c1 + c2e

−2t

and u2 = c1 − c2e
−2t, for some integration constants ci. We do not

follow this algebraic route in this book as realistic nonlinear differential
equations almost never have analytic solutions.

Tony Roberts, Sep 13 2014
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Figure 1.2: fifty initial conditions in the u1u2-plane at time t = 0 evolve
according to (1.1). Their locations at later times demonstrate all solutions
collapse onto the line u1 = u2 .

Alternatively, we could numerically solve the differential equations (1.1)
and then plot the solutions against time. Figure 1.1 shows the results.
The problem is that it is hard to see the cohesive structure that emerges
over long times. Generally we do not plot solutions against time.

Instead we generally plot what happens in state space, here the u1u2-
plane. Such state space plots show the structure of emergent states.
Figure 1.2 shows the evolution from fifty different initial conditions.
All solutions collapse onto the line u1 = u2. The solutions then are
constant. This state of constant u1 = u2 is the emergent dynamics of

Tony Roberts, Sep 13 2014



8 Chapter 1. Perturbed algebraic equations solved iteratively

this simple system.

We understand these emergent dynamics by the linear algebra of
matrices. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix implicitly
on the right-hand side of (1.1) lead to linear transform to mean and
difference variables u1 = v(t)− w(t) and u2 = v(t) + w(t): substitute
this transformation and then a little algebra shows the system (1.1)
becomes the decoupled pair v̇ = 0 and ẇ = −2w . We predict from
the algebraic form of these two equations that w decays quickly to
zero to leave constant v as the long time dynamics. Later sections use
analogous coordinate transforms to construct emergent dynamics.

But perturbations and change are generic. What if the system is not
precisely (1.1)? Perhaps u̇2 = 0.9u1 − u2 . The linear algebra still
applies, but is perturbed. The key initial step of finding eigenvalues is
then to solve a perturbed polynomial equation. We need techniques to
solve such perturbed equations. ♣

Algebraic polynomial equations introduce some of the basic ideas we use
to solve and analyse complex problems. This section explores some simple
algebraic equations along the lines of Hinch (1991) [Chapter 1] and Bender
& Orszag (1981) [§7.1–2]. Computer algebra empowers our analysis.

On two occasions I have been asked [by members of Parliament!],
“Pray, Mr. Babbage, if you put into the machine wrong figures,
will the right answers come out?”

I am not able rightly to apprehend the kind of confusion of ideas
that could provoke such a question. Charles Babbage

The irony in the above quote is that this is exactly what we do: we
supply the computer with a wrong answer, albeit roughly correct; and then
iterate to improve the answer until it becomes right!1

1However, if one interprets Babbage’s term “figures” to mean the combination of
‘data+program’ together, then there is no irony. Our iteration uses appropriate ‘wrong’
data together with the ‘right’ program to form a correct algorithm that gives the right
answers.

Tony Roberts, Sep 13 2014
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x2 + 0.1x− 1 = 0 solution
‘too hard’

x2 + εx− 1 = 0 x = 1 + 1
2ε+ · · ·
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?
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6
set ε = 0.1

-use ε small and

‘easy’ x2 − 1 = 0

Figure 1.3: schematically shows our common approach of embedding a ‘hard’
problem in a class of problems, solving the class approximately for a small
parameter, and then evaluating to approximate the solution of the original.

This book adopts iteration throughout.

1.1 Base iteration upon the residual

Let us start with this simple quadratic equation for an unknown x:

x2 + 0.1x− 1 = 0 . (1.2)

Suppose we did not know the following famous formula for solving such a
nonlinear equation: x = 1

2

(
− 0.1±

√
0.12 + 4

)
= 0.95125 , −1.05125 . Forget

that you know how to solve quadratics like this. Instead we argue that the
quadratic (1.2) is nearly the same as the simpler quadratic

x2 − 1 = 0 . (1.3)

The simpler quadratic (1.3) has easier solution x = ±1 which for the purposes
of argument suppose we know. In a manner to become familiar, we use the
simpler problem (1.3), and its solution, to perturbatively solve the more
complicated problem (1.2). Figure 1.3 shows the approach which we typically
use in difficult problems.

Connect the simpler quadratic (1.3) to the original quadratic (1.2) as an
instance of the more general quadratic problem

x2 + εx− 1 = 0 . (1.4)

Tony Roberts, Sep 13 2014



10 Chapter 1. Perturbed algebraic equations solved iteratively

Analogous to what we do in much more interesting difficult problems, and
as shown in Figure 1.3, introduce the parameter ε so that the general
quadratic (1.4) encompasses both the simpler quadratic (1.3), the case
ε = 0 , and the original quadratic (1.2), the case ε = 0.1 . This approach of
embedding the particular problem (1.2) in a more general problem (1.4) is
immensely useful.

Now we proceed to expand the solution in powers of ‘small’ parameter ε
(Figure 1.3). Our aim is to use simple iteration to recover the Taylor series

x = 1− 1
2ε+ 1

8ε
2 − 1

128ε
4 + · · · (1.5)

of the supposedly unknown, exact, positive root of the quadratic (1.4),
namely, x = −ε/2 +

√
1 + ε2/4 .

1.1.1 Use the residual to guide improvements

Let’s solve this quadratic problem (1.4) in a manner analogous to how we
later straightforwardly solve incredibly difficult, multiscale, multiphysics,
problems. We seek power series solutions to the perturbed quadratic (1.4)
using the residual of the quadratic equation.

Define the residual

Res(1.4)(x) := x2 + εx− 1 . (1.6)

The residual is a function of variable x (and the parameter ε). Our aim is to
find the variable x, as a function of parameter ε, for which the residual is
zero and hence to have solved the quadratic (1.4).

Start from the simple case of ε = 0 for which we know the positive
solution x = 1 . Correspondingly, the residual Res(1.4)(1) = 12 + 0 · 1− 1 = 0 .
Thus set the initial approximation x0 = 1 .

• Now seek an improvement appropriate for non-zero parameter ε. Seek
x1 = x0+x̂0 = 1+x̂0 where x̂0 is a ‘small ’ correction to the approximate
initial solution x0. The ‘smallness’ of corrections is crucial.

Substitute x = x1 = 1 + x̂0 into the quadratic (1.4):

(1 + x̂0)2 + ε(1 + x̂0)− 1 = 0

Tony Roberts, Sep 13 2014



1.1. Base iteration upon the residual 11

⇐⇒ 2x̂0 + x̂2
0 + ε+ εx̂0 = 0 .

Recall that both parameter ε and the correction x̂0 are ‘small’: this
means we drop any products of these terms such as x̂2

0 and εx̂0 above.
The iteration is then to solve the straightforward linear equation

2x̂0 + ε = 0 .

This gives correction x̂0 = −1
2ε and consequently the next approxima-

tion is x1 = 1 − 1
2ε . Indeed this is the first two terms in the Taylor

series (1.5) of the positive root of the quadratic (1.4).

Now consider the ε term in the previous linear equation that drives the
correction x̂0: from (1.6) recognise it is simply the residual Res(1.4)(x0)
of the quadratic (1.4) evaluated at the initial approximation; for brevity
denote this residual by Res0 := Res(1.4)(x0) which here = ε.

• Second, seek a further improvement. Seek x2 = x1 + x̂1 = 1− 1
2ε+ x̂1

where x̂1 is a ‘small ’ correction to the approximate solution x1.

Substitute x = x2 = 1− 1
2ε+ x̂1 into the quadratic (1.4):

(1− 1
2ε+ x̂1)2 + ε(1− 1

2ε+ x̂1)− 1 = 0

⇐⇒ −1
4ε

2 + 2x̂1 + x̂2
1 = 0 .

Recall that the correction x̂1 is ‘small’: thus drop any product such
as x̂2

1 above. Although parameter ε is also ‘smallish’ we actually want to
evaluate solutions at finite ε; thus we do not neglect products involving
only the parameter ε, such as the ε2 terms above—it is retained; we
only drop ε products when also involving corrections, such as the εx̂0

terms in the previous iteration. The iteration is then to solve the
straightforward linear equation

2x̂1 − 1
4ε

2 = 0 .

This gives correction x̂1 = 1
8ε

2 and consequently the next approximation
is x2 = 1− 1

2ε+ 1
8ε

2 . Indeed this is the first three terms in the Taylor
series (1.5) of the positive root of the quadratic (1.4).

Tony Roberts, Sep 13 2014



12 Chapter 1. Perturbed algebraic equations solved iteratively

Again, look at the ε2 term in the linear equation above that drives the
correction: recognise from (1.6) that it is simply the residual Res(1.4)(x1)
of the quadratic (1.4) evaluated at the first nontrivial approximation,
namely Res1 := Res(1.4)(x1) = −1

4ε
2.

The next subsection continues with further iteration aided by computer
algebra. The key is that the corrections are guided by the residual of the
quadratic equation (1.4).

1.1.2 Computer algebra makes iteration easy

I wish to God these calculations had been executed by steam.
Charles Babbage

Reexamine solving the quadratic (1.4) by iteration. Suppose that at the
jth iterate we have an approximation xj , expressed as a truncated power series
in the parameter ε. Seek a ‘small’ correction x̂j so that xj+1 = xj + x̂j is a
better approximation. How can it be better? By reducing the residual (1.6) of
the quadratic equation (1.4). So substitute x = xj+x̂j into the quadratic (1.4)
to see

(xj + x̂j)
2 + ε(xj + x̂1)− 1 = 0

⇐⇒ x2
j + εxj − 1 + (2xj + ε)x̂j + x̂2

j = 0 .

That is, we seek to use the equation

Resj +(2xj + ε)x̂j + x̂2
j = 0 (1.7)

to guide our choice of correction x̂j . Note that Resj := Res(1.4)(xj) =
x2
j + εxj − 1 is the residual (1.6) of the quadratic (1.4) at the current
jth iteration. Invoke three general principles:

• we cannot expect to solve (1.7) exactly as that would be tantamount
to solving the original quadratic (1.4) exactly;

• instead, omit all products of corrections such as x̂2
j ; and

Tony Roberts, Sep 13 2014



1.1. Base iteration upon the residual 13

Algorithm 1.1 Mathematica code to solve the quadratic (1.4) by iteration
using successive corrections (1.8).

1 Clear[x,res,eps]

2 eps^n_ ^:=0 /; n>9;

3 x=1;

4 While[res=!=0,

5 res=x^2+eps*x-1 // Simplify;

6 x=Expand[x-res/2];

7 Print[x]

8 ];

• approximate all coefficients of linear terms in the correction x̂j by the
unperturbed value, here setting xj ≈ 1 and ε ≈ 0 so that (2xj + ε)x̂j ≈
2x̂j .

Then the equation (1.7) is approximately

Resj +2x̂j = 0 =⇒ correction x̂j = −1
2 Resj . (1.8)

Recognise that this is effectively what we did by hand in the previous
subsection. Now proceed to iterate with the power and reliability of computer
algebra.

Look at the computer algebra code of Algorithm 1.1. To execute this
code, I recommend you type it into a text file for Mathematica to execute.
That way you will be able to easily repair errors in typing or conception.
Type Algorithm 1.1 into a text file, say named quad.

Mathematica not available.

This simple computer algebra gives us the first six non-zero terms in
the Taylor series (1.5) in parameter ε for solutions of the quadratic (1.4).
Retaining higher powers in the iteration will give us correspondingly more
terms in the Taylor series (1.5).

Tony Roberts, Sep 13 2014



14 Chapter 1. Perturbed algebraic equations solved iteratively

Dialogue 1.1 output using Algorithm 1.1.
x = (1 - eps/2)

x = (1 - eps/2 + eps^2/8)

x = (1 - eps/2 + eps^2/8 - eps^4/128)

x = (1 - eps/2 + eps^2/8 - eps^4/128 + eps^6/1024 - eps^8/32768)

x = (1 - eps/2 + eps^2/8 - eps^4/128 + eps^6/1024 - 5*eps^8/32768)

x = (1 - eps/2 + eps^2/8 - eps^4/128 + eps^6/1024 - 5*eps^8/32768)

1.1.3 There are many advantages of this iterative approach

The whole of the developments and operations of analysis are
now capable of being executed by machinery. . . . As soon as
an Analytical Engine exists, it will necessarily guide the future
course of science. Charles Babbage, 1864

The approach is relatively easy The computer algebra code is simpler
than other approaches.

The approach is reliable The iteration is self-checking in that the cru-
cial requirement for getting the correct power series is that you code the
computation of the residual correctly—as the iteration only terminates when
the residual is zero. All other parts of the coding only affect how long you
have to wait for the answer to emerge.

Infinite loops? Waiting an infinite time for an infinite loop to terminate
is useless. An infinite loop indicates you must improve how a correction is
computed from the residual.

You easily generate high orders Computing higher order terms in the
power series is, until you run out of time or memory, simply a matter of
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increasing the order of truncation of the power series and rerunning the
iterative code.

A perturbation need not be small In the above example power series
solution of the quadratic equation (1.4), although not immediately obvious,
the power series converges for |ε| < 2 . Thus this approach finds the solution
to problems quite a large distance from the base, here x2 − 1 = 0 . For
example, the quadratic x2 + x − 1 = 0 has positive solution given by the
ε = 1 case of our power series in the supposedly small parameter ε.

The approach is flexible Any problem in a wide class may be solved
simply by changing the computation of the residual. For example, to solve
the cubic εx3 + x2 + εx− 1 = 0 , then just change the computation of the
residual accordingly. Simply changing the computation of the residual will
work provided the initial approximation is unchanged and the rule for using
the residual to give a correction remains unchanged.

1.2 Rescale singular perturbations

Now let’s move on to consider this innocuous looking quadratic

εx2 + x− 1 = 0 . (1.9)

As for all quadratics, this has two solutions. But when the parameter ε = 0 ,
the equation reduces to x− 1 = 0 and only one solution is apparent. This is
an example of a singular perturbation. Singular perturbations arise when
the basic case, here ε = 0 , differs qualitatively from the general cases, here
ε 6= 0 . Interesting physical problems often appear singular.

Perturbation problems which are not singular are termed a regular per-
turbation.

Here resolve the apparent contradiction between ε = 0 and ε 6= 0 by
finding the exact roots of the quadratic (1.9) and exploring their behaviour
as ε→ 0 . The two roots are, from x = (−1±

√
1 + 4ε)/(2ε) ,

x(1) = 1− ε+ 2ε2 − 5ε3 + · · · ,
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16 Chapter 1. Perturbed algebraic equations solved iteratively

x(2) = −1

ε
− 1 + ε− 2ε2 + 5ε3 − · · · .

The root x(1) is near 1 and is well behaved. The other root x(2) disappears
to −∞ as ε→ 0 ; hence x(2) is not apparent when we simply set ε = 0 .

1.2.1 Iteration finds the well behaved root

As before, use iteration to find the root x(1).

Suppose you know an approximation xj to this root, such as the initial
approximation x0 = 1 . Seek a small correction x̂j so that xj+1 = xj + x̂j
better satisfies the singular quadratic (1.9). Substitute x = xj+1 = xj + x̂j
into the quadratic (1.9) to find

ε(xj + x̂j)
2 + (xj + x̂j)− 1 = 0

⇐⇒ εx2
j + 2εxj x̂j + εx̂2

j + xj + x̂j − 1 = 0

⇐⇒ Resj +(2εxj + 1)x̂j + εx̂2
j = 0 , (1.10)

where Resj := Res(1.9)(xj) = εx2
j +xj−1 is the residual of the quadratic (1.9)

for the currently known approximation. As before, neglect products of small
corrections such as x̂2

j , and replace coefficients of terms linear in x̂j by their
ε→ 0 limit, here (2εxj + 1)x̂j ≈ +x̂j . Thus approximate equation (1.10) for
the small corrections by

Resj +x̂j = 0 =⇒ correction x̂j = −Resj . (1.11)

Use this correction to update the approximation to the root.

For example, here

x0 = 1 =⇒ Res0 = ε =⇒
x1 = 1− ε =⇒ Res1 = −2ε2 + ε3 =⇒
x2 = 1− ε+ 2ε2 − ε3 =⇒ · · · .

Thus two iterates finds the first few terms in the Taylor series of the well
behaved root of the singular quadratic (1.9); the ε3 term in x2 will be
corrected in the next iteration.
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1.2.2 Iteration also finds the singular root

Now adapt the iteration to find the singular root x(2).
Again suppose you know an approximation xj to this root, such as

the initial approximation x0 = −1/ε . Seek a small correction x̂j so that
xj+1 = xj + x̂j better satisfies the singular quadratic (1.9). Substitute
x = xj+1 = xj + x̂j into the quadratic (1.9) to find (1.10) as before. Also
as before, neglect products of small corrections such as x̂2

j , and replace
coefficients of terms linear in x̂j by their ε→ 0 limit. The difference here is
that xj ≈ −1/ε and so (2εxj+1)x̂j ≈ −x̂j . Thus approximate equation (1.10)
for the small corrections by

Resj −x̂j = 0 =⇒ correction x̂j = + Resj . (1.12)

Use this correction to update the approximation to the singular root.
For example, here

x0 = −1

ε
=⇒ Res0 = −1 =⇒

x1 = −1

ε
− 1 =⇒ Res1 = ε =⇒

x2 = −1

ε
− 1 + ε =⇒ · · · .

Thus two iterations finds the first few terms in the power series of the singular
root of the singular quadratic (1.9).

Deduce the initial approximation But how do we know to start with
x0 = −1/ε ? This x0 follows because nontrivial solutions must come from a
balance of at least two dominant terms in the governing equation. Consider
the possibilities exhaustively.

• Suppose the last two terms of the quadratic (1.9) are the dominant
balance. That is, x − 1 = 0 is the approximate equation. Then the
initial approximation would be x ≈ 1 . The neglected term εx2 ≈ ε
is then smaller than the two terms forming the balance, namely the
x and 1, and so the initial approximation is valid. We saw this lead us
to the well behaved root.
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18 Chapter 1. Perturbed algebraic equations solved iteratively

• Suppose the first two terms of the quadratic (1.9) form the dominant
balance. That is, εx2 + x = 0 is the approximate equation. Then the
initial approximation would be solutions of εx2 + x = 0 , namely the
equation x(εx+ 1) = 0 giving solutions x ≈ 0 and x ≈ −1/ε .

– The x ≈ 0 case is not relevant because then the neglected term −1
is larger than the retained terms in the quadratic (1.9).

– However, for the x ≈ −1/ε case, the neglected term −1 is smaller
than the two terms forming the balance, both of large size ±1/ε,
and so the initial approximation is valid. We saw this case lead
us to find the singular root.

• Lastly, suppose the first and the last terms of the quadratic (1.9) are
the dominant balance. That is, εx2−1 = 0 is the approximate equation.
Then the initial approximation could be either of x ≈ ±1/

√
ε . The

neglected term x ≈ ±1/
√
ε is then larger than both the two terms

forming the balance, and so neither of these initial approximations can
be valid. This case cannot lead to a root of the singular quadratic (1.9).

Hinch (1991) [§1.2] and Bender & Orszag (1981) [§7.2] further explore
this ‘dominant balance’ sort of reasoning.

1.2.3 Rescale to remove the singularity

Working with quantities that go to infinity is awkward. Instead a better
strategy is to rescale singular problem so quantities stay finite. We generally
do this, avoiding singular perturbations, because high order systematic
analysis of regular perturbations is easier.2

Consider the singular quadratic (1.9). Scale the variable x = X/ε in
terms of a new variable X. Substitute into the singular quadratic (1.9) to
find the corresponding quadratic for the new variable X:

ε
X2

ε2
+
X

ε
− 1 = 0 ⇐⇒ X2 +X − ε = 0 . (1.13)

2There is so much theory developed for singular perturbations that many people scale
all problems into singular perturbations. I aim to convince you that there are many
important modelling issues that become clear when we instead scale problems as regular
perturbations.
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1.2. Rescale singular perturbations 19

Algorithm 1.2 Mathematica code to solve the rescaled quadratic (1.13) by
iteration. Here find the root X ≈ −1 , that is, x ≈ −1/ε.

1 Clear[x,res,eps]

2 eps^n_ ^:=0 /; n>6;

3 x=-1;

4 While[res=!=0,

5 res=x^2+x-eps // Simplify;

6 x=Expand[x+res];

7 Print[x]

8 ];

Now solve this corresponding quadratic (1.13) for roots X using the regular
methods. This works because the rescaling of the singular quadratic (1.9)
produces the regular quadratic (1.13).

For example, use computer algebra. The Mathematica code in Algo-
rithm 1.2 finds the root

X = −1− ε+ ε2 − 2ε3 + 5ε4 + · · ·

which corresponds to the singular root x(2) = X/ε . See the output from the
Mathematica code in Dialogue 1.2.

Example 1.2: Estimate the large negative root of the quadratic 1
5x

2 +
x− 1 = 0 .

Solution: This quadratic is an instance of the singular quadratic (1.9)
with parameter ε = 1

5 . Recognise that the finite number 1
5 perhaps

may be treated as small, and hence analysis based upon small ε is valid.
Consequently, substitute ε = 1

5 into our above series to estimate

X ≈ −1− 0.2 + 0.04− 0.016 + 0.008− 0.0045 + 0.0027 = −1.170 ,

to three decimal places. See that each term in the sum is roughly
half that of the preceding term, so expect the error in this estimate
to be roughly half the size of the last term and hence no more than
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20 Chapter 1. Perturbed algebraic equations solved iteratively

Dialogue 1.2 output of Algorithm 1.2.
x = (- 1 - eps)

x = (- 1 - eps + eps^2)

x = (- 1 - eps + eps^2 - 2*eps^3 + eps^4)

x = (- 1 - eps + eps^2 - 2*eps^3 + 5*eps^4 - 6*eps^5 + 6*eps^6)

x = (- 1 - eps + eps^2 - 2*eps^3 + 5*eps^4 - 14*eps^5 + 26*eps^6)

x = (- 1 - eps + eps^2 - 2*eps^3 + 5*eps^4 - 14*eps^5 + 42*eps^6)

x = (- 1 - eps + eps^2 - 2*eps^3 + 5*eps^4 - 14*eps^5 + 42*eps^6)

Algorithm 1.3 Mathematica code to solve the rescaled quadratic (1.13) by
iteration. Here find the root X ≈ 0 , that is, x ≈ 1.

1 Clear[x,res,eps]

2 eps^n_ ^:=0 /; n>6;

3 x=0;

4 While[res=!=0,

5 res=x^2+x-eps // Simplify;

6 x=Expand[x-res];

7 Print[x]

8 ];

three decimal places are justified. Thus the large negative root of the
quadratic 1

5x
2 + x− 1 = 0 is

x = 5X ≈ −5.849 .

This compares very well with the exact root −5.854 . ♣

Find the other root x(1) ≈ 1 using the same program, but start from
X0 = 0 (or X0 = ε) corresponding to x0 = 1 , and change the update
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1.3. Undetermined coefficients are quicker than algebra 21

Dialogue 1.3 output from Algorithm 1.3.
x = eps

x = (eps - eps^2)

x = (eps - eps^2 + 2*eps^3 - eps^4)

x = (eps - eps^2 + 2*eps^3 - 5*eps^4 + 6*eps^5 - 6*eps^6)

x = (eps - eps^2 + 2*eps^3 - 5*eps^4 + 14*eps^5 -26*eps^6)

x = (eps - eps^2 + 2*eps^3 - 5*eps^4 + 14*eps^5 -42*eps^6)

x = (eps - eps^2 + 2*eps^3 - 5*eps^4 + 14*eps^5 -42*eps^6)

to X from the correction. See these two changes from Algorithm 1.2 in the
Mathematica code of Algorithm 1.3. Dialogue 1.3 lists the output from the
Mathematica code. Hence the other root x(1) = X/ε = 1− ε+ 2ε2 + · · · as
before.

Avoid singular perturbations Dynamical systems often have a combi-
nation of very fast damped modes and much slower modes. Others phrase
their modelling analysis as a ‘singular perturbation problem’ by regarding the
damping as so fast that the damping occurs in infinitesimal time. However,
in most instances the ‘singular’ nature is removed simply by rescaling time.
We always do so. Our approach is one of regular perturbations: we avoid
‘singular’ perturbations by rescaling time, and because of the well-posed
nature of our dynamical modelling methodology.

1.3 Undetermined coefficients are quicker than
algebra

Shall I refuse my dinner because I do not fully understand the
process of digestion? O. Heaviside
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Algorithm 1.4 precisely two iterations of this Mathematica code tells us how
to use the residuals to update the corrections. Simply choose the parameter a
so that the second residual is ‘better’ than the first.

1 Clear[x,res,eps,n]

2 eps^n_ ^:=0 /; n>9;

3 x=1;

4 For[its=1; its<3, its++,

5 res=Expand[x^2+eps*x-1];

6 Print["res=" res];

7 x=Expand[x+a*res];

8 Print["x=" x]

9 ];

How many of the previous computer algebra exercises did you do? If you
did more than a couple, I bet that you ran an infinite loop in at least one of
the exercises.

Why? Because it is non-trivial to deduce the update rule, such as (1.8)
or (1.11), for correcting an approximation based upon a residual. The
algebraic derivation contains enough detail—apparently uninteresting detail—
that people make little errors. At least I generally do.

This section explores a simpler but reliable alternative: namely a vari-
ant of ‘the method of undetermined coefficients’. The method recognises
that generally the desired correction depends linearly upon the residual.
Consequently, let the coefficient of the linear dependence be some as yet
unknown parameter, and then find the unknown parameter via performing
two iterations.

Example 1.3: Reconsider finding the root x ≈ 1 of the quadratic
equation (1.4) using computer algebra. Suppose we do not know that
the correction to an approximation xj is x̂j = −1

2 Resj , (1.8).

However, we do know that generally there is a linear dependence, a
proportionality, between residual and correction. Thus, propose that
the coefficient of proportionality is some constant, say a, that we need
to determine. For this problem, execute precisely two iterations of the
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Dialogue 1.4 output of Algorithm 1.4.
res = eps

x = (1 + a*eps)

res = (eps + 2*a*eps + a*eps^2 + a^2*eps^2)

x = (1 + 2*a*eps + 2*a^2*eps + a^2*eps^2 + a^3*eps^2)

proposed computer algebra code, see Algorithm 1.4. Dialogue 1.4 lists
the Mathematica output.

See in these first two iterations that Res1 = ε and Res2 = (1 + 2a)ε+
a(1 +a)ε2 . For general coefficient a, both the first and second residuals
are of size ε. However, the second residual Res2 will be smaller, namely
of size ε2, when we choose the parameter a so that the coefficient of
the ε term in Res2 becomes zero. That is, choose parameter a = −1

2 so
that 1 + 2a = 0 . Then the rule for correcting an approximation from a
residual is precisely (1.8) that we deduced before with algebra.

The next step would then be to edit the proposed Algorithm 1.4 by
setting the parameter a to its useful value of a = −1

2 , then performing
as many iterations as necessary to obtain the desired power series
approximation, as in Algorithm 1.1. ♣

Recognise the enormously efficient use of your time in this method. By
parametrising the linear dependence of a correction upon a residual: you
write the computer algebra code you would use anyway if you knew the
parameter; execute two iterations to find the useful value; then quickly edit
the code to set the value of the parameter. The only crucial part of the
computer algebra code is the computation of the residual: if that computation
is correctly coded, then in using this method you will construct a correct
perturbation power series solution.

Let’s see this method of ‘undetermined coefficients’ in action again in a
second straightforward example.
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Algorithm 1.5 precisely two iterations of this Mathematica code tells us how
to use the residuals to update the corrections for quadratic (1.13). Simply
choose the parameter a so that the second residual is ‘better’ than the first.

1 Clear[x,res,eps,n]

2 eps^n_ ^:=0 /; n>9;

3 x=-1;

4 For[its=1; its<3, its++,

5 res=Expand[x^2+x-eps];

6 Print["res=" res];

7 x=Expand[x+a*res];

8 Print["x=" x]

9 ];

10 Print[Expand[res]];

Dialogue 1.5 output of Algorithm 1.5.
- res = eps

x = ( - 1 - a*eps)

res = ( - eps + a*eps + a^2*eps^2)

x = ( -1 - 2*a*eps + a^2*eps + a^3*eps^2)

Example 1.4: Reconsider the task of finding the negative root X ≈ −1 of
the quadratic equation (1.13) using computer algebra. Again suppose
we do not know the correction for any given residual.

However, we do know that generally the correction is linearly propor-
tional to the residual. Thus, propose that the coefficient of propor-
tionality is some constant, say a, to be determined. Then for this
problem, execute two iterations of the proposed computer algebra code,
see Algorithm 1.5. Dialogue 1.5 lists the Mathematica output.

See that Res1 = −ε and that Res2 = (a − 1)ε + a2ε2 . The second
residual Res2 will be smaller than the first, Res1, only when we choose
the parameter a so that the coefficient of the ε term in Res2 is set to
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zero. That is, choose parameter a = 1 so that a − 1 = 0 . Then the
rule for correcting an approximation from a residual becomes precisely
that implemented before in Algorithm 1.2. ♣

This method of undetermined coefficients finds a critical parameter for
an iteration to converge. In more complicated problems, where we solve
systems of equations, the linear relation between residuals and corrections
is, in general, a finite dimensional linear transformation. Thus in more
complicated problems we have to determine an unknown matrix of coefficients.
But nonetheless, a couple of iterations of the iteration scheme is usually
enough to determine the coefficients.

1.4 Introducing Mathematica computer algebra

In the previous sections I assumed you could already use the computer
algebra package Mathematica. This section provides an introduction to
Mathematica for those that need more help getting started.

If you do not have access to Mathematica, then I recommend you use the
computer algebra package Reduce: the techniques in this book are extensively
tried, tested and reliable in Reduce; further, free and powerful demonstration
copies of Reduce are available for you to download and use, whereas most
other computer packages require you to purchase before use.

1.4.1 Explore a little Mathematica

??

1.4.2 Summary of some Mathematica commands

the different branches of Arithmetic—Ambition, Distraction, Ugli-
fication and Derision.

the Mock Turtle in Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
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1.4.3 Translate between computer algebra languages

Tables 1.1–1.3 list corresponding commands in some computer algebra lan-
guages. The aim of the tables is to help you implement given algorithms in
other computer algebra languages.

1.5 Exercises

Exercise 1.5: Change the computation of the residual, but not the update
rule, in the computer algebra code of Algorithm 1.1 to find power series
solutions to the following algebraic equations for the root x ≈ 1 :

1. εx3 + x2 + εx− 1 = 0 ;

2. (1− ε)x2 + 2εx− 1 = 0 ;

3. x3 − 1
2x

2 + εx− 1
2 = 0 .

For each of these algebraic equations, estimate the root for ε = 0.1 , 0.5
and 1. Discuss how accurate, or even valid, you consider your estimates.

Answer:

1. 1− ε+ 3
2ε

2 − 3ε3 + 55
8 ε

4 − 17ε5 + · · ·
2. 1− 1

2ε− 1
8ε

2 + 1
16ε

3 + 11
128ε

4 + 7
256ε

5 + · · ·
3. 1− 1

2ε− 1
16ε

2 + 1
64ε

3 + 31
1024ε

4 + 91
4096ε

5 + · · ·

Exercise 1.6: Change the computation of the residual and the rule for
updating corrections in the computer algebra code of Algorithm 1.1 to
find power series solutions to the following algebraic equations for the
root x ≈ 1 :

1. x3 + x2 + εx− 2 = 0 ;

2. (1− ε)x2 + (1 + 2ε)x− 2 = 0 ;

3. x4 − εx2 − εx− 1 = 0 .
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Use one of the series to estimate a root of x3 + x2 + x− 2 = 0 ; discuss
the accuracy of the estimate.

Answer:

1. 1− 1
5ε+ 1

125ε
2 + 8

3125ε
3 + 1

15625ε
4 − 154

1953125ε
5 − 598

48828125ε
6 + · · ·

2. 1− 1
3ε− 1

27ε
2 + 7

243ε
3 + 31

2187ε
4 − 41

19683ε
5 − 251

59049ε
6 + · · ·

3. 1 + 1
2ε− 1

16ε
3 + 1

32ε
4 + 1

128ε
5 − 5

256ε
6 + · · ·

Exercise 1.7: In complicated problems we often need power series expan-
sions for elementary functions such as

√
1 + ε, 1/

√
1 + ε2 and 1/(1+ε)2 .

Of course we could explicitly code these elementary functions using
the binomial expansion. But it is just as easy to use the same iteration
to create the power series expansions of these functions simultaneously
with the iteration to solve the complicated problem. To do this, just re-
cast such elementary functions as the solution of an algebraic equation
and apply the techniques we have just explored.

1. For example, define x =
√

1 + ε then square this definition to
the algebraic equation x2 = 1 + ε , and seek x as a function of
parameter ε using iteration guided by the residual of this algebraic
equation.

2. Similarly find the power series of 1/
√

1 + ε2 .

3. Similarly find the power series of 1/(1 + ε)2 .

Answer:

1. 1 + 1
2ε− 1

8ε
2 + 1

16ε
3 − 5

128ε
4 + 7

256ε
5 − 21

1024ε
6 + · · ·

2. 1− 1
2ε

2 + 3
8ε

4 − 5
16ε

6 + · · ·
3. 1− 2ε+ 3ε2 − 4ε3 + 5ε4 − 6ε5 + 7ε6 + · · ·

Exercise 1.8: Explore all three roots of the singular algebraic equation
εx3 + x2 + εx− 1 = 0 .
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Exercise 1.9: Rescale x so that the singular cubic equation εx3 + x2 +
εx−1 = 0 becomes regular. Then write, test and run computer algebra
code to generate power series approximations for all three roots of the
cubic. Hence estimate the three roots of 1

4x
3 +x2 + 1

4x− 1 = 0 ; discuss
the accuracy of the estimates.

Exercise 1.10: Rescale x to find approximations, as power series in
parameter ε, to the two real roots of ε2x6 − εx4 − x3 + 8 = 0 . Exhaust
all scaling possibilities.

Answer: One real root comes from assuming x is of size 1, another real

root comes from the scaling x = X/ε2/3 (Bender & Orszag 1981, §7.2).

Exercise 1.11: Use the method of undetermined coefficients to find the
linear relation between residual and correction for some of the earlier
exercises. Especially explore any exercises you have not yet done.
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Chapter 2

Power series solve ordinary
differential equations

Contents

2.1 Picard iteration is straightforward . . . . . . . . 36

2.2 Iteration is very flexible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43

2.3 Divergent series are useful . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55

2.3.1 Asymptotic power series and their properties . . . 59

2.3.2 Properties of asymptotic power series . . . . . . . 63

2.3.3 General asymptotic series . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67

2.3.4 Properties of asymptotic series . . . . . . . . . . . 69

2.4 Exercises . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70

Example 2.1: (power series emerge). Recall the linear dynamics of
Example 1.1: a linear transform separated the emergent dynamics from
ignorable transients. But most scientific dynamics are nonlinear. So
now consider the toy nonlinear dynamics of

u̇1 = −u1 + u2 − u2
1 and u̇2 = +u1 − u2 + u2

2, (2.1)

where as always, overdots denote d/dt. The numerical solutions plotted
in Figure 2.1 demonstrate that all solutions quickly collapse onto a

33
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u

2
u

2

u1 u1

Figure 2.1: fifty initial conditions in the u1u2-plane at time t = 0 evolve
according to (2.1). Their locations at later times demonstrate all solutions
collapse onto a curve in the u1u2-plane.

curve in the u1u2-plane. Thus the long time emergent dynamics lie
on this curve. But over long times do the solutions stay within the
picture? or do they ‘explode’ to infinity? Linearly, as in Example 1.1,
the long time dynamics is u1 = u2 . In the case when u1 = u2 precisely,
then the quadratic reactions remove as much as they generate so simple
arguments, such as linear transforms or averaging, cannot predict the
effective long time influence of the nonlinear terms.

However, consider the system in new variables V andW whose nonlinear
coordinate curves are shown in Figure 2.2. The corresponding algebraic
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u
2

u1

Figure 2.2: V and W coordinate curves of the coordinate transform (2.2).
In these coordinates, equation (2.3) describes the dynamics of system (2.1).

coordinate transform, that u1 = v − w and u2 = v + w where in turn

v = V −VW+
3

4
VW 2+· · · and w = W+

1

2
V 2− 1

2
W 2+

1

4
W 3+· · · ,

(2.2)
leads to the dynamics of V and W being

V̇ = V 3 + · · · and Ẇ = (−2− V 2 + · · · )W (2.3)

One may check this transform by substitution and some straightforward
algebra (albeit tedious). Now, W → 0 exponentially quickly from the
coefficient (−2− V 2) in (2.3) and as seen in the collapse to a curve in
Figure 2.1. Thus the emergent dynamics are that V evolves as V̇ ≈ V 3

which eventually explodes like 1/
√
c− t. That is, these nearly balanced

quadratic reactions are destabilising. ♣
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Power series approximations (2.2) of nonlinear coordinate transforms do
the job of finding the emergent dynamics. The approximations (2.2)–(2.3)
arise by solving differential equations associated with the system (2.1), but
the algebra is awful. Thus the task of this chapter is to develop computer
algebra to construct power series solutions of differential equations. The
techniques introduced in this chapter are prototypes for all the subsequent
asymptotic and perturbative analysis of dynamical systems. The techniques
build on from those introduced in Chapter 1 for solving algebraic equations.
Discover much more in the approximate solution of differential equations
by, for example, reading Chapter 3 in the book by Bender & Orszag (1981).
Here we limit attention to introducing those techniques later pertinent in
modelling complex dynamical systems.

2.1 Picard iteration is straightforward

Computers are extremely good are repeating the same thing many times over.
We use this aspect to find power series solutions of some basic differential
equations, and then move on to solve some ‘horrible’ nonlinear differential
equations. Examples develop the approach.

Example 2.2: The solution to y′′ + y = 0, y(0) = 1 and y′(0) = 0 is
y = cosx. Find the Taylor series solution by iteration: first by hand;
and secondly using computer algebra.

Solution: Rearrange this ode to y′′ = −y and then formally inte-
grate twice to y = −

∫∫
y dx dx. These integrals on the right-hand side

are indefinite integrals so constants of integration, say a+ bx, should
appear on the right-hand side. But we know that the cosine solution
to y′′ + y = 0 has y(0) = 1 and y′(0) = 0 so surely we should set a = 1
and b = 0 to account for these initial conditions. Thus

y = 1−
∫∫

y dx dx (2.4)

where here the integrals are implicitly the definite integral from 0 to x.
This rearrangement incorporates the information of the ode and its
initial conditions.
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Dialogue 2.1 Mathematica for Example 2.2
Mathematica not available.

In the form (2.4) we readily find its power series solution by iteration:
given an approximation yn(x) obtain a new approximation by evaluating

yn+1 = 1−
∫∫

yn dx dx .

First try by hand starting from y0 = 1:

• y1 = 1−
∫∫

1 dx dx = 1− 1
2x

2;

• y2 = 1−
∫∫

1− 1
2x

2 dx dx = 1− 1
2x

2 + 1
24x

4.

These are the first few terms in the Taylor series for cosx. Now try
using Mathematica to do the algebra:

• set variable y to the first approximation by typing ;

• type to assign the first approximation, y1 = 1 − x2/2, to the
variable y — computes an integral with respect to x of whatever
is in y, fortunately for us, for polynomial y it computes the integral
which is zero at x = 0;

• type again to compute y2;

• iterative loops are standard in computer languages and computer
algebra is no exception so type

to compute further iterations.

The entire Mathematica dialogue should look like Dialogue 2.1. ♣

Example 2.3: Find the general Taylor series solution to y′′ + y = 0 using
computer algebra (Mathematica).
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Algorithm 2.1 use iteration to find the general solution of the ode in
Example 2.3.

1 Clear[x,y,its]

2 y=a+b*x;

3 For[its=1; its<5, its++,

4 y=a+b*x-Integrate[y,x,x];

5 Print[Coefficient[y,{a,b}].{a,b}]

6 ];

Solution: In the previous example we built in the specific initial
conditions appropriate to y = cosx, namely y(0) = 1 and y′(0) = 0.
By making the integration constants arbitrary, via iterating

y = a+ bx−
∫∫

y dx dx ,

we then recover the general solution parametrised by a and b where
y(0) = a and y′(0) = b. Let’s do it. Type the commands in Algo-
rithm 2.1 into a text file:

• set the initial value to something simple satisfying the initial
conditions

Mathematica not available.

• iterate four times with

Mathematica not available.

Dialogue 2.2 lists the Mathematica output. See how easily this gener-
ates the Taylor series for y = a cosx+ b sinx. ♣

Picard iteration Theoretical properties of solutions to differential equa-
tions are often established by writing the differential equation as an integral
equation. For example, the differential equation y′ = f(x, y) such that y(0) =
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Dialogue 2.2 Mathematica output of Algorithm 2.1.
y = (a*(1 - x^2/2) + b*(x - x^3/6))

y = (a*(1 - x^2/2 +x^4/24) + b*(x - x^3/6 + x^5/120))

y = (a*(1 - x^2/2 +x^4/24 - x^6/720) + b*(x - x^3/6 + x^5/120 - x^7/5040))

y = (a*(1 - x^2/2 +x^4/24 - x^6/720 + x^8/40320) + b*(x - x^3/6 + x^5/120 - x^7/5040 +

x^9/362880))

a may be equivalently written as the integral equation y = a+
∫
f(x, y) dx

(the integrals in this paragraph are over 0 to x). Similarly, as seen above,
the second order differential equation y′′ = f(x, y, y′) such that y(0) = a and
y′(0) = b is equivalent to the integral equation y = a+bx+

∫∫
f(x, y, y′) dx dx .

The previous example also shows that such an integral equation formula-
tion may form the basis for an iterative solution: given an approximate
solution yn(x) generally expect

yn+1(x) = a+ bx+

∫∫
f(x, yn, y

′
n) dx dx

to be a ‘better’ solution of the differential equation. This is Picard iteration.
Now let us try a rather hard differential equation—one almost impossible

to quantitatively solve except via power series methods. We now use precisely
the same Picard iteration to solve a nonlinear ode.

Example 2.4: Find the Taylor series solution to the nonlinear ode
y′′ = 6y2 with initial conditions y(0) = 1 and y′(0) = −2 .

Before solving this ode as a power series (by design its exact solution
just happens to be y = 1/(1 + x)2), investigate it qualitatively using
techniques developed in courses on systems of first order differential
equations. Introduce z(x) = y′ then the equivalent system is

y′ = z , z′ = 6y2 .

Hence the evolution in the phase plane is dictated by the arrows shown
in Figure 2.3 with the particular trajectory starting from the initial
condition (1,−2) shown in green.
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Figure 2.3: vector field and trajectory of solution for Example 2.4.
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Solution: Now we find its power series solution! As before, recast
the ode in the following form, that also incorporates the initial condi-
tions, by formally integrating twice the ode:

y = 1− 2x+ 6

∫∫
y2 dx dx , (2.5)

where again the repeated x integral is assumed done so that each
integral is zero at x = 0. Then iterate, starting from y0 := 1− 2x say:

y1 := 1− 2x+ 6

∫∫
1− 4x+ 4x2 dx dx

= 1− 2x+ 3x2 − 4x3 + 2x4 ;

y2 := 1− 2x+ 6

∫∫ (
1− 2x+ 3x2 − 4x3 + 2x4

)2
dx dx

= 1− 2x+ 6

∫∫
1− 4x+ 10x2 − 20x3 + 29x4 − 32x5

+28x6 − 16x7 + 4x8 dx dx

= 1− 2x+ 3x2 − 4x3 + 5x4 − 6x5

+
29

5
x6 − 32

7
x7 + 3x8 − 4

3
x9 +

4

15
x10 .

The length of these approximations are quickly becoming horrible.
But that is just why computers are made. Before rushing in to use
Mathematica, observe that here the quadratic nonlinearity y2 is going
to generate very high powers of x, most of which we do not want. For
example, in y2 the terms up to x5 are correct, but all the higher powers
are as yet wrong.1 Another iteration would generate a 22nd order
polynomial for y3 of which only the first eight coefficients are correct,
the rest are rubbish.

Mathematica not available.

1The quadratic nonlinearity y2 rapidly generates high powers of x in the expressions.
However, the iteration plods along only getting one or two orders of x more accurate each
iteration.
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Algorithm 2.2 Use Mathematica to find the power series solution to the
nonlinear odeof Example 2.4 via its integral representation (2.5).

1 Clear[x,y,its]

2 x^n_ ^:=0 /; n>7;

3 y=1-2*x;

4 For[its=1; its<6, its++,

5 y=1-2*x+6*Integrate[y^2,x,x];

6 Print[Expand[y]];

7 ];

Dialogue 2.3 Mathematica output of Algorithm 2.2.
y = (1 - 2*x + 3*x^2 - 4*x^3 + 2*x^4)

y = (1 - 2*x + 3*x^2 - 4*x^3 + 5*x^4 - 6*x^5 + (29/5)*x^6 - (32/7)*x^7)

y = (1 - 2*x + 3*x^2 - 4*x^3 + 5*x^4 - 6*x^5 + 7*x^6 - 8*x^7)

y = (1 - 2*x + 3*x^2 - 4*x^3 + 5*x^4 - 6*x^5 + 7*x^6 - 8*x^7)

The iteration settles on the correct power series but all terms with
powers of eight or higher in x are neglected. Thus triumphantly write
the solution of this nonlinear ode as

y = 1− 2x+ 3x2 − 4x3 + 5x4 − 6x5 + 7x6 − 8x7 +O
(
x8
)
,

where O
(
x8
)

(read ‘order of x8’ as Definition 2.2 later defines precisely)
tells us that the error in the power series, the neglected terms, are x8

or higher powers. ♣

In the above three examples we developed the Taylor series about x = 0 .
To find Taylor series about any point x = c it is simply a matter of changing
the independent variable to, for example, t = x − c and then finding the
Taylor series in t. We continue to find only Taylor series about x = 0 because
that is (nearly) all we need to also find other power series solutions.
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2.2 Iteration is very flexible

So far we have simply rearranged an ode in order to derive an iteration that
generates the desired power series solution.2 This section discusses why this
strategy works at all, and what extension we need to solve a very wide range
of differential equations.

The iteration works because integration is basically a smoothing operation.
This smoothing by integration tends to reduce errors in a power series. For
example, suppose an error was O

(
x3
)

(see Definition 2.2), so that the error
is roughly about 10−3 when x = 0.1 say: then integrating the error twice will
lead to an error O

(
x5
)

in the integral which is much smaller in magnitude,
roughly 10−5 when x = 0.1. Conversely differentiation magnifies errors: two
derivatives of an error O

(
x3
)

becomes an error O
(
x
)

which, at roughly 10−1

when x = 0.1, is much larger. To make errors smaller, equivalently to push
them to higher powers in x, we generally need to integrate. Thus an integral
reformulation of an ode is the basis for a successful iterative solution.

How do we know how many iterations should be performed? One answer
is simple: keep iterating until there is no more change to the solution. One
consequence of the answer though is that we have to keep track of the change
in the approximations. A good way to find the change in an approximation
is to solve for it explicitly. That is, in analogy with the solution of algebraic
equations in Section 1.1, we solve for corrections to each approximation. But
first we have to find an equation for the small corrections to an approximate
solution at each iteration. This leads us to a powerful iterative framework,
based upon the residual of the ode, which we develop further and explore
by example.

Example 2.5: (Legendre functions). Use iteration to find the general

2What we have done is rather remarkable. Recall learning about fixed point iteration as
a method of solving linear and nonlinear equations. Fixed point iteration is also employed
here. The remarkable difference is that previously you simply found the numerical value
that satisfies a given equation; here you found the function, via its power series, that
satisfies the given differential equation. This is iteration in a function space—a much more
difficult task. Nonetheless the strategy of appropriately rearranging the equation and
iterating works.
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Taylor series solutions to Legendre’s equation

(1− x2)y′′ − 2xy′ + ky = 0 for k = m(m+ 1) ,

to an error O
(
x10
)

for initial conditions y(0) = 1 and y′(0) = 0.

Solution: Immediately an initial approximation is

y0 = 1 ,

as this satisfies the initial conditions. The iterative challenge is: given
a known approximation yn, find an improved solution

yn+1(x) = yn(x) + ŷn(x) ,

where ŷn is the as yet unknown correction to the approximation that
we have to find. Now substitute this form for yn+1 into the ode and
rearrange to put all the known terms on the right-hand side and all
the unknown on the left:

−(1− x2)ŷ′′n + 2xŷ′n − kŷn = (1− x2)y′′n − 2xy′n + kyn .

This looks like a differential equation for the as yet unknown cor-
rection ŷn forced by the known right-hand side, the residual of Leg-
endre’s equation evaluated at the current approximation, Resn :=
(1− x2)y′′n − 2xy′n + kyn. For example, the first residual from y0 = 1 is
Res0 = k. But this ode for the correction ŷn is far too complicated—
indeed if we could solve it exactly then the problem would be over
immediately. Instead, seek a simplification to make the ode for ŷn
tractable while still useful. The general principles of the simplification
are that in any terms involving ŷn:

• near the point of expansion x = 0, x is much smaller than 1 and x2

is even smaller still, thus neglect higher powers of x relative to
lower powers—so in this example we replace the (1− x2) factor
by 1 because the x2 is negligible in comparison to 1 for the small x
near the point of expansion;
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Algorithm 2.3 Mathematica code to construct solutions of Legendre’s
equation in Example 2.5.

1 Clear[x,y,res]

2 x^n_ ^:=0 /; n>9;

3 y=1;

4 While[res=!=0,

5 res=(1-x^2)*D[y,{x,2}]-2*x*D[y,x]+k*y;

6 res=-Integrate[res,x,x] // Simplify;

7 y=Expand[y+res];

8 Print["y=" y]

9 ];

• because differentiation increases errors—since differentiation by x
corresponds roughly to lowering the power of x by 1 (equivalently
it roughly corresponds to dividing by x)—neglect low order deriva-
tives of ŷn provided they are not also divided by x (in this example
xŷ′n is roughly of the same ‘size’ as ŷn because the derivative makes
it larger but the multiplication by x cancels this effect, but both
of these terms are smaller than ŷ′′n which is roughly 1/x2 times
larger).

After this simplification, the ode for a correction then reduces to

−ŷ′′n = Resn(x) = (1− x2)y′′n − 2xy′n + kyn .

In the first iteration, as Res0 = k , this ode is −ŷ′′0 = k which upon
integrating twice leads to the requisite correction being ŷ0 = −kx2/2 .

But what about the constants of integration? In this approach the
initial approximation satisfies the initial conditions y(0) = 1 and
y′(0) = 0 . We ensure these initial conditions are satisfied by all
approximations through ensuring all the corrections ŷn satisfy the
corresponding homogeneous initial conditions ŷn(0) = ŷ′n(0) = 0 . Thus,
for example, the change ŷ0 above is indeed correct. Hence the next
approximation is y1 = 1− kx2/2 .
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Dialogue 2.4 Mathematica output of Algorithm 2.3.
y = (1 - k*x^2/2)

y = (1 - k*x^2/2 - k*x^4/4 + k^2*x^4/24)

y = (1 - k*x^2/2 - k*x^4/4 + k^2*x^4/24 - k*x^6/6 + (13/360)*k^2*x^6 - k^3*x^6/720)

y = (1 - k*x^2/2 - k*x^4/4 + k^2*x^4/24 - k*x^6/6 + (13/360)*k^2*x^6 - k^3*x^6/720 - k*x^8/8 + (101/3360)*k^2*x^8 - (17/10080)*k^3*x^8 + k^4*x^8/40320)

y = (1 - k*x^2/2 - k*x^4/4 + k^2*x^4/24 - k*x^6/6 + (13/360)*k^2*x^6 - k^3*x^6/720 - k*x^8/8 + (101/3360)*k^2*x^8 - (17/10080)*k^3*x^8 +

k^4*x^8/40320)

We could continue doing this by hand, but the plan is to use computer
algebra to do the tediously repetitious iteration. Algorithm 2.3 codes
the following steps.

• Set the initial approximation y := 1 .

• Discard any powers generated of O
(
x10
)

• Iterate until the correction is negligible using

Mathematica not available.

• Inside the loop:

– compute residual,

Mathematica not available.

– compute correction by two integrations,

Mathematica not available.

– and lastly update the approximation,

Mathematica not available.

• Group terms in powers of variable x by

Mathematica not available.

The Mathematica output might be as listed in Dialogue 2.4. This
Mathematica output gives the desired Taylor series to be

y = 1− k

2
x2 +

(
1

24
k2 − 1

4
k

)
x4 −

(
1

720
k3 − 13

360
k2 +

1

6
k

)
x6
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+

(
1

40320
k4 − 17

10080
k3 +

101

3360
k2 − 1

8
k

)
x8 +O

(
x10
)
.

♣

Example 2.6: Find the Taylor series solution to errors O
(
x8
)

to the
nonlinear ode y′′ + (1 + x)y′ − 6y2 = 0 such that y(0) = 1 and
y′(0) = −1.

Solution: Again immediately write down an initial approximation
consistent with the initial conditions: namely y0 = 1− x. Then, given
a known approximation, say yn(x), seek an improved approximation
yn+1(x) = yn(x)+ ŷn(x) where ŷn(x) is some as yet unknown correction.
Substitute into the differential equation and rearrange to deduce the
following ode for the correction:

−ŷ′′n − (1 + x)ŷ′n + 6ŷ2
n + 12ynŷn = Resn = y′′n + (1 + x)y′n − 6y2

n ,

where here, as always, Resn(x) is the known residual evaluated for the
current approximation. Now simplify the left-hand side:

• since x is “small” (in the power series expansion) 1 + x ≈ 1
and similarly yn ≈ 1 from the initial condition y(0) = 1 so the
left-hand side first simplifies to

−ŷ′′n − ŷ′n + 6ŷ2
n + 12ŷn ;

• but also the correction ŷn must be small (as each ŷn is to make
a small improvement in the solution) and so ŷ2

n must be much
smaller still and should be neglected—for example, we typically
expect the first correction ŷ0 to be O

(
x2
)

whence ŷ2
0 = O

(
x4
)

which is much smaller and negligible in the first iteration—hence
the left-hand side simplifies further to

−ŷ′′n − ŷ′n + 12ŷn ;
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Algorithm 2.4 Mathematica code to solve the nonlinear ode in Example 2.6.
Note: it is safest to specify the integrals are from 0 so that we know the
corrections satisfy ŷ(0) = ŷ′(0) = 0 .

1 Clear[x,y,res]

2 x^n_ ^:=0 /; n>7;

3 y=1-x;

4 While[res=!=0,

5 res=D[y,{x,2}]+(1+x)*D[y,x]-6*y^2;

6 res=-Integrate[res,x,x];

7 y=Expand[y+res];

8 Print["y=" y];

9 ];

• lastly, differentiation effectively decreases the order of any term
so that the second derivative term dominates the others above
and so the ode for the change becomes simply

−ŷ′′n = Resn = y′′n + (1 + x)y′n − 6y2
n .

For example, begin the first iteration computing the residual

Res0 = 0 + (1 + x)(−1)− 6(1− x)2 = −7 + 11x− 6x2 .

Then changing sign and integrating twice gives the first correction

ŷ0 = −
∫∫

Resn dx dx =
7

2
x2 − 11

6
x3 +

1

2
x4 ,

after recalling that we need to satisfy homogeneous initial conditions
ŷ′n(0) = ŷn(0) = 0 for the corrections in order to ensure the solu-
tion satisfies the specified initial conditions. Thus the first corrected
approximation is

y1 = 1− x+
7

2
x2 − 11

6
x3 +

1

2
x4 .

Now explore further with the computer algebra code in Algorithm 2.4.
See in the output of Dialogue 2.5 how the nonlinearity generates a
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Dialogue 2.5 Mathematica output of Algorithm 2.4.
y = (1 - x + (7/2)*x^2 - (11/6)*x^3 + x^4/2)

y = (1 - x + (7/2)*x^2 - 3*x^3 + (31/8)*x^4 - (121/40)*x^5 + (199/60)*x^6 - (83/42)*x^7)

y = (1 - x + (7/2)*x^2 - 3*x^3 + (25/6)*x^4 - (169/40)*x^5 + (83/16)*x^6 - (8543/1680)*x^7)

y = (1 - x + (7/2)*x^2 - 3*x^3 + (25/6)*x^4 - (257/60)*x^5 + (787/144)*x^6 - (789/140)*x^7)

y = (1 - x + (7/2)*x^2 - 3*x^3 + (25/6)*x^4 - (257/60)*x^5 + (219/40)*x^6 - (9551/1680)*x^7)

y = (1 - x + (7/2)*x^2 - 3*x^3 + (25/6)*x^4 - (257/60)*x^5 + (219/40)*x^6 - (1433/252)*x^7)

y = (1 - x + (7/2)*x^2 - 3*x^3 + (25/6)*x^4 - (257/60)*x^5

+ (219/40)*x^6 - (1433/252)*x^7)

lot of high order rubbish, but the iteration soon corrects it all. Thus
conclude that the Taylor series solution is

y = 1− x+
7

2
x2 − 3x3 +

25

6
x4 − 257

60
x5 +

219

40
x6 − 1433

252
x7 +O

(
x8
)
.

♣

The general principles Note the following general principles in this
iterative approach to finding power series solutions to linear and nonlinear
ode’s.

• Make an initial approximation consistent with the initial conditions of
the ode.

• Seek a simple an ode for successive corrections by substituting yn+1 =
yn + ŷn into the differential equation, grouping all the known terms
into the residual Resn, and then neglecting all but the dominant terms
involving the change ŷn:

– neglect all nonlinear terms in the small change ŷn;
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– approximate all coefficient factors of ŷn by the lowest order term
in x;

– and, counting each derivative with respect to x as equivalent to a
division by x, keep only those terms of lowest order in x.

This process is close kin to linearisation.

• Iteratively make changes as guided by the residuals until the changes
are zero to some order of error in x. Utilise computer algebra.

Applying these principles becomes more involved when we apply them in
developing power series about a singular point of an ode. Let’s investigate a
couple of examples.

Example 2.7: (Bessel function of order 0.). Find the power series solution
of x2y′′+xy′+x2y = 0 that is well-behaved at x = 0 to an errorO

(
x10
)
—

namely find the low orders of a power series proportional to the Bessel
function J0(x).

Solution: First, find and solve the indicial equation by substituting
y = xr +O

(
xr+1

)
. Here the ode becomes3

x2y′′ + xy′ + x2y = r(r − 1)xr + rxr + xr+2 +O
(
xr+1

)
= r2xr +O

(
xr+1

)
.

The only way this can be zero for all small x is to satisfy the indicial
equation r2 = 0. This indicial equation leads, as discussed by Kreyszig
(2011) [§4.4] and Bender & Orszag (1981) [§3.2–3], to the homogeneous
solutions of the ode being approximately y ≈ a+b log x. The logarithm
is not well-behaved as x→ 0 ; hence we set b = 0 and just seek solutions
that tend to a constant as x→ 0. Without loss of generality, because
we can multiply by a constant later, we choose to find solutions such
that y(0) = 1.

Second, make an initial approximation to the solution. After the above
discussion of the indicial equation, choose y0 = 1.

3As xr+2 is absorbed into the error term O
(
xr+1

)
.
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Third, given a known approximation yn(x), seek an improved approxi-
mation yn+1(x) = yn(x) + ŷn(x) where ŷn(x) is some small correction.
Substitute this into the ode, neglect x2ŷn because it is two orders of x
smaller than either x2ŷ′′n or xŷ′n, and deduce that the correction ŷn
should satisfy

− x2ŷ′′n − xŷ′n = Resn = x2y′′n + xy′n + x2yn . (2.6)

Solving this for the correction ŷn is no longer simply a matter of
integrating twice.

However, rearranging the form of the ode (2.6) we again express the
solution in terms of two integrations. Notice that the left-hand side is
identical to −x(xŷ′n)′ whence

−x(xŷ′n)′ = Resn

⇐⇒ xŷ′n = −
∫

Resn
x

dx

⇐⇒ ŷn = −
∫

1

x

∫
Resn
x

dx dx .

Apply this iteration here.

1. In the first iteration y0 = 1 so the residual Res0 = x2. Thus

ŷ0 = −
∫

1

x

∫
x2

x
dx dx

= −
∫

1

x

(
1
2x

2 + b
)
dx

= −1

4
x2 − b log x+ a ,

for integrations constants a and b.

These integration constants include a − b log x into ŷ0: but we
cannot tolerate any component in log x, as it behaves badly at
x = 0, so b = 0; and a has to be chosen zero in order to ensure
yn(0) = 1 . This consideration applies at all iterations. Hence
y1 = 1− x2/4 .
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Algorithm 2.5 Mathematica code to find the well-behaved Bessel function
of order 0. Example 2.7 shows how iteration constructs the Taylor series
solution.

1 Clear[x,y,res]

2 x^n_ ^:=0 /; n>9;

3 y=1;

4 While[res=!=0,

5 res=x^2*D[y,{x,2}]+x*D[y,x]+x^2*y // Simplify;

6 res=-Integrate[Integrate[res/x,x]/x,x];

7 y=Expand[y+res];

8 Print[y];

9 ];

2. In the second iteration compute Res1 = −x4/4 . Thus, setting the
integration constants to zero as before,

ŷ1 = −
∫

1

x

∫ −x4/4

x
dx dx

= −
∫

1

x

(
−x

4

16

)
dx

=
x4

64
.

Hence y2 = 1− x2/4 + x4/64 .

Continuing the iteration by the computer algebra of Algorithm 2.5,
find the output listed in Dialogue 2.6. Thus the Taylor series of the
Bessel function J0(x) is

y = J0(x) = 1− 1

4
x2 +

1

64
x4 − 1

2304
x6 +

1

147456
x8 +O

(
x10
)
.

♣
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Dialogue 2.6 Mathematica output of Algorithm 2.5.
y = (1 - x^2/4)

y = (1 - x^2/4 + x^4/64)

y = (1 - x^2/4 + x^4/64 - x^6/2304)

y = (1 - x^2/4 + x^4/64 - x^6/2304 + x^8/147456)

y = (1 - x^2/4 + x^4/64 - x^6/2304 + x^8/147456)

Algorithm 2.6 Mathematica code to find the general series solution of
Bessel’s ode of order 0.

1 Clear[x,y,res]

2 x^n_ ^:=0 /; n>9;

3 y=a+b*Log[x];

4 While[res=!=0,

5 res=x^2*D[y,{x,2}]+x*D[y,x]+x^2*y // Simplify;

6 res=-Integrate[Integrate[res/x,x]/x,x];

7 y=Expand[y+res];

8 Print[Coefficient[y,{a,b}].{a,b}];

9 ];

Example 2.8: (Bessel functions of order 0.). Find the power series expan-
sion about x = 0, to errors O

(
x10
)
, of the general solution to Bessel’s

ode with ν = 0, namely x2y′′ + xy′ + x2y = 0.

Solution: The indicial equation shows that in general the dominant
component in the solution is a+ b log x for any a and b. (See that these
were also naturally obtained in the integration constants of the previous
example.) Use this as the first approximation y0 and see what ensues.
The derivation of the equation for the iterative changes, equation (2.6)
remains the same.

Code the iteration as in Algorithm 2.6. Dialogue 2.7 lists the output.
That is, as Kreyszig (2011)[p.213] assures us for double roots of the
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Dialogue 2.7 Mathematica output of Algorithm 2.6.
y = (a*(1 - x^2/4)

+ b*(x^2/4 + Log[x] - (1/4)*x^2*Log [x]))

y = (a*(1 - x^2/4 + x^4/64)

+ b*(x^2/4 - (3/128)*x^4 + Log[x] - (1/4)*x^2*Log [x] +(1/64)*x^4*Log[x]))

y = (a*(1 - x^2/4 + x^4/64 - x^6/2304)

+ b*(x^2/4 - (3/128)*x^4 + (11/13824)*x^6

+ Log[x] - (1/4)*x^2*Log [x] +(1/64)*x^4*Log[x] - (1/2304)*x^6*Log[x]))

y = (a*(1 - x^2/4 + x^4/64 - x^6/2304 + x^8/147456)

+ b*(x^2/4 - (3/128)*x^4 + (11/13824)*x^6 - (25/1769472)*x^8

+ Log[x] - (1/4)*x^2*Log [x] + (1/64)*x^4*Log[x] - (1/2304)*x^6*Log[x] + (1/147456)*x^8*Log[x]))

y = (a*(1 - x^2/4 + x^4/64 - x^6/2304 + x^8/147456)

+ b*(x^2/4 - (3/128)*x^4 + (11/13824)*x^6 - (25/1769472)*x^8

+ Log[x] - (1/4)*x^2*Log [x] + (1/64)*x^4*Log[x] - (1/2304)*x^6*Log[x] + (1/147456)*x^8*Log[x]))

indicial equation, the general solution is of the form y = ay1(x)+by2(x)
where here

y1 = 1− 1

4
x2 +

1

64
x4 − 1

2304
x6 +

1

147456
x8 +O

(
x10
)
,

y2 = y1(x) log x+
1

4
x2 − 3

128
x4 +

11

13824
x6 − 25

1769472
x8 +O

(
x10
)
.

♣

Use residuals to improve approximate solutions Getting computers
to do tedious algebra may be adapted to a wide variety of problems. An
iteration will improve an approximation provided corrections deduced from
the residuals are appropriate. The key is to deduce a simple and sensible
approximation to the equation for the corrections. But the correctness of
the ultimate result depends only upon being able to evaluate the residuals
correctly. That we drive the residuals to zero to some level of accuracy in
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a finite number of iterations ensures the procedure terminates. But if it
terminates, the zero residual ensures we constructed a solution.

2.3 Divergent series are useful

Divergent series are the invention of the devil, and it is shameful
to base on them any demonstration whatsoever.

Niels Hendrik Abel, 1828

All the series constructed so far are convergent. However, in modelling
complex systems mostly we construct divergent series. Somehow we must
make sense of such divergent series. This section explores the concept of
asymptotic series and how they form useful approximations even if divergent.

Let’s start the exploration with an innocuous looking example that almost
immediately presents new challenges.

Example 2.9: (Stieltjes series). Find the Taylor series, about x = 0 , of
the solution to the linear Stieltjes ode

x2y′′ + (1 + 3x)y′ + y = 0 such that y(0) = 1 . (2.7)

Why is there only one initial condition, y(0) = 1 ? Because this is a
singular perturbation problem as the coefficient of the highest derivative
vanishes at the point of expansion x = 0 . Unlike the singular algebraic
equations which could be rescaled into regularity, the singular nature
of the ode (2.7) cannot be removed. Indeed the singular nature is
fundamental to the interest of this Stieltjes ode.

Solution: Solve the ode (2.7) by iteration. The initial approxima-
tion is y0 = 1 from the given initial condition. As before, suppose yn(x)
is an approximate solution to the ode, seek a correction ŷn(x) so that
yn+1 = yn(x) + ŷn(x) is a better approximation. Substitute yn+1 into
the ode (2.7) to deduce

x2ŷ′′n + (1 + 3x)ŷ′n + ŷn + Res(2.7) = 0 ,
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Algorithm 2.7 use Mathematica to find the power series solution to the
Stieltjes ode (2.7).

1 Clear[x,y,res]

2 x^n_ ^:=0 /; n>8;

3 y=1;

4 While[res=!=0,

5 res=x^2*D[y,{x,2}]+(1+3*x)*D[y,x]+y // Simplify;

6 res=-Integrate[res,x];

7 y=Expand[y+res];

8 ];

9 Print[y];

Dialogue 2.8 Mathematica output of Algorithm 2.7.
Mathematica not available.

where Res(2.7) is the residual of the ode (2.7) at the current approxi-
mation. Now approximate the operator acting on the correction ŷn to
give the equation

ŷ′n = −Res(2.7) :

• 3x� 1 for x near zero and so is omitted;

• x2ŷ′′n is of size ŷn, both are ‘smaller’ than ŷ′n, and so both are
omitted.

Use Algorithm 2.7 to find the power series solution to the Stieltjes
ode (2.7). Dialogue 2.8 lists the Mathematica output, now without
trace printing in the loop. See these are the first nine terms in the
so-called Stieltjes series

y =

∞∑
n=0

(−1)nn!xn . (2.8)

Exercise 2.32 asks you to confirm this infinite sum satisfies the Stieltjes
ode (2.7).
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We encountered no difficulty constructing the power series (2.8) solution.
But look closely. The coefficients in the series grow more and more
rapidly. The ratio test informs us of convergence, or otherwise: the
nth term in the series is an = (−1)nn!xn; the ratio of consecutive terms
|an/an−1| = nx by cancellation; for x 6= 0 this ratio |an/an−1| = nx→
∞ as n→∞ . This power series diverges for all x 6= 0 . The radius of
convergence of this power series is zero!

Such divergence almost everywhere reflects the irredeemably singular
nature of the Stieltjes ode (2.7) at x = 0 . ♣

Divergent power series are common Later examples of power series
indicate that such divergent series not only occur in the modelling of nonlinear
dynamical systems, divergent power series are the norm. Indeed, be surprised
when we find convergent power series solutions! Mostly we only find a few
terms in a power series solution. Even though we generally will not generate
enough information to indicate whether the power series converges or diverges,
expect the power series to be divergent.

The outstanding issue for us is to make sense of the use of such divergent
power series.

Example 2.10: (Error summing the Stieltjes series). Exercise 2.32 asks
you to show that the Stieltjes integral

y(x) =

∫ ∞
0

e−t

1 + xt
dt , (2.9)

solves the Stieltjes ode (2.7).4

4The Stieltjes integral (2.9) illuminates the singularity at x = 0 that is the root cause
of the divergence of any power series solution to the Stieltjes ode. The Stieltjes integral
is clearly an analytic function of x. But see in the integral (2.9) that there is a pole at
t = −1/x . For negative x this pole lies on the path of integration. To navigate around
this pole, the contour of integration may be moved to one side or the other in the complex
t-plane. The change in the integral, depending upon the deformation of the integration
contour, represents a branch cut in the analytic dependence—a branch cut that exists
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Now use this solution to illuminate the power series. An integration
by parts of the Stieltjes integral (2.9) leads to

y(x) =
[
(1 + xt)−1(−e−t)

]t=∞
t=0
−
∫ ∞

0
x(1 + xt)−2e−t dt

= 1− x
∫ ∞

0
(1 + xt)−2e−t dt .

This integration by parts extracts the first term in the Stieltjes se-
ries (2.8) from the integral. Further integration by parts extracts more
terms in the Stieltjes series:

y(x) = 1− x
∫ ∞

0
(1 + xt)−2e−t dt

= 1− x+ 2x2

∫ ∞
0

(1 + xt)−3e−t dt

= 1− x+ 2x2 − 6x3

∫ ∞
0

(1 + xt)−4e−t dt

...

= 1− x+ 2!x2 − 3!x3 + · · ·+ (−1)NN !xN + εN (x) ,

where the remainder term

εN (x) = (−1)N+1(N + 1)!xN+1

∫ ∞
0

(1 + xt)−N−2e−t dt .

See the Stieltjes series appears; but importantly, the series appears
with a definite expression for the error εN (x) in the Nth partial sum.

for all negative x including those arbitrarily close to x = 0 . Hence x = 0 is a singular
point and any power series representation should diverge. However, the strength of the
branch cut is very small as |x| → 0 . The strength of the branch cut is the jump in the
function value which is just 2πi times the strength of the pole at t = −1/x . Rewriting
the integrand as e−t/[x(t + 1/x)] the strength of the pole at t = −1/x is thus e1/x/x.
Consequently the strength of the branch cut is exponentially small, 2πie1/x/x, as x→ 0− .
Being exponentially small, the Stieltjes series in powers of x cannot discern the branch cut
other than being divergent.
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The error is bounded since 1+xt ≥ 1 for x, t ≥ 0 , thus (1+xt)−N−2 ≤ 1
and hence

|εN (x)| ≤ (N + 1)!xN+1

∫ ∞
0

e−t dt = (N + 1)!xN+1 .

Although the series is divergent, this bound on the error of some partial
sum may be small enough for practical purposes. For example, the four
term partial sum 1− x+ 2x2 − 6x3 approximates the Stieltjes integral
to two decimal places when 24|x|4 < 0.01 , that is, for |x| < 0.14 . ♣

Observe that the error εN (x) in the partial sums of the Stieltjes series
is bounded by the magnitude of the next term in the series. Experience
suggests that errors of partial sums are often about the size of the first, lowest
order, neglected term in the series. Occasionally we invoke the following
conjecture.

Conjecture 2.1. As a gross but practical generalisation, the error in an
asymptotic series may be estimated by the first neglected term in the series.

2.3.1 Asymptotic power series and their properties

Divergent series converge faster than convergent series because
they don’t have to converge. George F. Carrier

Because divergent series are endemic in our modelling, we henceforth
phrase analysis in terms of asymptotic power series rather than Taylor series.
The difference in algebraic manipulations is usually negligible. The difference
primarily lies in how the series are interpreted. For example, we do not
necessarily expect a partial sum to improve as more terms are taken. Instead,
and this is the core idea of asymptotic series, we just demand that any
specific partial sum improves as the parameter gets smaller.

In this section we formalise the basis and properties of asymptotic power
series along the lines of Hinch (1991) [Chapter 2] and Bender & Orszag
(1981) [§3.8].
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Definition 2.2 (basic notation). The notation (Bender & Orszag 1981,
§3.4) for:

• “f(x) is much smaller than g(x) as x→ x0” is

f(x)� g(x) as x→ x0 , means lim
x→x0

f(x)

g(x)
= 0 , ;

alternatively sometimes written f(x) = o
(
g(x)

)
as x→ x0 ;

• “f(x) is of the order of g(x) as x→ x0” is

f(x) = O
(
g(x)

)
as x→ x0 , means

f(x)

g(x)
is bounded as x→ x0 .

In such limits, the limit point x0 may be 0, ∞ or a one sided limit such
as +0. We also write f(x) = h(x) +O

(
g(x)

)
to mean f − h = O

(
g
)
, and

similarly for o
()

.

Example 2.11: (some asymptotic relations).

1. cosx = 1 +O
(
x2
)

since 1− cosx = O
(
x2
)

as x→ 0 . Consider

lim
x→0

1− cosx

x2
= lim

x→0

sinx

2x
by l’Hôpital

= lim
x→0

− cosx

2
by l’Hôpital

= 1
2 and hence bounded.

2. sinx = o
(√
x
)

as x→ 0 . Consider

lim
x→+0

sinx√
x

= lim
x→+0

cosx
1
2x
−1/2

by l’Hôpital

= lim
x→+0

2
√
x cosx

= 0 .
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3. xp = O
(
xq
)

as x→ 0 only for p ≥ q . Consider

lim
x→0

xp

xq
= lim

x→0
xp−q

=


0 if p− q > 0 ,

1 if p = q ,

∞ if p− q < 0 .

Therefore the ratio is bounded only when p ≥ q .

4. xn � ex as x→ +∞ . Let’s prove by induction: for the case n = 0,
the limit limx→+∞ x

0/ex = limx→+∞ e
−x = 0 thus x0 = 1 � ex;

whereas for general exponent n,

lim
x→+∞

xn

ex
= lim

x→+∞

nxn−1

ex
by l’Hôpital

= n lim
x→+∞

xn−1

ex

= n× 0 by case n− 1

= 0 ;

thus by induction xn � ex as x→ +∞ for all n.

5. e−1/x = o
(
xn
)

as x→ +0 for any power n. Substitute 1/x for x
and proceed as for the previous example.

♣

Beware that some people occasionally misuse the symbols�, O
()

and o
()

:
they use the symbols without an appropriate accompanying limit. An implicit
limit is alright and often done: I often just write “O

(
x3
)
” because the context

supplies the limit “as x → 0”. But statements involving phrases such as
“1� 10” are not strictly correct because there is no limit. In such misuse,
people appeal to the qualitative idea, not the strict meaning.

Now let us proceed to understand how to sensibly write and manipulate
infinite power series irrespective of whether they converge or not.
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Definition 2.3 (asymptotic power series). The ‘infinite sum’
∑∞

n=0 anx
n

is said to be an asymptotic power series to a function f(x) as x → 0 ,
written f(x) ∼ ∑∞n=0 anx

n, when the error in every partial sum is always
much smaller than the size of the last term included:

f(x)−
m∑
n=0

anx
n � xm as x→ 0 for all m. (2.10)

Sometimes the limits are restricted to be one sided. A partial sum of an
asymptotic power series is usually called an asymptotic approximation.

The combination of symbols ‘
∑∞

n=0 anx
n’ does not represent a series

that we may sum at any x. Instead the combination of symbols as a whole
represents a process as the variable x → 0 . All this definition requires is
that we can add a finite number of terms in the sum, and that such partial
sums behave themselves as x→ 0.

Example 2.12: (the Stieltjes power series is asymptotic). The Stieltjes
series (2.8) is written in powers of x. Example 2.10 derived that the
error in a partial sum of the Stieltjes series

|εm(x)| ≤ (m+ 1)!xm+1 � xm as x→ +0 .

Hence the Stieltjes series is an asymptotic power series as x→ +0. ♣

Example 2.13: (Taylor series are asymptotic). Every convergent Taylor
series is also an asymptotic power series. Let the function f(x) =∑∞

n=0 f
(n)(0)xn/n! converge in some neighbourhood of x = 0 . Then

for any truncation m consider

lim
x→0

f(x)−∑m
n=0 f

(n)(0)xn/n!

xm

= lim
x→0

f (m)(x)− f (m)(0)

m!
by l’Hopital m times

= 0 as f is arbitrarily differentiable.
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That is, f(x)−∑m
n=0 anx

n � xm as x→ 0 for all m. Hence a Taylor
series is an asymptotic power series. ♣

2.3.2 Properties of asymptotic power series

Uniqueness If a function possesses an asymptotic power series, then the
series is unique. The coefficients of the asymptotic power series are
uniquely and recursively determined by the limits

am = lim
x→0

f(x)−∑m−1
n=0 anx

n

xm
.

If these limits exist, then the limits are by definition unique and hence
our coefficients are unique.

Nonuniqueness There are many functions with the same asymptotic power
series. For example, consider

1

1− x ∼
∞∑
n=0

xn as x→ +0 ,

but also
1

1− x + e−1/x ∼
∞∑
n=0

xn as x→ +0 .

Two functions that differ by something with a zero asymptotic power
series, namely

∑∞
n=0 0xn , such as the function e−1/x used above, have

the same asymptotic power series. However, the difference between
members in the class of functions is much smaller than any power of x.

Equating coefficients We may occasionally write

∞∑
n=0

anx
n ∼

∞∑
n=0

bnx
n as x→ 0 .

This asymptotic notation means that the two asymptotic power series∑∞
n=0 anx

n and
∑∞

n=0 bnx
n are asymptotic to the same class of func-

tions as x→ 0 . By the uniqueness of asymptotic coefficients, it follows
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that then an = bn for all n. That is, we may equate coefficients of
asymptotic power series irrespective of convergence or divergence.

Arithmetic operations follow naturally A further consequence of the
uniquess of coefficients is that asymptotic power series may be summed,
subtracted, multiplied or divided in the usual manner (Bender & Orszag
1981, p.125).

Calculus is trickier An asymptotic power series of a function f(x) can be
integrated term by term near the origin (the point of expansion).

However, asymptotic power series cannot always be differentiated. The
problem is that very small terms may nonetheless oscillate wildly. For
example consider two functions f(x) and g(x) differing by a negligible
oscillatory amount:

g(x) = f(x) + e−1/x sin(e1/x) .

As x→ +0, f and g have the same power series because e−1/x has the
zero power series. Yet their derivatives differ markedly:

g′(x) = f ′(x) + x−2e−1/x sin(e1/x)− x−2 cos(e1/x) .

The last term on the right-hand side, which grows like x−2, shows the
enormous difference between the derivatives as x→ +0.

In practice we proceed by assuming the highest derivative we need does
have a valid asymptotic power series. Then asymptotic power series
exist for all the lower order derivatives by integration.

In practice, also, the above notion of asymptotic power series is so useful
that we apply it even when the formal infinite series does not exist.

Example 2.14: Let the function F (x) = ex + x5/2 sin(1/x2), for x ≥ 0 ,
as plotted in Figure 2.4. We start computing its ‘asymptotic series’.

1. For m = 0,

a0 = lim
x→0

F (x)− 0

x0
= lim

x→0

ex + x5/2 sin(1/x2)

1
= 1 + 0 = 1 .
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F

(x
)

=
ex

+
x

5
/
2

si
n

(1
/
x

2
)

0 10.2 0.4 0.6 0.80.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

2
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1
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1.5

2.5

3.5

x

Figure 2.4: an example function with a limited asymptotic power series.

By subtracting 1 from each part, the first limit then also shows
F (x) = 1 + o

(
1
)
.

2. For m = 1, and using l’Hopital in the middle,

a1 = lim
x→0

F (x)− 1

x1

= lim
x→0

ex − 1 + x5/2 sin(1/x2)

x

= lim
x→0

ex − 1

x
+ lim
x→0

x5/2 sin(1/x2)

x

= lim
x→0

ex

1
+ lim
x→0

x3/2 sin(1/x2)
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= 1 + 0 .

By subtracting 1 from each part, the first limit then also shows
F (x) = 1 + x+ o

(
x
)
.

3. For m = 2, and using l’Hopital twice in the middle,

a2 = lim
x→0

F (x)− 1− x
x2

= lim
x→0

ex − 1− x+ x5/2 sin(1/x2)

x2

= lim
x→0

ex − 1− x
x2

+ lim
x→0

x5/2 sin(1/x2)

x2

= lim
x→0

ex

2
+ lim
x→0

x1/2 sin(1/x2)

= 1
2 + 0 .

By subtracting 1
2 from each part, the first limit then also shows

F (x) = 1 + x+ 1
2x

2 + o
(
x2
)
.

4. For m ≥ 3 the process stops as the limits no longer exist due to
the fractional power.

We are restricted to the statement that F (x) = 1 + x+ 1
2x

2 + o
(
x2
)

although a little more work proves F (x) = 1 +x+ 1
2x

2 +O
(
x5/2

)
. ♣

Example 2.15: (bad derivative). Consider the function F (x) = ex +
x5/2 sin(1/x2) given in Example 2.14. It has the beginnings of an
asymptotic power series, F (x) = 1 + x+ 1

2x
2 +O

(
x5/2

)
, so we would

be tempted to assert its derivative F ′(x) = 1 + x+O
(
x3/2

)
. But alas

no.

The derivative F ′(x) = ex + 5
2x

3/2 sin(1/x2) + 2x−1/2 cos(1/x2) which,
because of the last term, has no limit as x→ 0. See Figure 2.5. Hence
the derivative does not even have a leading term in an asymptotic
power series. Be careful with differentiation. ♣
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F
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Figure 2.5: the derivative of the function given in Example 2.14.

2.3.3 General asymptotic series

Power series are most common in our applications, so you may skip the rest
of this section. But recall the Bessel functions of Example 2.7; sometimes
the logarithm appears in an asymptotic analysis. Sometimes powers of
logarithms appear. Thus we define asymptotic series more generally than
just for powers of a small parameter.

Definition 2.4 (more notation). The notation (Bender & Orszag 1981,
§3.4) for:

• “f(x) is asymptotic to g(x) as x→ x0” is

f(x) ∼ g(x) as x→ x0 , means lim
x→x0

f(x)

g(x)
= 1 ;
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In such limits, the limit point x0 may be 0, ∞ or a one sided limit such
as 0+.

Example 2.16: (Asymptotic relations:).

1. x� log x as x→ 0 ;

2. e−1/x � x2 as x→ 0+ (but not as x→ 0−);

3. (log x)3 � x1/5 as x→ +∞ ;

4. ex ∼ ex + x as x→ +∞ ;

5. sinx ∼ x as x→ 0 ;

♣

A critical property of a power series is that it is the sum of smaller
and smaller terms. To generalise such a sum to an asymptotic series we
introduce an infinite sequence of ‘smaller and smaller’ functions. Let φn(x),
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , be an infinite sequence of functions such that each is much
smaller than its predecessor: that is, φn(x) � φn−1(x) as x → x0 for
n = 1, 2, . . . . For example,

• Taylor series arise from choosing φn(x) = (x−x0)n/n! as 1� (x−x0)�
(x− x0)2/2� · · · as x→ x0 ;

• Laurent series arise from choosing φn(x) = 1/xn+1 as x→∞ ;

• or we could choose the sequence of fractional powers x−2/3 � x−1/6 �
x1/3 � x5/6 � x4/3 � · · · as x→ 0+ ;

• or perhaps involve the logarithm as in the sequence 1� x log x� x�
x2 log2 x� x2 log x� x2 � x3 log3 x� · · · as x→ 0 .

Definition 2.5 (asymptotic series). The ‘infinite sum’
∑∞

n=0 anφn(x) is
said to be an asymptotic series to a function f(x) as x → x0 , written
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f(x) ∼∑∞n=0 anφn(x) , when the error in every partial sum is always much
smaller than the size of the last term included:

f(x)−
m∑
n=0

anφn(x)� φm(x) as x→ x0 for all m. (2.11)

A partial sum of an asymptotic series is usually called an asymptotic
approximation.

2.3.4 Properties of asymptotic series

Uniqueness If a function possesses an asymptotic series, then the series is
unique for that sequence of φn(x). In principle, the coefficients of the
asymptotic series are uniquely and recursively determined by the limits

am = lim
x→x0

f(x)−∑m−1
n=0 anφn(x)

φm(x)
.

However, the uniqueness is for one given sequence of φn(x). For
example, the coefficients differ in the two asymptotic approximations,
as x→ 0 , of

tanx ∼ x+ 1
3x

3 + 2
15x

5 + · · ·
∼ sinx+ 1

2 sin3 x+ 3
8 sin5 x+ · · · .

Nonuniqueness There are many functions with the same asymptotic series.
Two functions that differ by something with a zero asymptotic series,∑∞

n=0 0φn(x) , have the same asymptotic series. That is, any given
asymptotic series represents a whole class of functions. However, the
difference between members in the class of functions is much smaller
than all elements in the sequence φn(x).

Equating coefficients We may occasionally write

∞∑
n=0

anφn(x) ∼
∞∑
n=0

bnφn(x) as x→ x0 ,
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even though the definition only specifies asymptoticity between a
function and a series. We take this notation to mean that the two series∑∞

n=0 anφn(x) and
∑∞

n=0 bnφn(x) are asymptotic to the same class of
functions as x→ x0 . By the uniqueness of asymptotic coefficients, it
follows that then an = bn for all n. That is, we may equate coefficients
of asymptotic series.

Arithmetic operations follow naturally A further consequence of the
uniquess of coefficients is that asymptotic series may be summed,
subtracted, multiplied or divided in the usual manner (Bender &
Orszag 1981, p.125).

Calculus is trickier An asymptotic series of a function f(x) can be inte-
grated term by term when the function f(x) is integrable near x0 (and
the sequence functions φn(x) are all positive).

However, asymptotic series cannot always be differentiated. As before,
the problem is that very small terms may nonetheless oscillate wildly.

In summary, when you know the function and the requisite derivatives all
have an asymptotic series, then the uniqueness of asymptotic series ensures
that formal manipulations of the infinite sums of the series yields correct
answers (Bender & Orszag 1981, p.127).

2.4 Exercises

Exercise 2.17: Modify the iteration of Example 2.2 to find the Taylor
series solution to the ode y′′− 2y = 0 such that y(0) = 1 and y′(0) = 0
using Mathematica and to errors O

(
x10
)
.

Answer: y = 1 + x2 + 1
6x

4 + 1
90x

6 + 1
2520x

8 +O
(
x10
)

Exercise 2.18: Similarly use Mathematica to find the Taylor series
solution to errors O

(
x15
)

to the ode y′′ + xy = 0 such that y(0) = a
and y′(0) = b . The Taylor series multiplied by a and b are those of
two linearly independent solutions to Airy’s equation mentioned by
Kreyszig (2011)[p.198, p.958–60].
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Answer: y = b(x− 1
12x

4 + 1
504x

7 − 1
45360x

10 + 1
7076160x

13) + a(1− 1
6x

3 +
1

180x
6 − 1

12960x
9 + 1

1710720x
12) +O

(
x15
)

Exercise 2.19: Use Mathematica to find the Taylor series of the solution
to y′ = cos(x)y such that y(0) = 1 to errors O

(
x10
)
. Hint: replace cosx

in the code by its Taylor series, you may use that

Mathematica not available.

computes n!. Compare your answer to that of the exact analytic
solution obtained by recognising the ode is separable.

Answer: y = 1 +x+ 1
2x

2− 1
8x

4− 1
15x

5− 1
240x

6 + 1
90x

7 + 31
5760x

8 + 1
5670x

9 +

O
(
x10
)

Exercise 2.20: Modify the analysis of Example 2.4 to use Mathematica
to find the Taylor series solution to errors O

(
x10
)

of the nonlinear ode
y′′ = 6y2 such that y(0) = 1 and y′(0) = b where b is some arbitrary
constant. Note: because this is a nonlinear ode the solution depends
nonlinearly upon b, in contrast to linear ode’s which would show a
linear dependence only.

Answer: y = 1+3x2 +3x4 +3x6 + 18
7 x

8 + b(x+2x3 +3x5 + 24
7 x

7 + 25
7 x

9)+

b2( 1
2x

4 + x6 + 45
28x

8) + b3( 1
7x

7 + 5
14x

9) +O
(
x10
)

Exercise 2.21: Use Mathematica to find the Taylor series solution of the
nonlinear ode y′′ = (1 + x)y3 to errors O

(
x10
)

such that y(0) = 2 and
y′(0) = −3.

Answer: y = 2−3x+ 4x2− 14
3 x

3 + 11
2 x

4− 25
4 x

5 + 211
30 x

6− 47
6 x

7 + 2081
240 x

8−
41243
4320 x

9 +O
(
x10
)
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Exercise 2.22: Modify the Mathematica computer algebra of Example 2.5
to find the Taylor series of the general solution to Legendre’s equation
in the specific case k = 3 to an error O

(
x10
)
.

Answer: y = a(1 − 3
2x

2 − 3
8x

4 − 17
80x

6 − 663
4480x

8) + b(x − 1
6x

3 − 3
40x

5 −
27

560xx
7 − 159

4480x
9) +O

(
x10
)

Exercise 2.23: Modify the arguments and the Mathematica computer al-
gebra of Example 2.5 to find the Taylor series, to an error O

(
x10
)
, of

a general solution to the following three odes:

1. (x− 2)y′ = xy ;

2. (1− x2)y′ = 2xy ;

3. y′′ − 4xy′ + (4x2 − 2)y = 0 .

Exercise 2.24: (Laguerre polynomials). Use Mathematica to iteratively
construct the power series solution to the Laguerre equation xy′′+ (1−
x)y′ + ny = 0 with initial condition y(0) = 1 (only one condition is
needed as other solutions are unbounded at x = 0). First, for fixed
parameter n = 2 find y = 1− 2x+ 1

2x
2. Second, for general n factorize

the coefficients, at least as far as computed, and observe that the power
series truncates for integer n to give so-called Laguerre polynomials.
Hint: xy′′ + y′ = (xy′)′.

Exercise 2.25: Code an operator that constructs particular solutions
of the differential equation x2y′′ + 2y = f for polynomial right-hand
sides f .

Exercise 2.26: Code an operator that constructs solutions of the differ-
ential equation x2y′′ + xy′ − 4y = f for polynomial right-hand sides f .
The subsidiary conditions are that solutions must be well behaved near
x = 0 , whereas y = 0 at x = 1 . Assume that the polynomial f never
has a quadratic, x2, component.
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Exercise 2.27: Modify the computer algebra code for Example 2.7 to
find the Taylor series, to errors O

(
x10
)
, of the well-behaved solution of

the nonlinear ode x2y′′ + x2y′ + xy3 = 0 such that y(0) = 2.

Answer: y = 2−4x+4x2− 32
9 x

3+ 26
9 x

4− 56
25x

5+ 3404
2025x

6− 832
675x

7+ 1199
1350x

8−
4142
6561x

9 +O
(
x10
)

Exercise 2.28: Use Mathematica to help you find the power series about
x = 0, to errors O

(
x10
)
, of the well-behaved solutions of the linear

ode x2y′′ + x3y′ + (x2 − 2)y = 0. Hint: x2y′′ − 2y = (x4(y/x2)′)′ .
Then modify your Mathematica code to find the power series of the
one parameter family of well-behaved solutions to the nonlinear ode
x2y′′ + x3y′ + (x2 − 2)y + y2 = 0.

Answer: Well behaved solutions of the linear ode are y = a(x2 − 3
10x

4 +
3
56x

6− 1
144x

8)+O
(
x10
)

for any multiplicative constant a. Nonlinear solutions,

parametrised by the same a, are y = a(x2− 3
10x

4+ 3
56x

6− 1
144x

8)+a2(− 1
10x

4+
11
280x

6 − 661
75600x

8) + a3( 1
140x

6 − 11
3150x

8)− 17
37800a

4x8 +O
(
x10
)
.

Exercise 2.29: Use Mathematica to help find the power series about
x = 0, to errors O

(
x20
)
, of the well behaved solutions of the ode

xy′′ + 3y′ + 3x2y = 0. Hint: xy′′ + 3y′ = (x3y′)′/x2 .

Answer: Well behaved solutions are proportional to y = 1− 1
5x

3 + 1
80x

6−
1

2640x
9 + 1

147840x
12 − 1

12566400x
15 + 1

1507968000x
18 +O

(
x20
)

Exercise 2.30: Find the power series expansions about x = 0, to er-
rors O

(
x10
)
, for the two parameter general solution to the linear ode

x2y′′ − sin(x)y′ + y = 0, with the aid of computer algebra. Hint: ex-
pand sinx in a Taylor series and write x2y′′−xy′ in the form x2−p(xpy′)′ .

Answer: y = (a+ b log x)(x− 1
24x

3 + 7
3840x

5− 89
1161216x

7 + 6721
2229534720x

9) +

b( 1
23040x

5 + 11
11612160x

7 − 5951
44590694400x

9) +O
(
x10
)
.
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Algorithm 2.8 Mathematica code for Exercise 2.31.

1 Clear[x,y,res]

2 x^n_ ^:=0 /; n>19;

3 y=2*x;

4 While[res=!=0,

5 res=(1-x^3)*D[y,{x,2}]+(y^2-x^2)*D[y,x] // Simplify;

6 res=-Integrate[res,x,x];

7 y=Expand[y+res];

8 ];

Exercise 2.31: Algorithm 2.8 lists some Mathematica code to iteratively
find a power series solution to an ode: what is the differential equation
it purports to solve? and its initial conditions? what is the value of y
after the first iteration of the loop? what is the order of error in the
computed power series after the loop terminates?

Answer: (1− x3)y′′ − (y2 − x2)y′ = 0, such that y(0) = 0 and y′(0) = 2 .

y(1) = 2x+ 1
2x

4 . The ultimate error is O
(
x20
)
.

Exercise 2.32: Use algebra to show that the divergent Stieltjes series (2.8)
formally solves the Stieltjes ode (2.7). By considering d/dt

[
te−t/(1 +

xt)2
]
, show that the Stieltjes integral (2.9) satisfies the the Stieltjes

ode (2.7). Argue that the eight term partial sum of the Stieltjes
series (2.8) approximates the Stieltjes integral to four decimal places
for |x| < 0.08 .

Exercise 2.33: For any specified positive x, estimate the number of terms
in the Stieltjes series that will give the smallest error bound—the
optimal truncation. Hence, and using Stirling’s formula for a factoriral,
deduce that the Stieltjes series can be summed to an error |εoptimal| ≈√

2π
x e
−1/x .

Exercise 2.34: Argue that (Bender & Orszag 1981, Ex. 3.64)∫ ∞
0

e−t

1 + xt2
dt ∼

∞∑
n=0

(−1)n(2n)!xn x→ 0 + .
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Exercise 2.35: Let the sequence φn(x), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , satisfy φn � φn−1

as x→ x0 , for all n.

1. Show that if f(x) ∼ ∑∞n=0 anφn(x) and g(x) ∼ ∑∞n=0 bnφn(x) ,
then αf + βg ∼∑∞n=0(αan + βbn)φn(x) as x→ x0 .

2. Let ψn(x) =
∫ x
x0
φn(t) dt and suppose all the functions φn(x) are

positive near x0. Deduce that f(x) ∼∑∞n=0 anφn(x) as x → x0

implies
∫ x
x0
f(t) dt ∼∑∞n=0 anψn(x) as x→ x0 .
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Part I Summary

• Solving algebraic equations in Chapter 1 illustrates some of the key
features seen in solving complicated problems:

– solve a difficult problem by writing it as a perturbation of a
solvable problem;

– use the residual to iteratively construct power series solutions;

– computer algebra handles the messy details.

• Rescaling variables so that infinities become finite, see Section 1.2,
transforms some apparently singular problems into regular problems.

• Easily determine the critical coefficient of proportionality between
residual and correction using a few iterations of your proposed computer
algebra code, see Section 1.3.

• Power series solutions of differential equations empowers us to later
tackle vastly more complicated problems. Iteration is a straightfor-
ward and flexible approach to constructing power series solutions (Sec-
tion 2.2).

• Divergent power series are the norm in our applications (Section 2.3).
Hence we invoke the methodology of asymptotic series. One crudely
estimates the error of a partial sum of an asymptotic series by the
size of the first neglected term. Asymptotic series are unique. This
uniqueness ensures we can formally operate on asymptotic series (with
care).
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Basic fluid dynamics
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Here we review how to describe the the flow of a fluid such as water or
air. Physical quantities, such as fluid velocity, are generally unknown in any
application; so we derive differential equations which they must satisfy. The
equations are based on physical principles. In any particular problem it is
these differential equations which are solved to predict a flow pattern. Lastly,
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we look at some useful properties deduced directly from the equations of
motion.

Most of the principal concepts of hydrodynamics are more easily under-
stood in one-dimensional dynamics rather than in the three-dimensional
dynamics discussed here. For a useful introduction see my book A one-
dimensional introduction to continuum mechanics (Roberts 1994). The
review of fluid mechanics given here follows the treatment of Dean & Dal-
rymple (1991) [Chapt. 2].
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Chapter 3

Flow description

Sorry: this section is incomplete as it is slowly written.
We describe fluid flow primarily in terms of the velocity, density and

pressure fields. Of these, the velocity field, the actual motion of the fluid,
is the one of prime importance. Other physical properties arise in certain
applications.

We adopt a so-called Eulerian description of field variables. That is, we
describe how physical quantities vary in space and time by considering them
at specific points in space-time.

• For example, the pressure p is considered as a function of space and
time, which in Cartesian coordinates is written p(x, y, z, t). You may
see isobars on weather maps; these are contours of the pressure field
on the Earth’s surface. They show how the pressure field varies on
the surface. Over successive days the isobars move indicating that the
pressure field varies in time. But note that our observations of the
pressure field is largely derived from fixed observation stations, that is,
we record the pressure at a specific point as time varies—this is the
essence of the Eulerian description.

By contrast, a Lagrangian description of the flow describes conditions
experienced by particles of the fluid as they move through space. But
we do not adopt the Lagrangian approach.

• Similarly the density is described by its space-time dependence, ρ(x, y, z, t).
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• The velocity of a fluid flow is a vector field q. This is because at every
point in space the fluid moves with some speed in some direction, and
consequently is described as a vector. As above we consider this as a
function of position and time: q(x, y, z, t) = u(x, y, z, t)i+v(x, y, z, t)j+
w(x, y, z, t)k in Cartesian coordinates.

• Some problems we deal with have circular symmetry and then it is
more useful to use cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) to parametrise spatial
positions. Thus we consider ρ(r, θ, z, t). For vector fields we then write
the field in terms of the unit vectors of the cylindrical coordinate
systems: for example, q = qrer + qθeθ + qzk where the components are
functions of (r, θ, z, t).

Some simple velocity fields are given. We describe the velocity field
because this is the quantity which most directly reflects the motion of the
fluid, and thus is often the quantity of prime interest.

• Uniform flow in the x-direction is described simply by u = Ui. The
velocity is the same at every point in the fluid as shown in Figure 3.1(a).

• Solid body rotation, as seen on a turntable or a wheel, is u = reθ =
−yi+ xj as seen in Figure 3.1(b). Observe in both the formula and
the figure that the speed of the motion increases linearly with distance
from the axis of rotation.

Although more characteristic of the motion of solids rather than fluids,
this flow is precisely that needed in mercury mirrors for astronomic
telescopes. Vibration induced distortions of the flow, and hence of the
mirror surface, from bearings have recently been solved by suspending
the backing of the mirror on an air cushion.

• A more interesting flow is that of a vortex as seen in Figure 3.1(c) and in
Plate 101 of the album by Van Dyke van Dyke (1982). In this circularly
symmetric flow, the velocity field is given by q = 1

reθ = −y
x2+y2

i+ x
x2+y2

j.

Although sometimes called the ‘bathtub’ vortex, this flow is more easily
seen in a laundry trough where the plug-hole is more centrally placed.
Put some water in the trough, give it a swirl with your hand, pull
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(a) uniform (b) solid rotation

(c) vortex (d) corner flow

Figure 3.1: four example flow fields: (a) velocity field of uniform flow in the
x-direction; (b) velocity field of solid body rotation; (c) velocity field of the
‘bathtub’ vortex; (d) velocity field of a corner flow.
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out the plug and watch the flow. Floating plastic building blocks on
the surface will show the particle motion. Observe that by-and-large
such a block does not rotate as it revolves around the centre of the
vortex, it typically has the same orientation; this is an example of an
irrotational flow—an important class of flows in fluid dynamics. In
contrast, a building block placed on a turntable rotates as it revolves
showing that its motion is rotational.

• As a last example the velocity field q = −xi+ yj may be seen as flow
turns a corner due to some obstruction. A quadrant of the velocity
field shown in Figure 3.1(d) may be seen in a corner of the flow over a
rectangular obstruction shown in Plate 5 of Van Dyke van Dyke (1982).

These ideas of velocity and density fields overlook the fact that real fluids
are made of molecules. In principle the physical fields we use are defined
by averages over volumes, each volume centred on some particular point
in space-time. Thus

ρ(x, y, z, t) =
1

‖V ‖
∑

(mass of particles in V ) ,

where V is centred on (x, y, z, t). For this averaging to be acceptable we
need

• the volume V to be small compared with the phenomenon of in-
terest, typically on the scale between say 1mm and the 1000 km of
atmospheric scales, and

• large compared with the molecular scale so that the averages over V
are not sensitive to molecules popping in and out of V .

Since there are approximately 1023 molecules in each litre of air, it follows
that the typical separation between air molecules is on the length-scale
of 10−5 mm. This is very much smaller than the length scales of interest,
so the averaging process is well defined. The concepts and equations of
fluid mechanics are generally accurate.

It is only in quite esoteric situations, such as space vehicle re-entry
into the thin high altitude atmosphere, that we may have to worry about
the molecular nature of the flow.
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Chapter 4

Conservation of mass

Warning: this section is only a draft.
We need to find equations which reflect how the fluid fields such as q and ρ

evolve in time. The evolution come from physical laws of conservation. First,
the material making up the fluid can neither appear or disappear. This
conservation of mass leads to the so-called continuity equation.

An extremely ”quick and dirty’ method is to adapt the one-dimensional
continuity equation (Roberts 1994, Eqn (2.1)),

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂(uρ)

∂x
= 0 ,

to three-dimensions. Simply we recognise that time derivatives and density
remains unchanged, whereas the one-dimensional scalar velocity u becomes
a vector quantity q in three-dimensions, and one-dimensional spatial gradi-
ents ∂/∂x become one of the vector differential operators grad, ∇, or div,
∇·. Thus the above one-dimensional continuity equation translates to

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (qρ) = 0 .

The choice of the divergence is indicated because the time derivative
shows that the equation is a scalar equation, and the div operator is the
appropriate way to produce a scalar quantity from the vector flux qρ.

We now turn to a more acceptable argument for deriving the above
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continuity equation.1 However, as in one-dimension (Roberts 1994, §2.1), I
prefer an integral argument.

Consider any fixed volume V within the fluid. The mass of fluid inside
the volume is m =

∫
V ρ dV . Over time this mass varies as fluid is carried

into or out of the volume by the flow of the fluid. The rate of change of mass
is, by definition,

dm

dt
=

∫
V

∂ρ

∂t
dV .

But this must be equal to net rate of fluid entering the volume across the
surface, S, of the volume. Across any small area dS of the surface, fluid
mass crosses into V at a rate ρq · (−n̂) (where n̂ is the unit vector normal
to dS but pointing out of V ), namely

• proportional to the local density on that surface, and

• proportional to the velocity component normal to the surface.

Consequently, integrating over the entire surface, it must also be true that

dm

dt
= −

∫
S
ρq · n̂ dS

= −
∫
V
∇ · (ρq)dV by the divergence theorem.

Equating these two expressions for dm/dt and combining them into the one
integral leads to the penultimate result that∫

V

[
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρq)

]
dV = 0 ,

for all volumes V in the fluid.
Now, the only way that the integral of a particular continuous integrand

can be zero for all volumes V is if the integrand is identically zero. Consider,
if the integrand is ever non-zero, then by continuity it must be the same sign
in some small volume V ′ around that point, and so the integral over V ′ would
be non-zero. But this contradicts the fact that the integral is always zero.

1Dean & Dalrymple (1991)[§2.2.1] gives a similar development but in differential terms.
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Thus the integrand must be zero everywhere. Consequently the previous
result assures us that everywhere in the fluid

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρq) = 0 . (4.1)

This is the general continuity equation. However, in most familiar cir-
cumstances it simplifies somewhat. For example, if the density of the fluid
is everywhere the same for all time, ρ is constant, then all the derivatives
of ρ are zero and the continuity equation reduces to the requirement that
the velocity field must be divergence free:

∇ · q = 0 . (4.2)

In fact this equation is much more general than I have suggested so far;
as well as applying to constant density fluids, it also applies to so-called
incompressible flows. For example, the water in the ocean is effectively
incompressible and its flow satisfies (4.2), and yet it has significant density
variations. Indeed such density variations are vitally important in the
structure of the world’s oceans:

• cold Artic and Antartic water is dense and sinks below the warmer
surface layers of mid-latitude oceans to form the cold abyssal ocean
water;

• warmish but very saline and consequently dense Mediterranean water
flows out of the Gibralter Straits and so it also sinks below the surface
layers of the Atlantic ocean;

• conversely, fresh and thus relatively light water from the Amazon flows
many hundreds of kilometres out from the South American coast as
surface water.

The important characteristic here is that a small volume of water maintains
its identity for very long periods of time. Indeed oceanographers deduce the
source of a sample of the ocean simply by analysing its salinity and trace
elements.
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So consider the general continuity equation (4.1) from the point of view
of a fixed parcel of fluid rather than from a fixed point in space. Expanding
the divergence of the product gives

∂ρ

∂t
+ q ·∇ρ+ ρ∇ · q = 0 .

Now the rate of change of density of the parcel of fluid is, by the chain rule,

dρ

dt
=

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρ

∂x

dx

dt
+
∂ρ

∂y

dy

dt
+
∂ρ

∂z

dz

dt

=
∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρ

∂x
u+

∂ρ

∂y
v +

∂ρ

∂z
w

=
∂ρ

∂t
+ q ·∇ρ ,

as appears in the first two terms of the expanded continuity equation above.
Thus if each and every parcel of fluid is itself incompressible, its density does
not change, dρ/dt = 0 throughout the fluid, and so the general continuity
equation (4.1) reduces to the simpler (4.2). I emphasize that this occurs
even though the density may vary in space and time, as it does in the ocean,
so long as each parcel of fluid is itself incompressible.

Each of the four example velocity fields given in the previous section are
divergence free. For example, the vortex flow field satisfies

∇ · q =
∂

∂x

( −y
x2 + y2

)
+

∂

∂y

(
x

x2 + y2

)
=

y2x

(x2 + y2)2
+

−x2y

(x2 + y2)2
= 0 .

Hence they could each occur in the flow of an incompressible fluid.
Appearing in the above derivation is the very important concept of the

material derivative. Namely the derivative with respect to time of some
quantity as seen a parcel of the material; in the above we discussed the
density as seen by a fluid parcel. Where needed the material derivative of
some quantity, c say, will be denoted by

dc

dt
=
∂c

∂t
+ q ·∇c . (4.3)

It has the two components:
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• ∂c/∂t from the rate of change of c at a fixed location in space, and

• q ·∇c from the fact that the fluid parcel is moving through space with
velocity q and so experiences change due to spatial gradients of c.

At first aquaintance the difference between the material derivative and
the derivative at a fixed point often causes confusion. Part of this, I
am sure, arises from deficient mathematical notation. In particular, the
notation for differentiation carries implicit assumptions with it; the problem
being that these assumptions change when we change from material
derivative to a derivative at a fixed point. Chemistry has an answer,
albeit too long for common use. Chemists routinely denote what variables
are fixed as the differentiation is performed. For example, (∂ρ/∂t)xyz
would denote the derivative with respect to time of the density keeping
position, (x, y, z), fixed. Conversely, if particle locations are described by
functions (X(a, t), Y (a, t), Z(a, t)), then (∂ρ/∂t)XY Z would denote the
derivative with respect to time of the density keeping the fluid particle
under consideration fixed. This last would be the material derivative.
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Chapter 5

Conservation of momentum

Sorry: this section is incomplete as it is slowly written.

Contents

5.1 Stress tensor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94

5.2 Momentum equation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97

5.3 The Euler equations for an ideal fluid . . . . . . 98

5.4 The Navier–Stokes equations . . . . . . . . . . . 100

The second physical principle which leads to a governing differential
equation is that of conservation of momentum. This leads us to either the
Navier–Stokes equation or the Euler equation depending upon how important
is the effect of internal friction within the fluid.

An extremely “quick and dirty” method is to adapt the one-dimensional
momentum equation (Roberts 1994, Eqn (3.2)),

ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x

)
= F +

∂σ

∂x
,

to three-dimensions. On the left-hand side we observe the material deriva-
tive of the velocity. On the right-hand side, F denotes body forces, such
as gravity ρg, and so becomes a vector, whereas the end forces σ could
remain as the scalar pressure field, −p, which exerts a normal forces across
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any surface in the fluid. Thus the above one-dimensional momentum
equation translates to

ρ
dq

dt
= ρ

(
∂q

∂t
+ q ·∇q

)
= F −∇p .

However, this equation is only valid for fluids which are not “sticky” (not
viscous). In a viscous fluid, the fluid particles exert tangential forces across
surfaces; for example, they experience a tangential drag when slipping
over a solid substrate. For this common case the stress becomes a rank 2
tensor, denoted σ. Note: a rank n tensor is some physical quantity with n
directional properties; for example, a scalar is a rank 0 tensor, and a vector
is a rank 1 tensor. Then for a viscous fluid the above momentum equation
generalises to

ρ
dq

dt
= ρ

(
∂q

∂t
+ q ·∇q

)
= F + ∇ · σ .

Interestingly, this momentum equation is directly analogous to Newton’s
2nd law which asserts that (mass)× (acceleration) = (net force). In the
above:

• mass is represented by the density ρ;

• acceleration of the mass by the acceleration of fluid particles which
is given by the material derivative of the velocity, dq/dt; and

• net force by the body force F and internal stresses σ.

We turn to a more conventional derivation of the momentum equation,
one in which we can see more readily the meaning of the new concepts such
as the stress (Batchelor 1979, e.g. §1.3).

5.1 Stress tensor

Consider a small tetrahedral parcel of fluid with three faces normal to the
coordinate axes and the fourth face with normal n̂. Across each face, the
fluid outside the tetrahedron exerts a force, or traction, on the fluid inside;
call the forces AxT x, AyT y, AzT z, and AnT n respectively where Ai is the
area of the ith face and T i are the stresses.
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The stress is linear in the normal. Firstly, if there is any imbalance
in the net force applied by these stresses, then the fluid tetrahedron must
accelerate. Newton’s 2nd law then indicates that

ρV
dq

dt
= AxT x +AyT y +AzT z +AnT n ,

where V is the volume of the tetrahedron. Hence, crudely, the acceleration
must be proportional to (surface area)/(volume) which becomes infinite for
arbitrarily small volumes. Such infinite acceleration cannot be permitted,
and hence there cannot be any net imbalance of the forces on the tetrahedron.
Thus

T n = −Ax
An
T x −

Ay
An
T y −

Ay
An
T z

by projection of areas

= (n̂ · i)T x + (n̂ · j)T y + (n̂ · k)T z .

From this we see that the stress across a plane with any normal n̂ is linear
in n̂: for some stress tensor σ

T n = n̂ · σ . (5.1)

Indeed, in a matrix representation T x, T y and T z form the “rows” of the
stress tensor:

σ =

σxx σxy σxz
σyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz


where σij is the component of the stress in the jth coordinate direction upon
a plane with normal in the direction of the ith coordinate.

The stress tensor is symmetric. By similar arguments, one can reason
that to keep the angular acceleration of a fluid parcel finite as one considers
smaller and smaller sizes, then the moments of the forces on a fluid particle
must vanish. Consider the moments about the vertical axis passing through
the centroid of the face An of the tetrahedron:

• there are no contributions to the moment from the face An or Az;
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• the face Ax contributes ∆x
3 AxT x · j = V σxy;

• the face Ay contributes ∆y
3 AyT y · (−i) = −V σyx.

The net moment is thus V (σxy − σyx). However, the moment of inertia is
proportional to V 5/3, and so to avoid infinite angular accelerations of very
small parcels of fluid we must require that σxy = σyx. Similarly for other
axes so that in general σij = σji. Hence the stress tensor is symmetric.

The pressure. By convention, the pressure of the fluid is defined such
that the trace of the stress tensor is −3 times the pressure p. That is

p = −1

3
(σxx + σyy + σzz) .

Then the stress tensor may be written

σ =

σxx σxy σxz
σyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz

 =

−p+ τxx τxy τxz
τyx −p+ τyy τyz
τzx τzy −p+ τzz

 .
The deviatoric stress tensor τij measures the departure from isotropy of the
stress tensor. If τij are all zero, then the stress tensor σ = −pI and hence
the stress across any surface, normal n̂, is σ = n̂ · (−pI) = −pn̂. That is,
the force across any surface is directly inwards and of magnitude p. This is
precisely the accepted understanding of pressure. If not all τij are zero, then
a local change of coordinates1 will put the stress tensor in diagonal form
(always possible for a symmetric matrix),−p+ τ ′xx 0 0

0 −p+ τ ′yy 0

0 0 −p+ τ ′zz

 ,
and so we see that in some directions the stresses will be stronger than in
others, causing a deformation of parcels of fluid.

1The pressure, being proportional to the trace of the stress tensor, is invariant to such
changes in coordinates.
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5.2 Momentum equation

Consider any fixed volume V within the fluid. The net momentum of the
fluid inside the volume is p =

∫
V ρq dV . Over time this momentum varies as

it is carried into or out of the volume by the flow of the fluid. The rate of
change of net momentum is, by definition,

dp

dt
=

∫
V

∂

∂t
(ρq) dV .

But this must be equal to net rate of momentum

• entering the volume across the surface, S, of the volume;

• generated internally by external body forces such as gravity; and

• induced by stresses imposed on the surface of the volume by the fluid
immediately outside.

Consider each of these in turn. Across any small area dS of the surface, fluid
momentum crosses into V at a rate ρu(−n̂) · q (where n̂ is the unit vector
normal to dS but pointing out of V ), namely

• proportional to the local momentum density, ρp, on that surface, and

• proportional to the velocity component normal to the surface.

External body forces2, will generate momentum inside V at a rate
∫
V F dV .

Whereas the stresses applied on each small part of the surface, dS, are
T dS = n̂ · σ dS. Consequently, summing all these contributions it must also
be true that

dp

dt
= −

∫
S
ρqn̂ · q dS +

∫
V
F dV +

∫
S
n̂ · σdS

(by the divergence theorem)

=

∫
V
−∇ · (ρqq) + F + ∇ · σ dV .

2Such as F = −ρgk for gravity.
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Equating these two expressions for dp/dt and combining them into the one
integral leads to the penultimate result that∫

V

[
∂

∂t
(ρq) + ∇ · (ρqq)− F −∇ · σ

]
dV = 0 ,

for all volumes V in the fluid. As before, such an integral can only be zero
for all volumes V if the integrand is everywhere zero. Thus we deduce the
basic form of the momentum equation

∂

∂t
(ρq) + ∇ · (ρqq) = F + ∇ · σ . (5.2)

However, in virtually all cases we only use this equation in conjunction with
the continuity equation (4.1). In which case, after expanding the derivatives
of the products on the left-hand side as

∂

∂t
(ρq) + ∇ · (ρqq) = ρ

∂q

∂t
+ q

∂ρ

∂t
+ q∇ · (ρq) + ρ(q ·∇)q ,

recognise that the middle two terms are simply q times the continuity equation
and so vanish identically. This gives us the more usual form analogous to
Newton’s second law:

ρ
dq

dt
= ρ

(
∂q

∂t
+ (q ·∇)q

)
= F + ∇ · σ . (5.3)

5.3 The Euler equations for an ideal fluid

In a ‘frictionless’ fluid, one of low viscosity or inviscid, parcels of fluid
cannot resist uneven stress distributions: if there is any imbalance of stress,
indicated by a non-isotropic stress tensor, then the fluid rapidly deforms in
response to the uneven forces. Consequently, the only stress supportable
by an inviscid fluid is one of only pressure: σ = −pI. Thus the momentum
equation reduces to

dq

dt
=
∂q

∂t
+ (q ·∇)q =

1

ρ
F − 1

ρ
∇p . (5.4)
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This is called Euler’s equation.
For example, in a fluid at rest, q = 0, and acted upon by gravity

F = −ρgk, we deduce the pressure must be hydrostatic: p = p0− ρgz where
p0 is the pressure at z = 0. Often it is the case that, as for gravity, the body
forces can be apparently removed from Euler’s equation by incorporation into
the pressure. Any body force which can be written as the gradient of a scalar
potential, F = −∇Φ,3 can be absorbed by a psuedo pressure p′ = p + Φ,
and Euler’s equation then appears apparently without the body force.

All the four example flows given earlier are solutions of Euler’s equation
for an inviscid fluid.

An extraordinarily important class of flows4 are obtained by writing q =
∇φ for some velocity potential φ(x, y, z, t). By the continuity equation,
the potential φ must satisfy Laplace’s equation as

∇2φ = ∇ · q = 0 .

Euler’s equation is automatically satisfied for this class of flow; it reduces to
Bernoulli’s equation for the pressure since Euler’s equation becomes:5

0 =
∂

∂t
∇φ+ ∇

(
1

2
|q|2
)

+
1

ρ
∇Φ +

1

ρ
∇p ,

= ∇
[
∂φ

∂t
+

1

2
|q|2 +

Φ

ρ
+
p

ρ

]
.

The only way that the gradient of a quantity is zero in some spatial domain
is if it is constant in space; that is, we obtain Bernoulli’s equation

p

ρ
+
∂φ

∂t
+

1

2
|q|2 +

Φ

ρ
= B(t) , (5.5)

for some function B(t). This equation gives the pressure field for any given
flow field of an ideal fluid.

Three of the example flows are potential flows. Consider two.

3F = −∇(ρgz) for gravity.
4Curiously, one can only justify the importance of such inviscid flows by invoking

viscosity.
5This is a remarkable integration of the nonlinear Euler equation.
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(a) q = Ui has velocity potential φ = Ux and the pressure is reduced from
hydrostatic: p = −Φ− 1

2ρU
2.

(c) The vortex flow q = (−yi + xj)/(x2 + y2) has velocity potential φ =
arctan(y/x) = θ in cylindrical coordinates, and a pressure p = −Φ−
1
2ρ/r

2.

This flow is seen in the swirling water of the bathtub vortex, for
example see (van Dyke 1982, Plate ??). The funnel shape of the
central core of air is determined once you know that in effect air exerts
a constant pressure, p0 say, everywhere upon the free-surface of the
water. If the body force potential is due to gravity, Φ = ρgz, and hence
the free-surface of the water must be such that p0 = −ρgz − 1

2ρ/r
2.

Rearranging shows that the height of the free-surface in the funnel
must be of the form z = A−B/r2.

5.4 The Navier–Stokes equations

Real fluids, such as treacle, paint or toothpaste, can exhibit an startling
range of interesting behaviour; the relation between the pattern of flow and
the stress tensor can be very complicated. However, the most common fluids
found around us, namely air and water, are relatively simple. To a good
approximation the deviatoric stress tensor is simply a linear function of the
local velocity gradients:6

τij = Aijk`
∂qk
∂x`

.

Now, Aijk` has 34 = 81 elements which potentially could be different and
would need to be determined for each particular fluid by experiments. How-
ever, the requirements of isotropy, symmetry, and zero trace of the deviatoric
stress tensor result in great simplification (Batchelor 1979, §3.3):

Aijk` = µ

(
δikδj` + δi`δjk −

2

3
δijδk`

)
,

6Repeated subscripts indicate summation over that subscript.
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where µ is a constant characteristic of the fluid and is called the viscosity.
Hence, in terms of the flow field, the stress at any point is

σij = −pδij + µ

(
∂qi
∂xj

+
∂qj
∂xi
− 2

3
∇ · qδij

)
. (5.6)

A fluid obeying this relationship between stress and velocity field is called a
Newtonian fluid .

For an incompressible fluid, a little algebra shows the momentum equation
then reduces to the Navier–Stokes equation:

dq

dt
=
∂q

∂t
+ (q ·∇)q =

1

ρ
F − 1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2q , (5.7)

where ν := µ/ρ is called the kinematic viscosity. For water and air under
common conditions the kinematic viscosity is 0.0114 cm2 / sec and 0.145 cm2 / sec
respectively. Observe that the term due to viscosity, ∇2q, describes an es-
sentially Fickian diffusion of momentum. This is reflected in many of the
flow properties that we later explore.
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Chapter 6

The state space

Warning: this section is only a draft.

Contents

In this book we investigate fluid dynamics using tools of analysis from
the modern theory of dynamical systems. Consequently we here put the
equations of fluid mechanics into the context of a dynamical system.

The key concept, introduced by Poincaré, is that of a state space. The
state space of a systems is the set of all possible states of the system. For
example, as explained in §2.1 of Abraham & Shaw (1983), the state of an
ideal pendulum oscillating in two physical dimensions is its position and
velocity. When we measure these by the angle from the vertical θ and the
angular velocity ω, then the state space is the 2D set of all possible values
of (θ, ω).

However, if the pendulum, instead of being swung on the end of a thin
rod, is hung by an elastic spring, then two more variables are needed to
describe its state: namely, the extension of the spring, say `, and the rate of
change of the extension, say w. Thus the state space is enlarged to the set
of all possible values of (θ, ω, `, w), a 4D space.

Now, at any given instant of time, a dynamical system will be in precisely
one state. In other words, the state of the dynamical system at any time
is represented by one point in state space, call such a state u in general.
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Evolution of the system in time, its state changing, is then represented by
movement of a point through state space (Abraham & Shaw 1983, §1.2),
then u = u(t). This is the basis of the abstract view of an evolving system:
no matter how complex the original physics, we represent its evolution by
the movement of a point through the state space.

If the mathematical model of the system is consistent, it can only evolve
in one way from any given state. After all, if the system could evolve in
more than one way, then we could not use the model to make predictions
because any one of the possible futures may occur. Indeed this is a modelling
issue—we only address those models which are predictive; that is, only those
with a unique future from any given state.

Consequently, at any time and at any state the dynamical system must
be moving through state space in some definite direction and at some definite
speed. Thus the rate-of-change of state can be described by a vector function
of position:

u̇ =
du

dt
= f(u) ,

where f is some definite function characteristic of the particular dynamical
system. We will analyse such evolution equations throughout this book.

The equations of incompressible fluid dynamics, the continuity equations
together with either the Euler or the Navier-Stokes equations, are placed in
this framework. Firstly, the state space is the set of all possible fields, both
velocity q(x, y, z) and pressure p(x, y, z). Each configuration of these fields
throughout all space is one state in state space. In other words, each point
in state space represents the entire velocity and pressure fields throughout
all space. This is graphically illustrated in §1.3 of the fourth volume by
Abraham & Shaw (1988) where you see that each configuration of the fluid
flow corresponds in state space to just the position of one point. Then a
fluid flow which is unsteady, namely evolves in time, is represented by the
movement of a point through state space. Such a state space representation of
fluid flow is an enormous abstraction; for example, all the complex interaction
and development of a turbulent flow field is represented by the movement of
a point.

Because states of the fluid flow are described in terms of functions of
space, namely q(x, y, z) and p(x, y, z), the dimensionality of the state space
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is infinite. Crudely speaking, at each point in space there is the freedom for
the fluid to have any pressure and velocity; but there are an infinite number
of spatial points and hence there are an infinite number of “variables” needed
to describe the state of the fluid flow.

Secondly, the equations of fluid mechanics govern the evolution through
state space. Although, strictly speaking, the continuity equation and Navier–
Stokes equations are not in the above form, u̇ = f(u), they are effectively
equivalent. You can imagine that rather than letting the state space be the
entire set of all possible q and p, we may let the state space be the set of all
such fields which satisfy the extra proviso that the velocity field is divergence
free. That is, the state space is effectively a subset of the q(x, y, z), p(x, y, z)-
space. Then the Navier-Stokes equation (or Euler equation) effectively
describes the vector field, f , in this effective state space; the pressure field
may be viewed as being used to keep the velocity field divergence free.
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Part II Summary

• Generally we deal with the Navier–Stokes and continuity equations,
together describing the motion of a viscous incompressible fluid. The
primary field of interest is the velocity field q(x, y, z, t), and to some
extent the pressure field p(x, y, z, t). Typically we treat incompressible
fluids except in special circumstances.

• Another flow property of great interest in fluid dynamics is the vorticity.
But for purposes of simplicity I have chosen not to expound on it and
its effects in this introduction.

• By placing fluid dynamics within the context of a dynamical system,
albeit in an infinite dimensional state space, we use tools of modern
dynamical systems theory to analyse fluid dynamics. In particular, we
create low dimensional models of the dynamics of fluids.

• To follow as needed: boundary conditions, heat and mass transfer,
sample solutions and dynamics.

Exercise 6.1: Lookup and write a one page summary of vorticity, irrota-
tional flow and the Kelvin circulation theorem.

Exercise 6.2: Find out and write down the continuity, Euler and Navier–
Stokes equations in component form in both Cartesian and spherical
coordinates.

Exercise 6.3: Do Problems 2.1, 2.3(a), 2.4, 2.5, 2.8 and 2.9 in Dean &
Dalrymple (1991), Water wave mechanics for engineers and scientists.
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Exercise 6.4: In a viscous fluid of constant density with no body forces,
consider a swirling flow which in cylindrical coordinates has velocity
components u = w = 0, v = v(r, t), p = p(r, t). What do the Navier–
Stokes and continuity equations reduce to? Seeking a solution of the
form v(r, t) = A(t) exp

[
−r2/D(t)

]
determine A(t) and D(t). Explain

what this solution may physically describe.
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Centre manifolds underpin
accurate modelling
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This chapter develops the basic concepts of centre manifolds and their
use in accurately modelling dynamical systems. Subsequent chapters explore
important classes of applications as well as further illuminating and extending
the theory.

The challenge is to transform a description of detailed dynamics into
an accurate model of coarse interesting quantities. For two examples: how
can a description of millions of interacting ‘particles/agents’ be summed up
by a simple ‘population’ model? how can the infinite resolution of a pde
be described by a spatial discretisation? Our quest is to do such modelling
transformations accurately.

The closeness of the agreement between his [Taylor’s] theoretical
and experimental results was without precedent in the history of
fluid mechanics. (Drazin & Reid 1981, p105)

Here we look at an important experiment in fluid mechanics, the Taylor–
Couette flow, and determine the basic dynamics of the development of a
nontrivial flow. Ideas in dynamical systems theory which are associated
with this flow are those of: bifurcation, symmetry breaking, and pattern
formation.
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We look at a simple fluid flow between two rotating cylinders, called
Couette flow. Then we find that it loses stability, as the speed of rotation
of the inner cylinder is increased, and wonder what happens to the flow
dynamics after that. Pictures of experiments in the various flow regimes are
shown in Plates 127–8 of van Dyke (1982). Indeed, this was one of the early
experiments to confirm chaos in an actual fluid flow (Gleick 1988, pp128–131).
By introducing the ideas and tools of centre manifold theory via some simple
examples, we analyse the Taylor–Couette dynamics in a little detail.

The flexible power of the centre manifold approach to creating dynamical
models comes from three theorems introduced in Chapter 8. The three
theorems assure us of three key aspects:

• a model exists depending upon a linear picture of the dynamics;

• the model emerges and is relevant because all nearby dynamics are
attracted to those of the model;

• we may construct the model to a controlled order of error.

The key is to find a domain where there is a separation of time scales between
long lasting modes of interest and rapidly decaying modes of relatively
uninteresting details.

Section 8.6 discusses how other sound methodologies produce equivalent
models. I contend that the centre manifold approach is the clearest and most
powerful methodology. The approach also supports both local and global
models (Section 8.7) and resolves controversies over the correct ‘structure
functions’ (Section 8.8).

Many people consider that a linear change of basis (coordinate system)
is trivial (undergraduate mathematics) and so assume that it is sufficient to
study systems where the slow and fast (critical and decaying) variables are
linearly separated (by diagonalisation, or similar, of the linear operator). Thus
the theory of Chapter 8 only addresses systems with a linearly separated form:
the emergent centre/slow variables x are separate from the the uninteresting
stable/unstable variables y in the linearised system. The linear operators of
pdes can also be separated into slow and fast modes, say by diagonalising
the linear operator through taking the Fourier transform (when applicable).
But it is far easier to interpret mathematical formulae in the original physical
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variables rather than in transformed variables. Furthermore, it is far less error
prone to code the computation of the residuals of original physical equations,
rather than transforming equations and then coding the transformed system.
These two reasons imply we need the general algorithm of Chapter 9 (Coullet
& Spiegel 1983) because it works with the physically meaningful original
variables and physically meaningful original equations.

Importantly, the construction algorithm of Section 9.3 is coordinate-free:
it can be applied to the form of equations preferred by any user.

Centre manifold theory also underpins global models, section 9.5.1. Al-
though introduced as being local to an equilibrium, the theory also applies
when there is a parametrised family of equilibria, a subspace of equilibria
for example: the theory then supports a dynamic model that applies across
the whole family to generate a model which is local in some variables but is
global in other variables. One application is to chemical reactions. Other
applications include many ‘singularly perturbed systems’.

Also our theory applies in a finite domain, and so rigorously supports
modelling for finite sized parameters and variables. Thus to estimate the
model accurately at finite values of parameters and variables, we need to
compute asymptotic approximations to different orders in the parameters
and variables. The Newton diagrams introduced in section 9.5.2 empower us
to very flexibly create and use models.
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Chapter 7

Couette flow

Warning: this section is only a draft.

Contents
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In this section we consider the flow of a viscous fluid between plates
or cylinders travelling or spinning at different rates. The resulting shear
flow is an exact solution of the Navier–Stokes equation and the continuity
equation. However, due to centrifugal forces, the flow between cylinders
becomes unstable.

7.1 Simple shear flow

As a precursor to Couette flow we briefly look at the shear flow between two
parallel plates.

Consider two plates, infinite in horizontal extent, separated by a distance h
where the bottom plate is stationary and the top plate is moving with
speed U in the horizontal x-direction. Let the bottom plate be at y = 0 and
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116 Chapter 7. Couette flow

consequently the top plate is at y = h. The top plate will drag the fluid with
it, whereas the bottom plate will tend to retard the flow. Thus a shearing
flow is established between the plates.

By translational symmetry in the horizontal the flow will be independent
of both horizontal directions. So we assume that q = q(y) and p = p(y)1

only. Also by symmetry, there should be no flow in the z-direction—there is
no driving force in that direction and so viscosity will typically damp any
such flow—hence we take w = 0.

• The continuity equation then reduces to

∇ · q =
∂v

∂y
= 0 ,

and hence v = const. But no fluid can cross the solid boundaries2 at
y = 0 and y = h, v = 0 there, so that v = 0 everywhere. Hence the
velocity field is just q = u(y)i.

• The vertical component of the Navier–Stokes equation,

∂v

∂t
+ q ·∇v = −1

ρ

∂p

∂y
+ ν∇2v ,

reduces to simply

0 = −1

ρ

∂p

∂y
,

with solution p = const. Without loss of generality we take p = 0
(because it is only gradients of p which affect the dynamics).

• The horizontal component of the Navier–Stokes equation,

∂u

∂t
+ q ·∇u = −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+ ν∇2u ,

reduces to simply

0 = ν
∂2u

∂y2
,

1Absorb body forces into the pressure.
2This is the first mention of the important boundary conditions.
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with general solution u = Ay + B. Up to now we have not needed
to worry much about boundary conditions, but here we must. For a
viscous fluid the boundary condition to be applied on a solid boundary
is that the fluid sticks to the boundary. Here this requires: q = 0 on
the stationary plate y = 0; and q = Ui on the moving plate y = h.
Indeed we used the vertical components of these boundary conditions
in determining that v = 0. Here the bottom plate boundary condition
enforces that the constant B = 0, then the top boundary condition
gives

u =
Uy

h
.

Such a linear variation in velocity across the stream is a uniform shear flow.
The viscous fluid separating the two plates transmits a frictional drag

from one plate to the other. This drag is the τyx component of the deviatoric
stress tensor, namely the traction in the x-direction acting across a surface
with normal in the y-direction. From the Newtonian stress/rate-of-strain
relation (5.6)

τyx = µ

(
∂u

∂y
+
∂v

∂x

)
=
µU

h
.

Observe this drag behaves reasonably: it is proportional to the viscosity;
proportional to the velocity difference; and inversely proportional to the
plate separation.

7.2 Flow between rotating cylinders

In essence we now turn the previous shear flow on its side and wrap it around
a cylinder to form Couette flow. Consider two co-axial vertical cylinders
with fluid in between:

• the inner cylinder of radius R1 and rotating with angular velocity Ω1;
and

• the outer cylinder of radius R2 and rotating with angular velocity Ω2.

Because of the cylindrical geometry it is convenient to resort to cylindrical
coordinate system (r, θ, z) where:
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• r is the radial distance from the vertical axis;

• θ is the angular distance around the cylinder; and

• z is the vertical position.

For convenience we again call the velocity components (u, v, w), that is, the
velocity q = uer + veθ + wk.

By using symmetry, we again look for a simple solution of the fluid
dynamics equations. Because of the circular symmetry around the cylinder,
and the translational symmetry along the cylinder, we expect to find solutions
that are functions purely of the radial coordinate r. Expect that w = 0
because there is no mechanism to drive an axial flow.

• The continuity equation

1

r

∂(ru)

∂r
+

1

r

∂v

∂θ
+
∂w

∂z
= 0 ,

then determines that the radial velocity u = C/r. But, as for the
parallel plate flow, there can be no flow across the cylinder walls at
R1 and R2, so C = 0, and hence u = 0 throughout.

That is, the flow must be purely around the cylinder, termed azimuthal,
but possibly of different speeds at locations ranging from the inner
cylinder to the outer cylinder. In order to ‘turn’ the fluid particles
to keep them in their circular paths we will need to impose a radial
pressure gradient.

• The angular component of the Navier–Stokes equation, when put in
cylindrical coordinates (Batchelor 1979, Appendix), reduces to

0 = ν

[
1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂v

∂r

)
− v

r2

]
.

This is an Euler ODE. Substituting v = rn leads to the indicial equation
n2 − 1 = 0 with solution n = ±1. Thus

v = Ar +
B

r
,
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for some constants A and B. Interestingly this rotational flow is simply
the sum of a rigid body rotation, Ar, and a vortex flow, B/r.

The constants A and B are determined by the boundary conditions of
no-slip on the rotating cylinders. Applying v = RiΩi on r = Ri,

v =

(
Ω2R

2
2 − Ω1R

2
1

R2
2 −R2

1

)
r +

(
Ω1 − Ω2

1/R2
1 − 1/R2

2

)
1

r
.

• The radial component gives the pressure field; it reduces to

−v
2

r
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂r
.

This is simply integrated to give

p(r) = ρ

∫
v2

r
dr ,

which is the pressure field needed to counter the “centrifugal force” of
the rotational motion; the centripetal acceleration of fluid particles
being simply v2/r. We do not bother evaluating this pressure field as
there is no need for the detail in the forthcoming analysis.

The above flow field is an exact, steady solution of the Navier–Stokes
and continuity equations. In the context of a dynamical system, it is a fixed
point—a point of equilibrium—in the state space. In order to obtain a partial
picture of the dynamics we linearise the dynamics about this fixed point.
The nonlinear centre manifold theory will subsequently elucidate more of the
dynamics.

7.3 Non-dimensional equations

To simplify the analysis, transform the governing equations to a non-dimensional
form. Choose the inner cylinder as the main reference: the radius R1 as
the reference length, 1/Ω1 as the reference time, and ρ as the reference den-
sity. Consequently, R1Ω1 is the reference velocity and ρνΩ1 is the reference
pressure. Introduce the non-dimensional, starred, variables: r∗ = r/R1,
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R∗ = R2/R1, z∗ = z/R1, t∗ = tΩ1, q∗ = q/(Ω1R1), and p∗ = p/(ρνΩ1). The
Navier–Stokes equations and the continuity equations then become

Re

[
∂q∗

∂t∗
+ q∗ ·∇∗q∗

]
= −∇∗p∗ + ∇∗2q∗ ,

∇∗ · q∗ = 0 ,

where Re = Ω1R
2
1/ν is a Reynolds number. Reynolds numbers are typically

defined as Re = (velocity)(length)/ν which is precisely the same here as
Ω1R1 is the velocity of the surface of the inner cylinder, and R1 its radius.
Consider the range of Reynolds numbers:3

• Re < 100 are typically viscously dominated flows;

• Re > 10000 typically are very turbulent flows full of fine structure and
detail;

• 100 < Re < 10000 is roughly the parameter regime where interesting
transitions take place in the destruction of order in favour of chaos.

As shown in Iooss & Adelmeyer (Iooss & Adelmeyer 1992, p89), many
interesting transitions occur from the above Couette flow as the Reynolds
number (Re1 in their figure) is increased.

Henceforth we do two simplifying things. Firstly, we drop the stars from
the non-dimensional quantities. It will be just as if we solve the physical
problem with R1 = Ω1 = ρ = 1. Secondly, and more fundamentally we make
the outer cylinder stationary (as is usually done in experiments). Thus the
boundary condition on the outer cylinder is simply

q = 0 on r = R.

Whereas that on the inner cylinder is

q = eθ on r = 1.

Then in cylindrical coordinates, the non-dimensional Navier–Stokes and
continuity equations become, in component form,

Re

(
∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂r
+
v

r

∂u

∂θ
+ w

∂u

∂z
− v2

r

)
= −∂p

∂r
+ ∇2u− 2

r2

∂v

∂θ
− u

r2
,

3These ranges give the generic correspondance between Re and flow regime.
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Re

(
∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂r
+
v

r

∂v

∂θ
+ w

∂v

∂z
+
uv

r

)
= −1

r

∂p

∂θ
+ ∇2v +

2

r2

∂u

∂θ
− v

r2
,

Re

(
∂w

∂t
+ u

∂w

∂r
+
v

r

∂w

∂θ
+ w

∂w

∂z

)
= −∂p

∂z
+ ∇2w ,

∂u

∂r
+

1

r

∂v

∂θ
+
∂w

∂z
+
u

r
= 0 ,

where ∇2 = 1
r∂ /∂r (r∂ /∂r) + 1

r2
∂2 /∂θ2 + ∂z/∂z .

In this non-dimensionalisation and with a fixed outer cylinder, Couette
flow is, see Figure 7.1,4

q = v(r)eθ =
1

R2 − 1

(
R2

r
− r
)
eθ .

As the inner cylinder spins faster, increasing Reynolds number Re, the fluid
near the inner cylinder increasingly ‘wants to spin out’ towards the outer
cylinder. At some rotation rate, this overcomes viscosity and the inner fluid
moves towards the outer cylinder, and the fluid near the outer cylinder must
contrapositively move inwards. These two opposing motions organise into
a pattern of cell-like vortices wrapped around the cylinder. It is this flow
which we examine.

7.4 Linear instability

In a dynamical system with a fixed point, Couette flow for example, the
dynamics in the immediate neighbourhood of the fixed point is determined
by linearisation. If u̇ = f(u) is the dynamical system with fixed point u0

(so that f
(
u0
)

= 0), then small time dependent perturbations, u′(t), to u0

satisfy an equation of the form u̇′ = Lu for some linear operator L.

The eigenvalues of L determine the stability of the fixed point. If all the
eigenvalues of L have real part negative, then the fixed point is stable. If
at least one eigenvalue of L has real part positive, then the fixed point is
unstable.

4See Matlabprogram couett.m.
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Figure 7.1: velocity field of Couette flow with fixed outer cylinder and R = 2.
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In the analysis of Couette flow, we aim directly for the linearised eigenvalue
problem by seeking solutions of the form

q ≈ v0eθ + q′(r, θ, z)eλt , p ≈ p0 + p′(r, θ, z)eλt ,

where v0 and p0 are the fields determined for Couette flow. Substitute these
into the Navier–Stokes and continuity equations and neglect nonlinear terms,
products of primed quantities, to obtain

Re

(
λu′ +

v0

r

∂u

∂θ
′ − 2v0

r
v′
)

= −∂p
′

∂r
+ ∇2u′ − 2

r2

∂v′

∂θ
− u′

r2
,

Re

(
λv′ +

∂v0

∂r
u′ +

v0

r

∂v′

∂θ
+
v0

r
u′
)

= −1

r

∂p′

∂θ
+ ∇2v′ +

2

r2

∂u′

∂θ
− v′

r2
,

Re

(
λw′ +

v0

r

∂w′

∂θ

)
= −∂p

′

∂z
+ ∇2w′ ,

∂u′

∂r
+

1

r

∂v′

∂θ
+
∂w′

∂z
+
u′

r
= 0 .

Note that the only nonlinear terms in the Navier–Stokes equations are the
advection terms (q ·∇q). In the linearisation, the terms retained as important
represent the advection of the perturbations by the azimuthal Couette flow,
terms such as (v0/r)∂u′/∂θ, and the movement of the Couette flow by the
perturbations, terms such as u′∂v0/∂r.

Now, these equations for the perturbations are constant coefficient with
respect to angle θ. Moreover, the annular geometry assures us that we are
only interested in solutions 2π-periodic in θ. Thus we may seek solutions
proportional to exp(imθ) for integral m.

The equations are also constant coefficient with respect to the axial
variable z, and so we may seek exponential solutions in z. However, in most
experiments the cylinders are tall (when compared to the thickness of the
fluid or to the radius of the cylinders), see Plate 127 in van Dyke (1982)
for example. Thus we are not interested in exponentially growing solutions
in z, in either direction; we only want solutions proportional to exp(ikz). In
principle k is determined by the length of the cylinder L, perhaps something
like k = nπ/L for integral n. For long cylinders these wavenumbers are so
closely spaced that we may as well examine the continuum of wavenumbers k—
as if the cylinders were infinitely long.
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In fact, determining the precise influence of the top and bottom bound-
aries of the cylinders on the dynamics is a very delicate affair. The above
mentioned discretisation of the axial wavenumbers is just a first approxi-
mation, nonetheless one which is borne out reasonably well by experiments.
However, sophisticated arguments about boundary conditions can give
systematic derivations of the influence of the boundary conditions Roberts
(1992a). I hope to look at this later.

Thus we seek solutions in the form

q′ = q′′(r)ei(mθ+kz) , p′ = p′′(r)ei(mθ+kz) ,

where m is the integral azimuthal wavenumber and k is the real axial
wavenumber. However, simplify even further by setting m = 0. That is, only
consider those perturbations from Couette flow which have no dependence
around the cylinder. Physically we expect that the first instability will arise
for such a mode; θ dependence should increase viscous dissipation and so
should be more stable. For counter-rotating cylinders this is not necessarily
correct; however for a fixed outer cylinder we can indeed just consider m = 0.

The linearised equations then become

Re

(
λu′′ − 2v0

r
v′′
)

= −dp
′′

dr
+Du′′ ,

Re

(
λv′′ +

dv0

dr
u′′ +

v0

r
u′′
)

= Dv′′ ,

Reλw′′ = −ikp′′ +Dw′′ +
w′′

r2
,

du′′

dr
+ ikw′′ +

u′′

r
= 0 ,

where

D =
1

r

d

dr

(
r
d

dr

)
− k2 − 1

r2
,

represents the action of viscous dissipation.
Using the continuity equation to eliminate w′′, and combining k2 times

the radial with ikd/dr of the axial components of the Navier–Stokes equations
lead to

λDu′′ − 1

Re
D2u′′ + k2 2v0

r
v′′ = 0 ,
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λv′′ − 1

Re
Dv′′ +

(
dv0

dr
+
v0

r

)
u′′ = 0 .

Recall that Couette velocity profile is v0 = Ar + B/r; with this the term(
dv0

dr + v0

r

)
= 2A a constant. Thus we use the last equation above to elimi-

nate u′′ to give just one eigen-problem for the azimuthal velocity perturbation:(
λ− 1

Re
D

)2

Dv′′ − k2 4Av0

r
v′′ = 0 .

In general, this eigen-problem has to be solved numerically for the eigen-
values λ and corresponding eigen-functions v′′. However, to show the expected
patterns I now make a crude approximation.5 Approximate by:

• assuming a thin gap so that 2A ≈ −1/b where R = 1 + b;

• approximate the operator D as Dv = d2v
dr2
− k2v (this is justifiable in a

narrow gap as d/dr ∼ 1/b is large whereas r ∼ 1);

• replacing v0/r by its average value 1/2;

• and ignore some fine detail in the boundary conditions for w′′.

The net effect of these is to approximate the differential equation by one which
is constant coefficient (if one just assumes a narrow gap, see (Drazin & Reid
1981, §16), then the analysis involves Airy functions). Thus a trigonometric
substitution is useful. For integral n, try

v′′ ∝ sin [`(r − 1)] , where ` = nπ/b.

Then

−
(
λ+

1

Re
(`2 + k2)

)2

(`2 + k2) +
k2

b
= 0 , (7.1)

with solution

λ = − 1

Re

(
`2 + k2

)
± k√

b(`2 + k2)
,

as shown in Figure 7.2. This expression for the eigenvalues is made of two
parts:

5This approximation is solely to make analytic progress.
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Figure 7.2: crude approximation to the eigenvalues of perturbations to Cou-
ette flow for R = 2 (b = 1) and a Reynolds number of 35. The eigenvalues are
plotted as a function of axial wavenumber k for various radial wavenumbers
` = nπ/b. Observe that the top eigenvalue branch has just become unstable
for a band of axial wavenumbers k ≈ 3.

• the negative −(`2 +k2)/Re represents the action of viscous dissipation;

• the k/
√
b(`2 + k2) term represents the energy that can be extracted

(or absorbed) by the shear flow between the cylinders.

As the Reynolds number Re becomes larger (the inner cylinder spins faster)
the possible energy extraction from the shear flow overcomes vicous dissipa-
tion and lead to instability.

It is apparent that the eigenvalues are all real, though not always the
case, m 6= 0 for example. Almost all the eigenvalues are large and negative.
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These correspond to rapidly decaying modes in the dynamics; here the decay
is due to the viscosity. However, for large enough Reynolds number Re the
first term in the expression for the eigenvalues becomes small enough so that
in combination with the + case, one of the eigenvalues for axial wavenumber
k ≈ 3 becomes positive. At such a Reynolds number the dynamical fixed
point of Couette flow becomes unstable. We determine when this occurs.

We seek the Reynolds number Re for which any of the eigenvalues λ = 0.
Rearranging (7.1) leads to

Re2 = b
(`2 + k2)3

k2
,

as plotted in Figure 7.3. Observe the classic pattern that the mode with
the smallest ` = π/b, the n = 1 mode, becomes unstable first. Further, it
becomes unstable at some finite axial wavenumber k. By minimising Re as a
function of k, find that the critical Reynolds number is

Rec =
3
√

3π2

2b3/2
, at kc =

π√
2b
.

• For Reynolds number Re < Rec, all modes decay and the fixed point
of Couette flow is stable.

• For Reynolds number Re > Rec, at least one mode grows exponen-
tially, and Couette flow is unstable. The mode that first appears has
axial wavenumber kc, that is, it is periodic in the z direction with
period 2π/kc. This explains the appearance of Taylor vortices that
are seen in experiments such as that shown in Plate 127 in van Dyke
(1982). Each “cell” in the vertical is half the period and thus is of
length π/kc =

√
2b which, as is typical, is of the same distance as the

thickness of the fluid.

As soon as any one mode in a dynamical system becomes unstable, the
linearisation becomes inconsistent. The linear picture of the dynamics, that of
exponential behaviour, would predict an exponential growth in the unstable
mode. So very soon the mode would become large enough to invalidate the
smallness assumptions made in the linearisation. To model the dynamics of
the system for these interesting parameter ranges we must investigate the
action of the nonlinearity in the system. This is centre manifold theory.
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Figure 7.3: crude approximation to the Reynolds number, Re, at which a
given mode with axial wavenumber k and radial wavenumber ` = 1, . . . 4 first
becomes unstable. The cylinder gap is b = 1.

7.5 Exercises

Exercise 7.1: Consider the axisymmetric flow between a rotating cone
and a fixed disc where the tip of the cone just touches the plate (at
the origin of the coordinate system).6 Solve the Navier–Stokes and
continuity equations to determine the flow and the fluid stresses. What
is the torque needed to drive this flow at an angular velocity Ω when
the disk and cone have maximum radius R?

6This flow is used to measure viscosity.
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Exercise 7.2: Rayleigh–Benard convection. Temperature T (x, y, z, t)
evolves according to

∂t

∂T
+ ∇ · (qT ) = κ∇2T ,

along with the continuity and Navier–Stokes equations. Consider

fluid ρ = ρ∗[1− α(T − T∗)]

hot, T = T∗ + ∆T

cold, T = T∗

d

?

6

x

y

-

6

• ignore density variations everywhere except where multiplied by
gravity;

• suppose only 2D motion in x and y alone (no z dependence and
w = 0);

• the top and bottom boundaries are to be stress-free, j · τ = 0.

1. Find the pure conduction state (one of no motion).

2. Non-dimensionalise the equations with respect to reference length
d, reference time d2/κ, reference density ρ∗, and reference temper-
ature ∆T . Write the equations in terms of the Rayleigh number
Ra := αgδTd3/(κν), and the Prandtl number Pr := ν/κ.

3. Derive and solve the resultant eigen-problem for linearised dynam-
ics near the pure conduction state. (Seek eigen-modes of the form
v ∝ sin(nπy) cos(kx)eλt, and similarly for other quantities.)

4. What is the critical Rayleigh number, Rac, such that the conduc-
tion state is stable for Ra < Rac, and is unstable for Ra > Rac?
What is the corresponding horizontal wavenumber k and vertical
mode number n?
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Remove all redundancies from the problem and reduce it to the
simplest elements. Rene Descartes

Here we develop a rigorous view to justify low dimensional approxima-
tions to the emergent evolution of dynamical systems. The treatment is
based on that expounded by Carr (1981). However, this and other related
literature were primarily developed to answer questions about stability; we
have a different purpose and so differ in emphasis. We aim to develop low
dimensional and accurate models of dynamics. These models are justified by
an exponentially quick collapse of all solutions onto a low dimensional set of
states; the later, emergent, long-term evolution therein forming a reduced,
low dimensional, dynamical system modelling the original.

Our whole discussion develops from basic knowledge of nonlinear dy-
namical systems as described in many textbooks such as Chapter 4 in the
textbook by Kreyszig (2011). The following definition reminds us of some
key concepts.

Definition 8.1 (key concepts). • We explore the evolution in time t of
a vector of variables u(t) in n dimensions, Rn. The state space (Rn
or some subset) is the set of all valid values of u in the application.

• In our dynamical system the state vector u(t) evolves according to
a set of coupled odes expressed as du/dt = u̇ = f(t,u). Mostly we
restrict attention to autonomous odes where the right-hand side has
no explicit time: u̇ = f(u).

• An equilibrium, fixed point or critical point of such an autonomous
dynamical system is a point u∗ such that f(u∗) = 0 so that u(t) = u∗,
constant, is a solution for all time. Typically we move the origin to
be located at an important equilibrium, if the origin is not already an
important equilibrium.

• A trajectory of a dynamical system is the path of a solution u(t) of
the odes drawn or imagined in the state space Rn.
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y

y

x x

Figure 8.1: locations at four times in the xy-plane of solutions to the ode (8.1)
starting from fifty random initial conditions: the slow centre manifold y = 0
emerges quickly.

8.1 Introduce some basic examples

Consider the dynamical system

ẋ = ax3 and ẏ = −y + y2, (8.1)

where a is some constant (say negative) and an overdot denotes d/dt. Fig-
ure 8.1 shows some snapshots of numerical solutions in the xy-state space: all
solutions in the shown domain collapse quickly onto the line y = 0 ; thereafter
all solutions evolve slowly to the origin.
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y

x

Figure 8.2: trajectories of the dynamical system (8.1) showing the rapid
approach to M, y = 0 .

Analytic solutions confirm this picture. The two equations of the ode (8.1)
are uncoupled and so each may be solved independently of the other by
separation of variables. Given the initial condition that x = x0 and y = y0

at t = 0 , the solution is

x(t) =
x0√

1− 2ax2
0t

and y(t) =
1

1 +
(

1
y0
− 1
)

exp(t)
. (8.2)

For the above simple dynamical system observe, in both the algebraic solu-
tions and in the trajectories, that provided initial y0 < 1 the system u(t)
tends exponentially quickly to the line y = 0 , labelled M in the trajectories
of Figure 8.2. Ignoring this rapidly decaying transient behaviour, the be-
haviour that emerges from the whole system is that of one degree-of-freedom,
evolving according to ẋ = ax3 and all the while staying onM. This long-term
evolution is generally much slower than exponential,1 namely the algebraic
evolution x = (c1− 2at)−1/2 . This exponential collapse of the dimensionality
of the dynamics from the full 2D state space to the 1D M really does occur
very quickly: within a time ∆t ≈ 6 , all initial conditions in the picture

1Near the origin at least.
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have evolved to be indistinguishable from being on M; whereas in the slow
algebraic evolution, it takes ∆t ≈ 10000/a to reach the origin to within
∆x = 0.01 .

Usually we concentrate our interest upon what happens near the origin
in the state space of the dynamical system. Requiring nearness to the origin
implies we perform what is called a local analysis . However, many locales are
big enough to provide interesting and rich results. Being based on the origin
is no constraint because we move the origin to any reference equilibrium of
interest. In the Taylor–Couette problem the equilibrium of Couette flow is
our reference. In application, we just need some equilibrium, fixed point, on
which to anchor the analysis.

8.1.1 Variables are usually coupled

Suppose now that the pair of equations are coupled, viz

ẋ = ax3 + x2y and ẏ = −y + y2 + xy − x3 . (8.3)

Figure 8.3 shows snapshots of solutions illustrating the emergence of reduced
dynamics on a curve near the origin. Algebra cannot so easily determine the
long-term behaviour near the origin of this dynamical system. Linearizing
about the origin we find ẋ = 0 and ẏ = −y and so see that y decays
exponentially quickly (approximately), and that x does not evolve. But this
picture is not satisfactory: because, as in the system (8.1), x is not constant
but evolves algebraically. The nonlinear terms in the equations must modify
the too simple a picture obtained from linearisation to that of Figure 8.3.

A coordinate transform simplifies Waving an algebraic magic wand
(to be explained subsequently), I introduce a coordinate transform from
x and y variables to new X and Y variables—Figure 8.4 plots the coordinate
curves—such that

x = X −X2Y + · · · and y = Y − Y 2 −X3 + · · · .
This coordinate transform is cunningly crafted to transform the nonlinear
dynamical system (8.3) into

Ẋ = aX3 −X5 + · · · ,
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y
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x x

Figure 8.3: locations in the xy-plane at four times of solutions to the ode (8.3)
starting from fifty random initial conditions: the curved slow centre manifold
emerges quickly.

Ẏ = (−1 +X − 2X3 + 2X4 + · · · )Y . (8.4)

These new variables highlight important dynamics. First, the new variable Y
must decay exponentially quickly to zero from all initial conditions in some
finite domain around X = 0 as, by continuity, the rate −1 + X − 2X3 +
2X4 + · · · must be negative in some finite domain around X = 0 . Thus,
given its exponentially quick decay, Y does not appear in the long term
dynamics, only the dynamics of X emerges in the long term. Secondly, after
Y → 0 we see that x = X , so from the X dynamics the emergent long
term dynamics are ẋ ≈ ax3 − x5. Lastly, these dynamics occur for original
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y

x

Figure 8.4: coordinate curves of the new (X,Y )-coordinate system that
transforms the dynamical system (8.3) into the decoupled system (8.4).
Labels are corresponding coordinate values of some of the coordinate curves.

variable y ≈ −X3 ≈ −x3 which is the curved attractor seen in the numerical
simulations of Figure 8.3.

Problem Such beautiful complete coordinate transforms are impractical
in most applications. The reason for its impracticality is that in applications
there are usually a large number, often infinite, of exponentially decaying
transients. Correspondingly, there are usually only relatively few modes that
emerge to describe the long term dynamics. It is completely impractical to
transform a large/infinite number of transient modes which we ultimately
just set to zero, when all we want is the relatively few emergent modes.
Centre manifold theory provides an equivalent, alternative, but economical
method to extract the emergent dynamics.
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y

x

Figure 8.5: trajectories of the dynamical system (8.3) showing the rapid
approach to the curved centre manifold M (8.5).

Focus only on the emergent dynamics The centre manifold theory
which we now turn to asserts that (8.3) has an exponentially attractive
curve M on which all the long-term evolution takes place (Y = 0 in Fig-
ure 8.4). The curve M may be described by y = h(x). In essence, the
theory says that the linear picture is largely correct except that it is ‘bent’
by nonlinear terms as seen in Figure 8.5.

Direct calculation shows that here the centre manifold M and the evolu-
tion thereon are

y = h(x) ∼ −x3 − x4 as x→ 0 ,

where ẋ = ax3 + x2h(x) ∼ ax3 − x5 . (8.5)

Furthermore, the theory asserts something stronger than mere attraction
to M. Theory asserts the evolution on M will emerge; for all solutions
(x(t), y(t)) of the full system (8.3), with initial point (x0, y0) sufficiently near
to the origin, there exists a solution, say x = s(t), of (8.5) such that2

x(t) = s(t) +O
(
e−t
)

y(t) = h(s(t)) +O
(
e−t
) } as t→∞ .

2We often say that ‘the system settles ontoM exponentially quickly’, that is, the centre
manifold M emerges quickly.
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That is, ode (8.5) becomes valid exponentially quickly as a long-term, smaller
degrees of freedom description of the full system (8.3). Thus the ode (8.5)
forms a model of the original system; with fewer degrees-of-freedom it is
a simpler, more tractable system to handle. The ode (8.5) describes the
emergent dynamics.

These are the same conclusions as deduced from the normal form coordi-
nate transform (8.4). The difference is that we economically do not resolve
the transients that are irrelevant to the long-term model.

8.2 Eigenvalues imply existence

For the generic theory of this section we move from the earlier examples in
the two variables x and y to consider dynamical systems in n variables. Let
the system variables be grouped into the vector u ∈ Rn. We base analysis
about an equilibrium, so set the u-origin to be at the equilibrium. Then the
differential equations for the evolution are written as

u̇ = Lu+ f(u), (8.6)

where L (n × n) is a constant matrix (or linear operator in general), and
f is a strictly nonlinear function. Further, the linear operator L must have
certain additional properties:3

• no eigenvalues with a positive real part;

• m eigenvalues with a zero real part, λ1, . . . , λm , and corresponding,
linearly independent, eigenvectors, e1, . . . , em (repeat eigenvalues ac-
cording to their multiplicity, and include any generalised eigenvectors4);

3These properties ensure that there is a linear coordinate transform, u → (x,y) ,
such that the linear system, u̇ = Lu , separates into the centre modes ẋ = Ax and the
exponentially decaying (stable) modes ẏ = By .

4Generalised eigenvectors often arise in physical applications to the motion of bodies
and particles, Exercise 8.33 for example. There may be a zero eigenvalue of multiplicity
two associated with mean position and mean momentum. The corresponding eigenvector
gives only the position subspace. A corresponding generalised eigenvector is needed to
span the momentum subspace as well. See Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1: Matrix eigenvalue/eigenvector problems have the following impor-
tant properties.

The standard eigen-problem for eigenvalues λ and eigenvectors e consists of solving
Le = λe , for some real n × n matrix L (analogous properties hold for complex
matrices).

1. There are n eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λn when counted and listed according to their
multiplicity.

2. When the matrix L is real, any complex eigenvalue occurs as one of a of
complex conjugate pair.

3. Corresponding to each eigenvalue λj , there exists (at least) an eigenvector
ej 6= 0 (and all their linear combinations).

4. If the matrix L is symmetric, then

(a) all eigenvalues λj are real;

(b) eigenvectors ej corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal;

(c) the Rayleigh quotient gives the eigenvalue λj = ej · (Lej) and is typically
used to approximate well the eigenvalue given only a rough approxima-
tion ej to the eigenvector.

5. Generalised eigenvectors often arise in physical applications to the motion of
bodies and particles, but are only potentially possible when the matrix L is
not symmetric.

– When a given eigenvalue has multiplicity two, say λ1, but there is only
one linearly independent eigenvector, say e1, then we find a generalised
eigenvector e2 by solving Le2 = λe2 + e1.

– When a given eigenvalue has multiplicity larger than two, say λ1 has
multiplicity k > 2 , then we iterate as follows. Let {e1, . . . , ej} be the
currently known, linearly independent, set of eigenvectors and generalised
eigenvectors, j < k . Find a basis (preferably orthogonal) for the null
space of the matrix

L′ :=


L − λ1I e1 · · · ej
eT1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

eTj 0 · · · 0

 .
For each (linearly independent) vector in the basis, its first n components
is a new generalised eigenvector to add to the growing set. Stop iterating
when j = k .

6. The set of eigenvectors and generalised eigenvectors is complete, they span Rn.
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Figure 8.6: a schematic spectrum of the linearized version of the dynamical
system (8.6).

• the remaining eigenvalues, λm+1, . . . , λn , have negative real part, the
real-parts are bounded away from 0 by some bound −β, that is <λj <
−β < 0 for j = m+ 1, . . . , n.

Figure 8.6 shows a schematic picture of the spectrum of the class of linearized
problems.

We normally assume that the function f is smooth, at least twice dif-
ferentiable at the origin. Whence f is a strictly nonlinear function if at the
origin fi = ∂fi/∂uj = 0 for all i, j.

Definition 8.2. A set M ⊂ Rn is said to be an invariant manifold of
the dynamical system (8.6) if for any u0 ∈ M the solution of (8.6) with
u(0) = u0 stays inM for some finite time, that is, u(t) ∈M for 0 ≤ t < T .5

One algebraic way to check a manifold M is invariant is the following.
Suppose M is defined by some function h(u) = 0 . If dh/dt = 0 under

5Some people require the trajectory to stay in M for all time. But this requirement is
overly restrictive in practice.
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the dynamics of the system, then M is invariant. Another way is to show
that u̇ is tangent to the manifold M. These two ways are equivalent since
dh/dt = u̇ ·∇h : since ∇h is normal to h = 0, then the dot product being
zero ensures u̇ is tangent to h = 0 , that is, tangent to the manifold.

Example 8.1: Consider the dynamical system

ẋ = −y + x2 − 1 and ẏ = x+ xy .

Show that both the line y = −1 and the unit circle are invariant.

• Test the line by setting h(x, y) = y+1 . Then dh/dt = ẏ = x+xy =
xh by the odes. But on the line h = 0 so that dh/dt = xh = 0 .

• Test the circle by setting h(x, y) = x2 + y2 − 1 . Then dh/dt =
2xẋ+2yẏ = 2x(−y+x2−1)+2y(x+xy) = 2x(x2 +y2−1) = 2xh.
But on the circle h = 0 so that dh/dt = 2xh = 0 .

♣

Example 8.2: (invariant subspaces). Consider the linear system u̇ = Lu .
Suppose operator L has eigenvalues λj and corresponding eigenvec-
tors ej . Then for any (finite) subset of eigenvectors, say e1, . . . , ek , the
subspace E = span{e1, . . . , ek} is an invariant manifold of the linear
dynamics.

Any u ∈ E may be written as the linear combination u =
∑k

j=1 cjej ,.

Hence u̇ = Lu =
∑k

j=1 cjLej =
∑k

j=1 cjλjej =
∑k

j=1 c
′
jej ∈ E as it is

another linear combination of the basis eigenvectors. Since u̇ ∈ E, it is
tangent to E and hence the subspace E is an invariant manifold. ♣

In its most abstract, Definition 8.2 asserts the invariant manifold M
is just the union of a set of trajectories of the system (8.6). But the term
‘invariant manifold’ is usually used with some implicit extra properties such as
smoothness, completeness or analyticity near the origin or other equilibrium.

For example, if f = 0 , so that the dynamical system (8.6) is linear, then
there exists two invariant manifolds of prime interest to us:
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• the centre subspace Ec := span{e1, . . . , em}, consisting of all the non-
decaying modes, and often parametrised by ‘centre variables’ x; and

• the stable subspace Es := span{em+1, . . . , en}, consisting of all the
exponentially decaying modes, and often parametrised by ‘stable vari-
ables’ y.

The centre subspace interests us because all solutions to the linear problem
u̇ = Lu , starting from any initial condition, tend exponentially quickly, at
least as fast as exp(−βt), to the centre subspace Ec. Once on Ec solutions
evolve according to some equation ẋ = Gx where G is the restriction of L
to Ec. That is, the behaviour on the low dimensional (m dimensional) centre
subspace captures the long-term dynamics of the original linear system.

As discussed informally in the previous section, analogous results hold,
such as the following, for fully nonlinear systems such as (8.6).

Theorem 8.3 (existence). Given the more relaxed condition on the eigen-
values of L that |<λj | > β for j = m + 1, . . . , n , there exists, in a neigh-
bourhood D of the origin, an m dimensional invariant manifold M for (8.6),
with tangent space Ec at the origin, in the form u = v(s) (that is, locations
on M are parametrised by s ∈ Rm). The flow on M is governed by the
m dimensional dynamical system

ṡ = g (s) = Gs+O
(
|s|2
)
, (8.7)

where the nonlinear function g may be determined from v, and G is the
restriction of L to Ec. Because of the nature of the eigenvalues of L on Ec,
this invariant manifold is called a centre manifold of the system. All
trajectories which stay in the neighbourhood D for all time belong to a centre
manifold.

Haragus & Iooss (2011), for example, give a version of this theorem for
‘infinite dimensional’ dynamics. This book discusses only finite dimensional
theory, even though we do apply the methodology to infinite dimensional
problems.

Definition 8.4 (slow manifold). If, as commonly occurs, the m eigenvalues
of the centre subspace Ec are precisely zero (not just with zero real part),
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then the centre manifold M is more informatively called a slow manifold
(and Ec called the slow subspace E0).

Example 8.3: (an exact slow manifold). Consider the dynamical system
ẋ = −xy and ẏ = −y+x2−2y2. The origin is an equilibrium. Linearised
about the origin the dynamics are ẋ ≈ 0 and ẏ ≈ −y and hence the
linear operator has eigenvalues 0 and −1. By the existence theorem,
the system has a centre manifold (slow manifold) through the origin.

Since the centre (slow) subspace Ec is the x-axis, as ẋ ≈ 0, the slow
manifold may be parametrised by x. In this particularly basic exam-
ple we confirm that a slow manifold is y = x2 by showing that this
parabola is invariant under the dynamics. Consider the time derivative
d(y − x2)/dt = ẏ − 2xẋ = −y + x2 − 2y2 + 2x2y = (y − x2)(−1− 2y).
Thus, somewhat incestuously, this time derivative is zero on y− x2 = 0
and so for any initial condition on this parabola, the system stays on
the parabola. The parabola is an invariant manifold. Being tangent to
the slow subspace at the origin, the parabola must be a slow manifold.

♣

We aim to model large scale systems with many interacting modes. The
best understood large scale systems are partial differential equations.

Example 8.4: (well mixed reaction). Consider some field u(x, t) governed
by the reaction-diffusion pde ∂u/∂t = ∂2u/∂x2 +f(u) for some strictly
nonlinear reaction f(u), that is, f(0) = f ′(0) = 0. The diffusion
term ∂2u/∂x2 may model some given spatial mixing of the field u(x, t).
Suppose, for definiteness, that this reaction-diffusion takes place on a
finite interval, say the nondimensional interval [0, π], with insulating
boundary conditions ∂u/∂x = 0 at x = 0, π.

Since f(0) = 0 the origin u = 0 is an equilibrium. Since the reaction is
strictly nonlinear, the pde linearises about the origin to the diffusion
pde ∂u/∂t = ∂2u/∂x2 with insulating boundary conditions ∂u/∂x = 0
at x = 0, π. Standard separation of variables shows that this linear
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pde has linearly independent solutions uk = eλkt cos kx for integer k =
0, 1, 2, . . . and corresponding eigenvalues λk = −k2. Since there is
one zero eigenvalue, there exists a slow manifold tangent to the slow
subspace of spatially constant solutions ∝ cos 0x.

Consider the special case when the reaction f has no explicit x de-
pendence. Then solutions constant in x are invariant in the dynamics.
Thus the slow manifold that emerges is u = s(t) (constant in x) on
which the evolution is ṡ = f(s). This evolution has just one degree of
freedom, s(t), instead of the infinite number of modes inherent in the
original pde. This argument justifies modelling well-mixed reactors by
the overall parameter s(t) rather than the detailed field u(x, t). ♣

Example 8.5: (parametrised reaction-diffusion). What if we relax the
reaction constraint that f ′(0) = 0? Also what if we change the boundary
conditions to those of fixed value (temperature/concentration) of u = 0
at x = 0, π .

There is still an equilibrium at the origin u = 0 . Linearised about the
origin the dynamics are ∂u/∂t = ∂2u/∂x2 + f ′0u where f ′0 = f ′(0) is
some number. With the zero value boundary conditions, separation of
variables gives linearly independent modes uk = eλkt sin kx for integer
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . and eigenvalues λk = −k2 + f ′0 . Several cases arise
depending upon f ′0:

• f ′0 < 1 , then all eigenvalues are negative and there is no centre
manifold;

• f ′0 = 1 , then all eigenvalues are negative (≤ −3) except for λ1 = 0
and so there is a one dimensional slow manifold tangent to the
slow subspace ∝ sinx ;6

6Because the eigenvector sinx of the slow subspace has nontrivial spatial structure,
expect that models based upon averaging inside the domain will be at least quantitatively
in error. The spatial structure is not the same as a constant structure, hence although
averaging may be qualitatively acceptable, averaging is not quantitatively correct.
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• f ′0 > 1 and not a perfect square, then most eigenvalues are negative,
a few are positive, and there is no centre manifold;

• f ′0 > 1 and a perfect square, then most eigenvalues are negative,
and one is zero so there is a centre manifold, but the system does
not satisfy our requirements as a few eigenvalues are positive.

♣

Example 8.6: (infinite domain diffusion). Consider diffusion ∂u/∂t =
∂2u/∂x2 on an infinite domain with ‘boundary conditions’ that the
field u be bounded. Separation of variables leads to a Fourier inte-
gral decomposition that independent modes are eλt+ikx for eigenvalue
λ = −k2 for, now, all real wavenumbers k. Although there is a zero
eigenvalue, corresponding to wavenumber k = 0 , there is no centre
manifold apparent as there are other modes with eigenvalues, albeit all
negative, arbitrarily close to zero. Thus there is no clear separation
of a slow centre manifold from the other decaying dynamics in the
system.7 ♣

Example 8.7: (nonlinear mixing). Consider the nonlinear diffusion pde
∂u/∂t = ∂/∂x(u ∂u/∂x) with insulating boundary conditions ∂u/∂x =
0 at x = 0, π. Such nonlinear diffusion is weakly analogous to the
nonlinear mixing of turbulence: local eddies generate the local mixing;
but the energy in the local eddies is proportional to the local flow
velocity, here denoted by u.

Here there is a whole subspace of equilibria: u(x, t) = U = constant.
Consider perturbations û to each equilibria: u(x, t) = U + û(x, t).
Then the pde, ∂(U + û)/∂t = ∂/∂x[(U + û)∂/∂x(U + û)], linearised

7A marvellous transformation used by Wayne (1997), transforming to log-time and
straining space by τ = log t and ξ = x/

√
t , discretises the spectrum of this continuum

diffusion. Then centre manifold theory applies to nonlinear variations of this basic diffusion
to assure us of the existence and relevance of similarity solutions.
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(x
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U = u(x)

Figure 8.7: schematic diagram of the neighbourhoods of validity (green) for
the nonlinear mixing pde of Example 8.7. The vertical axis represents the
‘infinite’ dimensional space of mean zero fields u(x). The local neighbourhoods
(green), about each point on the slow manifold (red), overlap and merge to
give an enlarged global domain of validity.

becomes ∂û/∂t = U∂2û/∂x2 such that ∂û/∂x = 0 at x = 0, π. Stan-
dard separation of variables gives modes ûk = eλkt cos kx for integer
wavenumber k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and eigenvalues λk = −Uk2. Since the
eigenvalues are 0,−U,−4U,−9U, . . ., for equilibria U > 0 there is a
centre (slow) manifold about each and every equilibria.

Necessarily, the equilibria with U > 0 forms the slow manifold as shown
schematically by Figure 8.7. The local domains of applicability overlap
and merge to a large ‘global’ domain of theoretical support. This is a
specific example of the general rule that a connected subspace/manifold
of equilibria will always form at least part of a slow manifold of each
of those equilibria. ♣
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Example 8.8: (toy atmosphere). Lorenz (1986) proposed a system of
five coupled equations in order to model important characteristics
of atmospheric dynamics. Nonlinear oscillations in the variables u,
v and w represent schematically the slowly travelling waves of high
and low pressure systems in the atmosphere. Oscillations in variables
x and z represent schematically the relatively fast ‘inertial waves’ that
live on the density stratification in the atmosphere. The Lorenz system
of odes is

u̇ = −vw + bvz ,

v̇ = uw − buz ,
ẇ = −uv ,
ẋ = −z ,
ż = x+ buv .

Linearising, see that only the x and z equations have any linear part
so there are three zero eigenvalues corresponding to the u, v and w
variables. The x and z dynamics linearise to ẋ = −z and ż = x which
has eigenvalues λ = ±i. That is, all five eigenvalues have zero real part.
The entire state space is the centre manifold.8 ♣

Proof The proof of this Existence Theorem 8.3, and indeed of the next
two theorems, usually involves the fixed point theorem and may be found in
books by Carr (1981), Iooss & Adelmeyer (1992) or Shilnikov et al. (1998).

Smoothness The centre manifold is, in some neighbourhood of the origin,
at least as differentiable as the nonlinear terms f . However, it may not
be analytic even though f is; this non-analyticity appears in some of the
examples discussed later.

8The interest in this example lies in the 3D slow manifold of u, v and w dynamics
among the relatively rapid oscillations of the x and z variables. Analysis of this slow
manifold among rapid oscillations is a story for another chapter.
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The neighbourhood of existence The Existence Theorem 8.3 asserts a
centre manifold exists in some neighbourhood D of an equilibrium, but leaves
wide open the question of how big that neighbourhood might be. Capinski &
Roldan (2012) recently derived methods for placing some quantitative bounds
on the minimum size of the domain D of validity, and applies the methods
to the restricted three body problem.9 However, Capinski & Roldan (2012)
appear to place more restrictions on the system (8.6), such as a restriction
that the linear operator of the stable modes is negative definite. The recent
work of Lamarque et al. (2012) views the issue of the domain of validity in
the framework of a nonlinear coordinate transform and thus establishes limits
based upon the invertibility of the coordinate transform. Guckenheimer et
al. (2012) also recently addressed the issue of providing rigorous bounds on
a centre manifold, but only for systems with one stable mode and two slow
modes. As yet, estimating the finite extent of the existence and emergence
of centre manifold dynamics is open to further research.

A centre manifold need not be unique Non-uniqueness of a centre
manifold disturbs some people (Verhulst 2005, Example 8.7, e.g.). However,
upon investigating examples it is readily apparent that the distinction between
the various centre manifolds is of the same order as the difference between
trajectories with different initial conditions which are nonetheless approaching
each other exponentially quickly. Thus when we view the centre manifold
as forming a low dimensional model of the the long term dynamics of the
full system, the differences between the possible centre manifolds are of the
same size as those differences between the exact solutions which we chose to
ignore in the first place. Such non-uniqueness, when it arises, is irrelevant to
our modelling.

Example 8.9: (non-uniqueness). Consider the system

ẋ = −x2 and ẏ = −y . (8.8)

Here a centre manifold (slow manifold) is just y = 0 . However, solve
the system (8.8) exactly to find invariant manifolds y = C exp(−1/x)

9The restricted three body problem is the gravitational motion of a near massless third
body in the gravitational field of two relatively massive bodies that are in elliptical orbits.
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for x > 0 and for any C. Any of these will do just as well for a slow
manifold. The reason is that exp(−1/x) is extremely flat at the origin
so it is tangent to the centre subspace. But on each of these slow
manifolds, the y variable must still be decaying exponentially quickly.
Such decay we set out to ignore in the modelling. To be consistent we
must ignore the corresponding differences between the different slow
manifolds. That is, the non-uniqueness is irrelevant to modelling. ♣

Unique power series In Example 8.9 observe that the power series of
the various slow manifolds are all the same, in the example the power series
are the trivial C exp(−1/x) ∼ 0 + 0x+ 0x2 + · · · . So the power series of the
centre manifold is unique—this uniqueness is generally true. We generally
seek to find the unique power series of centre manifolds that may or may not
be unique themselves.

Inertial manifolds If any attractor of the dynamical system lies inside the
neighbourhood D, then the Existence Theorem 8.3 assures us the attractor
must lie within a centre manifold. This holds whether the attractor is an
equilibrium, limit cycle, strange attractor, or anything else. Together with
the Emergence Theorem 8.5 of the next section, this case ensures that a
centre manifold also serves as a so-called inertial manifold (Temam 1990,
Foias et al. 1988, Chueshov & Scheutzow 2001, e.g.).

8.3 Centre manifolds emerge

A theory has only the alternative of being wrong. A model has a
third possibility—it might be right but irrelevant.

Manfred Eigen (1927–)

Based on the rationale of neglecting rapidly decaying transients, our aim is to
consider (8.7) as a simple model system for the full dynamical system (8.6). It
is simpler in two senses: simpler because it has fewer variables, m instead of n;
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and simpler because the rate of evolution is much slower. This simplification
will be considerable if n is large compared with m, as often happens in
practice; for example, in Couette flow n =∞ and m = 2 . However, we must
be assured that solutions of the model (8.7) do indeed correspond accurately
to solutions of the full system (8.6); moreover, they must correspond to
solutions that emerge in the long term.

Some researchers, such as Robinson (1996) or Fenichel (1974), use the
term asymptotic completeness or asymptotic phase to address this issue of
the relevance of a model.

Example 8.10: (initial slip). For a near trivial example, consider the
system

ẋ = xy and ẏ = −y , (8.9)

which has slow manifold y = 0 , x = s on which the evolution is just
ṡ = 0 (as ṡ = ẋ = xy|y=0 = 0). All solutions of the model are constant
s(t) = s0 for some s0. Whereas the full system has solution

y(t) = y0e
−t and x(t) = x0 exp

[
y0(1− e−t)

]
, (8.10)

for which x(t) → x0e
y0 (a constant)10 exponentially quickly as time

t → ∞ (like e−t). As is generally the case, every solution of the full
system approaches a solution of the model, here a constant, exponen-
tially quickly. ♣

There is a difference between solutions approaching a manifold and
approaching a solution on the manifold. The latter is what we require: as in
the previous example, solutions of the full system should approach a solution
of the model. However, the next example shows that just approaching a
low dimensional manifold is not sufficient by itself to ensure approach to
solutions on that manifold.

10That the long term solution s(t) = x0e
y0 is not equal to x0 is sometime called ‘initial

slip’ in physics (van Kampen 1985).
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Example 8.11: (approach need not be to solutions). Modify the previous
system in Example 8.10 to

ẋ = x+ xy and ẏ = −y ,

which again has an exponentially attractive invariant manifold y = 0 ,
x = s .11 On this invariant manifold ṡ = s with solution s = s0e

t. One
might be tempted to assert this is the long term model.

However, the solution of the full system is y(t) = y0e
−t and

x(t) = x0 exp
[
t+ y0

(
1− e−t

)]
∼ (x0e

y0) et − (x0y0e
y0) as t→∞ .

Although the exponential term matches the model, with s0 = x0e
y0 ,

the additional constant term in this long time asymptote ensures that
there is generally an unavoidable O

(
1
)

discrepancy between the full
system and the low dimensional model. ♣

The discrepancy in the evolution in the previous example occurs despite
the exponential attraction to y = 0 . However, the following theorem (Iooss &
Adelmeyer 1992, p.7, e.g.) guarantees the emergence and long term accuracy
of models based upon centre manifolds.

Theorem 8.5 (emergence). The neighbourhood D may be chosen so that all
solutions of (8.6) staying in D tend exponentially quickly to some solution
of (8.7). That is, for all solutions u(t) ∈ D for all t ≥ 0 there exists a
solution s(t) of the model (8.7) such that

u(t) = v (s(t)) +O
(
e−β

′t
)

as t→∞ , (8.11)

for some 0 > −β′ ≥ −β , the upper bound on the negative eigenvalues of the
linear operator L.

This theorem is crucial; it asserts that for a wide variety of initial
conditions the solutions of the full system decay exponentially quickly to

11y = 0 is called the unstable manifold.
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a solution predicted by the low degrees of freedom model. That is, the
evolution on the centre manifold model emerges.

For practical purposes, the rate of attraction β′ may be estimated by β.
The rate of attraction may differ from β due to the size of the domain D and
the nature of the nonlinearities and so the theorem is conservative.

The trajectories u(t) have to be sufficiently small for this theorem to
apply, but in practice sufficiently small can be quite generous. For example,
consider the system (8.1): ẋ = ax3 and ẏ = −y + y2. When the parameter
a ≤ 0 , then the exact solution (8.2) shows that all trajectories with initial
y(0) < 1 asymptote exponentially quickly to the slow manifold y = 0 . Thus
the entire half-plane y < 1 are initial conditions to which the conclusions of
this theorem apply, that is, the neighbourhood D is the enture half-plane;
the conclusions need not just apply to some small neighbourhood of the
origin. Every solution in this large finite domain is exponentially quickly
modelled.12

Another restriction on the application of the theorem is that it only
applies to trajectories which stay within the neighbourhood of the origin—
perhaps because the origin is stable. However, it is clear from the system (8.1)
and its solution (8.2) that even when the origin is unstable, the parameter
a > 0 , the centre manifold y = 0 is approached exponentially quickly by
a large variety of trajectories; it is just that the evolution on the centre
manifold pushes the solution a long way away in a finite time, here to infinity.
I contend that even if the origin is unstable, in many cases the model is still
relevant, albeit only for a finite time.

An older version (Carr 1981, e.g.) of the emergence theorem appears as
the following two corollaries.

12In contrast, the theory of singular perturbations provides significantly less assurance.
Let the (small) parameter ε measure the ratio in timescales of the decay of the fast
variables (y) and the decay of the slow variables (x). Tikhonov’s theorem (Verhulst 2005,
p.99, e.g.) asserts that in the limit as ε→ 0 the solution of the full dynamics tends to the
solution of the low dimensional model in a finite time interval. Whereas the centre manifold
Emergence Theorem 8.5 asserts the exponential attractiveness on a specific timescale, of
the low dimensional model for finite ε (characteristic of the size of the neighbourhood D),
and for all time that the dynamics stays within D. I contend that for many problems,
centre manifold methods are more powerful than singular perturbation methods.
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Corollary 8.6. If the origin of (8.6) is stable, then for all u(0) sufficiently
small there exists a solution s(t) of the model (8.7) such that the exponential
attraction (8.11) holds.

This follows immediately from Theorem 8.5 because if the origin is stable,
then all sufficiently small u(0) lead to trajectories that stay in D, hence
satisfies the requirements of the theorem, and so must exponentially quickly
approach a solution of the model.

Corollary 8.7. The origin of (8.6) is stable if and only if the origin of (8.7)
is stable.

This corollary requires more work to prove as detailed by Carr (1981),
and the proof is omitted here.

Example 8.12: Figure 8.8 draws the vector field f(u) of some dynamical
system u̇ = f(u): for each location u in the plane, the figure plots a
small vector proportional to f(u). On this figure

• draw the location of any equilibria;

• sketch any slow manifold you can see (to the extent that the slow
manifold is reasonably clear);

• outline a finite domain in which you reasonably expect the slow
manifold existence and emergence theorems to apply.

Solution: Figure 8.9 shows a solution. ♣

Many people want to create and use models of slow dynamics by neglecting
fast oscillations, rather than fast decay. Lorenz (1986) introduced the toy
‘atmospheric’ system in Example 8.8 to illustrate such modelling. It is
straightforward to create such models using the methods described by the
next Section 8.4. The fundamental stumbling block in such important
applications is that there is no strong emergence theorem to support the
relevance of such a slow model among fast oscillations.
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Figure 8.8: vector field f(u) of some dynamical system u̇ = f(u).

Example 8.13: (cannot ignore fast oscillations). Consider the system

ẋ = −x3 + xy2 + xz2 , ẏ = −z , ż = y .

Linearising about the equilibrium at the origin, x is a slow variable
(corresponding to eigenvalue zero), and y and z undergo fast oscillations
(corresponding to eigenvalues ±i).
The slow manifold, because the fast variables are here independent of
the slow x, is simply to set the fast modes to zero, y = z = 0 . Hence
the slow model is ẋ = −x3. This slow model predicts algebraic decay
of x to zero, x ∝ 1/

√
t .

However, such decay is not representative for nearby solutions. Convert
y and z to polar coordinates by invoking radius and angle variables
r(t) and θ(t), y = r cos θ and z = r sin θ , then the system becomes

ẋ = −x3 + xr2 , ṙ = 0 , θ̇ = 1 .
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Figure 8.9: vector field f(u) of the dynamical system u̇ = f(u) in Exam-
ple 8.12: the two equilibria are marked by small circles; the slow manifold is
the red curve through the middle of the picture although one could imagine
it extending further; the domain of emergence appears to be at least all the
shown domain above the green curve.

The slow manifold y = z = 0 corresponds to r = 0 .

Solutions in the neighbourhood (r 6= 0) of the slow manifold are not
quantitatively modelled, nor even qualitatively modelled, by the slow
manifold solutions (r = 0): because ẋ = x(−x2 + r2), nearby solutions
are instead attracted, like e−rt, to one of the two finite amplitude
equilibria at x = ±r . As seen here, the presence of fast oscillations of
amplitude r 6= 0 generally causes neighbouring solutions to drift away
from predictions of the slow model.

♣
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A physical analogue of the previous example is that water waves generate
macroscale currents, drift, that would not exist if the water waves were not
present. Such wave-induced currents are most noticeable along a shoreline
in rips and longshore currents.

The strong support of the Emergence Theorem 8.5 only applies to the
emergence of the centre manifold dynamics among decaying, dissipating
modes.

8.4 Approximately construct a slow manifold

Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.
George E. P. Box, 1987

We need to find an equation whose solution gives the centre manifold M.
Recall that the centre manifold, being invariant under the dynamics, is
composed of trajectories of the original system of equations. Thus we must
solve some version of the original equations.

Example 8.14: Let us see how an example satisfies the dynamical
equations. For the example, recall that for the system (8.3), namely

ẋ = ax3 + x2y and ẏ = −y + y2 + xy − x3 ,

we claimed that (8.5) forms the slow manifold model, namely

y ≈ −x3 − x4 + (3a− 1)x5 such that ẋ ≈ ax3 − x5.

To see this is a slow invariant manifold, just substitute into the full
differential equations: first, the rhs of the original ẋ equation becomes

rhs = ax3 +x2y = ax3 +x2[−x3−x4− (3a−1)x5] = ax3−x5 +O
(
x6
)

which matches the claimed evolution, ẋ, to error O
(
x6
)
. Second, the

original ẏ equation has both sides the same to the above order of error:

lhs = ẏ =
dy

dx
ẋ = (−3x2 − 4x3)(ax3 − x5) = −3ax5 +O

(
x6
)
,
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matches its

rhs = x3 + x4 − (3a− 1)x5 + (−x3 − x4 + (3a− 1)x5)2

+ x(−x3 − x4 + (3a− 1)x5)− x3

= − 3ax5 +O
(
x6
)
.

Thus the original equations are satisfied to residuals of O
(
x6
)

or better.
Surely the error in the slow manifold and its evolution should be of the
same order. In general it is. ♣

We now deduce a general equation to be solved for the centre manifold.
Obtain an equation straightforwardly by substituting the assumed relations,
that u(t) = v(s(t)) where ṡ = g(s) ≈ Gs , into the general evolution
equation (8.6) to find

u̇ =
∂v

∂s
ṡ by the chain rule where

∂v

∂s
=

[
∂vi
∂sj

]
=

∂v

∂s
g (s) by (8.7)

and thus the centre manifold, u = v(s), and the evolution thereon, ṡ = g(s),
satisfy

Lv(s) + f (v(s)) =
∂v

∂s
g (s) . (8.12)

This is the equation to be solved for a centre manifold M.

But equation (8.12) is not yet well-posed. A vital extra condition is that
the tangent space of M is the centre subspace Ec at the origin:

Ec = T v(0) ,

where T v(s) = span{∂v/∂sj} is the tangent space of v at the point param-
eterized by s. More crudely, this requires that v is quadratically near Ec:
v ∈ Ec + O

(
|s|2
)

as s → 0 . This tangency condition ensures that the
constructed centre manifold truly contains the whole of the centre modes,
and nothing but the centre modes.
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Without the tangency condition, the solution of (8.12) could be based
on an almost arbitrary mixture of linear modes. Indeed, other invariant
manifolds of note satisfy (8.12) but are tangent to different vector subspaces
as s → 0 . For example: the stable manifold has tangent space Es; the
centre-unstable manifold has tangent space Ec ⊕ Eu ; and lastly the slow
manifold has tangent space E0 = span{e0

j | λj = 0} as the slow manifold is
composed of all modes corresponding to precisely zero eigenvalues, not the
real-part zero. Most centre manifolds that we explore will be slow manifolds.

It is typically impossible to find exact solutions to (8.12) as finding exact
solutions is tantamount to solving the original system (8.6). However, in
applications we approximate M to any desired accuracy by asymptotically
solving (8.12).13

The errors in the centre manifold M are in proportion to the residual
of the governing equations. For functions v(k) : Rm → Rn (imagine that
v(k) approximates the shape of the centre manifold v) and g(k) : Rm → Rm
(imagine that g(k) approximates the right-hand side g(s) of the evolution)
define the residual

Res(v(k), g(k)) = Lv(k)(s) + f
(
v(k)(s)

)
− ∂v(k)

∂s
g(k)(s) , (8.13)

and observe that M satisfies Res(v(s), g(s)) = 0 .

Theorem 8.8 (approximation). If the tangent space T v(k)(0) = Ec and
the residual Res(v(k), g(k)) = O

(
sp
)

as s → 0 for some p > 1 , where

s denotes |s|, then v(s) = v(k)(s) + O
(
sp
)

and g(s) = g(k)(s) + O
(
sp
)

as
s→ 0 .

That is, if we can satisfy the equations (8.12) of the governing system to
some order of accuracy, then the centre manifold is given to the same order of
accuracy. Alternatively, the errors in the centre manifold shape and evolution
are of the same order as the residual of the governing equation (8.12).

In almost all cases we solve (8.12) by iteration.

13Recall that although a centre manifold need not be unique, its asymptotic power series
is unique.
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Example 8.15: (iteration approximates). Consider (8.3) and seek the slow
manifold parametrised by x; that is, seek y = h(x) which is equivalent
to the prametrisation x = s and y = h(s). We require the function h
to be at least quadratic in x so that the constructed centre manifold is
tangent to Ec, the x-axis, at the origin. Then the x equation asserts
the evolution will be ẋ = ax3 + x2h , whence the y equation becomes

∂h

∂x

[
ax3 + x2h

]
= −h+ h2 + xh− x3.

This equation is equivalent to (8.12) with v(s) = (s, h(s)) and ṡ = ẋ .

Solve this equation by iteration. Since h is quadratic in x, the dominant
term is the term linear in h on the right-hand side. Rearrange so that
the dominant linear term in h is by itself on the left-hand side:

h = −∂h
∂x

[
ax3 + x2h

]
+ h2 + xh− x3. (8.14)

Iteration starting with h(0) = 0 in the right-hand side leads to

h(1) = −x3,

h(2) = −x3 − x4 + 3ax5 + x6 − 3x7,

h(3) = −x3 − x4 + (3a− 1)x5 + (1 + 7a)x6 + · · · − 63x15,

and so on; part of h(3) was mentioned earlier. This iteration appears
to be converging, as an asymptotic expansion, to some description of
the slow manifold.

The next Corollary 8.9 of the Approximation Theorem 8.8 assures us
that

• h(1) describes the slow manifold M with errors O
(
h(2) − h(1)

)
=

O
(
x4
)
, whereas

• h(2) has errors O
(
h(3) − h(2)

)
= O

(
x5
)
.

♣
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Such simple iteration works for dynamical systems in the linearly separated
form (8.15). We now deduce the error in any iterate is of the order of the
difference with the next iterate.

Almost all previously documented statements of the existence, emergence
and approximation theorems assume that the description of the ‘physical’
dynamical system u̇ = Lu+ f(u) has been transformed by a linear change
of variables to the linearly separated form

ẋ = Ax+ f1(x,y) and ẏ = By + f2(x,y) , (8.15)

where x contain all the critical centre modes (eigenvalues of matrix A all have
zero real part) and y contains all the stable modes (eigenvalues of matrix B
all have negative real part).14 Consequently, almost everyone assumes the
parametrisation of the centre manifold is x = s . As long as we are allowed
quite general smooth, albeit nonlinear, changes of coordinates, then the
statements of the theorems given here are exactly equivalent to what others
previously documented. I state the theorems in terms of u because then the
theorems are closer to what we need in applications where we want to deal
with physically meaningful variables.

Nonetheless, many people limit themselves to systems of the separated
form (8.15). Because of the simplicity, we also derive an approximation
corollary for this case. One seeks a centre manifold in the form

y = h(x) such that ẋ = Ax+ f1(x,h(x)). (8.16)

The leading approximation to the centre manifold is h(0) = 0 as the centre
subspace is y = 0 . Then one constructs successive approximations to the
centre manifold via the iteration

−Bh(k+1) = f2(x,h(k))− ∂h(k)

∂x

[
Ax+ f1(x,h(k))

]
. (8.17)

This iteration converges only if matrix A has eigenvalues which are purely
zero, the slow manifold case: if not, another approach is needed. Nonetheless,
whether the iteration converges or not, the following corollary applies.

14For example, the variables x and y correspond to the master and slaved variables of
Haken’s synergetics (Haken 1983, 1996, e.g.).
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Corollary 8.9 (Approximation). Applying the iteration (8.17) to approx-
imate a slow manifold of (8.15), the error in h(k) is O

(
h(k+1) − h(k)

)
as

x→ 0 .

Proof. The x-equation of system (8.15) is satisfied identically by ẋ = Ax+
f1(x,h(k)). The residual in approximating the system (8.15) comes solely
from the y-equation. Using the iteration (8.17), consider

Bh(k+1) −Bh(k) = −Bh(k) − f2(x,h(k)) +
∂h(k)

∂x

[
Ax+ f1(x,h(k))

]
= −Bh(k) − f2(x,h(k)) +

∂h(k)

∂x
ẋ

= −Bh(k) − f2(x,h(k)) + ẏ

= Res(8.15)(h
(k)).

Using the Approximation Theorem 8.8, the error in the kth iterate h(k) is then
determined as O

(
Res(8.15)(h

(k))
)

= O
(
Bh(k+1)−Bh(k)

)
= O

(
h(k+1)−h(k)

)
as x→ 0 . ♠

As seen in the previous Example 8.15, often the iteration (8.17) obtains
corrections accurate to one higher order in x in each iteration. With certain
symmetries we sometimes obtain two orders of accuracy each iteration.
Sometimes, associated with generalised eigenvectors in the centre subspace,
we need two or more iterations for each order improvement in the accuracy.
No matter how many iterates are actually performed, or even if the iteration
converges, the Approximation Corollary 8.9 determines the order of error in
the result.

The evolution on the centre manifold in Example 8.15 is then

ẋ = ax3 + x2
[
h(1) +O

(
x4
)]

= x3
(
a− x2

)
+O

(
x6
)
.

Observe from this equation that the origin is unstable for a > 0 and we expect
a slow evolution over long-times to either of two equilibria at approximately
s = ±√a . Conversely, for a ≤ 0 solutions slowly decay, like t−1/2, to the
stable origin. Such slow evolution to whichever attractor is the ultimate
destination forms the low dimensional model of (8.3).
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But, you may comment, if the parameter a > 0 , then the origin is
unstable and the Emergence Theorem 8.5 need not apply. However, if the
parameter a is small enough so that the equilibrium attractors at ±√a
lie in the neighbourhood D, then solutions will indeed stay within D and
the Emergence Theorem applies to guarantee relevance of the model. The
next Section 8.5 similarly rescues the centre manifold theorems in important
applications by a neat and extraordinarily powerful trick.

Example 8.16: (multiple variables). Let us arbitrarily damp the fast
waves in the toy Lorenz system of Example 8.8:

u̇ = −vw + bvz ,

v̇ = uw − buz ,
ẇ = −uv ,
ẋ = −x− z ,
ż = x− z + buv .

This system is in the separated form (8.15) upon identifying

x = (u, v, w), y = (x, z), A = 0 , B =

[
−1 −1
1 −1

]
.

As the eigenvalues of matrix A are all precisely zero, and the eigenvalues
of B are −1±i , there exists an emergent slow manifold parametrised by
the slow variables x = (u, v, w). The iteration scheme (8.17) becomes

−Bh(k+1) =

[
0
buv

]
−
[
ẋ
ż

]
,

and starts from the tangent space approximation that h(0) = 0 .

• Substituting h(0) = 0 into the right-hand side gives right-hand
side (0, buv). As the inverse

−B−1 = 1
2

[
1 −1
1 1

]
,

the first non-trivial approximation to the shape of the slow mani-
fold is y = (x, z) ≈ h(1) = 1

2(−1, 1)buv.
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• Consequently ẋ ≈ −1
2b(u̇v + uv̇) = · · · = 1

2b(u
2 − v2)(w − 1

2b
2uv),

and similarly for ż. Thus substituting h(1) = 1
2(−1, 1)buv into

the right-hand side gives (0, buv)− 1
2(1,−1)b(u2− v2)(w− 1

2b
2uv).

Using the inverse B−1 the second non-trivial approximation to the
shape of the slow manifold is y = (x, z) ≈ h(2) = 1

2(−1, 1)buv +
1
2(1, 0)b(u2 − v2)(w − 1

2b
2uv).

Since the lowest order terms in h(2) − h(1) are cubic terms in
variables x = (u, v, w), then we know that the slow manifold is
y = h(x) = h(1)(x) +O

(
|x|3

)
= 1

2(−1, 1)buv +O
(
|x|3

)
.

♣

8.5 Introducing parameters widens applications

What’s the use of a newborn baby?
anonymous, possibly Benjamin Franklin

If it were not for one generalisation, then the theory of the previous
sections would be extremely academic. After all, how many systems of
interest are exactly at critical? that is, with the exactly required spectrum?
The answer is almost none. For example, in the Taylor–Couette problem it
is only precisely at the critical Reynolds number that in the linear dynamics
about Couette flow the spectrum has all eigenvalues negative except one
which is zero: for any smaller Reynolds number all eigenvalues are negative;
for any larger Reynolds number there are positive eigenvalues as well as
negative and zero. At first sight, centre manifold theory cannot be applied
usefully to realistic physical applications.

In applications the requirement that the real parts of the eigenvalues be
precisely zero is far too restrictive. Instead, surely eigenvalues near zero—
characterising modes which decay at a small rate—will be important over
long times. Fortunately, centre manifold theory adapts to cater for this
situation. Furthermore, the same adaptation also caters for growing modes
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provided that they grow slowly. The trick is to treat the slow growth or decay
as if they really did correspond to eigenvalues of zero real part, but were
just perturbed by a small amount. The pitchfork bifurcation is a widespread
realisation of such a perturbation.

8.5.1 Case study: a simple pitchfork bifurcation

we are often forced to introduce a perturbation parameter when
there is no other analytical way to make progress

(Bender & Orszag 1981, p.351)

Suppose we wanted to model the definite system

ẋ = 0.1x− xy and ẏ = −y + x2. (8.18)

This system has an equilibrium at the origin. Linearise to ẋ ≈ 0.1x and
ẏ ≈ −y with eigenvalues 0.1 and −1. As just mentioned, centre manifold
theory does not directly apply as there are no eigenvalues with zero real part.
But simulations, snapshots shown in Figure 8.10, demonstrate that there is
still strong attraction to a low dimensional manifold, and then subsequent
slow evolution; exactly the characteristics of a slow manifold model. To
apply our theory, the trick is to write this definite system as one in a wider
family of systems that does have a slow manifold.

Generalise the previous system by introducing a parameter a that mea-
sures small effects. Here, embed the previous system as the a = 0.1 case of
this prototype bifurcation system

ẋ = ax− xy and ẏ = −y + x2 , (8.19)

where a is a parameter which in application will be some value such as
a = 0.1 .15

15One might find the equilibria of the dynamical system by solving ẋ = ax− xy = 0 and
ẏ = −y + x2 = 0 . This pair of simultaneous equations has equilibria x = 0 and y = 0 for
all a, and when parameter a > 0 , x = ±

√
a and y = a . These are the equilibria, but what

about the dynamics—stability for instance? Of especial interest is when the parameter a
crosses 0 as then the number of equilibria change, that is, a bifurcation occurs.
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y

y

x x

Figure 8.10: locations in the xy-plane of solutions to the ode (8.18) starting
from fifty random initial conditions at four times: the near parabolic slow
manifold emerges quickly.

The linearised version of the system (8.19) is ẋ = ax and ẏ = −y which
has eigenvalues of a and −1. Since none of the eigenvalues are zero (except
for the special case a = 0), we apparently cannot apply centre manifold
theory.

For this prototype system (8.19) the mathematical trick to rescue the
application of centre manifold theory is the following. Consider the three
variable dynamical system

ȧ = 0 , ẋ = ax− xy and ẏ = −y + x2. (8.20)
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The equation ȧ = 0 implies that a is a fixed constant parameter and so
this system (8.20) describes exactly the same dynamics as the previous
system (8.19). However, the linearised system is ȧ = 0 , ẋ = 0 , and ẏ = −y ;
the ax term in the original ẋ equation becomes a nonlinear term by this
trick! This system of linear equations has two 0 eigenvalues and one negative
eigenvalue of −1; thus we may and do apply centre manifold theory to prove
the existence and emergence of a slow manifold of the nonlinear system (8.20).
Since their solutions are the same, the modelling of (8.20) then provides
a model of the prototype system (8.19). Since the centre manifold exists
and emerges in a finite neighbourhood of a = x = y = 0 , solutions at finite
parameter a are encompassed which empowers us to model the original
‘physical’ system (8.18).16

Iteration constructs the slow manifold Let us seek a slow centre
manifold for system (8.20), equivalently (8.19), of the form (a, x, y) =
(a, x, h(a, x)). The slow manifold is a two dimensional surface in the axy-
space, as shown in Figure 8.11, because there are two zero eigenvalues in
the linearized equations. Substituting this form, and rearranging to put the
dominant term on the left-hand side, we deduce that h must satisfy

h = x2 − ∂h

∂x
x(a− h).

Solving this equation iteratively, for simplicity, leads to approximations

h(0) = 0 ,

h(1) = x2,

16A more sophisticated version of this trick was used by Arneodo et al. (1985) to prove
the existence of chaos in a real fluid system. Knowing that chaotic dynamics require three
dimensional state space, they sought a physical system with a slow manifold with three
dimensions. They thus imagined a fluid system with three material parameters representing
three competing physical instabilities. At a critical value of these three parameters there
are three critical modes in the slow manifold (together with the three dimensions of the
parameter space made a six dimensional slow manifold, but only three are of dynamical
modes, the other dimensions are of the three parameters). Using the three parameters
to unfold the dynamics they were able to show that chaotic dynamics exists arbitrarily
close to the critical point. Thus the Emergence Theorem 8.5 applies and guarantees the
existence of such chaos in the fluid flow.
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Figure 8.11: approximate centre manifold of (8.19) in axy-space. Also
superimposed is the pitchfork of equilibria.

h(2) = x2 − 2ax2 + 2x4.

Now h(2)− h(1) = −2ax2 + 2x4 = O
(
|(a, x)|3

)
= O

(
(a2 + x2)3/2

)
as (a, x)→

0 , and therefore by the Approximation Corollary 8.9, the slow manifold
y = h(a, x) = x2 + O

(
|(a, x)|3

)
. Similarly, h(3) − h(2) = O

(
|(a, x)|4

)
=

O
(
(a2 + x2)2

)
and so the slow manifold is better described by

y = h(a, x) = (1− 2a)x2 +O
(
|(a, x)|4

)
,

as shown in Figure 8.11.17

The slow manifold is local to the origin The slow manifold is local
to the origin in the axy-space: the equilibrium at the basis of the theorems

17Those familiar with bifurcations may want to treat the parameter a as second order.
However, the centre manifold theorems presented so far have no concept of variables of
different orders of magnitude: the order of errors are only expressed in terms of vector
lengths |s| or |x|. Further, requiring “parameter a to be second order” is ‘putting the
cart before the horse’: supposing that it ‘should be’ second order comes from knowing
phenomena in the long term dynamics, but at this stage we are only justifying and creating
the low dimensional model, we do not yet know the long term phenomena. Thus we shun
potentially arbitrary a priori assumptions.
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is a = x = y = 0 ; and the asymptotic errors are expressed O
(
|(a, x)|p

)
. In

particular, the slow manifold is only valid for small enough parameter a, that
is, near enough to the bifurcation. Figure 8.13 (left) shows the bifurcation
of the equilibria in the ax-plane and a schematic of the possible domain of
validity about the origin in the ax-plane.18

Interpret the slow manifold dynamics This slow manifold emerges
exponentially quickly, roughly like exp(−t) as this is the linear decay of the
fast y-mode; once on the slow manifold the system evolves according to

ȧ = 0 ,

ẋ = ax− xh ≈ ax− (1− 2a)x3.

The parameter a remains as a constant. Thus from this Landau equation
for x we readily discern that if parameter a ≤ 0 then the origin (x, y) = (0, 0)
is stable and hence is the attractor for large time. Contrariwise, if parameter
a > 0 , then the origin is unstable, and the solutions are attracted to one of
the finite amplitude equilibria located at x ≈ ±√a .

One important subtlety is that although the origin in the xy-plane may
not be stable, depending upon the parameter a, the analysis was actually
done in the axy-space. Further, the origin in the axy-space is stable; a
trajectory started near the origin in the axy-space stays near the origin for
all time—if it starts within a distance δ of the origin it will stay within a
distance of

√
δ. Despite the possible lack of stability of the origin in the

xy-plane, the Emergence Theorem 8.5 still applies and our preceding claims
that the slow manifold model emerges exponentially quickly is indeed a
rigorous result. We are assured that the dynamics near the bifurcation are
correctly modelled.

8.5.2 Computer algebra iteration

The approximate construction of a centre manifold model is significantly
easier for a system of the separated form (8.15). Indeed all the example toy

18The finite neighbourhood D of attraction to the slow manifold extends out into the
y direction, but for simplicity Figure 8.13 does not attempt to plot the y structure.
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Algorithm 8.1 outline of the general iteration to construct a centre manifold
model by iteration.

1: preliminaries;
2: initial linear approximation;
3: repeat
4: compute residual;
5: correct the centre manifold;
6: until residual is small enough.

dynamical systems introduced so far have been in the separated form (8.15).
As a prelude to the general algorithm of the next chapter—where such
separation is either inconvenient, awkward or impractical—here we explore
constructing slow manifold models for the separated system (8.15).

Computer algebra readily implements iterative algorithms such as the
previous. Let’s develop such an algorithm here for the specific example
bifurcation system (8.19). Algorithm 8.1 outlines the generic iteration for
dynamical systems in the special separated form of (8.15).

Complete details of a Mathematica program for the particular example
system (8.19) follows.

1. The preliminaries mainly involve telling Mathematica that the variable
called x is to depend upon time (t) and that whenever Mathematica
sees the derivative of x with respect to time (df(x,t)), it is to replace
it with the corresponding right-hand side of the differential equation.
Thus

depend x,t;

let df(x,t)=>a*x-x*y;

2. The usual initial linear approximation to the shape of the slow manifold
is simply the tangent approximation at the origin, namely that

y:=0;
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3. Now iterate in a loop. Control the truncation of the asymptotic
approximation by telling Mathematica to discard any factor in a2 or
higher and any factor in x4 or higher; thus all expressions are computed
to an error of O

(
a2, x4

)
.19

let {a^2=>0, x^4=>0};

for it:=1:99 do begin

. . .

if res=0 then it:=10000;

end;

I recommend implementing the repeat-until loop of Algorithm 8.1 as
the for-loop above for safety (to avoid the possibility of infinite loops).
Within the above loop:

(a) The ẏ equation must be satisfied by driving its residual to zero.
For whatever approximation y contains, since Mathematica knows
how x depends upon time, compute the residual as

res:=-df(y,t)-y+x^2;

(b) Then, because of the simplicity of this example, the correction to
the shape of the slow manifold is simply

y:=y+res;

In general we would have to solve a linear equation for the update:
from iteration (8.17) the general update is of the form h(k+1) =
h(k) −B−1 Res.

Putting these code fragments together gives Algorithm 8.2. Executing
Algorithm 8.2 recomputes the results determined earlier by hand.

Of course with computer algebra one may partake in an orgy of compu-
tation, just for the fun of it. Here we compute the asymptotic expressions to

19Mathematica is precisely literal in how it matches its patterns except for this one case
of the pattern of a simple variable raised to some power being replaced by zero. In this
case it also replaces all higher powers by zero.
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Algorithm 8.2 iteration finds the slow manifold of the simple bifurcation
problem (8.19).

Mathematica code is not available.

excruciatingly high order by changing the order at which terms are discarded.
Using let {a=>0,x^20=>0}; we get the computer to tell us

y = x2 + 2x4 + 12x6 + 112x8 + 1, 360x10 + 19, 872x12 + 335, 104x14

+ 6, 359, 040x16 + 133, 560, 576x18 +O
(
x20, a

)
.

Evidently, by the rapid growth in the coefficients, this appears to be a
divergent power series in x.20 Such divergence is typical. Thus we have to
be very careful in the use of these low dimensional models. Typically, the
best model is some low order truncation of such asymptotic series. Although
formally not the most accurate, a low order truncation is generally more
widely applicable. Due to such divergence, seeking higher accuracy often
leads to a smaller domain of validity of the power series (distinct from the
neighbourhood of validity appearing in the centre manifold existence and
emergence theorems which is ultimately determined by the dynamics of the
system).

Alternatively we may compute the asymptotic expressions to excruciat-
ingly high order in the parameter a by invoking let {a^8=>0,x^4=>0}; we
get the computer to tell us

y = x2(1− 2a+ 4a2 − 8a3 + 16a4 − 32a5 + 64a6 − 128a7) +O
(
x4, a8

)
.

20Where does this divergence come from? An answer here is that the slow manifold has
a weak, high order singularity at the finite amplitude equilibria (x, y) = (±

√
a, a) —along

the red parabola in Figure 8.11. Linearisation shows that trajectories very close to these
equilibria have approximate shape of the singular y ∝ |x∓

√
a|1/(2a): the slow manifold,

albeit infinitely differentiable at the origin, will generally be one of these trajectories
through the finite amplitude equilibria and thus only finitely differentiable. Now let
parameter a → 0 (along the red parabola in Figure 8.11): the singularities at the finite
equilibria coming arbitrarily close to the origin to cause the divergence we see at a = 0 ,
albeit at an order becoming infinitely high. Expect analogous singular behaviour to be
hidden in general dynamical modelling.
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The coefficient of x2 in this approximation appears to be a convergent power
series in a.21 This example shows what experience indicates in general: expect
that multivariable series approximations to slow manifolds are divergent
in dynamic variables like x, but the coefficients are convergent in fixed
parameters like a.

In applications we sometimes do want to compute approximations to
high orders in some parameters, but only low orders in dynamic variables.
The next theorem justifies the required flexibility.

8.5.3 Approximation may be more flexible

Parameters are extremely important in application of centre manifold theory.
A useful approximation theorem is specialised to this case. Consider the
general dynamical system in `+ n variables:

ε̇ = 0 and u̇ = Lu+ f(ε,u) , (8.21)

where

• ε is a vector of ` parameters;

• L is independent of both the parameters ε and the variables u, and
L has the same eigen-structure as before;

• the nonlinear terms f are quadratic at the origin of the parameter-
variable space, namely at (ε,u) = 0 .

The extended system (8.21) satisfies the requirements for the existence of a
centre manifold. Seeking a centre manifold in the form

u = v(ε, s) where ṡ = g(ε, s) ,

we use the following generalised theorem to test the accuracy of approxima-
tions v(k)(ε, s) and g(k)(ε, s) (Li 1999, Chapt. 2).

21Whether the pattern continues or not, whether convergent or not, we are justified in
writing y = x2/(1 + 2a) +O

(
x4, a8

)
, because it has the same power series to the known

terms, and then using y ≈ x2/(1 + 2a) for practical prediction if we prefer.
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Theorem 8.10 (flexible approximation). If the tangent space T v(k)(0,0) =
R` ×Ec and the residual Res(v(k), g(k)) = O

(
εq + sp

)
as (ε, s)→ 0 for some

p, q > 1 (where Res is as before and ε and s denote |ε| and |s| respectively),
then v(ε, s) = v(k)(ε, s) +O

(
εq + sp

)
and g(ε, s) = g(k)(ε, s) +O

(
εq + sp

)
as (ε, s)→ 0 .

The equivalent statement for errors O
(
εq, sp

)
is also true.

The perhaps new use of the “order of ” notation has the following meaning.

• A term εmsn = O
(
εq, sp

)
if and only if either m ≥ q or n ≥ p . In other

words O
(
εq, sp

)
is a shorthand for terms O

(
εq
)

+O
(
sp
)
.

• A term εmsn = O
(
εq + sp

)
if and only if m/q + n/p ≥ 1 . This

comes from the definition of O
()

by considering when εmsn/(εq + sp)
is bounded as (ε, s)→ 0 .

For example, terms a2, a2s, as2, as3, s4 are all O
(
a2 + s4

)
.

Example 8.17: (pitchfork bifurcation continued). In the example sys-
tem (8.19), the residual Res(h(1)) = h(2) − h(1) = −2ax2 + 2x4.

• Because the ax2 term in the residual is cubic, we earlier con-
cluded the error in h(1) approximating the slow manifold M
is O

(
|(a, x)|3

)
.

• Alternatively, we may also observe that the two terms in the
residual are firstly O

(
a
)

for fixed x and secondly O
(
x2
)

for fixed a,

and hence this theorem now asserts the error in h(1) approximating
the slow manifold M is O

(
a, x2

)
.

• In yet another alternative, we may also observe that the two
terms in the residual are O

(
a2 + x4

)
, and hence this theorem also

asserts the error in h(1) approximating the slow manifold M is
correspondingly O

(
a2 + x4

)
.

Consequently, for example, this last alternative shows there can
be no a0x3 term in M—a stronger result than claimable in other
alternatives.
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All of the above are valid error statements. Choose whichever one you
like for your purposes. ♣

In using computer algebra we often find it most convenient to work to
residuals and errors O

(
εp, sq

)
. Nonetheless, we may report other errors by

subsequently truncating the multivariate asymptotic expansions in other
ways.

8.6 Alternative sound methods are equivalent

The local analysis of the pitchfork bifurcation is the best one can do: limits of
validity are determined by the characteristics of the solutions. No matter how
one may twist and turn with various mathematical analyses, the predictions
and domain of validity are essentially the same for any sound modelling. The
reason is that the underlying dynamics we are modelling are the same, and
any sound modelling has to respect those dynamics.

Let’s use the simple pitchfork bifurcation of the system (8.19) as an
example to illustrate the extent of slow manifold modelling and then the
equivalence with alternative methods.

8.6.1 A coordinate transform displays the domain of
attraction

For simple systems like (8.19), ‘normal form’ coordinate transforms illustrate
more details. By magical arguments developed elsewhere, consider the
system (8.19) in new variables X and Y where, in an asymptotic expansion,

x = X +XY + 1
2XY

2 + 1
6XY

3 + 2X3Y + · · · ,
y = Y + (1− 2a+ 4a2)X2 − 2X2Y 2 + 2X4 + · · · . (8.22)

Figure 8.12 plots the coordinate curves of this XY -system. Some tedious al-
gebra developed elsewhere shows that in these new variables the system (8.19)
becomes

Ẋ = aX − (1− 2a+ 4a2)X3 − 2X5 + · · · ,
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y

x

Figure 8.12: X and Y coordinate curves in the xy-plane that simplify the
dynamics of the example system (8.19) for parameter a = 0.1 . The particular
coordinate curves plotted are −0.5 : 0.1 : 0.5 .

Ẏ = (−1 + 2X2 + 4X4 + · · · )Y . (8.23)

I emphasise that because this is the result of the coordinate transform in
Figure 8.12, we have not lost nor changed any dynamics: all dynamics of
the original system (8.19) near the origin are encompassed by (8.23). Now,
what does system (8.23) tell us? See the magical result that the X equation
in (8.23) is independent of Y and so gives the evolution of the slow variable X
for all time. The Y equation in (8.23) then predicts the exponentially quick
decay to the emergent slow manifold Y = 0. However, this decay only occurs
for slow variable X such that the rate −1 + 2X2 + 4X4 + · · · is negative.
We cannot be definite because we do not know this asymptotic expansion
exactly, but say this rate is negative for |X| < 1/2 as then at least the
known part −1 + 2X2 + 4X4 < −1/4 < 0 . Figure 8.12 plots the coordinate
transform (8.22) for |X| < 1/2 so we are reasonably assured that any initial
conditions within the plotted region are exponentially quickly attracted to
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the slow manifold.22 The plot is also limited to |Y | < 1/2 as the asymptotics
are local to the origin and the coordinate transform appears to degenerate
for larger Y , as well as larger X. This special coordinate transform provides
good evidence of the finite extent of the neighbourhood D referred to in the
centre manifold theorems.

8.6.2 An equivalent global manifold

As in many other asymptotic methods, one might choose to scale the depen-
dent variables, here x and y, to obtain a global model. Let’s try such scaling,
as others do, focussing on just a ≥ 0 for simplicity.

Here one would argue that the natural scaling is to change variables to
X(t) and Y (t) where x =

√
aX(t) and y = aY (t). Substitute into (8.19) and

cancel factors of
√
a and a to derive

Ẋ = a(X −XY ) and Ẏ = −Y +X2. (8.24)

Now the parameter a is small near the bifurcation, so adjoin the trivial
ode ȧ = 0. Then consider this system in the extended (a,X, Y ) space by the
recipe of finding the equilibria, linearising, then appealing to centre manifold
theory. There is a set of equilibria: X = s , Y = s2 and a = 0 , that is,
the set (0, s, s2).23 Linearise about each of these equilibria by, for example,
substituting (a,X, Y ) = (0 + ε(t), s+ ξ(t), s2 + η(t)) and neglecting products
of small quantities ε, ξ and η to find the Jacobian is the linear operator
(matrix)

L =

 0 0 0
s− s3 0 0

0 2s −1

 .
Being a (lower) triangular matrix the eigenvalues are along the diagonal,
namely 0 (twice) and −1: that is, at each equilibria there is a slow manifold.

22Initial conditions a long way outside this region are also attracted to the slow manifold.
However, their transient dynamics are not simple decay, they are complicated. Thus their
attraction to the slow manifold lies outside this theory.

23There is also the equilibria (a, 0, 0) but these have eigenvalues {0, a,−1} which only
have a nontrivial slow manifold in the case a = 0 that is encompassed by the body of this
example.
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a a

x X = x/
√
|a|

Figure 8.13: schematic diagram of the finite domain U of validity of the slow
manifold model of the bifurcation in the system (8.19): left, shows the local
domain of the pitchfork appropriate to straightforward analysis; right, shows
the same global domain of the pitchfork when scaled as in system 8.24.

The finite neighbourhoods of validity along the set of equilibria overlap and
merge to form a globally valid slow manifold in X; the finite neighbourhoods
in the ε direction are still just local in a. Being global in X sounds wonderful,
surely we have gained something. But alas no.

The slow manifold will be Y = X2 + O
(
a
)

so that the evolution is

Ẋ = a(X −X3) +O
(
a2
)

which as before predicts the bifurcation to finite
amplitude equilibria. The domain of validity is global in X, which nicely
encompasses the predicted finite amplitude equilibria, but typically the width
of the domain decreases as X increases, as shown schematically in the right
panel of Figure 8.13. The shaded domain is local in parameter a and global
in X as required. But this domain is precisely the same domain as the local
domain shaded in the left panel of the straightforward unscaled analysis.
The two approaches, scaled or unscaled, are equivalent.

8.6.3 A singular perturbation is also equivalent

In many applications one recognises that some physical processes are much
more rapid than others; for example, some chemical reactions may take
place on microseconds whereas other interesting reactions take place on
milliseconds. The singular perturbation approach is to replace the large rates
of the fast dynamics by a parameter such as 1/ε. Then one deduces a model
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ε

Figure 8.14: schematic diagram of the finite domain U , below the curved
surface, of validity of the singularly perturbed version of the bifurcation
in (8.19). The physically relevant ε = 1 (shown) results in a finite domain of
physical validity in the ax-plane. For reference, the pitchfork bifurcation is
shown in the ax-plane.

in the limit of small parameter ε. Let’s do the equivalent here.

Here the fast rates are the order 1 rates of the y equation in the sys-
tem (8.19). So the singular perturbation form of (8.19) is

ẋ = ax− xy and ẏ =
1

ε
(−y + x2), (8.25)

to be analysed in the limit of small ε. The physically relevant value is ε = 1 .
Here perform an equivalent analysis via regularising the system by changing
time to τ where t = ετ . Then the above singular perturbation system (8.25)
is identical to the regularised system

dε

dτ
= 0 ,

dx

dτ
= ε(ax− xy) and

dy

dτ
= −y + x2.

Analogous to the previous example, this system has a manifold of equilibria
(ε, x, y) = (0, s, s2). Almost as before, about each of these equilibria the
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Jacobian is the linear operator (matrix)

L =

 0 0 0
as− s3 0 0

0 2s −1

 .
The same conclusions follow: there exists a relevant slow manifold, approxi-
mately y ≈ x2, globally valid in x and local in ε. A difference here is that
this existence and relevance is also global in parameter a: is this globality a
great boon? Again, alas no.

Figure 8.14 schematically shows the global domain of validity of this
singular perturbation model. But the physically relevant parameter is ε = 1 ,
shown by the flat plane in Figure 8.14: the intersection of this physical plane
with the global domain of singular perturbations results in the same finite
domain of physical validity in the ax-plane as determined earlier and plotted
in Figure 8.13.

The three different methods analysing this one example show one case of
how the different methods obtain equivalent models and equivalent domains
of validity.

8.7 Manifold equilibria: Chemical kinetics

As indicated earlier, sometimes instead of having an isolated equilibrium of
the dynamical system, there exists a whole continuous class—a manifoldM0—
of equilibria. We could construct a slow manifold model local to each of
these equilibria as each such equilibrium is exponentially attractive except
for the tangent which is neutral. However, it is generally better to construct
a slow manifold which is global alongM0 but local toM0 as a whole: shown
schematically in Figure 8.15.

Consider a basic system typical of the kinetics of enzyme reactions:
consider the following system

ẋ = −x+ (x+ c)z , and εż = x− (x+ 1)z ,

where ε > 0 is small and c is a constant 0 < c < 1 . Figure 8.16 shows
simulations of the system collapse onto a curving slow manifold. Heuristically,
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M0

Mε

Figure 8.15: schematic diagram of a manifold of equilibria, M0 when ε = 0 ,
approximating a global slow manifold, Mε for ε 6= 0 .

since ε is small, z evolves very quickly to a state where 0 ≈ x− (x+ 1)z , that
is, z ≈ x/(1 + x). Substituting this into the first of the pair of governing
equations gives that x evolves over ordinary time scales according to ẋ ≈
−(1 − c)x/(1 + x). We now show how centre manifold theory puts this
heuristic argument on a sound basis.

The first task is to stretch time so that the time scales fit within the
framework of the theory. What is important is the relative separation between
the two time scales of the ignorable transients and the interesting dynamics:
we maintain the relative separation. Stretch time by letting t = ετ so
that ordinary times for t correspond to long times in τ and the very rapid
transients occurring in a t-time of order ε occur on a τ -time of order 1; note
that d/dt = 1

εd/dτ . The enzyme kinetics odes then become (as simulated
in Figure 8.16)

dx

dτ
= ε [−x+ (x+ c)z] and

dz

dτ
= x− (x+ 1)z . (8.26)

When ε = 0 , the curve z = x/(1 + x) is a manifold of equilibria, M0, with
exponential attraction in the z direction, at an x dependent rate λ = −(1+x).
For ε small but non-zero, formally done by adjoining the trivial evolution
equation dε/dτ = 0 and considering the dynamics local to M0 in εxz-space,
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y

y

x x

Figure 8.16: locations at four times in the xz-plane of solutions to the
ode (8.26) starting from fifty random initial conditions: the slow centre
manifold z = x/(1 + x) emerges quickly.

the manifold of quasi-equilibrium is perturbed to some manifold, M, and
on M the evolution is slow. By basing the analysis on the whole of M0 we
obtain an approximate model which is globally valid along the whole of M,
just provided ε is small enough.

Second, we seek the departure from M0. Introducing y to measure the
departure, we substitute z = x/(1 + x) + y . The governing odes (8.26) may
then be written as

dx

dτ
= ε

[
−(1− c)x

1 + x
+ (x+ c)y

]
,
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dy

dτ
= −(1 + x)y − ε

(1 + x)2

[
−(1− c)x

1 + x
+ (x+ c)y

]
.

Rearranging the last to

(1 + x)y = − ε

(1 + x)2

[
−(1− c)x

1 + x
+ (x+ c)y

]
− dy

dτ
,

one iteration then straightforwardly derives that there exists a slow manifold

y = h(x, ε) = ε
(1− c)x
(1 + x)4

+O
(
ε2
)
,

global in x, on which the system evolves according to

dx

dτ
= −ε(1− c)x

1 + x

[
1− ε x+ c

(1 + x)3

]
+O

(
ε3
)
.

Furthermore, this slow manifold would be reached very quickly, the transient
would decay something like exp[−(1 + x)τ ] = exp[−(1 + x)t/ε]. Because
the error factors are (largely) independent of x, the approximation theorem
asserts that the accuracy of the slow manifold model is independent of x and
hence is ‘globally’ valid.

8.8 Case study: melting is a simple Stefan
problem

The choice of approximating function is a constant source of
debate. Mitchell & Myers (2010)

Consider a one dimensional bar on the point of melting (such as ice at 0◦C).
Heat one end of the bar: how does the bar melt into a liquid? Figure 8.17
illustrates the situation. Such problems with a moving interface, here between
melt and solid, are called Stefan problems.

First, mathematically formulate perhaps the simplest such problem
(Mitchell & Myers 2010, e.g.). For simplicity write all quantities as non-
dimensional. Let the bar and melt stretch from x = 0 to x → ∞ with
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x = 0

melt, u > 0

x = s(t)

solid, u = 0

interfaceheat

Figure 8.17: schematic diagram of a melting bar after heat is applied to the
left-end x = 0 : the interface between melt and solid moves to be at x = s(t)
at time t.

temperature field u(x, t). Initially set the bar to be precisely at its melting
temperature u(x, 0) = 0 . Heat the end at x = 0 to maintain the fixed
temperature boundary condition u(0, t) = 1 (non-dimensionally). As shown
in Figure 8.17, at any time the bar will have melted to a position x = s(t) so
that temperature u(x, t) > 0 for the melt 0 ≤ x < s , whereas temperature
u = 0 for the solid s < x < ∞ . Assume continuity of temperature at the
melt-solid interface so that u(s, t) = 0 . Heat diffuses through the melt
according to the diffusion pde

∂u

∂t
=
∂2u

∂x2
. (8.27)

The interesting interface, x = s(t) between the melt and the solid, moves in
proportion to the flux of heat diffusing from the melt into the interface. As
the flux is proportional to −∂u/∂x , the movement of the interface is

ds

dt
= ṡ = −k∂u

∂x
at x = s− , (8.28)

where k is some physical constant depending upon density, latent heat of
melting and thermal conductivities. This completes the mathematical model
which is expressed in terms of the dynamics of the temperature field u(x, t)
and the melt-solid interface location x = s(t).

Second, centre manifold theory supports the model of the movement of
the interface that s ∝

√
t . Where is this slow manifold?24

24Among other matters, Mitchell & Myers (2010) review how various modellers assume
different spatial structures for the heat in the melt and then deduce quantitatively different
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1. As always, first find an equilibrium. For the temperature field to be
in equilibrium, ∂u/∂t = 0 . From the differential equation this implies
∂2u/∂x2 = 0 and so the field has to be linear in space: u = 1 − x/s
satisfies the boundary conditions at the heated end and the interface.
But then the interface must be evolving as ds/dt = −k(∂u/∂x) = k/s,
and hence there is no equilibrium.

That is, the interface must be evolving unless we ‘artificially’ set the
physical parameter k = 0 . As in the bifurcation problem of Section 8.5,
adjoin the trivial dk/dt = 0 to the dynamics so that we consider
parameter k as a dynamical variable. In essence, we embed the physical
problem with some specific physical value for parameter k, in the family
of problems that occur for ‘small’ paremeter k.

Consequently, a set of equilibria are that the interface s = constant,
temperature field u = 1 − x/s and parameter k = 0 . We are in the
fortunate position of deriving a model global in interface location s
because of this one parameter set of equilibria.

2. Secondly, linearise about each of these equilibria to find that the
spectrum supports a slow manifold. Consider parameter k as small, and
that there are small variations to the linear temperature distribution.25

Seek heat fields u = 1 − x/s + û(x, t) where û is small: the linear
diffusion pde (8.27) and boundary conditions lead to

∂û

∂t
=
∂2û

∂x2
such that û = 0 at x = 0, s .

Since this diffusion pde is constant coefficient, solutions must be
exponential and/or trigonometric: from the boundary conditions solu-
tions must have spatial structure sin(`πx/s) for integer ` = 1, 2, 3, . . ..

models for the movement of the interface. Such discrepancies between modellers is common.
In conventional modelling there is often no good rationale to distinguish between the
various assumptions on the spatial structures. In contrast, centre manifold theory uses the
governing physical equations themselves to determine spatial structures. This systematic
framework provides a definite sequence of models of increasing refinement.

25The analysis here is a little cavalier. An exercise for you, the reader, is to fill in details
in the analysis to find the same conclusion, but for completely correct reasons.
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Seeking temperature perturbations in the form û` = eλ`t sin(`πx/s),
the linearised diffusion pde determines the growth rates (eigenvalues)
λ` = −π2`2/s2. These are all negative. There is no slow subspace, and
hence no slow manifold, associated directly with the temperature field.

Additionally, there is a zero eigenvalue associated with the location
of the interface. The interface evolution equation (8.28) reduces to
ds/dt = 0 when k = 0 , as occurs at the identified equilibria. Thus the
spectrum of the linearised system is the set {0,−π2/s2,−4π2/s2, . . .}.

3. From the pattern of eigenvalues in this spectrum, there exists an
emergent slow manifold for all s. Because a slow manifold exists
for all s the slow manifold is global in s. Further, because the slow
manifolds are based around parameter k = 0 , the slow manifolds exists
for at least some finite domain of small parameter k.

From the leading negative eigenvalue, we predict that transients will
decay with a rate roughly −π2/s2. Interestingly, the slow manifold
is extremely strongly attractive at the onset of heating: when the
interface s is close to zero, the decay rates are extremely large (negative).
The slow manifold model is only weakly attractive at large times, when
s is large, but by then the transients will have decayed anyway.26

4. Now proceed to construct approximations to the slow manifold. Observe
that the Stefan problem (8.27)–(8.28) is in the separated form (8.15):
the ‘fast’ modes of u(x, t) are governed by (8.27), whereas the ‘slow’
mode s(t) is governed by (8.28). Hence we apply the iteration (8.17).

The first approximation to the slow manifold is that the temperature
field is linear: u ≈ u(1) = 1 − x/s . Evaluating the interface condi-
tion (8.28) gives the slow manifold evolution ṡ ≈ −k∂u(1)/∂x = k/s .
What does this model predict? One would solve it by separation of
variables to predict the interface s ≈

√
2kt.

26Some of you may know that there is a nice self similarity solution for this particular
Stefan problem. Deriving the self-similarity solution, by itself, only assures you of self
consistency, not emergence. This is one aspect that our slow manifold tells us that the exact
self-similarity solution does not: centre manifold theory guarantees that the self-similar
solution will emerge in the dynamics (Suslov & Roberts 1998, e.g.).
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What is the second approximation? The refinement is driven by the
heat equation in the melt: the linear distribution u = 1 − x/s is an
equilibrium, but because the interface s is moving the temperature
field must be out-of-equilibrium. Such out-of-equilibrium nature shows
up in the time derivative ∂u/∂t, which by the chain rule becomes
∂u/∂t ≈ ∂u(1)/∂t = xṡ/s2 ≈ kx/s3. Such out-of-equilibrium ‘forcing’
of the heat equation engenders the next correction.

The essence of the iteration (8.17) is to put the dominant linear terms on
the left-hand side, and everything else on the right-hand side (as every-
thing else is ‘small’). For the heat equation (8.27), the dominant linear
term is ∂2u/∂x2 and the ‘everything else’ is just the time derivative.
Thus the iteration (8.17) is to solve ∂2u(2)/∂x2 = ∂u(1)/∂t = kx/s3.
Integrate twice with boundary conditions u(0, t) = 1 and u(s, t) = 0
gives the second approximation u(2) = 1− x/s+ (k/6)(x3/s3 − x/s).
This predicted heat field is cubic in x.

Evaluating the interface condition (8.28) then gives the refined slow
manifold evolution ṡ ≈ −k∂u(2)/∂x = (k − 1

3k
2)/s .

Further approximations may be constructed analogously.

5. Computer algebra readily constructs further approximations to the slow
manifold. Algorithm 8.3 uses the residuals of the governing equations
to derive that the heat field and interface evolution are

u =
(

1− x

s

)
− k

6

(
x

s
− x3

s3

)
+

k2

360

(
19
x

s
− 10

x3

s3
− 9

x5

s5

)
+O

(
k3
)
,

ṡ =
1

s

[
k − 1

3k
2 + 7

45k
3
]

+O
(
k4
)
.

Evidently, the slow manifold model is ṡ = f(k)/s for some func-
tion f(k) ≈ k− 1

3k
2 + 7

45k
3.27 Elementary calculus then gives solutions

s =
√

2f(k)t to predict the classic square-root time growth of a diffu-
sion limited process.

How does Algorithm 8.3 work?

27High order computations strongly suggest that the power series for f(k) converges
with an unphysical, convergence limiting, singularity lying at k∗ ≈ −1.29 .
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Algorithm 8.3 iteration finds the slow manifold of melting in the Stefan
problem of section 8.8.

Mathematica code is not available.

• The slow manifold is local in parameter k so we must truncate
the analysis in some power of k: let k^4=>0 implies the residuals
are O

(
k4
)
.

• The slow manifold is also parametrised by the evolving variable s
(interface location) so we tell Mathematica that it depends upon
time t: depend s,t; Further, the interface condition ds/dt =
−k(∂u/∂x) tells us how variable s evolves so code that as well:

let df(s,t)=>-k*sub(x=s,df(u,x));

• Given any residual of the diffusion equation (8.27), arising through
∂u/∂t from the out-of-equilibrium dynamics, we need to solve
∂2û/∂x2 = Res(8.27) such that û = 0 at x = 0, s. The linear
operator stef does this by coding the particular solutions that
arise for any component in the residual of the form xp.

• The iterative improvement must start with an initial guess, here
say u = 1− x/s: so code u:=1-x/s;

• Use a for loop to iterate until the computed residual res is zero
to the specified order of error: exit out of the iterative for loop
by setting the iteration count to a ridiculously high value.

• Within the iteration, compute the residual of the heat equation,
then use it to update the temperature field:

res:=df(u,t)-df(u,x,x);

u:=u+linv(res,x);

This simple algorithm works because the equation (8.28) for the slow
mode s(t) is linearly separated from the heat equation (8.27) for the
fast modes in the field u(x, t).
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Try it. Have some fun with an orgy of algebra: truncate to high order
in parameter k; what if there is a small radiative loss from the melt,
say −εu? what if there is a weak reaction within the melt, say εu2?

8.9 Further theory underpins our range of
applications

Some will want to explore more details of the theoretical support. This
section instead points to some of the published research that underpins the
theory used in this book.

Perhaps the first systematic treatment of invariant manifolds was by
Kelley (1967) who proved existence and smoothness in a neighbourhood of
an equilibrium, periodic orbit, or periodic surface. Knobloch & Aulbach
(1982) traced key ideas back to Bohl (1904) who established that centre
manifolds contain all solutions which are sufficiently small.

Possibly the best place to start exploring details of the underlying theory
is the book by Carr (1981). This classic book gathered together proofs
of existence, emergence and approximation theorems for finite dimensional,
autonomous systems with centre manifolds. The last chapter proves analogous
results for a wide class of infinite dimensional systems (such as partial
differential equations in Banach spaces) that have a finite dimensional centre
manifold. The article by Knobloch & Aulbach (1982) is also a good starting
point in that it overviews the state of theory at the time, including non-
autonomous systems, but does not give proofs.

The next major step in theoretical development was a series of three
papers by Aulbach & Wanner (1996, 1999, 2000). Their research not only
addressed systems in infinite dimensional Banach spaces, but the systems
could have centre manifolds of infinite dimensions (as needed by Part IV on
macroscale spatial modelling). Also, the theory addressed non-autonomous
systems in Banach spaces. Further, they extended the theory to cover cases
where the centre eigenvalues have real-part near zero, not just precisely
zero: such an extension is very useful in applications. Aulbach & Wanner
(2000) proved that the centre, stable and unstable modes can be nonlinearly
separated and hence established the existence and emergence of centre
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manifolds.28

Aulbach & Wanner (1996, 1999, 2000) place major restrictions on the
nonlinearity in the system—namely it is to be Lipschitz and bounded. The
advantage of these restrictions is that the theory proves global existence and
emergence. One disadvantage is that Lipschitz and bounded nonlinearities are
rare in applications. To apply their theory one typically needs to introduce
cut-off functions that mollify the nonlinearity, and then the resultant invariant
manifolds are only assured to exist and emerge locally. Haragus & Iooss
(2011), for example, show how to use such cut-off functions to be able to prove
local existence and emergence for systems with more general nonlinearity.

One aspect missing from the last two paragraphs is any mention of an
approximation theorem. Fortunately, Potzsche & Rasmussen (2006) provide
us with such a theorem for infinite dimensional, non-autonomous systems:
their Proposition 3.6 establishes that if we satisfy the governing equations to
some asymptotic order of error, then the approximation of invariant manifolds
is asymptotically correct to the same order of error.

Although there are many other published centre manifold theorems, the
ones mentioned here appear to me to be the crucial major extant theorems
to support our practical modelling.

However, all such theorems are ‘forwards’ theorems: that is, they address
the issues for a precisely given dynamical system. There appears to be scope
for research into ‘backwards’ theorems analogous to those that have been
found to be so useful in numerical analysis (Grcar 2011, e.g.).

8.9.1 Alternative approximation methods

Throughout, this book constructs models by invoking algebraic asymptotic
approximations of centre manifolds. This subsection mentions a few alterna-
tives.

There are a variety of methods for computing numerically stable or un-
stable manifolds. Krauskopf et al. (2005) usefully reviewed several different

28Many people maintain, for good reasons, a distinction between invariant manifolds of
autonomous systems and the corresponding notion of integral manifolds of non-autonomous
systems. In this book I do not make the distinction and so loosely term them all invariant
manifolds.
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approaches. However, one limitation is that these approaches only seem suit-
able for (un)stable manifolds of low dimension: the most common examples
are just 2D. More importantly, the numerical methods appear to rely on the
uniqueness of (un)stable manifolds.

But centre manifolds are not unique, although the uniqueness should
be irrelevant for the purposes of the chosen modelling (Example 8.9). Any
methodology for construction of centre manifolds has to cope with this non-
uniqueness. Algebraic asymptotic expansions cope with non-uniqueness by
forming a ‘smoothest’ approximation: all other possible centre manifolds
differ by an exponentially small amount. Numerical methods of construction
have to cope with the finite size of such ‘exponentially small amounts’ when
at a finite distance from the base equilibrium.

Nonetheless, Jolly & Rosa (2005) approximated centre manifolds by
adapting an iterative algorithm and applied the method to two test problems.
Again the test problems had centre manifolds of low dimension. In contrast,
this book establishes a framework for modelling systems when the emergent
dynamics may have tens to thousands of dimensions. Further, it is unclear
how Jolly & Rosa (2005) addressed the non-uniqueness.

The pitchfork bifurcation example of section 8.5.1 illuminates the unique-
ness problem. Recall that y ≈ x2 − 2ax2 + 2x4 (Figure 8.11) approximates a
centre manifold of the system (8.20): ȧ = 0 , ẋ = ax− xy and ẏ = −y + x2.
The centre manifold appears smooth, but hidden are singularities in the cen-
tre manifold shape at the finite amplitude equilibria x = ±√a . Because the

Jacobian of the system at the equilibria is

[
0 ∓√a

±2
√
a −1

]
, with eigenvalues

−1,−2a the trajectories about the equilibria have shape like |x∓√a|1/(2a).
Consequently, the centre manifold is unique in joining x = y = 0 to the
attractors (x, y) = (±√a, a), but must generally have a singularity of order
of the exponent 1/(2a). But, there is no unique way to continue the centre
manifold outside of the attractors (x, y) = (±√a, a). The crucial difficulty
is that any decision a numerical method takes locally to resolve the local
singularity and local non-uniqueness, needs to be coordinated globally to
ensure the centre manifold construction remains coherent.

The algebraic asymptotic construction employed herein, deals with the
issue by finding that the problems are exponentially small as (a, x)→ 0 and
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hence negligible.

Construction ‘on-the-fly’ Another class of methods to approximate slow
manifolds are those obtained directly and locally from numerical simulation.
These often involve repeated integration forward and backward in time
until the simulation relaxes to a state of quasi-equilibrium. Maas & Pope
(1992) introduced the method of intrinsic low dimensional manifolds for
chemical combustion problems (Bykov et al. 2006, see also). Computational
Singular Perturbations is another method that analyses local dynamics to
approximately find a slow manifold (Valorani et al. 2005, e.g.), and has the
possible advantage that it additionally identifies the local fast directions.
Projective integration is a component of ‘equation-free’ methods that evolves
a simulation to the local slow manifold and then estimates the slow manifold
later in time via a macroscale projective step (Kevrekidis & Samaey 2009,
e.g.). But finding such slow manifolds by simulation for non-autonomous
or stochastic systems is much more involved (Kan et al. 2013, e.g.). These
methods primarily provide a localised estimate of the slow manifold; for a
global picture it appears that we need algebraic asymptotic approximations.

8.10 Summary

Current centre manifold theorems support low dimensional models of dy-
namical systems. The existence of a model is based upon the structure of
the eigenvalues (the spectrum) of an equilibrium, or a subspace of equilibria.
The emergence theorem ensures that the model is relevant apart from ini-
tial transients. Approximations can be found so straightforwardly that we
program computers to handle the messy details. Table 8.2 gives the typical
framework for the approach.

One apparent restriction is that the theorems are local to the anchoring
equilibrium. However, in applications the ‘sufficiently small’ locale may be
generous in size—sometimes the entire state space. Importantly, the theory
guarantees the existence and emergence of the model for all time in a finite
sized domain; in contrast, other methodologies typically assert properties for
a finite time, often only as a parameter tends to zero, and often only with
some uncontrollable error.
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Table 8.2: these general steps invoke centre manifold theory to model emer-
gent dynamics in complicated physical systems.

1. Embed the physical problem in a useful family of cognate problems.

2. Equilibria: find the equilibria upon which one might anchor an
analysis; a subspace of equilibria empowers global approximations.

3. Linearisation: the spectrum of the dynamics linearised about the
equilibria identifies centre/slow modes among stable/fast modes.

4. Theorems: invoke existence and emergence theorems, as far as
possible, to assure us of the relevance of the modelling.

5. Construction: by hand or with computer algebra, construct approx-
imations to the centre/slow manifold model based upon driving the
residuals of the equations to zero to some order of error in ‘small’
parameters. Invoke theory to assert the model is then accurate to
the same order.

6. Convergence: where possible, find evidence that the approximations
are sufficiently accurate at parameter values of interest.

7. Interpretation: identify how components in the model relate to the
original physical processes.

8. Regularisation: consider modifying the model—with terms of or-
der of the error—to improve, in some sense, the finite amplitude
behaviour; usually one seeks to remove an unphysical instability.
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The finite domain of validity of the centre manifold theorems arise
from the intrinsic dynamics of the system. Thus expect that the differing
incantations of various methodologies are not going to magically change
the validity of the modelling when evaluated at corresponding physical
parameters—provided the methodologies are sound.

Remember that in the context of modelling dynamics, time deriva-
tives du/dt are not linear (at best the time derivative is quasi-linear). This
nonlinearity follows from the chain rule: in modelling we seek the phys-
ical field u = v(s) where the modelling variables s evolve according to
ds/dt = g(s). By the chain rule du/dt = (∂v/∂s)ds/dt = (∂v/∂s)g . Hence
du/dt hides the nonlinear product of the modelling unknowns v and g.
Many people are misled by the apparent linearity of du/dt to propose and
use modelling methodologies that do not respect this hidden nonlinearity.
Such modelling methods inevitably incur errors. Sometimes such methods
lead to ‘paradoxes’ which cannot be resolved without realising the hidden
nonlinearity in du/dt. Be aware of this nonlinear nature of time derivatives
when modelling dynamics.

8.11 Exercises

Exercise 8.18: (graphical slow manifolds). Figures 8.18–8.21 draw the
vector fields f(u) of some dynamical systems u̇ = f(u): for each
location u in the plane, the figures plots a small vector proportional
to f(u). On these figures

• draw the location of any equilibria;

• sketch any slow manifold you can see (to the extent that the slow
manifold is reasonably clear);

• if applicable, outline a finite domain inside which you reasonably
expect the slow manifold existence and emergence theorems to
apply.
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Figure 8.18: vector field f(u) of some dynamical system u̇ = f(u) for
Exercise 8.18.

Exercise 8.19: (a slow manifold). Recalling Example 8.16, consider

ẋ = −xy ,
ẏ = −2y + z + x2 ,

ż = y − z + x2 .

Start by following the usual procedure: find a convenient equilibrium;
linearise the dynamics; find eigenvalues and eigenvectors; identify a
slow subspace; and modify the slow subspace into a slow manifold.

• Deduce that there exists a one dimensional slow manifold: y ≈ 2x2

and z ≈ 3x2 .

• What are the next order corrections to the shape of the slow
manifold?
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Figure 8.19: vector field f(u) of some dynamical system u̇ = f(u) for
Exercise 8.18.

• What is the corresponding evolution on the slow manifold? Does
theory guarantee that this 1D model is valid exponentially quickly
and for all time?

Exercise 8.20: (uncover the instability). Consider the dynamical system

ẋ = xy − x3 and ẏ = −y + 2x2.

Start by following the usual procedure: find a convenient equilibrium;
linearise the dynamics; find eigenvalues and eigenvectors; and identify
a slow subspace.

1. Argue for the existence of a slow manifold tangent to y = 0.
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Figure 8.20: vector field f(u) of some dynamical system u̇ = f(u) for
Exercise 8.18.

2. Determine the approximate shape of the slow manifold and justify
the accuracy of your approximation.

3. Hence determine a one dimensional model in x for the dynamics
near the origin. Does emergence theory justify the use of your
model?

4. To model these dynamics badly, one might argue that simply
substituting y = 0 into the x equation would suffice as a model
for x-evolution. If you were to do this, what qualitatively wrong
prediction would you make about the dynamics near the origin?

Exercise 8.21: (uncover the instability II). Repeat Exercise 8.20 for the
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Figure 8.21: vector field f(u) of some dynamical system u̇ = f(u) for
Exercise 8.18.

dynamical system (due to Peter Brenner)

ẋ = x2y − x5 and ẏ = −y + x2.

Exercise 8.22: (equilibrium elsewhere). Consider the system (Chicone
2006, p.347)

ṗ = −1
5p(3p

5 − 5q4p2 + 13q2p− 3),

q̇ = −1
5q(p

5 + q2p− 1);

it has an equilibrium at (p, q) = (1, 0). Deduce the existence, emergence,
and approximate shape of the slow manifold of this equilibrium. Is the
equilibrium stable? or unstable?

Answer: p ≈ 1− 13
15q

2 such that q̇ ≈ 2
3q

3.
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Exercise 8.23: (a slow subspace). In problems which are linear in the
evolving variables, the slow manifold is only curved in its parameter
dependence. The slow manifold is a linear subspace in the dynamic
variables. Consider the toy (linear) system

ẋ = −ax and ẏ = −2y + ax ,

for some fixed parameter a.

1. In classic linear analysis, seek solutions proportional to eλt and
find that eigenvalues λ = −1±

√
1− a2.

2. Alternatively, use our theorems to deduce that there exists a slow
manifold based around the parameter value a = 0 .

3. Construct approximations to the evolution on the slow manifold.
Confirm that the slow manifold: is linear in the xy-plane; but
nonlinear in a. Compare the evolution for the slow x dynamics
with the eigenvalues of part 1.

4. Discuss why the slow manifold model must ‘break down’ for
parameter a where |a| is comparable to one.

Exercise 8.24: (explore theory). The purpose of this exercise is to explore
how the centre manifold theorems give different support to low dimen-
sional models depending upon how you establish the linear basis of the
modelling. Consider the two equivalent dynamical systems

ẋ = ax3 + x2y ,

ẏ = −y + y2 + xy − x3,

and

ȧ = 0 ,

ẋ = ax3 + x2y ,

ẏ = −y + y2 + xy − x3.

They both have an equilibrium at the origin: (0, 0) for the first, and
(0, 0, 0) for the second. Write and run a Mathematica program to
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construct approximations to the slow manifolds, based at the origin, of
these two systems. Compare and contrast the assurances that the first
three centre manifold theorems 8.3, 8.5 and 8.8 give to the two slow
manifold models.

Exercise 8.25: (rate of attraction). The Emergence Theorem 8.5 guar-
antees exponentially quick convergence to a centre manifold in some
finite domain. Explore some examples. The following systems all have
a slow manifold through an equilibrium at the origin. Find or estimate
the domain of initial conditions in which solutions are attracted to the
slow manifold at a rate O

(
e−t/2

)
as t→∞ (the second and third parts

are more subtle than they might appear).

1. ẋ = 0 and ẏ = −(1− x2)y with slow manifold y = 0 .

2. ẋ = −x3 and ẏ = −(1− x2)y with slow manifold y = 0 .

3. ε̇ = 0, ẋ = εx, ẏ = −(1− x2)y with slow manifold y = 0 .

Exercise 8.26: (domain of attraction). Consider the simple system ẋ = y
and ẏ = −xy (Riaza (2012) attributes this system to Fiedler et al.
(2000)).

1. Deduce that there is a whole subspace of equilibria.

2. Compute the Jacobian, its eigenvalues, and maybe its eigenvectors,
to deduce the the subspace of equilibria is an attractive slow
manifold only for x > 0 .

3. Recall that trajectories in such 2D systems are sometimes found
by solving the differential equation

dy

dx
=
dy/dt

dx/dt
.

Here find the trajectories are parabolas in the xy-plane, and hence
deduce that all initial conditions in the half-plane y > 0 together
with all initial condition y > −x2/2 for x > 0 end up attracted to
the slow manifold.
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Exercise 8.27: (many valid error statements). This exercise demonstrates
that the Approximation Theorem 8.8 justifies different orders of errors
depending upon how one introduces parameters and variables. Consider
the prototype bifurcation system (8.19), but now set the parameter
a = α2 and adjoin α̇ = 0 to the system. That is, consider the equivalent
system

α̇ = 0 , ẋ = α2x− xy and ẏ = −y + x2.

1. Show that through the origin, and in its neighbourhood, there
exists a two dimensional, emergent, slow manifold. Exactly as
before.

2. Construct approximations iteratively and observe the iterates are
exactly as before but with a = α2.

3. Recognise the only difference is in the order of errors of each iterate.
For example, here the order of error in h(1) is O

(
h(2) − h(1)

)
=

O
(
|(α, x)|4

)
which is equivalent to O

(
a2 + x4

)
.

4. Conversely, reconsider the prototype bifurcation system (8.19)
with variable x = ξ2. Write and consider the system (8.19) as a
system in (a, ξ, y). Repeat the above steps.

5. Compare and contrast the statements on the order of error, and
their relation to the Flexible Approximation Theorem 8.10.

Exercise 8.28: (centre manifolds triumph). Consider the bifurcation that
occurs at the origin as parameter ε increases through 0 to small positive
values in the following dynamical system:

ẋ = εx+ x3 − xy ,
ẏ = −y + x2 + y2 .

Then argue the following. Start by following the usual procedure: find
a convenient equilibrium; linearise the dynamics; find eigenvalues and
eigenvectors; and identify a slow subspace.
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1. Deduce there exists a slow manifold on which the evolution is
ẋ = εx − x5 +O

(
ε2 + x6

)
. Hence argue that theory guarantees

the predictions of this model: that is, there exist stable equilibria
at x ≈ ±ε1/4 for small enough ε.

2. Argue that simple projection onto the slow subspace (analogous
to cross-sectional averaging) fails because substituting y = 0 into
the x equation predicts unbounded explosive growth.

3. Argue that the method of multiple scales fails: substitute the
appropriately scaled variables, x =

√
εX(T ) , y = εY (T ) with T =

εt the slow time to obtain odeS for X and Y ; in the Y equation
neglect all but the (two) leading order terms; then deduce the
multiple scale model model dX/dT ≈ X , that is ẋ ≈ εx , which
incorrectly predicts unbounded exponential growth.29

Exercise 8.29: (instability at higher order). Now explore an example
that shows the systematic nature of centre manifold theory is essential.
Consider the three dimensional system

ẋ = y ,

ẏ = −xz ,
ż = −z + x2 + xy .

1. Linearise the system and deduce it has a two dimensional slow
manifold, with z being a quickly decaying variable.

2. The adiabatic approximation is simply to assume one can set
ż = 0 and hence deduce z ≈ x2 + xy . Always be wary of the
adiabatic approximation.30 Let us see why: define the energy

29This failure can be avoided, but one has to be a mathematical contortionist in order
to do so. One might view multiple scales as analogous to the epicycle theory of planetary
motion: it works, but one needs ever more ‘cycles’ as demands for accuracy are increased;
conversely, the centre manifold approach would be analogous to Kepler’s recognition of
elliptical orbits.

30Unfortunately and confusingly, different people adopt different naming conventions.
The adiabatic approximation is also known as the quasi-steady state approximation. For
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functional E = x4 + 2y2 then its rate of change in time

dE

dt
= 4x3ẋ+ 4yẏ = 4x3y − 4xyz ;

which upon invoking the adiabatic approximation becomes

dE

dt
≈ 4x3y − 4xy(x2 + xy) = −4x2y2 < 0

all the time except for the isolated times when x = 0 or y = 0 .
Hence the adiabatic approximation predicts that the energy E
always decreases and thus the origin must be an attracting stable
equilibrium. But this is not so.

3. Use iteration to find the slow manifold is

z = x2 − xy +O
(
x4 + y2

)
.

Consequently deduce that the energy E actually increases, at least
for small x and y, and so the origin must be unstable.

Exercise 8.30: (Davis–Skodje problem). Valorani et al. (2005) used the
Davis–Skodje problem, the system

dx

dt
= −x , dy

dt
=

1

ε

(
−y +

x

1 + x

)
− x

(1 + x)2
,

to illustrate the method of Computational Singular Perturbation.

1. Rescale time to transform this system from a singular to a regular
perturbation for small parameter ε.

2. Determine the set of equilibria for parameter ε = 0 .

another example, Verhulst (2005) [§8.6] uses the term ‘slow manifold’ to mean what we
call the ‘adiabatic manifold’ obtained by simply setting to zero the derivatives of the
rapidly variables. Consequently, all ‘slow manifold’ models of Verhulst (2005) have a finite
error, O

(
ε
)
, which is hard to reduce because of the base adiabatic approximation. Be wary

of the possibility of confusion between ‘slow manifolds’ and ‘adiabatic manifolds’.
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3. Linearise about each equilibria and argue that a slow manifold
exists globally in x and locally in ε. What is the extent of the
‘global’ domain in x?

4. Show that y = x/(1 + x) is an exact, emergent, slow manifold of
the Davis–Skodje problem for all parameter ε significantly less
than one.

Exercise 8.31: (heterogeneous catalysis—‘two’ global slow manifolds).
Bykov & Gol’dshtein (2013) explored the nature of fast-slow modelling
with an example of heterogeneous catalysis (attributed to Yablonsky et
al. (2003)). In a relevant parameter regime this example possesses two
slow manifolds, which are both global and which interestingly intersect.
The Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism for CO oxidation on platinum
is written as

2 Z + O2
k1−→ 2 ZO ,

Z + CO
k2←→ ZCO ,

ZO + ZCO
k3−→ 2 Z + CO2 .

Assume that there is plentiful O2, CO and CO2 so that we are only
interested in the dynamics on the catalysis: Z denotes the free catalyst;
whereas ZO and ZCO denote species adsorbed on the catalyst surface.

1. Let x(t) and y(t) denote the fractions of two of the catalyst
variables; physical values then being x + y ≤ 1 and x, y ≥ 0.
Argue that the kinetic model may be written in the form

dx

dt
= 2k1(1− x− y)2 − k3xy , (8.29a)

dy

dt
= k2(1− x− 2y)− k3xy . (8.29b)

Which species do x(t) and y(t) measure?

2. Figure 8.22 plots some trajectories of the system (8.29a)–(8.29b).
To confirm physical relevance, prove that for rates kj ≥ 0 solutions
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y

x

Figure 8.22: example trajectories of the heterogeneous catalysis system (8.29)
for parameters k1 = 0.02 , k2 = 0.05 and k3 = 1 .

starting in the physical domain x + y ≤ 1 and x, y ≥ 0 stay in
this domain for all time: consider ẏ on y = 0 , ẋ on x = 0 , and
d(x+ y)/dt on x+ y = 1 .

3. Physically it is known that the third reaction is fast; that is, the
rate constant k3 � k1, k2 (as chosen for Figure 8.22). Thus, for
simplicity assume we have chosen the time scale so that k3 = 1,
and then the modelling is to assume that rates k1 and k2 are small.
In the limit of vanishing rates k1 and k2 argue that x = 0 and
y = 0 are two slow subspaces of equilibria.

4. Find the non-uniform rate of attraction to the slow subspaces of
equilibria. Have an existential argument with a colleague over the
intersection of the two slow subspaces. Reason that there should
be some sort of slow manifold(s) near these slow subspaces for
small rates k1 and k2.

5. Approximate the slow manifold(s) separately from the two slow
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subspaces. How does the non-uniform rate of attraction affect the
quality of the following approximations?

(a) Argue that a first approximation is y ≈ k2(1− x)/x on which
ẋ ≈ 2k1(1 − x)2 − k2(1 − x). Predict two equilibria on the
slow manifold.

(b) Argue that a first approximation is alternatively x ≈ 2k1(1−
y)2/y on which ẏ ≈ k2(1 − 2y) − 2k1(1 − y)2. Predict an
equilibria on the slow manifold.

Exercise 8.32: (varying parameter). In experiments one often slowly
changes a parameter to explore a range of parameter values. We
also model the effects of such time varying parameters. Consider the
simple bifurcation problem (8.19) but now suppose the parameter a
varies slowly in time as prescribed externally. We aim to construct the
modified slow manifold31

y ≈ (1− 2a+ 2ȧ+ 4a2 − 12aȧ+ 12ȧ2)x2, (8.30)

on which the evolution is the modified

ẋ ≈ ax− (1− 2a+ 2ȧ+ 4a2 − 12aȧ+ 12ȧ2)x3. (8.31)

1. Substitute this approximation (8.30)–(8.31) into the governing
equations (8.19) and deduce that the approximation is correct to
errors O

(
a3, x4, ä

)
, in some sense.

The presence of the higher time derivative ä in the residual indi-
cates that the approximation is also asymptotic in time derivatives
of parameter a. That is, assume that parameter a varies slowly
enough in time that higher order time derivatives are negligible.

31There are two interesting ways to regard the approximation (8.30)–(8.31). One way is
to adjoin dynamical equations for the evolution of parameter a, such as ȧ = b where b is
a small constant, and then this approximation is a standard slow manifold in space of a
dimension or two higher. The second way is to view the approximation (8.30)–(8.31) as
the first example of a time varying, non-autonomous, slow manifold for which I have not
yet presented any supporting theory.
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2. Use computer algebra to construct the approximation (8.30)–(8.31)
by modifying Algorithm 8.2.

(a) Recognise that parameter a varies with time by adding into
the preamble

depend a,t;

(b) But truncate the order of time derivatives by the pattern
matching, where ~p matches any expression and the condition
when p>1 restricts the matching,

let df(a,t,~p)=>0 when p>1;

(c) Now comes a complication: we must neglect high powers of a
whether they are ‘bare’, as in a3, or hidden within a time
derivative, as in aȧ2. The latter is represented in Mathematica
as a*df(a,t)^2 and so is not neglected by the let statement
in Algorithm 8.2. Instead we cunningly introduce an arti-
ficial ‘bookeeping’ parameter, say eps, that simply counts
the number of factors of parameter a in any term: change
the differential equations to eps*a wherever the parameter a
occurs, here in the statement let df(x,t)=>eps*a*x-x*y;

Then neglect a term when the count is high enough via

let eps^3=>0;

(d) Execute the modified code to find the approximation (8.30)–
(8.31).

3. Use your computer algebra to compute the approximation to
second order time derivatives of parameter a.

Answer: y ≈ (1−2a+2ȧ−2ä+4a2−12aȧ+12ȧ2 +16aä−40ȧä+40ä2)x2

Exercise 8.33: (two bound particles). Two particles with mass m move in
one dimension with positions x1 and x2 and momentum p1 and p2. The
two particles move under the influence of some force field K(x) and
are bound to each other by a strong ‘spring’ with force ±(x2 − x1)/ε.
Thus the equations of motion are (van Kampen 1985, p.92)

ẋ1 =
p1

m
, ṗ1 = K(x1) +

1

ε
(x2 − x1),
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ẋ2 =
p2

m
, ṗ2 = K(x2) +

1

ε
(x1 − x2).

For small parameter ε the strong spring dominates so expect x1 ≈ x2 .
Departures from this approximate equality will generate fast dynamics
on a time scale proportional to some power of ε so there should exist
some slow dynamics. Let’s try to find emergent slow dynamics.

1. Rescale variables: t∗ = t/
√
mε , x∗i = xi and ‘velocity’ u∗i =

pi
√
ε/m. Dropping stars deduce

ẋi = ui , u̇i = x3−i − xi + εK(xi).

2. Formally adjoin the trivial ε̇ = 0 and deduce equilibria are x1 = x2

and ui = ε = 0 .

3. Linearise about these equilibria, ignoring the trivial ε̇ = 0 , and
deduce the characteristic equation is λ2(λ2 + 2) = 0 .

4. Hence argue that there may be slow dynamics with x1 ≈ x2 and
v1 ≈ v2 (from a generalised eigenvector), flagged by λ = 0 , but
that the surrounding dynamics are oscillations, λ pure imaginary,
so these slow dynamics are not attractive/emergent.

This non-emergence in classical, non-dissipative, dynamics is typical
and is explored elsewhere with the aid of normal form coordinate
transforms.

Exercise 8.34: (spinning top). Consider a spinning top on a table. De-
pending upon the angle of its inclination to the vertical the axis of the
top will precess. Berry & Shukla (2011) interpreted this precession as
a slow manifold. Deduce that this precession may be a slow manifold,
but it is not an emergent centre manifold.

Define cartesian (x, y, z) and spherical (r, θ, φ) coordinates as in Fig-
ure 8.23, with the axis of the spinning top being aligned along the radial
unit vector er. By equating the rate of change of angular momentum
to the applied torque, Berry & Shukla (2011) [equation (3.6)] derived
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Figure 8.23: a top spins about an axis r with its tip at the origin O.
Downwards gravity causes the axis to precess around the vertical z-axis:
the azimuthal angle φ varies linearly at a rate that depends upon the polar
inclination θ.

a vector differential equation for the top’s orientation vector r. Their
vector differential equation contains one large parameter G measuring
the strength of the rotation, that tries to keep the top’s orientation
fixed, relative to the strength of gravity, that tries to tip the top.

Rescaling time replaces the large parameter G by a small parameter ε =
1/G2. Then let’s introduce an orientation ‘velocity’ u(t) so that the
system becomes the regular perturbation system

ṙ = u and r × u̇+ u+ εr × ez = 0 . (8.32)

1. Set parameter ε = 0 , corresponding to extremely fast rotation or
negligible gravity, and deduce the family of equilibria of the top
orientated in any direction: r = R and u = 0 .

2. Linearise the dynamics (8.32) about each of these equilibria: seek
r(t) = R+ r̂(t) and u(t) = 0 + û(t) for hatted quantities small.

3. To find the spectrum, seek solutions proportional to eλt in carte-
sian coordinates. Deduce eigenvalues are λ = 0(thrice) and
λ = ±i/|R|.

4. Hence argue that there may be slow dynamics, flagged by λ =
0 , but that the surrounding dynamics are oscillations, λ pure
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imaginary, so the slow dynamics are not attractive/emergent.

This non-emergence in classical, non-dissipative, dynamics is typical
and is explored elsewhere with the aid of normal form coordinate
transforms.

Exercise 8.35: (fixed flux Stefan melting). Repeat, modified, much of
the analysis of section 8.8 for the Stefan problem of melting of a bar
in the case where the heating at the end x = 0 is one of fixed heat
flux instead of fixed temperature. Instead of u(0, t) = 1, apply the
boundary condition ∂u/∂x = −1 at x = 0 . Justify the existence
and approximately construct the slow manifold to find the long-term
evolution thereon takes the form ṡ = kf(ks); comment on the power
series for f .

Answer: u = (s− x) + k
(
1
2x

2 − 1
2s

2
)

+ k2
(
s3 − sx2

)
+O

(
k3
)

such that

ṡ = k − k2s+ 2k3s2 +O
(
k4
)
.

Exercise 8.36: (radial Stefan melting). Repeat, modified, much of the
analysis of section 8.8 for the Stefan problem of melting of a plate. The
heating is to be applied at a tiny region around the origin (as if a bunsen
burner heats the origin). Define polar coordinates on the plate and seek
radial solutions only by assuming no angular dependence, ∂/∂θ = 0.
The heat diffusion in 2D for the field u(r, t), instead of pde (8.27), is
then the radial

∂u

∂t
=

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂u

∂r

)
.

Consider the case where the heating at the origin r ≈ 0 is one of
fixed heat flux; that is, apply the boundary condition r∂u/∂r → −1 as
r → 0 . Justify the existence and approximately construct an emergent
slow manifold to find the long-term evolution thereon takes the form
ṡ = f(k)/s; comment on the power series for f and the long-term
dynamics. 32

32Yes, there does exist a self-similar solution for this problem (which as an extension
you could find). The point of the exercise is to find that it emerges.
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Answer: u = log(s/r) − k
4 (1 − r2/s2) + O

(
k2
)

such that sds/dt = k −
k2/2 +O

(
k3
)
.

Exercise 8.37: (water infiltration). Consider surface water infiltrating
from above into dry subsoil. This is like the earlier Stefan problems in
that there is a moving boundary between the wet soil and the dry soil.
A difference is that gravity pulls the water downwards so the physical
transport involves advection, not just diffusion.

Adapt section 8.8. Let the x coordinate measure distance from the soil
surface into the subsoil, and let the water density in the soil be u(x, t).
Suppose at the soil surface the water is pooled, so that the surface
density u(0, t) = 1 for all time. Beneath the soil, as well as diffusion
of water, gravity pulls the water downwards according to Darcy’s law
that the flux is proportional to gravity and hence conservation of water
requires u(x, t) to satisfy the pde33

∂u

∂t
=
∂2u

∂x2
− c∂u

∂x
, 0 < x < s(t),

for some constant c proportional to the gravitational forcing. The wet
region of the soil is 0 < x < s(t). At the interface x = s(t) with the
dry soil we must have the water density u(s, t) = 0 and we assume the
derivative condition that

ds

dt
= ṡ = −k∂u

∂x
at x = s .

Invoke a slow manifold as in Section 8.8 to argue that for small k the
water density

u ≈ 1− ec(x−s)
1− e−cs

where the interface location evolves like ṡ ≈ kc/(1− e−cs).
What is the next correction to this model?

33Here the ‘diffusion’ of water is most likely due to the stochastic nature of the soil
structure causing different ‘droplets’ of water to take different length ‘wiggly’ paths through
the soil. Such different length paths result in such an effective diffusion.
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Exercise 8.38: (three time scales). Consider for small parameter ε the
‘singular’ differential equation (O’Malley, Jr. & Kirkinis 2010, eqn. (26))

ε3
d3u

dt3
+ ε

d2u

dt2
+
du

dt
+ u = 0

for the function u(t). Let us discover, by modelling the dynamics on
each scale, that solutions evolve on three time scales. Because the ode
is linear the algebra is straightforward, even though the context of the
task is non-trivial.

1. (a) Regularise the problem by changing to the fast time scale.
From the ratio of coefficients of the two highest derivatives,
change to fast time τ = t/ε2 so that the slow time derivative
d/dt = ε−2d/dτ . Using overdots to denote fast time deriva-
tives, show that the ode becomes the regular (not singular)
ode

...
u + ü+ εu̇+ ε3u = 0 .

(b) Change to the system of first order odes in x = εu, y = u̇
and z = ü : ẋ = εy , ẏ = z and ż = −z − εy − ε2x .

2. (a) Deduce the ‘fast time’ slow manifold is z ≈ −(ε2 + ε3)x− (ε+
ε2 + ε3)y.

(b) Observe the evolution on this ‘fast time’ slow manifold is O
(
ε
)
,

so rescale time to the intermediate time scale τ̂ = ετ = t/ε to
obtain, using dashes to denote d/dτ̂ , the intermediate model
x′ = y and y′ ≈ −(1 + ε+ ε2)y − (ε+ ε2)x .

3. (a) Deduce the ‘intermediate time’ slow manifold is y ≈ −(ε +
ε2)x .

(b) Return to the original time to find the evolution on this
‘intermediate time’ slow manifold is the model on the original
time of dx/dt ≈ −(1 + ε)x .

Which is the right model to use? The original fast, the intermediate or
the slow? The answer depends upon how you will use the model.
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Exercise 8.39: (microscale nonlinear diffusion). Consider a microscale
lattice, indexed by j, with some evolving field uj(t) at each lattice point.
Suppose they interact by the nonlinear variant of discrete diffusion

u̇j = uj(uj−1 − 2uj + uj+1), for j = 1, . . . , n . (8.33)

At the extremes of the lattice invoke the ‘Robin’ boundary conditions,
parametrised by b, normally 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 ,

b(u0 + u1) + (1− b)(u0 − u1) = 0

and b(un+1 + un) + (1− b)(un+1 − un) = 0 .

Analyse the dynamics for the tiny case of n = 2 dynamic lattice points.

1. Transform to new, mean and difference, dynamic variables a(t) =
(u1 + u2)/2 and c(t) = (u2 − u1)/2 to find the dynamics are

ȧ = −2a2b− 2(1 + b)c2 and ċ = −2(1 + 2b)ac . (8.34)

2. First find a slow manifold model exists that explains the collective
behaviour of the dynamics.

(a) Show that b = c = 0 are equilibria for all a, attractive for
a > 0 .

(b) Hence deduce there exists an emergent slow manifold in some
neighbourhood of b = c = 0 and a > 0 .

(c) Confirm the slow manifold is c = 0 on which the amplitude a
evolves according to ȧ = −2a2b .

(d) Interpret these results in terms of the two lattice variables
u1(t) and u2(t).

3. Second, reason that the ‘slow manifold model’ extends over a large
range of the parameter space.

(a) Returning to the full dynamics (8.34), show that c = 0 is
invariant for all a and b.

(b) Show that c = 0 is attractive for a > 0 and b > −1/2 .

(c) Hence deduce an emergent dynamic model for the mean
amplitude variable a.
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(d) Confirm this emergence for b = 1 by analytically solving the
equations in the case when the difference variable c is small
enough so that c2 is negligible: find that a ≈ a0/(1 + 2a0t)
and c ≈ c0/(1 + 2a0t)

3.

(e) Interpret these results in terms of the two lattice variables
u1(t) and u2(t).

Exercise 8.40: (weakness in formal solutions). Some modellers rearrange
equations with a small parameter multiplying a time derivative, then
iteration generates higher and higher order time derivatives in their ex-
pansions (Roberts 1985, e.g.). The results are sound in the appropriate
parameter regime, but some modellers are tempted too far. Explore
the concept and pitfalls in the example system, linear for simplicity,

ẋ = −y and ẏ = −1

p
y + x . (8.35)

The small parameter p characterises the separation of time scales of
the evolution of the slow mode x and the fast mode y. Physically,
x represents interesting macroscopic ‘mean’ variables, and y represents
uninteresting microscale structures.

1. Rearrange the fast equation to the iteration y = px−pẏ, then iter-
ate formally starting from y(0) = 0 and recognising that variable x
depends upon time t. Find formally y = px−p2ẋ+p3ẍ−p4...

x+· · · .
2. Substitute this formal expansion into the slow equation to find

the model, remember that parameter p is small,

ẋ = −px+ p2ẋ− p3ẍ+ p4...
x − · · · .

3. Depending upon the truncation of the formal ‘exact’ expansion
on the right-hand side, show that the model predicts solutions
x ∝ exp(λt) for eigenvalues:

(a) λ = −p ;

(b) λ = −p/(1− p2),
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(c) λ ≈ −p,−1/p3; or

(d) λ ≈ −p,±1/p2.

4. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of these model truncations—
compare to the exact eigenvalue of the two modes, λ = −(1 ±√

1− 4p2)/(2p).

5. Find that the exact slow manifold of the original system may
be expressed as y = x(1 −

√
1− 4p2)/(2p). Compare the slow

manifold model with the above.
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In previous examples of the application of centre manifold theory it is
straightforward to organise an iterative procedure to approximate the centre
manifold. In practice, the approximation process is more involved and various
researchers have devised a variety of schemes, many based on asymptotic
power series. I recommend an iterative approach based upon reducing the
residuals of the governing differential equations. As instigated by Coullet
& Spiegel (1983), the approach is coordinate free: in any application the
analysis reflects the dynamics, not any particular basis we may choose to
describe those dynamics.

This chapter develops a flexible iterative algorithm, eminently suitable for
computer algebra and based upon the centre manifold theorems, for deriving
low dimensional models of general dynamical systems. First, Section 9.1
investigates the modelling of a relatively simple dynamical system, a Burgers’-
like pde, and introduce the basic concepts of the iteration scheme. A
computer algebra implementation follows in Section 9.2. Section 9.3 details
the approach for dynamical systems of the general form (8.6). The examples
of sections 9.3.5–9.4 illustrate applications.

I restrict the scope of this section to slow manifolds, as the more general
case of a centre manifold with some pure imaginary eigenvalues is significantly
more complicated, as discussed by Part VI.

9.1 Forced Burgers’ pitchfork bifurcation

Consider the following variation of Burgers’ pde for some field u(x, t) and
featuring growth at some ‘controlled’ rate, ru, nonlinearity, uux, and dissipa-
tion, uxx:

∂u

∂t
= −u∂u

∂x
+ ru+

∂2u

∂x2
, u(0) = u(π) = 0 . (9.1)

View this as an infinite dimensional dynamical system, the state space being
the set of all smooth functions u(x) on [0, π].

Equilibrium For all values of the control parameter r there is an equilib-
rium at the origin, that is, a trivial equilibrium state is u = 0 .
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Linearisation shows existence and emergence The linearisation of
the pde (9.1) about this equilibrium, namely ut = ru+ uxx , has constant
coefficients in x and t. Seeking u = eλtv(x) we need to solve the eigenproblem
v′′ + rv = λv . This has the trigonometric modes vk(x) = sin kx with
associated eigenvalues λk = r − k2 for wavenumbers k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 1 Thus
the origin u = 0 becomes unstable as r crosses one, because the k = 1
mode, v1(x) = sinx , begins to grow exponentially quickly, and the system
undergoes a bifurcation.

To find the details of this pitchfork bifurcation is a straightforward task
for centre manifold theory. From the spectrum λk there is a slow manifold
for control parameter r = 1 . Thus explore dynamics near this critical
parameter by setting r = 1 + ε and considering the parameter ε to be small
(by notionally adjoining ε̇ = 0). Linearly, exactly at critical, ε = 0 , all
modes decay exponentially quickly except for the critical mode sinx ; it has
a zero decay rate and therefore is long lasting; by the Existence Theorem 8.3
we are assured that there exists a slow manifold. Nonlinearly, and for
ε and u(x) near 0, all modes decay exponentially except for the critical
mode which slowly evolves. Thus, neglecting the exponentially decaying
transients, we accurately model the dynamics solely in terms of the evolution
of the amplitude of the sinx mode; define a(t) to be its amplitude. By the
Emergence Theorem 8.5, expect the evolution in time of amplitude a to
form an accurate one dimensional model of the original infinite dimensional
dynamical system (9.1).

The tangent space is the first approximation The first stage is to
identify a linear approximation to the slow manifold and the evolution thereon.
The critical eigenvector (mode) corresponding to the zero eigenvalue gives

u(x, t) ≈ a sinx such that ȧ ≈ 0 , (9.2)

where a(t) measures the amplitude of the mode. Equation (9.2) gives the
tangent plane approximation to the slow manifold as the slow subspace

1Note how these eigenvalues and eigenvectors satisfy the properties of a regular Sturm–
Liouville eigenproblem: Table 9.1 list the properties. Remember these Sturm–Liouville
properties as they provide an enormously useful structure on the eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors for many systems of interest.
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Table 9.1: Regular Sturm–Liouville eigenvalue problems (Haberman 1987,
§5.3). Many of these properties also apply to important non-regular problems.

The regular Sturm–Liouville eigenvalue problem for u(x) consists of the ode

d

dx

(
p(x)

du

dx

)
+ q(x)u = λr(x)u , a < x < b ,

subject to Robin/Dirichlet/Neumann boundary conditions of the form α1u(a) +
α2u

′(a) = 0 and β1u(b) + β2u
′(b) = 0 . The coefficient functions are all real and

p(x), r(x) > 0 for a ≤ x ≤ b . Such eigenvalue problems have marvellous properties.

1. All eigenvalues λ are real.

2. There are a countably infinite number of eigenvalues λ1 > λ2 > λ3 > · · · :

(a) there is a largest (most positive) eigenvalue λ1;

(b) there is no smallest (most negative) eigenvalue, further λn → −∞ as
n→∞ .

3. Corresponding to each eigenvalue λn, there is an eigenfunction vn(x) (unique
to within scaling), and which has exactly n− 1 zeros for a < x < b .

4. The set of eigenfunctions {vn(x)} is complete: any piecewise smooth func-
tion f(x) can be written as a generalised Fourier series, the convergent sum

f(x) =

∞∑
n=1

anvn(x)
(

= 1
2 [f(x−) + f(x+)]

)
.

5. Eigenfunctions corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal relative
to the weight function r(x):∫ b

a

vn(x)vm(x)r(x) dx = 0 if m 6= n .

6. The Rayleigh quotient gives the eigenvalue

λ =
[pvv′]ba +

∫ b
a

[
qv2 − pv′2

]
dx∫ b

a
v2r dx

;

and is typically used to approximate well the eigenvalue given only a rough
approximation v to the eigenfunction.
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u
(x
,a

)

x

Figure 9.1: representation of the slow subspace E0 for Burgers’ pde (9.1)
exactly at critical r = 1 . Plots the field u(x) as a function of the ampli-
tude a ∈ [−2, 2]: being a subspace the field is proportional to sinx.

E0 = span{sinx}. Figure 9.1 shows a representation of this slow subspace as
a sequence of fields for different parameters a.

Iteration improves the approximation The second stage is to seek
iterative improvements to the description of the slow manifold and the
low dimensional evolution thereon. Figure 9.2 represents the slow manifold
that we seek: the fields u(x) for different amplitudes a are distorted versions
of the linear sine curve shown in the subspace of Figure 9.1. Suppose that at
one stage of the iteration we have the approximate model

u ≈ v(x, a, ε) such that ȧ ≈ g(a, ε) ;

approximate because the residual of the governing differential equation (9.1)

Res (v, g, ε) :=
∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
− ru− ∂2u

∂x2

=
∂v

∂a
g − (1 + ε)v + v

∂v

∂x
− ∂2v

∂x2
. (9.3)

For example, in the first iteration, starting from the initial approxima-
tion (9.2), the residual Res = −εa sinx− a2 sinx cosx . In any iteration the
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u
(x
,a

)

x

Figure 9.2: representation of the slow manifold for Burgers’ pde (9.1) exactly
at critical r = 1 . Plots the field u(x) as a function of the amplitude a ∈ [−2, 2]:
the field is a distorted sine curve.

residual is of some magnitude, say Res = O
(
εp + aq

)
, for some exponents

p and q. The aim of each iteration is to improve the residual (increase p and q)
so that, by the Approximation Theorem 8.10, we improve the asymptotic
accuracy of the model.

We seek to find ‘small’ corrections, indicated by hats, so that

u ≈ v(x, a, ε) + v̂(x, a, ε) such that ȧ ≈ g(a, ε) + ĝ(a, ε) ,

is a better approximation to the slow manifold and the evolution thereon.
Substituting the above into the governing pde (9.1), and using the chain
rule for time derivatives, leads to

∂v

∂a
g +

∂v

∂a
ĝ +

∂v̂

∂a
g +

∂v̂

∂a
ĝ

= (1 + ε)v − v ∂v
∂x

+
∂2v

∂x2
+ (1 + ε)v̂ − v̂ ∂v

∂x
− v ∂v̂

∂x
− v̂ ∂v̂

∂x
+
∂2v̂

∂x2
,

that is,

Res (v, g, ε) +
∂v

∂a
ĝ +

∂v̂

∂a
g +

∂v̂

∂a
ĝ = (1 + ε)v̂ − v̂ ∂v

∂x
− v ∂v̂

∂x
− v̂ ∂v̂

∂x
+
∂2v̂

∂x2
.
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It is impossible to solve this for the perfect corrections in one step. Instead
we seek an approximate equation for the corrections of O

(
εp + aq

)
by the

following.

1. Ignore products of corrections (hatted quantities) because they will
be much smaller, O

(
ε2p + a2q

)
, than the sought corrections. Then, for

example, in the first iteration we would like to solve

Res + sinx ĝ = (1 + ε)v̂ − a cosx v̂ − a sinx
∂v̂

∂x
+
∂2v̂

∂x2
.

But such an equation is still too difficult for analytic solution in general
as it involves the variables a and ε in its coefficients of the unknown
corrections v̂.

2. Also recognise that near the ‘anchoring’ equilibrium at the origin, both
a and ε are small. Thus terms such as εv̂ and a cosx v̂ are very small,
small in comparison to v̂ terms, and may be neglected to lead to

v̂ +
∂2v̂

∂x2
= sinx ĝ + Res .

More generally, wherever quantities multiply a correction factor, then
replace the quantities by their zeroth order approximation, ∂v/∂a ≈
sinx , v ≈ 0 and g ≈ 0 (this introduces errors O

(
εp+1 + aq+1

)
).

In a first iteration from the linear approximation (9.2) this is

v̂ +
∂2v̂

∂x2
= ĝ sinx− εa sinx+

1

2
a2 sin 2x .

We wish to solve such equations for v̂. However, v̂ + v̂xx , with boundary
conditions v̂(0) = v̂(π) = 0 , is singular as the critical mode, sinx , is always a
homogeneous solution. Thus we have to put the right-hand side into the range
of the operator L = 1 + ∂xx before we can find v̂. Here this is easily done by
choosing ĝ = εa , called the solvability condition. Having made that choice,
then the ode v̂+ v̂xx = 1

2a
2 sin 2x has as a solution v̂ = −1

6a
2 sin 2x obtained

by the method of undetermined coefficients (just trying v̂ = A sin 2x). Thus
this first iteration deduces u ≈ a sinx− 1

6a
2 sin 2x , which shows the nonlinear
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steepening/flattening of negative/positive slopes, and that the evolution is
ȧ ≈ εa , which exhibits the loss of stability of the equilibrium a = 0 when
ε becomes positive.

Further iterations in this example, see the next Section 9.2, lead to the
slow manifold being

u = a sinx− 1− ε/3
6

a2 sin 2x+
1

32
a3 sin 3x+O

(
ε2 + a4

)
, (9.4)

as shown schematically in Figure 9.2, on which the system evolves according
to (a Landau equation)

ȧ = εa− 1

12
a3 +O

(
ε2 + a4

)
. (9.5)

The Emergence Theorem 8.5 assures us (as ε = a = 0 is a stable equilibrium)
that this one dimensional model of the original infinite dimensional dynamical
system (9.1), is valid exponentially quickly in time. From the model (9.5), for
example, we deduce the quantitative shape of the pitchfork bifurcation: there
are stable equilibria at a ≈ ±2

√
3ε . Physically, these equilibria represent a

balance between the growth ru, the nonlinear steepening of the uux term,
and the dissipation of uxx.

9.2 Computer algebra implementation

It is unworthy of excellent persons to lose hours like slaves in the
labour of calculation. Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz

A principal reason for adopting an iterative approach is because it is
simply and reliably implemented in computer algebra. Based upon the above
derivation, Algorithm 9.1 gives the general outline of the requisite iteration.

Algorithm 9.2 details a Mathematica program for the particular example
pde (9.1). A reason for using Mathematica is that it has excellent pat-
tern matching and replacement capabilities through its operator and let

statements.

1. The preliminaries are the following.
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Algorithm 9.1 outline of the general iteration to construct a slow manifold
model.

1: preliminaries;
2: initial linear approximation;
3: repeat
4: compute residual;
5: find solvability condition;
6: compute correction to the slow manifold;
7: update approximations;
8: until residual is small enough.

Algorithm 9.2 iteration finds the slow manifold of the forced Burgers’
pde (9.1).

Mathematica code is not available.

• Define the operator linv to act as the inverse of L:

operator linv; linear linv;

let linv(sin(~k*x),x) => sin(k*x)/(1-k^2);

– declaring the operator linear tells Mathematica to expand
sums and products in the first argument and to only leave
functions of the second argument inside the operator, for
example, the expression linv(εa sinx+2a2 sin 2x,x) expands
to εalinv(sinx,x)+2a2linv(sin 2x,x);

– the let statement defines the action of the operator as the
solution to v̂ + v̂xx = sin kx , namely v̂ = 1

1−k2 sin kx , the
tilde before the k on the left-hand side matches any pattern
(no action is defined for the singular case k = 1 because the
pattern sin(~k*x) does not match sin(x)—any appearance
of linv(sin(x),x) usefully signals an error).

• Establish that the parametric variable a is to firstly depend upon
time, as we use a as the time dependent amplitude in the model,
and secondly that time derivatives of amlitude a, df(a,t), are to
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be replaced by the value of g, at the time of replacement, as g is
to store the current approximate model evolution equation such
as (9.5):

depend a,t; let df(a,t)=>g;

2. Assign the linear approximation (9.2) of the slow manifold to be the
initial value of the variables u and g.

u:=a*sin(x); g:=0; r:=1+eps;

3. Perform the iterations in a ‘safe’ for-loop. Control the truncation of
the asymptotic approximation by telling Mathematica to discard any
factor in ε2 or higher and any factor in a4 or higher; thus all expressions
are computed to an error of O

(
ε2, a4

)
.

let {eps^2=>0, a^4=>0};

for iter:=1:99 do begin

. . .

if res=0 then iter:=1000000;

end;

Within the above loop:

(a) Compute the residual:

res:=df(u,t)-r*u+u*df(u,x)-df(u,x,x);

write res:=trigsimp(res,combine);

The code is a very direct translation of the governing pde (9.1) into
Mathematica symbols—using this approach you only implement
the governing equations, all the messy details of the asymptotic
expansions are dealt with by the computer algebra engine.

Like most computer algebra engines, the products of trigonometric
terms are not by default ‘linearised’, so here explicitly combine
products of trigonometric terms using the trigsimp function as
shown.
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(b) The solvability condition eliminates any component in sinx in the
right-hand side by choosing the correction to g:

g:=g+(gd:=-coeffn(res,sin(x),1));

(c) Solve for the correction to u and update the current approximation:

write u:=u+linv(res+sin(x)*gd,x);

The program derives high order effects in amplitude a or parameters ε simply
by increasing the order of the factors which are discarded. Computing to
high order in ε, by letting eps^10=>0 for example, indicates that

ȧ = εa− a3

12(1 + ε/3)
+O

(
a5
)
.

Quite different dynamical systems with the same linear structure may be
analysed simply by changing the computation of the residual.2

9.3 Iteration generally constructs slow manifold
models

Now consider a general dynamical systems in the form

u̇ = Lu+ f(u, ε) , (9.6)

where as usual: u(t) is the evolving state ‘vector’; L is a linear operator whose
spectrum, as required by centre manifold theory, is discrete and separates
into m eigenvalues of zero real-part, the critical eigenvalues, and eigenvalues
with strictly negative real-part; ε ∈ R` is a vector of ` parameters; and f is a
function which is strictly nonlinear when considered as a function of u and ε
together. The aim is to find a low dimensional model ṡ = g(s, ε), for the
evolution of the m ‘amplitudes’ s of the critical modes.

2By way of comparison, Rand & Armbruster (1987) macsyma code [pp.27–34] for
constructing the slow manifold of a finite dimensional dynamical system, based upon
power series manipulation, uses 53 lines of active code (although some are for input of the
dynamical equations) whereas the above algorithm has only 14 lines of active code.
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The parameters s of the centre manifold can be any reasonable measure
of the amplitude of the critical modes; you choose the physical meaning of s
as best suits you and the system. These low dimensional dynamics occur
on the exponentially attractive centre manifold described parametrically as
u = v(s, ε).

However, in this chapter we do not consider dynamical systems with
pure imaginary eigenvalues, iω 6= 0 , as the analysis is significantly more
complicated. Here we restrict our attention to slow manifolds based on modes
with purely zero eigenvalues.

9.3.1 Identify a suitable equilibrium

We need an equilibrium on which to base the modelling analysis and construc-
tion (or a family of equilibria for a global model). Here the system (9.6) is
defined such that the origin is the equilibrium on which analysis is anchored.

Often we first embed the problem of interest in a family of related
problems. For example, suppose we are interested in the specific system

ẋ = 0.1x− xy , ẏ = −2y + x2.

Then the origin x = y = 0 is an equilibrium, but apparently unsuitable for
the next step because there are no critical modes, no linearisation with zero
eigenvalues. However, embed this particular system as the a = 0.1 case of
the family

ȧ = 0 , ẋ = ax− xy , ẏ = −2y + x2.

Then a suitable equilibrium is a = x = y = 0 as it has critical modes, and we
should be able to access the case of interest, a = 0.1 , because of the finite
domain assured by the centre manifold theorems.

9.3.2 Identify the m critical modes

The m critical modes (eigenvectors) are those associated with the zero
eigenvalues. These critical modes are necessary in order to project the linear
dynamics and nonlinear perturbations onto the slow modes of interest. Find
these modes from the nontrivial solutions, ej , of Lej = 0 ; but in general
we need the critical slow eigenspace, E0, and so also need to find all the
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generalised eigenvectors.3 Then, in terms of modal amplitudes sj , a linear
approximation to the slow manifold and the evolution thereon is the general
linear combination

u(t) ≈
∑
j

ejsj = Es such that ṡ ≈ Gs , (9.7)

where the columns of matrix E := [ej ] span the slow eigenspace E0, and
where G may be chosen in Jordan form in the case of generalised eigenvectors
(Table 8.1); G is zero if there are no generalised eigenvectors (in this case
of a slow manifold). In order to model the nonlinear dynamics the linear
approximation (9.7) needs to be modified by the nonlinear effects.

9.3.3 The eigenvectors may not match your amplitudes

You must choose a meaning for the amplitudes s, either explicitly or implicitly.
Generally we choose a linear definition (but not always). For example, for
Burgers’ pde (9.1) we implicitly chose amplitude a to be the component
of sinx in the solution field: a := 2

π

∫ π
0 sinxu dx . Let’s consider the cases

where we define the amplitudes linearly: sj := 〈rj ,u〉 = rTj u for some chosen
vectors rj . That is, upon forming the ‘restriction’ matrix R := [rj ], we
define the amplitude vector s := RTu .

Figure 9.3 shows the idea. We choose to parametrise positions on the
slow manifold M by the distance of points on M in the direction of some
vector r. Sometimes we may choose r to be in the same direction as the basis
vector e, sometimes not. The choice is yours, either implicitly or explicitly.

The issue is that the eigenvectors obtained in the previous step may not
match these definitions of the amplitudes: instead we should use some other
linear combination. Denote the (generalised) eigenvectors found previously

3Table 8.1 describes how to find generalised eigenvectors. When finding generalised
eigenvectors, solve Lej+1 =

∑j
i=1 gijei for the generalised eigenvector ej+1 and coeffi-

cients gij . Repeat. The coefficients gij are the entries in G. Such generalised eigenvectors
are common in mechanical problems where mean position and mean velocity are slow
variables: then the linear equations for the slow variables are ẋ = v and v̇ = 0. That is, the
matrix G is non-zero and hence there must be generalised eigenvectors in the basis of E0.
The ordinary eigenvector gives the position dimension, and the generalised eigenvector
gives the velocity dimension.
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M

E0

−→
e

r

−→

state space u

Figure 9.3: schematic diagram of an equilibrium, small disc, with slow
subspace E0 spanned by e. The slow manifold M is tangent to E0 at
the equilibrium. To measure positions on the slow manifold we may use
amplitudes proportional to distances in the direction r: that is, amplitude
s = 〈r,u〉.

by e′j and the matrix E ′ := [e′j ]. We want new (generalised) eigenvectors as
a linear combination of these: ej =

∑
i e
′
icij , that is, E = E ′C. Now, using

the above

s = RTu = RTEs = RTE ′Cs .
This has to be true for all amplitudes s so we must have RTE ′C = I , the
identity. Hence the linear combination matrix C = (RTE ′)−1. The basis
eigenvectors for our chosen amplitudes, and the leading approximation (9.7),
are then the columns of E = E ′C .

Lemma 9.1 (linear problems). In modelling a (parametrised) linear system,
the definition of the amplitudes are almost immaterial.

Proof. Suppose we wish to model the dynamics of the linear system u̇ =
L(ε)u . The dependence upon the parameters ε is irrelevant to the issue
of alternative amplitudes so I omit ε hereafter. Suppose the system has
a m-dimensional slow manifold. Being a linear system, the slow manifold
is linearly parametrised as u = Vs on which ṡ = Gs for some amplitudes
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defined by the linear s = RTu : since u̇ = Lu becomes VGs = LVs then
VG = LV follows. Now suppose we wish to use another definition of the
amplitude, namely s′ = R′Tu .

First, there exists a linear transform T such that s = Ts′. Since s′ =
R′Tu = R′TVs = R′TVTs′ is true for all s′ by choosing transform T =
(R′TV)−1 which exists for equivalent parametrisations.

Secondly, confirm that u = (VT )s′ such that ṡ′ = T−1GTs′ is the same
slow manifold by confirming that the residual u̇− Lu = VT ṡ′ − LVTs′ =
VTT−1GTs′ −VGTs′ = VGTs′ −VGTs′ = 0 . Since the residual is zero, the
new system is also an invariant manifold model. Since ṡ′ = (T−1GT )s′ is
the corresponding transformation of ṡ = Gs , the two models, with the two
different definitions of amplitudes, describe exactly the same dynamics. ♠

Further, if the evolution operator G and the transformation T commute,
then the evolution equation in the new variables is not only dynamically the
same, it also has exactly the same algebraic form. If they commute, then
ṡ′ = (T−1GT )s′ = (T−1TG)s′ = Gs′.

Amplitudes for a normal form In applications where the centre/slow
manifold is of small dimensions, say one or two-dimensional, people often
choose to parametrise the centre manifold to make it easier to predict the char-
acteristics of solutions (Arnold & Imkeller 1998, Takens & Vanderbauwhede
2010, Haragus & Iooss 2011, e.g.). The parametrisation of the centre manifold
is chosen so that the model, ṡ = g(s), is in a normal form that has been
tabulated and characterised by Guckenheimer & Holmes (1983), for example,
for typically one and two dimensional centre manifolds. Such a focus on the
solution structure greatly enhances the nature of predictions one may make,
at the cost of complicating its relation to the original physical variables. You
have this choice in systems with centre manifolds of small dimension.

9.3.4 Seek iterative improvements

Figure 9.4 shows the concept of the iterative scheme. Evaluating the residual
characterises how far a given approximation, v and g, is from M. Then
solving Lv̂ = Res for a correction v̂ in essence uses the linear dynamics about
the equilibrium to determine a correction in order to get closer to M. When
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Figure 9.4: schematic diagram of the iteration to approximate the shape of a
slow manifold, represented by M. The straight line extrapolation represents
the linear operator L acting upon the current residuals Res. Each iteration
typically improves the accuracy by a fixed amount, usually an extra order in
a multinomial asymptotic expansion.

the linear dynamics about the equilibrium are close enough to the dynamics
about any point on M, then the iteration should converge. In the schematic
Figure 9.4, this is equivalent to requiring that the slope of the residual curve
near M is roughly that near v = 0 .

Given some approximate description of the slow manifold and the low di-
mensional evolution thereon we seek an improvement. The aim is to find a
low dimensional description which satisfies the nonlinear dynamical equa-
tion (9.6). As in iterative methods for finding the zero of a function, we use
the residual of the governing equations in order to guide corrections. The
iteration scheme is successful as long as it ultimately drives the residual to
zero to the desired order of error—see the Approximation Theorem 8.10.
Suppose that at any one stage of the iteration we have the approximate
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model
u ≈ v(s, ε) such that ṡ ≈ g(s, ε);

approximate because the residual of the governing differential equation (9.6)

Res (v, g, ε) := −u̇+ Lu+ f(u, ε) = −∂v
∂s
g + Lv + f(v, ε) = O

(
εp + sq

)
,

(9.8)
for some order of error, p and q, and where s and ε denote |s| and |ε|
respectively. Seek ‘small’ corrections, indicated by hats, to the approximation
so that

u ≈ v(s, ε) + v̂(s, ε) such that ṡ ≈ g(s, ε) + ĝ(s, ε),

is a better approximation to the slow manifold and the evolution thereon.
Substituting into the governing differential equation (9.6), and using the
chain rule for time derivatives, leads to(

∂v

∂s
+
∂v̂

∂s

)
(g + ĝ) = Lv + Lv̂ + f(v + v̂, ε).

Given that it is impossible to solve this for the perfect corrections in one
step, seek an approximate equation for the corrections of O

(
εp + sq

)
by:

• ignoring products of corrections (hatted quantities) because they will
be small, O

(
ε2p + s2q

)
, compared with the dominant effect of the linear

correction terms to give

∂v

∂s
g +

∂v

∂s
ĝ +

∂v̂

∂s
g = Lv + Lv̂ + f(v, ε) +

∂f

∂u

∣∣∣∣
v

v̂ ;

• and, wherever they are multiplied by a correction factor, replacing quan-
tities by their zeroth order approximation in s and ε. This replacement
introduces errors O

(
εp+1 + sq+1

)
.4

4The approximation of replacing quantities by their zeroth order slows the iteration
convergence to linear. The iteration could converge quadratically if we retained the current
approximation of the quantities. Such an iteration would be a version of “Newton’s method”
for solving equations. However, I know of no practical problem where this quadratic
convergence can be practically realised for slow manifolds.
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Thus we wish to solve

∂v

∂s
g + E ĝ +

∂v̂

∂s
Gs = Lv + Lv̂ + f(v, ε).

In general, the term ∂v̂/∂sGsmust be retained because the operator ∂/∂sGs
is of ‘zeroth order’ in s—multiplication by s raises the order by one, but the
gradient ∂/∂s reduces the order by one. Thus, rearranging and recognising
that ∂v/∂sg = ∂v/∂t by the chain rule, we aim to solve the homological
equation

− Lv̂ +
∂v̂

∂s
Gs+ E ĝ = Res (v, g, ε) := −∂v

∂t
+ Lv + f(v, ε), (9.9)

for the hatted correction quantities. The great advantage of this iterative ap-
proach is that the right-hand side, which drives the corrections, is simply the
residual of the governing system (9.6) evaluated at the current approximation.
Thus at any iteration we just deal with physically meaningful expressions;
all the detailed algebraic machinations of asymptotic expansions in other
procedures is absent.

The case when the m critical eigenvalues have no imaginary component
may be simplified. Arrange the variables so that G is upper/lower triangular,
such as the often physically appealing Jordan form. Then significantly
simplify the algorithm by neglecting the term ∂v̂/∂sGs. The cost is that of
increasing the number of iterations needed by a factor of no more than m, the
multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of L. In the remaining analysis, assume
this neglect for simplicity. The more general case is deferred until Part VI
on Hopf bifurcations.

The main detail is then to solve homological equations of the restricted
form

− Lv̂ + E ĝ = Res , (9.10)

for some computed residual Res. Recognise that there are more unknowns
than components in this equation; its solution is not unique. Freedom comes
from the freedom to parametrise the slow manifold via the amplitudes s
in an almost arbitrary manner. The freedom is only resolved by defining
a precise meaning to the m amplitudes s: for example, as described in the
previous subsection, often one chooses a linear definition s = RTu . Then in
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an update we require the additional equation 0 = RTv̂ in order to preserve
the meaning of s.

You may decide to choose other definitions for your amplitudes s—such
as an energy related amplitude—such alternatives give rise to similar consid-
erations to those that follow.

There are two approaches to solving (9.10) for corrections.

1. Numerically, it is easiest to adjoin the amplitude condition to the
equation and solve [

−L E
RT 0

] [
v̂
ĝ

]
=

[
Res
0

]
. (9.11)

This approach is also convenient for an algebraic approach to small
systems.

2. However, in algebraic analysis of complex systems it is usually more
convenient to adopt the following procedure which we used for Burgers’
pde (and which may be familiar to you as part of other asymptotic
methods). Rewrite (9.10) as −Lv̂ = Res−E ĝ and recognise that L is
singular due to the zero eigenvalue of multiplicity m. Then choose
the m components of ĝ to place the right-hand side in the range
of L; achieve this by taking the inner product of the equation with a
basis of (adjoint) left-eigenvectors zj : find these by solving LTzj = 0.
5The inner products give a set of m solvability conditions6 which upon
forming matrix Z = [zj ] are

(ZTE)ĝ = ZT Res , equivalently 〈Z, E〉ĝ = 〈Z,Res〉 . (9.12)

Having put the right-hand side in the range of L, solve −Lv̂ = Res−E ĝ
for v̂ in any convenient way, making the solution unique by accounting
for the definition of the amplitudes s.

For example, in matrix algebra, one convenient way for solving −Lv̂ =
R is the following (once you know R = Res−E ĝ is in the range of L),

5For reference, Table 9.2 summarises essential information about inner products, adjoints,
and left-eigenvectors.

6Often one chooses amplitudes s so that R = Z and then ZTE = 〈Z, E〉 = I , the
identity. Further, the matrix appearing in (9.11) is then symmetric when L is symmetric.
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Table 9.2: summary of essential linear algebra information on inner products,
adjoints, left-eigenvectors, and self-adjoint operators. Generalisation of this
summary to complex valued vectors involves introducing complex conjugates.

Consider either vectors u,v in finite dimensions, u,v ∈ Rn, or a smooth func-
tions u(x), v(x) on some domain a ≤ x ≤ b , or potentially smooth functions on a
multi-dimensional domain D. For simplicity, call all of these ‘vectors’.

• Start by defining an inner product of two vectors u and v, denoted 〈u,v〉
which must satisfy: symmetry, 〈u,v〉 = 〈v,u〉; linearity, 〈au+ bv,w〉 =
a 〈u,w〉+ b 〈v,w〉; positivity, 〈u,u〉 ≥ 0 with equality only if u = 0 .

For two examples: the usual dot product in finite dimensions; or for functions,
and for a fixed specified weight function r(x), the weighted integral 〈u, v〉 =∫ b
a
u(x)v(x)r(x) dx . This last turns the Sturm–Liouville integrals of Table 9.1

into inner products.

• The length |u| of a vector u, or 2-norm, is defined by |u|2 = 〈u,u〉.
• Two (non-zero) vectors are orthogonal when the inner product 〈u,v〉 = 0 .

• Generalising the concept of the transpose of a matrix, define the adjoint of
a matrix/operator L to be that matrix/operator LT such that for all vectors
u and v the inner product 〈Lu,v〉 =

〈
u,LTv

〉
.

For example, using the weight function r(x) = 1 , integration by parts shows
that the adjoint of the derivative operator ∂x is its negative: ∂Tx = −∂x .
But such statements must be accompanied with statements about boundary
conditions: such as, the operator ∂x with boundary condition that the function
is zero at x = a has adjoint operator −∂x with boundary condition that the
function is zero at x = b .

• Then define the left-eigenvectors z, also called adjoint eigenvectors, of
an operator L as eigenvectors of the adjoint operator: LTz = λz for eigen-
value λ. Importantly for deriving (9.12), left-eigenvectors zi are orthogonal to
eigenvectors vj of distinct eigenvalues: 〈zi,vj〉 = 0 when eigenvalues λi 6= λj .

• Generalising the concept of a symmetric matrix, a self-adjoint operator L is
one which equals its adjoint: LT = L . Consequently, for a self-adjoint operator
the various eigenvectors and left-eigenvectors are identical.

For example, the Sturm–Liouville operators of Table 9.1 are self-adjoint.

• Eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a self-adjoint operator have all the nice prop-
erties of eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix.

For example, all the properties of the Sturm–Liouville operators of Table 9.1
match properties of symmetric matrices.
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see Algorithm 9.3.8. Firstly, normalise the left-eigenvectors zj to be
orthogonal to the (right) eigenvectors ej so that ZTE = I (this can
always be done). Secondly, the amplitude requirement is in general
that RTv̂ = r for some r: often r = 0, and often R = Z . Then meet
the required −Lv̂ = R and RTv̂ = r , by solving, for any c 6= 0 ,

(−L+ cERT)v̂ = R+ cEr , (9.13)

that is, v̂ = (−L+ cERT)−1(R+ cEr).

• Although L is singular, (−L + cERT) is invertible for general
c 6= 0.

• Further, premultiplying equation (9.13)(left) by ZT leads to

lhs = (−ZTL+ cZTERT)v̂ = (0 + cIRT)v̂ = cRTv̂,

rhs = ZTR+ cZTEr = 0 + cIr = cr .

Hence the amplitude requirement is met.

• Finally, because solutions must satisfy RTv̂ = r, then the two
components cERTv̂ and cEr cancel on the two sides of (9.13), so
that the solution also satisfies the required Lv̂ = R .

The last step of each iteration is to update the approximations for the slow
manifold shape and the evolution thereon.

9.3.5 Example: Burgers’-like dynamics

The analysis of the Burgers’-like pde (9.1) in Section 9.1 is an example
of the general scheme. However, instead of the state vector u(t) being in
n dimensions, the state vector is the function u(x, t) in an ‘infinite dimensional’
Banach space of functions of x. The linear operator L = 1 + ∂2/∂x2,
with zero boundary conditions at x = 0, π. The slow subspace is spanned
by the eigenvector e1(x) = sinx , which by the self-adjoint nature of L
(Table 9.2) is also the left-eigenvector z1(x) = sinx , and which implicitly
we chose to define the amplitude. The solvability condition in the update
equation, Lv̂ − ĝ sinx = Res, could be computed via the inner product
〈sinx,Res〉 :=

∫ π
0 sinx Res dx ; however, simply extracting the coefficient
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Figure 9.5: top is three state, continuous time, Markov chain of Example 9.3.6.
The rates of change of state are shown on the arrows. Bottom in blue is the
two state quasi-stationary, slow manifold, model of the long term evolution.

of sinx on the right-hand side is more efficient. In this example, the right-
hand side of Lv̂ = ĝ sinx+Res is always expressible as a linear combination of
sine functions; hence an inverse of operator L was straightforward. In general,
such as the nonlinearity u2

x, the residual is not immediately expressible as a
linear combination of sine functions and one then has to work considerably
harder to solve for v̂. We avoid such hard work in this first example.

9.3.6 Example: quasi-stationary probability distribution

Consider the continuous time Markov chain, shown at the top of Figure 9.5,
with three states, labelled P1, P2 and P3. Let pi(t) denote the probability
that the system is in state Pi at time t. The following set of linear ordinary
differential equations govern the dynamics:7

ṗ1 = 2εp2 ,

ṗ2 = −
(

1
2 + ε

)
p2 + 1

2p3 ,

ṗ3 =
(

1
2 − ε

)
p2 − 1

2p3 .

We should explicitly adjoin ε̇ = 0 and write in matrix-vector form for a
four dimensional vector of variables (ε, p1, p2, p3). However, treating fixed
parameters explicitly as an extra variable is always a bit painful. Usually, as

7Such systems are often called master equations. The analogue in systems of continuous
states is called a Fokker–Planck equation or Kolmogorov forward equation.
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here, we adopt the convention of staying with the original three ‘physical’
variables (p1, p2, p3) and just treating parameter ε as small. That is, put
ε terms in the ‘nonlinearity’ f . Thus write the system in matrix-vector form

ṗ = Lp+ f (9.14)

where

p =

p1

p2

p3

 , L =

0 0 0
0 −1

2
1
2

0 1
2 −1

2

 and f =

 2
−1
−1

 εp2 .

Equilibria? The origin, ε = p1 = p2 = p3 = 0 , is the equilibrium about
which we model the long term dynamics.8

Linearisation’s leading approximation The linear operator L has a
two dimensional slow eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalue zero, and has
one eigenvalue of −1. As the nonlinearities are smooth, theory implies there
exists an emergent 2D slow manifold tangent to the slow subspace.

The slow subspace is spanned by, for example, the two eigenvectors
e′1 = (1, 0, 0) and e′2 = (0, 1, 1). And if we were explicitly representing
parameter ε as a dynamical variable, then we would also have a third
eigenvector corresponding to ε pointing into a fourth dimension—but we do
not do this explicitly. We fix the basis eigenvectors using the definition of the
amplitudes s1 and s2. As drawn schematically at the bottom of Figure 9.5,
we choose to define

• s1 = Pr(being in state 1) = p1 , and

• s2 = Pr(being in states 2 or 3) = p2 + p3 .

That is, we choose

s = RTp for the restriction R =

1 0
0 1
0 1

 .
8There are lots of other equilibria, a subspace, but this system is linear in the probabilities

so all equilibria are equivalent. In a nonlinear system we generally like to take advantage
of a subspace of equilibria, but in a linear system we gain nothing at the cost of adding
complication.
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Then the appropriate basis vectors for our chosen amplitudes come from the
columns of

E = E ′(RTE ′)−1 = E ′
[
1 0
0 2

]−1

=

1 0
0 1/2
0 1/2

 .
Consequently, our chosen definition of the amplitudes forces our basis eigen-
vectors of the slow subspace E0 to be

e1 = (1, 0, 0) and e2 =
(
0, 1

2 ,
1
2

)
.

As L is symmetric the (adjoint) left-eigenvectors can be the same as the
above right eigenvectors: zj = ej . Let’s make this choice (although other
choices for zj would also serve).

The first linear approximation is then that the slow manifold is the slow
subspace

p = e1s1 + e2s2 =
(
s1,

1
2s2,

1
2s2

)
such that ṡ1 = ṡ2 = 0 .

This first approximation predicts that if the system has not yet been absorbed,
s1 = 0 , then the system is in the quasi-stationary state of approximately
e2 = (0, 1

2 ,
1
2).

Iteration improves the model Second, with this approximation, the
residual of equation (9.14) is

Res(9.14) := −ṗ+ Lp+ f =
(
1,−1

2 ,−1
2

)
εs2 .

To solve −Lp̂ = Res(9.14)−E ĝ , choose the evolution correction ĝ so the
right-hand side is in the range of L:

• the inner product of this equation with z1 = e1 determines the correc-
tion ĝ1 = εs2 ; and

• the inner product of this equation with z2 = e2 determines the correc-
tion ĝ2 = −εs2 .
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Upon setting ĝ, the right-hand side vanishes so there is no change to the
slow manifold, p̂ = 0 , at least to terms linear in parameter ε. Consequently,
centre manifold theory assures us that exponentially quickly the system
settles onto the slow manifold

p = (p1, p2, p3) = (1, 0, 0)s1 +
(
0, 1

2 ,
1
2

)
s2 +O

(
ε2
)
,

where the quasi-probabilities evolve slowly according to

ṡ1 = εs2 +O
(
ε2
)

and ṡ2 = −εs2 +O
(
ε2
)
.

That is, the system rapidly reaches a quasi-stationary balance between states
P2 and P3, with probability then ‘leaking’ from states P2 and P3 into the
absorbing state P1 over long timescales of order 1/ε as shown schematically
in Figure 9.5. 9

Quasi-stationary distributions identify ocean collectors You may
have heard of the Sargasso Sea. Owing to surface currents, the Sargasso
accumulates a high concentration of waste. Similar garbage collection areas
occur in most oceans. The coherent oceanic gyres and eddies house low
dispersion regions where waste or biomass is trapped over long periods. These
persistent slow dispersive regions are crucial as they act as transport barriers.
Such regions may be found as a quasi-stationary state of the dynamics of
ocean transport, both in two dimensions (Froyland et al. 2007, e.g) and in
three dimensions (Dellnitz et al. 2009, e.g.).

9Interpreting the parameters si as probabilities leads to physical meaning for negative
probabilities! Consider the evolution of the Markov Chain when known to start from the
state P3, that is the initial p(0) = (0, 0, 1), compared to the evolution starting from the
mixed quasi-stationary state S2, that is p(0) ≈ (0, 1

2
, 1
2
). In the latter case the initial

values for the model probabilities are s = (0, 1) as the system is on the slow manifold in
state S2. However, in the first case there is a delay in the transient settling on the slow
manifold, during that delay the system is dominantly in state P3 and so unable to ‘leak’
probability into S1 = P1. There must be an effective delay in the realisation of the long
term evolution ṡ1 ≈ εs2 . Such a delay must be reflected in an initial condition for the
model ‘probabilities’ s(0) such that s1(0) is negative! Exercise 9.9 helps you through the
corresponding algebra.
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9.3.7 Example: computer algebra I

Now reconsider the two variable system of Example 2.1:

u̇1 = −u1 + u2 − u2
1 and u̇2 = +u1 − u2 + u2

2 (9.15)

Figure 2.1 clearly shows that numerical simulations of the dynamics rapidly
collapse onto a curve in the u1u2-plane. We now find the emergent long term
dynamics after this rapid collapse.

Equilibria? The origin is an equilibrium. In this system there is also an
equilibrium at u = (−2, 2) which appears irrelevent as it does not have a
slow subspace.

Linearisation determines existence Near the origin the linearised dy-
namics are

u̇ ≈ Lu =

[
−1 1
1 −1

]
u .

Matrix L has eigenvalues λ = 0,−2 and, since the nonlinearities are smooth,
the system has an emergent slow manifold (with transients roughly like e−2t

as explicitly shown by the W ode in (2.3) after a coordinate transform).
The eigenvector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue is e1 = (1, 1) so a linear
approximation to the slow manifold is the slow subspace u = e1s = (1, 1)s .

First correction The initial approximation to the slow manifold is the
slow subspace u = e1s = (1, 1)s , such that ṡ = g(s) = 0 . Evaluating (9.15)
for this approximation we find the residuals Res1 = −s2 and Res2 = +s2.
The equation for updates, −Lû+ E ĝ = Res, here becomes

+û1 − û2 + ĝ = −s2, −û1 + û2 + ĝ = +s2, û1 + û2 = 0 .

The third equation comes from the parametrisation requirement that we
choose 〈e1,u〉 = u1 + u2 = 2s ; that is, we choose r = e1/2 . One readily
sees that ĝ = 0 and û1 = −û2 = −s2/2 satisfies the three required equations.
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Algorithm 9.3 iteration finds the slow manifold of the system (9.15) using
the solve function.

Mathematica code is not available.

Iterate to construct Algorithm 9.3 constructs the slow manifold model
to O

(
s5
)
. Variable s parametrises the slow manifold so evolution thereon

is ṡ = g . The initial linear approximation, u = (1, 1)s, is set with the
two components u1:=u2:=s; The core of the algorithm is the evaluation of
the residuals for each of the two equations in the system (9.15). Then the
solve operator finds corrections denoted by the prefix d: the last two of the
equations to solve are the two components of (9.10); the first equation in the
list is the amplitude requirement that the dot product (1, 1) · û = û1 + û2 = 0
coming from the chosen amplitude definition (1, 1) · u = 2s . The algorithm
then adds these corrections to the slow manifold model. Finally, exit the
loop when the residuals are both zero. Algorithm 9.3 finds that the curved
slow manifold apparent in Figure 2.1 is

u1 = s− 1
2s

2 + 3
8s

4 +O
(
s5
)
, u2 = s+ 1

2s
2 − 3

8s
4 +O

(
s5
)
,

where ṡ = s3 +O
(
s5
)
. This agrees with the long term nonlinear growth seen

in Example 2.1.

Other parametrisations But this is only one possible description among
infinitely many. We could instead choose to parametrise the slow manifold
and the evolution thereon by u1 = s —for some reason we are choosing
r1 = (1, 0). The linear approximation to the slow manifold is the same in
this case: u ≈ (1, 1)s . The only difference lies in computing the updates:
instead of requiring û1 + û2 = 0 we here require û1 = 0 so that u1 = s is
maintained throughout the iteration. Make the change to the algorithm and
see the slow manifold could also be described as

u1 = s , u2 = s+ s2 + s3 + 1
2s

4 +O
(
s5
)
, where ṡ = s3 + 1

2s
4 +O

(
s5
)
.

This is the same manifold, the same evolution, it is just a different parametri-
sation.
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Algorithm 9.4 iteration finds the slow manifold of the system (9.15) using
the solvability condition (9.12) and the solution equation (9.13)

Mathematica code is not available.

Or perhaps you might want the parameter s to be proportional to the
signed distance from the origin: s2 = (u2

1 + u2
2)/2 . The linear approximation

u1 = u2 = s satisfies this condition. Seek corrections that maintain the
condition by also solving s2 = [(u1 + û1)2 + (u2 + û2)2]/2 ≈ (u2

1 + u2
2)/2 +

u1û1 + u2û2 ≈ (u2
1 + u2

2)/2 + sû1 + sû2 . That is, in the solve step, change
the amplitude equation to û1 + û2 = [s2 − (u2

1 + u2
2)/2]/s . Find that the

slow manifold is equivalently

u1 = s− 1
2s

2 − 1
8s

3 + 1
2s

4 +O
(
s5
)
, u2 = s+ 1

2s
2 − 1

8s
3 − 1

2s
4 +O

(
s5
)
,

where ṡ = s3 +O
(
s5
)
.

9.3.8 Example: computer algebra II

Algorithm 9.4 also constructs the slow manifold of the system (9.15). However,
it uses the solvability condition (9.12), the solution equation (9.13), and
the matrix facility in Mathematica. Given the vector of residuals, Res =
(Res1,Res2), here the correction to the evolution is ĝ = z1 ·Res = (1

2 ,
1
2) ·Res

—the left-eigenvector z1 ∝ e1 as the matrix L is symmetric. Then knowing
we require û1 + û2 = 0 to maintain the definition of s, namely zT1 v̂ = 0 , we
invert the modified matrix to find the update. Algorithm 9.4 generates the
same model as before.

9.4 Case study: small patches model macroscales

Kevrekidis and colleagues (Kevrekidis & Samaey 2009, e.g.) are developing
multiscale analysis to empower microscopic computational simulations to
address macroscopic issues of interest. The generic endeavour is termed
“equation-free’ because the methods use only computational simulations of the
‘physics’ of the application: the methods avoid having to know a macroscale
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Figure 9.6: a space-time simulation for a field u(x, t) of of reaction-diffusion
pde on one small patch of space, −0.5 < x < 0.5 , coupled to domain
boundary conditions of u(±1, t) = 0 . ‘Random’ initial conditions rapidly
smooth in the microscale dynamics until for t ≥ 1 the field in the patch is a
smooth sample of the macroscale field.

algebraic model. The gap-tooth scheme empowers simulations of detailed
microscopic dynamics on small patches of space to be coupled together over
large intervening spatial gaps to predict the macroscale dynamics over large
spatial regions. Here we demonstrate one way that centre manifold analysis
certifies the efficacy of the gap-tooth scheme.

Scenario Imagine that you have a highly detailed computational simula-
tion of some complicated spatio-temporal system. But the computational
simulation is far too slow to simulate over the spatial domain of your interest.
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The gap-tooth scheme simulates the system on small patches of space, with
appropriate coupling across unsimulated space. For simplicity here, suppose
the spatial domain is 1D, say −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 , and that there is only one
evolving field of macroscopic interest, u(x, t) say as shown in Figure 9.6. For
extreme simplicity here, let’s use just one small patch! say −r ≤ x ≤ r for
small r (Figure 9.6 uses the case r = 0.5 for clarity). In implementation
we would only compute on the small fraction r of the domain, on most of
the domain we compute nothing—just interpolate. The gap-tooth scheme
poses that it is a ‘good thing’ to couple this small patch of simulation to the
distant boundaries at x = ±1 with classic Lagrange interpolation (Roberts
& Kevrekidis 2007).

Challenge Approximate the slow manifold of macroscopic dynamics to
establish that such cross-space coupling is appropriate.

Question: how do we analyse the computational simulation? Answer:
we do not know what the simulation is, but let’s suppose that it is in the
class of reaction-diffusion equations. Then analysis of a class of reaction-
diffusion equations provides answers that apply to all simulations in that
class. Here consider all simulations that are effectively in the class of the
reaction-diffusion pde

∂u

∂t
= K

∂2u

∂x2
+ f(u), (9.16)

for some diffusion constant K and some reaction f . (Figure 9.6 simulated
this system with diffusivity K = 0.02 and reaction f = 0.7(u−u3).) Further,
suppose the simulation requires us to provide Dirichlet boundary conditions
on the edge of its simulation domain. Here the simulation is only on the
small patch, −r ≤ x ≤ r , so we would need to provide values for u(±r, t).

Interpolation determines the macroscopic field The macroscale has
fixed field at the macroscale boundaries x = ±1 of say zero. The macroscale
field also has to ‘pass through’ the field u in the patch: define the macroscale
patch value

U(t) := u(0, t), (9.17)

that is, U is the patch field sampled at its midpoint. Then the gap-tooth
scheme interpolates through the three points (±1, 0) and (0, U) with the
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parabola u(x, t) = (1− x2)U(t).

Effective patch boundary conditions The parabolic interpolation pro-
vides boundary conditions for the simulation (as used for Figure 9.6). The
parabola estimates the field on the edge of the patch as u(±r, t) = (1−r2)U(t).
But equation (9.17) defines U(t) = u(0, t), so the parabolic interpolation
of the gap-tooth scheme effectively provides boundary conditions to the
simulator of

u(±r, t) = (1− r2)u(0, t). (9.18)

Unusually, these are nonlocal boundary conditions: they relate the value of
the field at the patch edges to that in the middle. It is the gap-tooth scheme
that effectively provides these conditions. Our challenge is to understand the
nature of solutions of generic reaction-diffusion pdes (9.16) when supplied
with the boundary conditions (9.18). Then we predict the nature of the
gap-tooth scheme when used for this class of simulators.

Where is the slow manifold? Let’s think about the dynamics of the
reaction-diffusion pde (9.16) on a small patch. Being a small patch, the
diffusion will rapidly mix or smooth the field u(x, t) across the patch: the
diffusion is the dominant microscale dynamics. That is, for small patches
the diffusive decay is rapid, as seen in the decaying transients of Figure 9.6.
We measure the size of the patch by r: as the patch gets smaller, r → 0 ,
the decay gets more and more rapid. This smacks of a singular perturbation
problem. Our approach to singular perturbations is to rescale the problem
to make it regular. Only then will we clearly extract the slow manifold
dynamics, if any.

Rescale space and time The patch size is proportional to r, so adopt
the natural microscale space scaling x = rξ so that ∂/∂x = (1/r)∂/∂ξ. The
cross-patch diffusion time is proportional to r2, so adopt the natural, fast,
microscale time scale of τ = r2t so that ∂/∂t = (1/r2)∂/∂τ . Multiplying
by r2, the reaction-diffusion pde (9.16) and boundary conditions (9.18) then
become

∂u

∂τ
= K

∂2u

∂ξ2
+ r2f(u), u(±1, t) = (1− r2)u(0, t), (9.19)
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for the microscale field u(ξ, τ). In this form we readily find a slow manifold
model for small patch size r. The model predicts the emergent dynamics of
the gap-tooth scheme.

Equilibria? One set of equilibria in the microscale system (9.19) is clearly
the field u = constant when r = 0 . We use this subspace of equilibria as the
base of the slow manifold modelling. The definition (9.17) of the macroscale
variable, that U = u(0, t), implies we parametrise the equilibria by U , that
is, as u(ξ, τ) = U and r = 0 . The resultant slow manifold model, being
based upon this subspace of equilibria, is usefully global in the macroscale
variable U .

Linearisation establishes existence Straightforwardly linearise the mi-
croscale problem (9.19) by substituting u = U + û(ξ, τ) for small û and r.
Omit products of small quantities immediately to derive

∂û

∂τ
= K

∂2û

∂ξ2
, û(±1, τ) = û(0, τ). (9.20)

Seek solutions û = eλKτv(ξ) for eigenvalues λ and eigenfunctions v(ξ).
Substituting and factoring out the exponential leads to the eigenproblem

d2v

dξ2
− λv = 0 , v(±1) = v(0). (9.21)

First observe that for the case eigenvalue λ = 0 , then eigenfunction v must
be linear in ξ, but the boundary conditions then force v to be constant.
An eigenvalue is λ = 0 and corresponding eigenfunction v = 1 . This
eigensolution corresponds to the subspace of equilibria.

Second, we expect spatially trigonomentric solutions of the constant
coefficient eigenproblem (9.20), so set eigenvalue λ = −k2 < 0 whence a
general solution of the ode is v = A cos kξ + B sin kξ where we see that
k denotes a microscale wavenumber. The patch boundary conditions in (9.20)
then require A cos k ±B sin k = A . Two cases arise.

• Subtracting the two boundary conditions leads to 2B sin k = 0 with
nontrivial solutions (B 6= 0) when wavenumber k = π, 2π, 3π, 4π, . . ..
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That is, microscale eigenvalues are λn = −n2π2 with corresponding
eigenfunction sinnπξ , for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . ..

• Adding the two boundary conditions leads to 2A(cos k − 1) = 0 with
nontrivial solutions (A 6= 0) when wavenumber k = 2π, 4π, 6π, . . ..
That is, the microscale eigenvalues λn = −n2π2 for even n also have
corresponding eigenfunction cosnπξ . 10

Evidently, the spectrum of the linearised problem (9.20) is of one zero
eigenvalue, and all the rest negative (λ ≤ −π2). Theorems 8.3 and 8.5 then
establish the existence and emergence of a slow manifold for the reaction-
diffusion pde (9.19). Further,

• when r = 0 , the slow manifold is tangent to the field u = constant,

• the slow manifold is global in the field amplitude U and local in the
small patch size r, and

• as the slowest decay is e−Kλ1τ = e−Kπ
2τ , the slow manifold emerges

on a microscale time 1/(Kπ2) which in the original time is emergence
on the fast time scale r2/(Kπ2).

A first approximation proves effective Let’s find the first nontrivial
approximation to the slow manifold of the microscale reaction-diffusion
problem (9.19). Seek microscale field u(ξ, τ) = U + û(ξ, U, r) such that
dU/dτ = ĝ(U, r) for small û and ĝ, and where we treat the patch size r as
also small. Substitute this ansatz into the system (9.19), expand reaction f
in a Taylor series about u = U , omit products of small quantities (except
keeping r2 but not higher powers), leads to

ĝ = K
∂2û

∂ξ2
+ r2f(U), û(±1) = û(0)− r2U .

10Because the equation cos k − 1 = 0 has double roots at k = nπ for even n there
should be another eigenfunction other than cosnπξ . There is: it is the generalised
eigenfunction ξ sinnπξ . The existence of such generalised eigenfunctions brings out that
the eigenproblem (9.20) is not self-adjoint. Thus there may well be other eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions other than those identified here. Inform me if you find any.
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This ode and boundary conditions determines the first nontrivial approx-
imation to the slow manifold. But we also must recognise our amplitude
definition, that U = u(0, τ), which additionally requires 0 = û at ξ = 0 .

Obtain a general solution of the ode by integrating twice to find the
microscale field may be

û =
1

2K

[
ĝ − r2f(U)

]
ξ2 +Aξ +B .

The amplitude condition determines B = 0 . The difference of the two
boundary conditions determines A = 0 . The sum of the two boundary
conditions leads to 1

K [ĝ− r2f(U)] = −2r2U , to determine the slow manifold
evolution correction ĝ = r2f(U) − 2Kr2U . That is, the first nontrivial
approximation to the slow manifold and the evolution thereon is that the
microscale field

u ≈ U − r2ξ2U such that
dU

dτ
≈ −2Kr2U + r2f(U) . (9.22)

In terms of macroscale variables, the field u ≈ (1 − x2)U which matches
the interpolation from the distant boundaries at x = ±1 . The evolution on
the slow macroscale time is correspondingly dU/dt ≈ −2KU + f(U) which
contains the effects of the reaction f(U) and a decay due to diffusion to the
distant boundary values u(±1, t) = 0 .

Evidently the gap-tooth scheme behaves appropriately when applied to
simulate systems in the class of systems that manifest themselves on the
macroscale as the reaction-diffusion pde (9.16). This conclusion applies
no matter how small the patch size r: in principle, we are empowered to
simulate the system by computing only over an arbitrarily small part of the
domain and still make reasonable macroscale predictions.

Our analysis of this case study only invoked one patch in one spatial
dimension—for simplicity. In applications, the gap-tooth scheme would in-
volve many small patches spread out over the domain, in a multi-dimensional
spatial domain. Analysis should be correspondingly generalised (Roberts et
al. 2014, e.g.). We leave such general analysis to another chapter.

Higher order corrections determine patch effects With the com-
puter algebra iteration of Algorithm 9.1 we straightforwardly compute the
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Algorithm 9.5 iteration finds the slow manifold of the macroscopic dynamics
of the general reaction-diffusion pde (9.19) on a small patch, size r, coupled
to ‘distant’ boundaries.

Mathematica code is not available.

slow manifold to higher order in patch size r. Such higher order computa-
tion shows the leading order errors in the gap-tooth scheme with parabolic
interpolation.

Algorithm 9.5 details a Mathematica program that constructs the slow
manifold model for the general advection-diffusion pde (9.1).

1. The preliminaries are the following.

• Improve printing by factoring in terms of the small parameter,
the small patch size r.

• Define the operator linv to act as the inverse of L̃v = d2v/dξ2

with boundary conditions v(0) = 0 (to preserve the mid-patch
value) and v(+1) = v(−1) (part of the homogeneous patch bound-
ary conditions). This operator L̃ is a desingularised modification
of the singular operator Lv = d2v/dξ2 with patch homogeneous
boundary conditions v(±1) = v(0): the modification is to apply
only the difference of the two patch boundary conditions, and
to adjoin the amplitude condition. The inverses of L and L̃ are
identical when applied to right-hand sides in the range of L, as
we do.

– Recall that declaring the operator linear tells Mathematica
to expand sums and products in the first argument and to only
leave functions of the second argument inside the operator.

– The let statement defines the solution for any power of ξ
in the residual of the pde (9.19): the double tilde on expo-
nent ~~p matches exponents including the trvial exponent
of one; however, it does not match the exponent of zero, so
additionally define an action for ξ0.
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• Similarly define the linear operator solg to generate appropri-
ate updates to the evolution for any computed residual of the
pde (9.19).

The formula for solg is mysterious. It comes from the surprising
adjoint of the linear operator L. The surprise is in the boundary
conditions: LTz = d2z/dξ2 such that z(±1) = 0, z(ξ) is continuous
at ξ = 0, but the derivative dz/dξ jumps at ξ = 0 . Consequently
the left-eigenvector z of the zero eigenvalue is z = 1− |ξ|. Then
solg(ξp, ξ) = 〈z, ξp〉 = 2/(p + 1)/(p + 2) for even exponents p,
and zero for odd.

• Establish that the variable uu is to firstly depend upon time τ , as
we choose U as the time dependent amplitude in the modelling,
and secondly that time derivatives, df(uu,tau), are to be replaced
by the value of g as g is to store the current approximate model
evolution.

2. The nonlinear reaction in the reaction-diffusion pde (9.19) is to be
general f(u). But we do know that u ≈ U so let’s code into fu the
Taylor series that f(u) = f(U)+f ′(U)(u−U)+f ′′(U)(u−U)2/2+ · · · .
In the computer algebra we choose to represent the derivative f (k)(U) by
the symbol f(k). Mathematica then must be told that these derivatives
depend upon U = uu, and be told the chain rule for any derivatives.

3. Assign the linear approximation of the slow manifold to be the initial
value of the variables u and g.

4. Perform the iterations in a safe for-loop. Control the truncation of
the asymptotic approximation by telling Mathematica to discard any
factor in r5 so that all expressions are computed to an error of O

(
r5
)
.

(a) Compute the residuals of the required equations as a very di-
rect translation of the algebraic form of the reaction-diffusion
pde (9.19), the patch boundary conditions (9.19), and the ‘ampli-
tude’ condition (9.17).

(b) Choose the correction to the evolution g: I found the coefficients
coded here by the quick and dirty ‘method of undetermined
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coefficients’ of Section 1.3.

(c) Solve for the correction to the microscale field u and update the
current approximation: again I used the method of undetermined
coefficients to finalise the code.

(d) Terminate the iterative for-loop when all four residuals are zero
to the specified order of error.

The computer algebra of Algorithm 9.5 successfully terminates in three
iterations. It predicts the microscale field in the patch is

u = (1− r2ξ2)U + r4 1
12ξ

2(1− ξ2)
[
2KU − f(U) + Uf ′(U)

]
+O

(
r5
)
. (9.23)

The first term is the parabolic interpolation, modified by the second term
which captures some sub-patch interactions between reaction and diffusion.
The corresponding evolution on the slow manifold, upon restoring the original
time t = r2τ , predicts the dynamics of the gap-tooth model is

dU

dt
=
[
− 2KU + f(U)

]
+ 1

6r
2
[
− 2KU + f(U)− Uf ′(U)

]
+O

(
r3
)
. (9.24)

This governs the emergent dynamics of the gap-tooth scheme on any pde
in the class of reaction-diffusion pdes (9.16). The leading order appropriate
model is modified by finite sized patch effects, the O

(
r2
)

terms: such modifi-
cations would improve accuracy if we improve the interpolation (Roberts &
Kevrekidis 2007).

Very high orders indicate convergence One limit of interest is when
the patch covers the entire domain. When the patch size r → 1 the patch
boundary conditions (9.18), based upon parabolic interpolation, reduce to
the exact physical boundary conditions that u = 0 at x = ±1 . Thus our slow
manifold (9.23)–(9.24) should reproduce the exact dynamics upon setting
the patch size to one.

Setting the patch size r = 1 is problematic because the slow manifold is
based upon small patch size r. Nonetheless centre manifold theory supports
the existence of the slow manifold model at finite r. The question is: does
this domain of existence extend to r = 1? We find evidence for convergence
by looking at high order expansions.
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Computer algebra readily computes to high order. However, the nonlinear
reaction f(u) generates a combinatorial explosion in terms. To eliminate such
an explosion, neglect reaction and restrict attention to the linear diffusion
pde (9.19) with f = 0 . Algorithm 9.5, with high order truncation in patch
size r, then computes the following power series for the evolution on the slow
manifold:

dU

dt
= −KU

[
2 + 1

3r
2 + 4

45r
4 + 1

35r
6 + 16

1575r
8 + 8

2079r
10 + 32

21021r
12 +O

(
r13
)]
.

Summing these terms at patch size r = 1 gives the approximate evolution of

dU

dt
≈ −2.4663KU , to compare with

dU

dt
= −π

2

4
KU = −2.4674KU

of the gravest (slowest decaying) mode u = cos(πx/2) exp(−π2Kt/4) of the
diffusion pde on the entire domain −1 < x < 1 . This truncation of the slow
manifold model is correct to nearly three decimal places even when evaluated
at the extreme patch size of r = 1 . 11

9.5 Flexible truncations empower adaptable
modelling

Most modelling problems have fixed parameters: the strength of gravity, the
Reynolds number, the coefficients of chemical interactions, heating rates,
coupling constants, and so on. In specific applications some parameters are
more important than others, and thus we would want to model the effects
of some parameters more accurately than others. Similarly with dynamical
variables: we want to model some dynamical variables more accurately than
others, and more accurately than some parameters, and vice versa. Such
modelling requires flexible truncation of the asymptotic approximation to
centre manifold models. Theorem 8.10 empowers us to model flexibly.

11A Domb & Sykes (1957) plot of the ratio of the coefficients indicates the domain of
convergence in patch size is at least r <

√
2 .
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Figure 9.7: lay out the multinomial coefficients of approximations to the
slow manifold M on a grid in the nm-plane.

Example 9.1: (introduction). Consider the specific pitchfork bifurcation
problem (8.19): ẋ = ax − xy and ẏ = −y + x2. The general form
of approximations to the shape of the slow manifold is that of a
multinomial series in a and x, namely

y = h(a, x) = (1− 2a+ 4a2 + · · · )x2

+ (2− 16a+ 88a2 + · · · )x4

+ (12− 192a+ 1920a2 + · · · )x6 + · · · .

This is the double sum h =
∑∞

p,q=0 hpqa
pxq. Graphically, place these

coefficients hpq on a grid in the nm-plane as shown in Figure 9.7, called
a Newton diagram by Murdock (2003). The diagram has zero elements
in the bottom-left because the slow manifold M is tangent to the
slow subspace y = 0 . Statements about the error in h(1) are then
determined by the two terms that occur in h(2) − h(1) = −2ax2 + 2x4

which are shown circled in Figure 9.8. The Flexible Approximation
Theorem 8.10 indicates that any straight line in the qp-plane which is
to the left and below of both of these two terms is the basis of a valid
statement of the error in h(1). For example, Figure 9.8 illustrates the
following valid cases:

1. the (blue) line p/2 + q/4 = 1 shows h = h(1) +O
(
a2 + x4

)
;

2. the (green) line p/3 + q/3 = 1 shows h = h(1) +O
(
a3 + x3

)
;
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Figure 9.8: identifies the non-zero coefficients in h(2) − h(1), circles, which
indicate the error in the approximation h(1) to M; also plotted are three
lines each indicating a different allowable statement of the error in h(1): blue
1, p/2 + q/4 = 1 ; green 2, p/3 + q/3 = 1 ; and red 3, p/5 + 2q/5 = 1 .

3. the (red) line p/5 + 2q/5 = 1 shows h = h(1) +O
(
a5 + x5/2

)
.

♣

The Flexible Approximation Theorem 8.10 asserts that one may approxi-
mate the centre manifoldM, and the long-term dynamics onM, to an order
of accuracy which is different for the parameters and the dynamical variables
of the model. Such flexibility is useful because although sometimes we are
only interested in the leading order effect of a parameter, sometimes we are
interested in high order expansions in an artificial parameter and low order
with respect to dynamic variables.

The next section 9.5.1 reminds us of the extreme case when a slow
manifold model is global in some variables, and local in others. In such cases
there is ‘no order of error’ in the global variables, only in the local variables.
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9.5.1 Base global models upon a subspace of equilibria

Global models often occur in chemical reactions, for example. Typically
some chemical rate constants are large corresponding to rapid reactions, and
some are small corresponding to slow reactions. Adopting the timescale of
the fast reactions, write the chemical system as12

ẋ = εf(x, y) and ẏ = g(x, y) ,

where ε is the small ratio of the timescales, and where, for fixed x, the
y equation would have solutions rapidly decaying to some manifold of quasi-
equilibria. The x equation then governs the long-term evolution along this
manifold.

We met some global models in Example 8.7 on nonlinear mixing, in
equivalent modelling, (8.24) and (8.25), of the prototype pitchfork bifurcation,
in Section 8.7 on a chemical kinetics problem, and in Section 8.8 on the
Stefan problem of melting. Carr (1981) describes the following realistic
chemical example.

Example 9.2: Consider the toy system

ẋ = ε(x− xy) and ẏ = −y + x2 . (9.25)

At ε = 0 there is a whole manifold of equilibria M0, y = x2 . Centre
manifold theory supports the model around each and every point
on M0, just adjoin ε̇ = 0 . On M0, and recognising it is approximate,
then the evolution ẋ = εx(1− x2) +O

(
ε2
)
.

A further iteration refines the slow manifold: from (9.25) and using
the chain rule,

y = x2 − ẏ
= x2 − 2xẋ

= x2 − 2εx2(1− x2) +O
(
ε2
)
.

12Many call such systems ‘singularly perturbed system’, see section 8.6.3, and apply
simpler methods of analysis and approximation to obtain leading order approximate models.
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Substituting this new approximation into (9.25), the corresponding
evolution

ẋ = ε
{
x− x

[
x2 − 2εx2(1− x2) +O

(
ε2
)]}

= εx(1− x2)(1 + 2εx2) +O
(
ε3
)
.

There is no component of O
(
xp
)

in the errors as the model is global
in x: the order of error is uniform in M0.13

However, now compare the two statements

ẋ = εx(1− x2) +O
(
ε2
)

and ẋ = εx(1− x2)(1 + 2εx2) +O
(
ε3
)

:

see that in the evolution theO
(
ε2
)

error is approximately −2ε2x3(1−x2)
and so the multiplicative ‘constant’ of the error varies with x, and in
particular, it becomes very large for large x. The neighbourhood of
theoretical support will correspondingly vary in size across M0: gen-
erally the neighbourhood is small when the error ‘constant’ is large. ♣

Example 9.3: Consider the system ẋ = −xy and ẏ = −y − xy + ε , for
small parameter ε. When ε = 0 the variable y decays exponentially
quickly to y = 0 (provided x > −1); once on y = 0 then the variable x
no longer evolves. Thus y = 0 for every x > −1 is a subspace of
attractive equilibria. One could construct the slow manifold based
around ε = x = y = 0 . However, more useful is the global slow
manifold

y =
ε

1 + x
− ε2x

(1 + x)4
+O

(
ε3
)
. (9.26)

Find this global slow manifold from the subspace of equilibria E0 =
{(x, y, ε) | ε = y = 0} —a subspace parametrised by x. Adjoining the
trivial ε̇ = 0 and linearising about the equilibria (x, y, ε) = (s, 0, 0)
leads to the

Jacobian =

0 −s 0
0 −1− s 1
0 0 0

 .
13At least, the error is of uniform order on any compact subset of M0.
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As the Jacobian is upper triangular, the eigenvalues about each equi-
libria are along the diagonal, namely 0 (twice) and −1− s . Thus there
exists a slow manifold, y = h(x, ε), about each equilibria for s > −1 .
Consequently seek the global approximation y = εh1(x) + ε2h2(x) + · · ·
to find the above global slow manifold (9.26). There is no approxima-
tion in x, only in ε. Generally expect such global models to be more
accurate.

Corresponding to the global slow manifold (9.26), the model is the
evolution of variable x on the slow manifold, namely

ẋ = − εx

1 + x
+O

(
ε2
)
,

local in ε, but global in x as the order of error is uniform in x.

The domain of global validity has to be bounded away from the singular
point x = −1 ; that is, a notional ‘constant’ multiplying the order of
error ε2 varies with x. The neighbourhood of the manifold of equilib-
ria in which the centre manifold theory supports the model will vary
correspondingly in extent. ♣

After this brief excursion into local errors of global approximations, we
now turn to the flexibility arising in asymptotic truncations when multiple
small parameters appear in a slow manifold.

9.5.2 Newton diagrams guide errors

This initial example 9.1 introduces how to view information in a Newton
diagram. The flow of information in a Newton diagram determines valid
truncations of the multivariate asymptotic approximations in complicated
modelling.

Example 9.4: Reconsider the global approximation of Example 9.2. Now
make the parameter ε vary slowly in time, at rate δ say, so that the
system (9.25) is here

ε̇ = δ , δ̇ = 0 , ẋ = ε(x− xy) and ẏ = −y + x2 . (9.27)
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δ2 • • •

δ1 2x2(1− x2) • •
↖

δ0 x2 −2x2(1− x2) −→ 2x2(1− x2)(2− 6x2)

ε0 ε1 ε2

Figure 9.9: a type of partial Newton diagram (Murdock 2003) with the
arrows denoting how two terms (magenta) in the multivariate asymptotic
approximation are derived from the ‘earlier’ term (blue) at order ε1δ0.

From Example 9.2, an approximation to the slow manifold is

y = h(1)(x, ε, δ) := x2 − 2εx2(1− x2) .

Let us explore the next step in the iterative construction of the slow
manifold. Given ẋ ≈ ε(x− xh(1)), the residual of the y equation is

Res(9.27) = 2x2(1− x2)
[
δ + ε2(2− 6x2)

]
+O

(
ε3
)
.

In this problem, simply add this residual to h(1) to improve the ap-
proximation of the slow manifold: h(2) := h(1) + Res(9.27). Figure 9.9

graphically shows how the term −2εx2(1− x2) in h(1) generates two
new terms in the approximation:

• the nonlinearity in the equations generates terms to the right as
shown by the right pointing arrow;14

• whereas the slowly varying ε replaces ε factors with δ factors
and hence generates terms to the above left as shown by another
arrow.

That is, these two arrows suggest how information and influences flow
across the Newton diagram.

14The nonlinearity also generates terms O
(
ε3
)

which would appear further to the right
on the diagram. However, for our purposes only the leading order effect in the various
directions are significant.
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...
...

...
...

↖ ↖ ↖
δ3 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

↖ ↖ ↖
δ2 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

↖ ↖ ↖
δ1 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

↖ ↖ ↖
δ0 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

ε0 ε1 ε2 ε3

Figure 9.10: information flow across the Newton diagram with arrows showing
how terms of various multivariate orders depend upon other terms: the
bullets, •, denote some algebraic expressions in the global variable x.

The arrows of Figure 9.10 determine valid truncations of the multivari-
ate asymptotic expansions.15 A finite truncation of the multivariate
asymptotic expansions means we keep a finite number of terms in the
expansion. These finite number of terms correspond to some subset of
the terms represented in a Newton diagram. Thus to compute terms
correctly in the expansion, we must ensure that the arrows of influence
only point out of the set of terms retained in the expansion. If this
were not so, that is, if we tried to compute terms which depended upon
neglected terms, then almost surely we must incur errors. Influence
arrows must not point from unknown terms to supposedly found terms.

Figure 9.11 schematically show some valid and invalid truncations of a
particular multivariate asymptotic expansion. The coloured lines divide
the computed terms, those to the lower-left, and the discarded terms,
those to the upper-right, in the computation of the slow manifold. The
invalid truncations have influence arrows entering the computed terms
from the region of discarded terms. Thus the computed terms will

15At the very least, the arrows determine valid truncations when computing the multi-
variate expansions.
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(a) three valid truncations (b) two invalid truncations
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...

...
...

↖ ↖ ↖
δ3 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

↖ ↖ ↖
δ2 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

↖ ↖ ↖
δ1 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

↖ ↖ ↖
δ0 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

ε0 ε1 ε2 ε3
@
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@
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...
...

...
...

↖ ↖ ↖
δ3 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

↖ ↖ ↖
δ2 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

↖ ↖ ↖
δ1 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

↖ ↖ ↖
δ0 •−→•−→•−→•−→ · · ·

ε0 ε1 ε2 ε3
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AA

Figure 9.11: valid and invalid truncations of a multivariate asymptotic
expansion drawn on the Newton diagram: the green, cyan and red lines give
the boundaries of computed terms—terms below and to the left are those
retained. In the valid truncations of (a), the errors may be algebraically
expressed as: green, O

(
ε3 + δ3

)
; cyan, O

(
ε4 + δ2

)
; and red, O

(
ε4 + δ4, δ2

)
.

have errors from the discards. When the influence arrows only leave
the computed term region, then the computed terms will be correct.16

♣

Let’s proceed to explore the general dynamical system

u̇ = Lu+ f(u) , (9.28)

16This discussion on ‘valid’ asymptotic truncations is predicated on those obtained via
computation to any specified order of error. In principle, one could compute to a high order
of error, and then truncate to some lower order that I labelled ‘invalid’. For example, in
the problem illustrated in Figure 9.11 one might compute an approximation to O

(
ε4 + δ4

)
,

valid, and then choose to truncate the approximation to error O
(
ε4 + δ2

)
, labelled ‘invalid’

in the figure. Such a model would correctly have error O
(
ε4 + δ2

)
. The issue here is

that the Approximation Theorem 8.10 could not directly certify the error O
(
ε4 + δ2

)
.

Our discussion of ‘valid’ and ‘invalid’ is only in the context of direct certification by the
Approximation Theorem 8.10.
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where f is strictly nonlinear so that the origin is an equilibrium. Suppose
the system’s centre manifold model is

u = v(s) = Es+O
(
s2
)

such that ṡ = g(s) = Gs+O
(
s2
)
. (9.29)

Although it is not the only aspect we may need to consider, the operator
(matrix) G of the model (9.29) often dictates feasible truncations of the
asymptotic approximations.

In this discussion we only consider ‘local’ amplitudes in s, such as ε and δ
in the preceding example; ‘global’ amplitudes have no error terms associated
with them and so do not enter this discussion of truncations of asymptotic
approximations.

Nonlinearity places little restriction The question: if we modify a
term in the asymptotic approximation to the centre manifold model, what
terms will be affected in the residual? Since the residual drives corrections
to the approximation of the centre manifold, via the homological equation

− Lv̂ +
∂v̂

∂s
Gs+ E ĝ = Res , (9.30)

the answer to this question determines the dependencies in the Newton
diagram.

Now, each term in the asymptotic expansions for the centre manifold
model is a product of powers of m (local) amplitudes in s. Thus each
term corresponds to a lattice point in some general m dimensional Newton
diagram: a term in sp11 · · · spmm corresponds to the lattice point (p1, . . . , pm).
Suppose we modify the term in sp11 · · · spmm , what terms are affected by such
a modification?

Firstly, through the linear operator L in the dynamical system (9.28),
any change at order sp11 · · · spmm has a direct affect at that order. Indeed,
this is how the iterative construction works: when a term of a given order
occurs in the residual, the homological equation (9.30) guides us to choose
modifications that cancel out the terms in the residual. The linear operators
L and E on the left-hand side of the homological equation (9.30) reflect this
direct dependence.
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...
...

...
...

↑ ↗ ↑ ↗ ↑ ↗ ↑ ↗
s3

2 • −→ •−→•−→•−→· · ·
↑ ↗ ↑ ↗ ↑ ↗ ↑ ↗

s2
2 • −→ •−→•−→•−→· · ·
↑ ↗ ↑ ↗ ↑ ↗ ↑ ↗

s1
2 • −→ •−→•−→•−→· · ·
↑ ↗ ↑ ↗ ↑ ↗ ↑ ↗

s0
2 • −→ •−→•−→•−→· · ·

s0
1 s1

1 s2
1 s3

1

Figure 9.12: information flow across the Newton diagram with arrows indi-
cating how, through the nonlinearity f(u) in the dynamical system (9.28),
terms of various multivariate orders generally influence other terms.

Second, the strictly nonlinear function f(u) in the dynamical system (9.28)
influences only higher order terms. Any modification in the approximation
u = v(s) at a term sp11 · · · spmm will, because of the necessarily multiplicative
nonlinearities in f , cause the function f to generate terms of higher order
in the residual. Here, higher order means a term sq11 · · · sqmm where the ex-
ponents qj ≥ pj and at least one of these inequalities is a strict inequality.
Thus on a Newton diagram, two dimensional for simplicity, the nonlinearity
represented by the nonlinear function f only influences upwards and/or to
the right—Figure 9.12 illustrates these typical influences.

Figure 9.12 shows that direct nonlinearity places relatively mild restric-
tions on the truncation of the asymptotic approximations: we just need to
consistently neglect terms that are of higher order in at least one variable of
the centre manifold model.

Third, the time derivative u̇ has subtle effects that deserve careful con-
sideration.

Linear time dependence dominates possible truncations The im-
mediately previous discussion explored effects of modifying some term in
the asymptotic approximation to the centre manifold model (9.29). In par-
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ticular, it explored the dependencies generated through the linear term Lu
and nonlinear terms f(u) in the dynamical system (9.28). Now we explore
the intriguing dependencies generated through the time derivative u̇ in the
dynamical system (9.28).

Suppose the residual has a term in sp11 · · · spmm : given such a term in the
residual we modify, through choosing v̂ or ĝ, the asymptotic approximation
to the centre manifold in order to cancel the term in the residual. How-
ever, depending upon operator G, time derivatives, represented by the term
∂v̂/∂sGs of the homological equation (9.30), couple modifications.

Consider some low dimensional examples.

• The operator G being diagonal is the simplest case. In particular, for
the common case of approximating slow manifolds the operator G = 0
is even simpler. In this case the influence of any change is always
to strictly higher order terms, up and to the right in a 2D Newton
diagram as in Figure 9.12, and so we may be extremely flexible about
truncation.

• If G is block diagonal, then the variables in each block are fully coupled
together, determined simultaneously, and the error must be expressed
in their overall equally weighted amplitude.

• Alternatively, the operator G is in Jordan form.

Example 9.5: For example, consider the system of Example 9.4,
namely ε̇ = 0 , ẋ = ε− xy and ẏ = −y + x2 , for which, with slow
variables s = (ε, x) ,

G =

[
0 0
1 0

]
.

Hence a modification in a term xpεq generates, via the time deriva-
tive ẋ, a term in xp−1εq+1. An influence flows upwards-left in
a Newton diagram on the pq-plane such as for those plotted in
Figures 9.10 and 9.11. ♣
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Such a toy example is analogous to crucial parameter dependencies
occurring in the gravitational forcing of thin films, or when there is a
source/sink of contaminant in its dispersion along a channel.

Example 9.6: Similar to Example 9.4, we could have a slowly
varying bifurcation parameter as in the system

δ̇ = 0 , ε̇ = δ , ẋ = εx− xy , ẏ = −y + x2 .

Then, with the slow variable vector s = (δ, ε, x) , the operator

G =

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 .
Consequently, as in Example 9.4, we can truncate asymptotic
approximations to equal or lower order in δ than in ε. But there is
no dependency between slow variables x and (δ, ε) so we are free
to truncate the asymptotic expansion in variables x independently
of how we truncate it in ε and δ. ♣

Example 9.7: (A mistake). I made this unnecessarily complicated
application of theory in the gravitational forcing of a thin fluid
layer. Consider the toy system ε̇ = 0 , ẋ = ε−xy and ẏ = −y+x2

where the ε forcing of x is analogous to gravitational acceleration
of the fluid. In an effort to avoid having the ε forcing in the linear
dynamics, I set ε = δ2 and adjoined δ̇ = 0 . Consequently, the
‘linear’ forcing became ‘nonlinear’ and could surely be treated
differently. Alas no. The ∂v̂/∂s g̃ term in the equation for cor-
rections then involves δ2∂v̂/∂x instead of ε∂v̂/∂x. But we gain
nothing as the information flow across the Newton diagram is still
fundamentally the same. ♣
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Figure 9.13: top is the four state, continuous time, Markov chain of Exer-
cise 9.8: the rates of change of state are shown on the arrows. Bottom in
blue is the two state, quasi-stationary, slow manifold, model of the long term
metastable evolution.

This recognition of flexible truncation empowers extraordinarily useful
extensions of much current practise. With currently extant methods, such
as that of multiple scales, people have to try very hard to get the relative
scaling of one variable ‘correct’ compared to another. For example, to analyse
the pitchfork bifurcation one normally is forced to assume properties like
“ε ∼ x2” at the very start of the analysis. With centre manifold theory we
need assert no such thing. In pitchfork bifurcations, the fact that “ε ∼ x2”
is an emergent property of the dynamics in the eventual model; it need not
affect the centre manifold modelling which is primarily concerned with the
separation of transients from long term evolution. Flexible Approximation
Theorem 8.10, in essence, empowers one to scale different effects in a very
general way. That is, the centre manifold model is valid over a wide range of
scaling regimes.

9.6 Exercises

Exercise 9.8: (metastable states). Adapt the quasi-stationary probability
arguments to the modelling of metastable states. The top of Figure 9.13
shows a four state, continuous time, Markov chain: we aim to derive
the two state, quasi-stationary, slow manifold, model of the long term
metastable evolution. The interest here is that most stochastic averag-
ing theorems just predict the ultimate stasis of equal likelihood in both
the strongly attracting states P±2, whereas we want to know about the
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dynamics of the long time switching between metastable states P±2.
The two state model in Figure 9.13 tells us about such switching.

The differential equation for the four state Markov chain is

ṗ = Lεp , for Lε =


−ε 1 0 0
ε −1− ε ε 0
0 ε −1− ε ε
0 0 1 −ε

 . (9.31)

1. Show that L0 has eigenvalues λ = 0(twice) and λ = −1(twice).
Hence deduce there exists a 2D emergent slow manifold for the
system (9.31) (3D if one counts the parameter ε) for small param-
eter ε.

2. Confirm slow eigenvectors are e+ = (0, 0, 0, 1) and e− = (1, 0, 0, 0),
and corresponding left-eigenvectors are z+ = (0, 0, 1, 1) and z− =
(1, 1, 0, 0). Hence define appropriate ‘probability’ amplitudes s±
and write down the initial approximation to the slow manifold.

3. Iteratively construct the slow manifold model to find the two
metastable states evolve according to ṡ± ≈ ε2(s∓ − s±).

4. Interpret your modelling in terms of the original four state system.

5. Verify the rate in the exchange, ṡ± ≈ ε2(s∓ − s±), by finding
the characteristic polynomial for matrix Lε, finding its factors
are λ, λ + 1 + ε and a quadratic factor that predicts λ ≈ 2ε2

corresponding to the rate of switching. What are higher order
corrections to this rate of switching?

Exercise 9.9: (negative probabilities OK). The exact analysis of the quasi-
stationary distribution problem in Example 9.3.6 is not only linear,
but straightforwardly linear. Let’s explore and end up with physical
meaning for negative probabilities!

though this be madness, yet there is method in it
Hamlet, by Shakespeare
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Recall the continuous time, Markov chain, differential equation for this
Example 9.3.6 is

ṗ = Lεp , for Lε =

0 2ε 0
0 −1

2 − ε 1
2

0 1
2 − ε −1

2

 . (9.32)

1. Deduce that the matrix Lε has eigenvalues 0, −ε and −1 (exactly).
Find corresponding eigenvectors are v1 = (1, 0, 0), v2 = (−2, 1, 1)
and v3 = (2ε,−1, 1− 2ε), and corresponding left-eigenvectors are
z1 = (1, 1, 1), z2 = (0, 1− 2ε, 1) and z3 = (0, 1,−1).

2. Hence deduce that a general exact solution of (9.32) is that the
probabilities

p(t) = c1v1 + c2v2e
−εt + c3v3e

−t.

3. In modelling dynamics our fundamental principle is to neglect
rapidly decaying transients, such as e−t, and retain slowly varying
components, such as e−εt. Neglect the e−t term in the above
general solution and deduce, from the definition of s, that in
modelling we would have s1 = c1 − 2c2e

−εt and s2 = 2c2e
−εt.

Differentiate to confirm the slow manifold, quasi-stationary, model
ṡ1 = εs2 and ṡ2 = −εs2 is ‘exact’ (that is, exact upon neglecting
rapid transients).

4. Suppose the Markov chain is initially in state 3 so that the initial
probability vector is p(0) = (0, 0, 1). Find that the particular
solution arises from c1 = 1 , c2 = c3 = 1/[2(1 − ε)]. Use the
exact model of the previous part to argue that the corresponding
initial condition for the model is thus s1(0) = −ε/(1 − ε) and
s2(0) = 1/(1− ε).
Amazingly, in order to make the correct long time predictions,
we must start the model with negative probability in s1 and
probability in s2 > 1.17 This appears a more startling example of

17There is a type of ‘quantum mechanical uncertainty’ in these negative probabilities.
The apparent violation of probability is small, of O

(
ε
)
, and only lasts over a fast time scale.

On the long time scale of interest to our modelling, times ∼ 1/ε the negative probabilities
disappear rapidly.
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‘initial slip’ than Example 8.10 noted.

Exercise 9.10: (elementary slow manifolds). For each of the following
dynamical systems, where possible:

• argue for the existence of a slow manifold based upon the linear
dynamics near the origin;

• find a linear approximation for the shape of the slow manifold;

• apply an iteration scheme to derive a low dimensional model;

• identify any bifurcations.

1.

ẋ = −1
2x− y − x2y ,

ẏ = −x− 2y + εy − y2.

2. We sometimes need to expand transcendental functions in a Taylor
series:

θ̇ = −θ + εv + v2,

v̇ = sin θ .

3.

ẋ = x− 2y + εx ,

ẏ = 3x− 6y + x3.

4.

ẋ = 2x+ y + 2z + yz ,

ẏ = x− y + z − xz ,
ż = −3x− y − 3z − xy .
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5. In this system ‘forced’ by ε (Chicone 2006, p.347), invoke a gener-
alised eigenvector (Table 8.1):

ε̇ = 0 ,

ż = ε− z + w + 1
4

[
(1 + ε)z2 − 2εwz − (1− ε)w2

]
,

ẇ = ε+ z − w − 1
4

[
(1 + ε)z2 − (2ε− 4)wz + (3 + ε)w2

]
.

6. Invoke a generalised eigenvector (Table 8.1):

ẋ = 2x+ y + 2z + εyz ,

ẏ = x+ z − εxz ,
ż = −3x− y − 3z − εxy .

Answer:

1 Possibly x ≈ (1− 2
25ε)s− ( 1

25 + 18
625ε)s

2 and y ≈ −( 12 + 4
25ε)s− ( 2

25 + 36
625ε)s

2

on which ṡ ≈ 1
5εs+ ( 1

10 + 12
125ε)s

2.

2 Possibly θ ≈ εs+ (1− 3ε)s2 and v = s where ṡ ≈ εs+ (1− 3ε)s2.

3 Perhaps x ≈ (2− 2
25ε)s+ ( 1625 − 368

625ε)s
3 and y ≈ (1− 6

25ε)s+ ( 4825 − 1104
625 ε)s

3

where ṡ ≈ 6
5εs− ( 8

5 − 72
125ε)s

3

4 Perhaps x = s, y ≈ s2 − 4s3 and z ≈ −s− 2s3 where ṡ ≈ s2 − 9s3

5 Perhaps express a slow manifold as z ≈ s + 1
2s

2, w ≈ s − 1
2s

2 such that
ṡ ≈ ε− s2 + 1

2s
3.

6 Perhaps parametrise the slow manifold as x = s1 , y = s2 , z = −s1 +
ε(−2s1s2 + 2s22) +O

(
ε2
)

on which the evolution is ṡ1 = s2 + ε(−5s1s2 +

4s22) +O
(
ε2
)

and ṡ2 = ε(s21 − 2s1s2 + 2s22) +O
(
ε2
)
.

Exercise 9.11: (competing nonlinearities I). For what values of parame-
ter α does the nonlinear advection and diffusion stabilise the nonlinear
growth in the pde

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
= u+ αu

(
∂u

∂x

)2

+
∂2u

∂x2
?

Use boundary conditions u(0, t) = u(π, t) = 0 . Modify the computer
algebra from Section 9.2 to answer. What does the slow manifold
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model predict if parameter α is exactly at the critical value dividing
stability from instability?

Answer: u = a sinx − 1
6a

2 sin 2x + 1
32 (1 + α)a3 sin 3x + O

(
a4, α2

)
such

that ȧ = (− 1
12 + 1

4α)a3 +O
(
a4, α2

)
. Nonlinear instability.

Exercise 9.12: (competing nonlinearities II). For what values of parame-
ter α does the nonlinear advection and diffusion stabilise the nonlinear
reaction in the pde

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
= u+ αu3 +

∂2u

∂x2
?

Use boundary conditions u(0, t) = u(π, t) = 0 . Modify the computer
algebra from Section 9.2 to answer. What does the slow manifold
model predict if parameter α is exactly at the critical value dividing
stability from instability?

Answer: u = a sinx − 1
6a

2 sin 2x + 1
32 (1 − α)a3 sin 3x + O

(
a4, α2

)
such

that ȧ = (− 1
12 + 3

4α)a3 +O
(
a4, α2

)
. Remarkably, there is an exact manifold

of equilibria, namely u = 36a sinx /(36 + a2 + 12a cosx).

Exercise 9.13: (ecological competition). Constable et al. (2013) considered
interactions of two related species, X and Y . We aim to find a slow
manifold model of the long term interaction.

The dynamics of the species are the following, in non-dimensional
terms:

• individuals of both species reproduce at rate 1− µ, that is X
1−µ−→

2X and Y
1−µ−→ 2Y ;

• but the offspring mutate with small probability µ into an individual
of the other species, that is X

µ−→ X + Y and Y
µ−→ Y +X;

• the species prey on each other with coefficient 5/6, that is X +

Y
5/6−→ X and X + Y

5/6−→ Y ; and
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• the species are also a little cannibalistic, but prefer the other

species, eating each other with coefficient 1/6, that is 2X
1/6−→ X

and 2Y
1/6−→ Y .

1. Let x(t) and y(t) be proportional to the number of individuals
of each of the two species, X and Y respectively. Argue that
a mathematical model of the interaction between the species is
coded by the odes

dx

dt
= x− µ(x− y)− 1

6x
2 − 5

6xy ,

dy

dt
= y + µ(x− y)− 5

6xy − 1
6y

2.

2. Show that: extinction (0, 0) and coexistence (1, 1) are equilib-
ria; extinction is always unstable; and coexistence is stable for
mutation µ > 1

3 , and unstable for µ < 1
3 .

3. Deduce the existence and emergence of a slow manifold through
x = y = 1 for mutation µ near the critical 1/3.

4. Approximate the slow manifold and the evolution thereon to find
that, for mutation µ = 1

3 − µ′, it is

x = 1 + s+ (2
3 − 8

3µ
′)s2 − 4

27s
4 +O

(
s6 + µ′

3)
,

y = 1− s+ (2
3 − 8

3µ
′)s2 − 4

27s
4 +O

(
s6 + µ′

3)
,

ṡ = 2µ′s− (2
9 − 8

9µ
′)s3 + 4

81s
5 +O

(
s6 + µ′

3)
.

5. Interpret the predicted equilibria in this slow manifold model.

Exercise 9.14: (seir epidemiology model). Schwartz & Smith (1983)
proposed a mathematical model of the dynamics of an infectious disease.
Figure 9.14 summarises the model. A population is divided into four
classes:

• a fraction S(t) of the population are susceptible to the disease;
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Figure 9.14: Exercise 9.14 explores this network of interactions in an epidemi-
ology model of susceptible (S), exposed (E), infected (I), and recovered (R)
individuals.

• a fraction E(t) have been exposed to the infection but are not yet
infectious themselves;

• a fraction I(t) have become infectious after being exposed; and

• a fraction R(t) of the population have recovered and are now
immune to the disease.

Individuals move from one class to the next at varying rates as indicated
in Figure 9.14:

• each susceptible is likely to be exposed to the disease at a rate
proportional to the fraction of infected, βI;

• each exposed becomes infectious at a characteristic rate α;

• each infected recovers at a characteristic rate γ;

• a supply of fresh individuals arrive at a flat rate µ; and conversely

• each individual leaves the system (dies) at a rate µ, independent
of state, so that the total population is steady.

Consequently, the ordinary differential equations for the fractions are

Ṡ = µ− βI(t)S(t)− µS(t),

Ė = βI(t)S(t)− (α+ µ)E(t),

İ = αE(t)− (γ + µ)I(t),

Ṙ = γI(t)− µR(t). (9.33)

Notice that S + E + I + R = 1 is an invariant of the dynamics:
consequently we ignore the ode for R(t) as it may be deduced from
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the others, and because it does not feed back into any of the other
variables.

1. For simplicity suppose parameters α = γ = 1 and β = 2, but that
the supply rate µ may vary. Write out the three odes for (S,E, I)
parametrised by µ.

2. Our modelling needs a convenient equilibrium. Show that when
the supply µ = 0, then (S, 0, 0) forms a subspace of equilibria.

3. Indeed, argue that (S, 0, 0) is an invariant subspace for non-zero
supply µ, with evolution Ṡ = µ(1− S). Interpret the predictions
of the dynamics on this subspace.

However, this subspace is only partly emergent.

4. Linearise about the equilibria, for negligible supply µ, and deduce
that the subspace (S, 0, 0) is only attractive for S < 1/2 . Further
deduce that there exists an emergent 2D slow manifold near
S = 1/2 for small µ.

5. Invoke a generalised eigenvector to derive that the 2D slow man-
ifold is tangent to (S,E, I) = (1/2 + s, i/2, i/2) for variables s
and i.

6. Defining amplitudes s = S − 1/2 and i = E + I, find the slow
manifold and that the evolution on the slow manifold is

di

dt
= i(s− µ) +O

(
s3 + i3 + µ3

)
,

ds

dt
= −3

2µ− 1
2 i+ µ(−s+ 3

16 i) + i(−3
4s+ 1

16 i) +O
(
s3 + i3 + µ3

)
.

7. What are the meaningful equilibria predicted in this model as
supply parameter µ varies? Which are stable? unstable? What
do these predictions mean for the original model?

Exercise 9.15: (a moving boundary). Consider a Stefan problem, similar
to that of section 8.8, where there is a reaction front separating reacting
material from unreacting (Kim et al. (2010) introduced a stochastic
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version of this problem): suppose the reacting material occupies the
domain 0 < x < s(t) ; and the unreacting material occupies the domain
x > s(t); that is, the moving interface x = s(t) separates the two.

Let the field u(x, t) characterise the reaction. Suppose the unreacting
material is u(x, t) = 0 for x > s(t), and the reacting material charac-
terised by field u(x, t) > 0 . In the reacting region we suppose that the
field satisfies the (nondimensional) linear pde ∂u/∂t = ∂2u/∂x2+αu for
some parameter α. Set the physical boundary condition on x = 0 to be
that of fixed flux ux(0, t) = −1 . Similarly pose the interface conditions
that not only is u(s(t), t) = 0 but also the gradient ux(s(t), t) = −1 .

1. Show that for reaction parameter α = 0 there is an equilibrium
field for all interface locations s.

2. Hence deduce that about each equilibrium there must be a zero
eigenvalue corresponding to a simple shift in interface location s.
Argue that all other eigenvalues are negative (heuristically or
rigorously), and hence deduce a slow manifold exists.

3. Construct the slow manifold model to a low order in parameter α
and parametrised by the interface location s.

4. Write a computer algebra program to construct a model to high
order in parameter α. Comment on the model.

Answer: Eigenmodes are un = cos(nπx/s) and sn = −(−1)n with eigen-

value λn = −n2π2/s2. The slow manifold is u = s − x + α 1
12 (s − x)2(2x +

s) +O
(
α2
)

such that ṡ = 1
2αs+O

(
α2
)
.

Exercise 9.16: (modify the moving boundary). The Stefan moving bound-
ary Exercise 9.15 is unrealistic in that it supposes the influx of stuff,−ux,
at x = 0 exactly balances the outflux, ux, required at the interface
x = s , namely ux = −1 at both. Redo the modelling of Exercise 9.15
with the influx −ux(0, t) fixed but not exactly 1. For simplicity you
may set the internal parameter α = 0 .18

18In this case of reaction α = 0 , the simplicity of the slow manifold suggests that a
self-similar solution exists. Find it.
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Answer: Let ux(0, t) = −1− β then u = s− x+ 1
2β(s− x)2/s− 1

24 (s2 −
x2)2/s3 +O

(
β3
)

such that sṡ = β − 1
3β

2 +O
(
β3
)
.

Exercise 9.17: (Kuramoto–Sivashinsky). The Kuramoto–Sivashinsky pde
is

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+
∂2u

∂x2
+ Λ

∂4u

∂x4
= 0 , (9.34)

with, for our purposes, boundary conditions of u(0) = uxx(0) = u(π) =
uxx(π) = 0 . Use centre manifold theory to elucidate the dynamics in
the bifurcation that occurs as Λ decreases through one. Specifically,
write and run a Mathematica program (based on our analysis of the
Burgers’-like pde) to obtain approximations to the slow manifold and
the evolution thereon. Comment on the application of the theorems.

Answer: Letting Λ = 1 − ε , the slow manifold field u = a sinx − ( 1
24 +

7
144ε)a

2 sin 2x + ( 1
1152 + 1

512ε)a
3 sin 3x + O

(
a4, ε2

)
such that ȧ = εa − ( 1

48 +
7

288ε)a
3 +O

(
a4, ε2

)
.

Exercise 9.18: (Kuramoto–Sivashinsky extension). What is a slow mani-
fold model of the Kuramoto–Sivashinsky pde (9.34) if the boundary
conditions are changed to ux(0) = uxxx(0) = ux(π) = uxxx(π) = 0?
Hint: the solution of ûxxxx + ûxx = residual has to cope with the
residual being in the form of a sum of polynomials in x times sine and
cosine functions. This may be done, albeit slowly, using the Green’s
function

G =
1

π

[
1 + cos ξ − (π − ξ)2/2 + (2 + 2 cos ξ − (π − ξ) sin ξ) cosx

]
+

{
0 , 0 < x < ξ ,

x− ξ − sin(x− ξ) , ξ < x < π ,

whence the solution is û =
∫ π

0 G(x, ξ) Res(ξ) dξ . If you have done
everything else right, the boundary conditions and amplitude conditions
will hold.
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Exercise 9.19: (Lorenz bifurcation). Consider the famous Lorenz equations

ẋ = ρ(−x+ y) ,

ẏ = σx− y − xz ,
ż = −βz + xy .

For some values of the parameters these equations exhibit chaos. But
before the onset of chaos, the zero solution loses stability as the param-
eter σ crosses 1.

1. Argue for the existence of a slow manifold for σ near 1.

2. Find a linear approximation u = v(s) for the shape of the slow
manifold given that a parameter of the slow manifold is to be
s = x .

3. Apply the iteration scheme to derive a low dimensional model
for the Lorenz equations for σ near 1, for the particular values
β = ρ = 1 , and where a parameter of the description is s = x .
Hence describe qualitatively the structure of the bifurcation that
occurs as σ crosses one.

Exercise 9.20: (a sine-diffusion equation). Consider the dynamics of

∂φ

∂t
= sinφ+ ν

∂2φ

∂x2
, φ(0) = φ(π) = 0 .

Find the critical value of the dissipation ν for which the spectrum indi-
cates centre manifold theory applies. Verify that the Sturm–Liouville
properties in Table 9.1 hold. Construct the Landau equation model that
displays the pitchfork bifurcation as the dissipation is varied through
the critical value.
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Exercise 9.21: (Swift–Hohenberg bifurcation). The Swift–Hohenberg pde,

∂u

∂t
= εu− (1 + ∂2

x)2u− u3 ,

is a ‘toy’ model of Rayleigh–Benard convection of a fluid in a domain
of large extent in x. It is often used as an example system for pat-
tern formation and evolution (Greenside & Coughran 1984, Cross &
Hohenberg 1993, e.g.).

1. Analyse the linear dynamics to determine the critical value of the
parameter ε at which a nontrivial solution may bifurcate from
u = 0 .

2. Use centre manifold theory to establish the basis for finding
the Landau equation modelling the dynamics of the bifurcation.
Assume the field u(x, t) has boundary conditions u = uxx = 0 at
x = 0, 2π .

3. Write, debug and execute a Mathematica program to construct
the Landau equation.

Exercise 9.22: (Swift–Hohenberg bifurcation extension). Modify your
analysis of Example 9.21 to model the dynamics of the version with a
nonlocal nonlinearity:

∂u

∂t
= εu− (1 + ∂2

x)2u− uG ? u2 ,

where G? denotes convolution with the kernel G(x) = exp(−|x|):

G ? f =

∫ ∞
−∞

G(ξ)f(x− ξ) dξ .

But here use boundary conditions that the field u(x, t) is 2π-periodic
in x.
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Exercise 9.23: (2D Navier–Stokes like dynamics). Laminie et al. (1993)
used a system of two pdes to explore a ‘multiscale’ numerical method
on fluid-like dynamics. Modifying the pdes slightly, consider two fields
u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) evolving according to

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
+ 1

2u

(
∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂y

)
= ∇2u+Ru ,

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
+ 1

2v

(
∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂y

)
= ∇2v +Rv ,

with boundary conditions for the domain [0, π]2 of

u =
∂v

∂x
= 0 on x = 0, π , v =

∂u

∂y
= 0 on y = 0, π .

Based upon the equilibrium u = v = 0, argue that there exists a slow
manifold, in two dynamic variables, for parameter R near 1. Construct
the slow manifold and describe briefly the long term dynamics of the
system for parameter R ≈ 1 .

Answer: u ≈ a sinx and v ≈ b sin y such that ȧ ≈ (R− 1)a− 3
16a

3 − 1
8ab

2

and ḃ ≈ (R− 1)b− 1
8a

2b− 3
16b

3 .

Exercise 9.24: (advection on small patches). Recall the small patch
modelling of macroscale dynamics introduced in Section 9.4. The
slow manifold modelling supported applying the gap-tooth scheme to
reaction-diffusion pdes (9.16). Here extend the modelling to include
advection. Generalise the pde to

∂u

∂t
= K

∂2u

∂x2
+ f(u) + h(u)

∂u

∂x

for some general advection function h(u). Rescale this pde to microscale
variables ξ = x/r and τ = t/r2 . Modify the computer algebra of
Algorithm 9.5 to include the nonlinear advection, and execute to find
the slow manifold model that

u = U(1− r2ξ2)− r3 1
3K ξ(1− ξ2)Uh(U) +O

(
r4
)
,
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dU

dt
= −2KU + f(U) + 1

6r
2
[
−2KU + f(U)− Uf ′(U)− 1

KUh(U)2
]

+O
(
r3
)
.

Observe the advection enhances dissipation.

Exercise 9.25: (non-homogeneous boundaries around patches). The
previous Exercise 9.24 only discerns small effects of the microscale
advection term h(u)∂u/∂x. The reason is the high degree of symmetry
in the problem. Here break symmetry by applying non-homogeneous
physical boundaries at x = ±1 . Suppose the field is required to
be u = ul at x = −1 and u = ur at x = +1 for some prescribed
values ul and ur. Revise the parabolic interpolation of Section 9.4
to pass through (x, u) = (−1, ul), (0, U) and (+1, ur). Use this new
interpolation to revise the boundary conditions (9.18) for the microscale
patch. Modify the computer algebra of Algorithm 9.5 to include
the nonlinear advection of Exercise 9.24 and include the new patch
boundary conditions. Execute to find the slow manifold model that

u = U + r 1
2(ur − ul)ξ + r2 1

2(ur − 2U + ul)ξ
2 +O

(
r3
)
,

dU

dt
= K(ur − 2U + ul) + f(U) + 1

2h(U)(ur − ul) +O
(
r
)
.

Observe classic first and second order differences that appropriately
govern the small patch dynamics in the gap-tooth scheme.

Exercise 9.26: (small Neumann patches). In the gap-tooth scheme it is
important that the nature of the microscale patch boundary conditions
are not tied to the nature of the macroscale boundary conditions
(Roberts & Kevrekidis 2007). Section 9.4 assumed the microscale
simulator required Dirichlet boundary conditions on the patch. In
this exercise assume that the microscale simulator requires Neumann
boundary conditions of prescribed gradient ux(±r, t).
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• Use the amplitude definition (9.17), and parabolic interpolation
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions on the macroscale of
u(±1, t) = 0 , to derive patch Neumann boundary conditions
ux(±r, t) = ∓2ru(0, t). 19

• Rescale space and time to microscale variables in the reaction-
diffusion pde (9.16) and the patch boundary conditions.

• Identify a subspace of equilibria at patch size r = 0 .

• Linearise and find eigenvalues about each equilibria (confirm this
eigenproblem is self-adjoint so we know eigenvalues are real).

• Deduce there exists an emergent slow manifold model: in what
qualitative domain?

• Derive the leading approximation to the slow manifold and its
dynamics to confirm the efficacy of the gap-tooth scheme in this
scenario.

• Modify Algorithm 9.5 to compute higher order approximations to
the macroscale dynamics of the slow manifold.

• Incorporate into your computer algebra the nonlinear advection
of Exercise 9.24 and the non-homogeneous boundary conditions
of Exercise 9.25. Interpret the resulting slow manifold model of
the macroscale dynamics.

Exercise 9.27: (craftily fudge boundary conditions). In many physical
problems we need to approximate nontrivial ‘microscale’ internal struc-
tures: using polynomials is desirable as they are simple; but how? Let’s
explore an example.

Consider the dynamics of suspended sediment in a flood—equivalent
to the dynamics of large molecules in so-called field flow fractionation
(Suslov & Roberts 2000, 1999, e.g.). We wish to primarily model the
spread of sediment in the large horizontal direction. However, the
sediment has significant vertical structure, roughly an exponential. It

19Be aware that these patch boundary conditions are not pure Neumann boundary
conditions as they non-locally involve u(0, t) as well as the gradients on the patch boundary.
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is very difficult to model the horizontal evolution in a complex fluid
flow when complicated by such a nontrivial vertical distribution. The-
oretically there is no problem, but the direct practical construction
is difficult: the difficulty being that complicated interactions between
other fields/physics and the natural exponential sediment distribution
leads to a slow manifold typically expressed as double sums in expo-
nentials and polynomials, schematically

∑
m,n z

me−nz. Such double
sums quickly explode combinatorially and thus ‘bog down’ the practical
modelling. A practical route is instead to modify the problem so that
the vertical exponentials are approximated by polynomials.

The ‘basic’ challenge is to invent a base that, using polynomials, de-
scribes well enough the slow subspace of exponentials. Only then can
we hope to reasonably model complicated and nonlinear multiphysics
interactions. The canonical problem for the concentration field c(z, t),
on the layer 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 , is the linear drift-diffusion equation

∂c

∂t
= w

∂c

∂z
+
∂2c

∂z2
, such that wc+

∂c

∂z
= 0 on z = 0, 1 , (9.35)

where w is the non-dimensional downwards drift speed of the sediment,
and the diffusive mixing has non-dimensional coefficient one. The
boundary conditions are conservative in that the exponential c ∝ e−wz
is an equilibrium distribution. Our challenge is to modify (9.35) so that
polynomials approximate this exponential equilibrium in a way that
can be embedded into a much more complicated nonlinear physical
problem.

1. They key property of sediment is the decreasing concentration
from the bed to the surface. We could crudely approximate
the exponential decay e−wz by the linear c ∝ (1 − z); that is,
c = 2(1 − z)C where we define the cross layer average C(t) :=∫ 1

0 c(z, t) dz.

(a) Noting that for this distribution c = 0, ∂c/∂z = −2C at
z = 1, and c = 2C, ∂c/∂z = −2C at z = 0, argue that
this distribution is an equilibrium of the pde and boundary
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conditions

∂c

∂t
=
∂2c

∂z2
, c+

∂c

∂z
= 0 on z = 0 , c = 0 on z = 1 .

(b) Show that the following problem embeds the above together
with the physical (9.35) in this family parametrised by γ
and w:

∂c

∂t
= wc+

∂2c

∂z2
,

[w + (1− γ)]c+
∂c

∂z
= 0 on z = 0 ,

[w + (1− γ)]c+ γ
∂c

∂z
= 0 on z = 1 .

(c) Write Mathematica code to derive, or verify by substitution,
that the slow subspace of this system is approximately

c = 2(1− z)C + γ(−2 + 4z)C

+ w
(

7
12 − 31

12z + 5
2z

2 − 1
2z

3
)
C

+ wγ
(

3
2 − 13

12z − 8z2 + 5
2z

3
)
C +O

(
w2, γ2

)
,

Ċ =
[

3
2w − 9

2wγ
]
C +O

(
w2, γ2

)
.

(d) Although the structure in z is nicely polynomial, argue that
the ‘small’ corrections are woeful even for drift velocity w =
0 . Further, comment on the failure to construct nontrivial
equilibria.

2. The woeful performance even for drift w = 0 is discouraging. But
let’s impose more requirements: in addition to requiring c ∝ (1−z)
as the base, let’s require a good solution for drift w = 0 for all
parameters γ. Let’s require c = [γ + (1− γ)2(1− z)]C be exact
equilibria for drift w = 0.

Repeat analogous steps to those of the previous part to argue that
a suitable embedding is the family of problems

∂c

∂t
= wc+

∂2c

∂z2
,
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[w + 2(1− γ)]c+ (2− γ)
∂c

∂z
= 0 on z = 0 ,

[w + 2(1− γ)]c+ γ
∂c

∂z
= 0 on z = 1 .

As in the previous part, write Mathematica code to derive, or
verify by substitution, that the slow subspace of this system is

c = 2(1− z)C + γ(−1 + 2z)C + w
(

1
3 − 4

3z + z2
)
C

+ wγ
(

1
2 − 1

3z − z2
)
C + wγ2

(
−1

3 + 2
3z
)
C +O

(
w2
)
,

Ċ = O
(
w2
)
.

Argue this approximation looks reasonable for drift up to w ≈ 1,
or 2?

3. Using Mathematica, or otherwise, find that the problem posed in
the previous part has undesirable nontrivial evolution Ċ ≈ −1

4w
2C.

Through modifying the boundary conditions by replacing wc with
[w +A(1− γ)w2]c, for some unknown A, show that one can find
slow subspace approximations with evolution Ċ = O

(
w4
)

by
choosing A = 1

6 . Hence argue that this may provide a good base
for introducing sediment dynamics within a more complicated
multi-physics problem.

Exercise 9.28: Revisit Example 9.3: ẋ = −xy , ẏ = −y−xy+ε , for small
parameter ε . Construct slow manifolds and models for small (ε, x)
and also just for small ε. Compare and contrast the two different
approximations for the dynamics and their theoretical support.

Exercise 9.29: (revisit melting). Revisit the example Stefan problem
of melting introduced in Section 8.8. Recall that the bar and melt
stretch from x = 0 to x→∞ with temperature field u(x, t). Heat the
end at x = 0 to maintain the fixed temperature boundary condition
u(0, t) = 1 (non-dimensionally). At any time the bar will have melted
to a position x = s(t) so that temperature u(x, t) > 0 for the melt
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0 ≤ x < s whereas temperature u = 0 for the solid s < x < ∞ .
Assume continuity of temperature at the melt-solid interface so that
u(s, t) = 0 . Heat diffuses through the melt according to the diffusion
equation

∂u

∂t
=
∂2u

∂x2
.

The interesting interface, x = s(t), between the melt and the solid
moves in proportion to the flux of heat diffusing from the melt into the
interface:

ds

dt
= ṡ = −k∂u

∂x
at x = s .

Recall that Section 8.8 finds a slow manifold model by assuming the
interface constant k is asymptotically small.

This exercise pursues a different approach. Recall the quasi-equilibrium
temperature distribution is the linear u = 1−x/s . Is there another way
to make this an exact equilibrium? Yes. We could artificially introduce
a counter flux into the interface condition that ‘pins’ the interface. We
could change the interface condition to ds/dt = −k (∂u/∂x+ 1/s) at
x = s , as then u = 1− x/s becomes a set of equilibria for all interface
locations s. But this is non-physical and so surely irrelevant. Perhaps,
but we access the physically relevant case by introducing a homotopy
parameter γ into the interface condition. Consider

ds

dt
= −k

(
∂u

∂x
+

1− γ
s

)
at x = s :

when parameter γ = 1 the artifice disappears and we recover the
physical problem; but when γ = 0 we find the system has a set of
equilibria on which to base a slow manifold.

1. Argue, based upon the set of equilibria at γ = 0 , that there exists
a slow manifold20 for finite parameter γ. Why could evaluating
at γ = 1 give an approximate model for the physics? Argue

20The emergence of the slow manifold is problematical as here the spectrum of the linear
operator is hard to establish.
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that the resulting model may be ‘global’ in parameter k (but see
Section 8.6).

2. Derive that the first nontrivial approximation to the slow manifold
model for small γ is

u ≈ 1− x
s

+
γk

6(1 + k/3)

(
x3

s3
− x

s

)
such that ṡ ≈ γk

s(1 + k/3)
.

3. Modify the computer algebra of Algorithm 8.3 to construct higher
order corrections. Curiously, in the update rules one only needs
to modify linv(x,x).

Answer: Letting ξ = x/s,

u = 1− ξ +
γk

2(3 + k)

(
ξ3 − ξ

)
− γ23k2

40(3 + k)3
ξ(1− ξ2)[1 + 3k − (9 + 3k)ξ2] +O

(
γ3
)
,

sṡ =
γ3k

3 + k
+

γ26k3

5(3 + k)3
+O

(
γ3
)
.
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Part III Summary

• items:for:the:chapter:summary

• Centre manifold theorems support the low dimensional modelling of
dynamical systems (even for infinite dimensional, non-autonomous
systems, Section 8.9).

– The existence of a model (Theorem 8.3) is based upon the eigen-
values and eigenvectors at a base equilibrium or set of equilibria.

– The model emerges over a finite domain in state space because
exponentially quick attraction is maintained upon finite perturba-
tions in smooth dynamical systems (Theorem 8.5).

– We can construct a model to any specified degree of asymptotic
approximation (Theorem 8.8) by solving the governing equations
to the same specified degree, with a great deal of flexibility (The-
orem 8.10).

Importantly, these theorems support modelling in a finite sized domain:
a pure mathematician phrases it as “there exists a neighbourhood”;
whereas the applied mathematics optimism principle conjectures the
neighbourhood is big enough to include the regime of interest. Indeed
it is straightforward to construct examples where the ‘neighbourhood’
is the entirety of state space.

• The centre manifold theorems are based upon an equilibria. But often
in modelling we find a family of equilibria, such as the chemical kinetics
of Section 8.7 or a film of water that can be of any constant depth.
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In such a case the models that are immediately local around each
equilibria, unite to form a model that is global across the whole family
to be valid in a neighbourhood of the entire set of equilibria.

• Some people argue that alternative approaches give a better model.
But remember that all methods which adhere to the principle of fidelity
to the original dynamics, must necessarily be describing the same set of
solutions and so share the same domain of validity. Section 8.6 showed
how the same results are obtained from different scalings, and from a
singular perturbation approach.

• The coordinate free approach of Section 9.3 empowers users to find
centre/slow manifold models in any convenient mathematical expression
of the physical problem.

• Approximations are found so straightforwardly that in many appli-
cations we easily program computers to handle most of the messy
details. The iteration relies on solving the homological equation (9.10),
−Lv̂+E ĝ = Res, for corrections driven by the residual of the equations
evaluated at the current approximation.

• Many people are misled into regarding the amplitude (sometimes
called an order parameter) as almost pre-ordained. Instead the centre
manifold approach shows that one can be extremely flexible in choosing
an amplitude parameter, see Lemma 9.1 for example. Out of the
almost limitless possibilities for a measure of amplitude in a model,
see section 9.3.7 for example, the best choice is typically one with
good physical relevance, such as the two quasi-stationary probabilities
of section 9.3.6. You should explicitly define what you want as an
amplitude parametrisation for your model, reflecting physical niceties,
rather than let the parametrisation be implicit and uncontrolled.

• Global models are very powerful in approximating dynamics over a
wide domain. Global modelling is based upon a subspace of manifold
of equilibria, and often arises via a regularising rescaling of singular
perturbation problems. As seen in the examples of section 9.5.1, and
elsewhere, the error in global models varies across its domain.
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• The Newton diagrams of section 9.5.2 help determine reliable trunca-
tions of the asymptotic approximations to centre or slow manifold mod-
els. In particular, the linear dynamics of a model, ṡ ≈ Gs as in (9.29),
often dictates valid truncations of a model via the appearance of G in
the general homological equation (9.30), −Lv̂ + ∂v̂/∂sGs+ E ĝ = Res.
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situations addressed in this chapter are those with two disparate length
scales. Examples include: dispersion in a tube where the length of the tube is
much larger than the relatively small cross-section; and the flow of water over
some surface when the water is relatively thin compared to the large lateral
extent of the surface. The challenge is to derive a model for the dynamics
over the large scale which accurately captures the macro-scale effects of the
micro-scale processes.

Two disparate length scales occur in many interesting examples of contin-
uum fluid and solid mechanics. Chapter 10 introduces briefly the basic partial
differential equations (pdes) of fluid mechanics that subsequent sections use.
The principles of conservation of mass (Section 10.2) and conservation of mo-
mentum (Section 10.3) lead to pdes that generally hold for many important
fluid flows.

To greatly simplify the analysis, Chapter 11 investigates a basic situation,
that of the dispersion of material carried in the flow of a viscous fluid along a
pipe. Physically, pipes are long and thin: we model the large scale variations
in concentration of the material along the pipe, seeking to ignore small scale
dynamics across the small cross-section of the pipe. The challenge is to
provide a sound rationale for modelling the 3D microscale advection-diffusion
as a 1D advection-dispersion along the pipe. Centre manifold theory provides
the route: first via the Fourier transform, Section 11.2; and second directly,
Section 11.3.

Such models of dispersion in pipes are important in chemical engineering
where many reactions takes place in pipes. Similar models are important
in the modelling of dispersion in rivers and estuaries. For example, in 1948
Henry Stommel and Lewis Fry Richardson dropped parsnips into Loch Long
from the pier at Blairmore to experimentally test models of dispersion in the
ocean (Summers 2005, e.g.): parsnips were chosen because they barely float
and so will be carried by the ocean without influence by the wind, are easily
visible, and are cheap and biodegradable.
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This chapter briefly introduces how to describe mathematically the move-
ment of material such as air, water or heat. We derive differential equations
which they must satisfy as they move. The equations are based on the physi-
cal principle that material is neither created nor destroyed except by identified
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processes. In any particular problem it is these differential equations which
are solved to make predictions. Alternatively, as in many examples invoked
so far, we may model these differential equations with the aid of centre
manifold theory. Those familiar with basic continuum mechanics may skip
this chapter.

For those that want more discussion and illustrative examples than the
all too brief introduction of this chapter, I suggest my earlier book on a one
dimensional introduction to continuum mechanics (Roberts 1994). Most of
the principal concepts of continuum dynamics are more easily understood in
one dimensional dynamics rather than in the three dimensional dynamics
introduced here. Among many, another useful introductory book is that by
Dean & Dalrymple (1991), especially Chapter 2.

10.1 Eulerian flow description

without flows, biological systems are dead. Eisenberg (2012)

We describe fluid flow primarily in terms of velocity, density andpressure
fields. Of these, the velocity field, the actual motion of the fluid, is the one
of prime importance. Other physical properties arise in certain applications.

Let’s adopt a so-called Eulerian description of field variables. The Eule-
rian approach describes how physical quantities vary in space and time by
considering them at specific points in space-time.

• For example, the pressure p is considered as a function of space and
time, which in Cartesian coordinates is written p(x, y, z, t). You may
see isobars on weather maps; these are contours of the pressure field
on the Earth’s surface. They show how the pressure field varies on
the surface. Over successive days the isobars move indicating that the
pressure field varies in time. Our observations of the pressure field is
largely derived from fixed observation stations, that is, we record the
pressure at a specific point as time varies—this is the essence of the
Eulerian description.

By contrast, a Lagrangian description of the flow describes conditions
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experienced by particles of the fluid as they move through space. But
we do not adopt the Lagrangian approach.

• Similarly, the density is described by its dependence upon space and
time as the function ρ(x, y, z, t).

• The velocity field of a fluid flow is a vector field q(x, y, z, t). At
every point in space the fluid moves with some speed in some direc-
tion, and consequently is described as a vector. As above, we write
this dependence as a function of position and time: q(x, y, z, t) =
u(x, y, z, t)i+ v(x, y, z, t)j + w(x, y, z, t)k in Cartesian coordinates.

• Some problems we deal with have circular symmetry and then it
is more useful to use cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) to parametrise
spatial positions. For example, then we write the density as a func-
tion ρ(r, θ, z, t). For vector fields we then must write the field in terms
of the unit vectors of the cylindrical coordinate systems: for example,
q = qrer + qθeθ + qzk where the components are functions of (r, θ, z, t),
whereas the unit vectors are a function of angle θ.

Example 10.1: (four velocity fields). Some simple velocity fields illustrate
possibilities. We describe the velocity field because this is the quantity
which most directly reflects the motion of the fluid, and thus is often
the quantity of prime interest.

• Uniform flow in the x-direction is described simply by u = Ui.
The velocity is the same at every point in the fluid as shown in
Figure 10.1(a).

• Solid body rotation, as seen on a turntable or a wheel, is u =
reθ = −yi+ xj as seen in Figure 10.1(b). Both the formula and
the figure illustrate that the speed of the motion increases linearly
with distance from the axis of rotation.

Although more characteristic of the motion of solids rather than
fluids, this flow is precisely that needed in mercury mirrors for
astronomic telescopes. Vibration induced distortions of the flow,
and hence of the mirror surface, from bearings have recently been
reduced by suspending the backing of the mirror on an air cushion.
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Figure 10.1: four example flow fields: (a) velocity field of uniform flow in
the x-direction; (b) velocity field of solid body rotation; (c) velocity field of
the ‘bathtub’ vortex; (d) velocity field of a corner flow.
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• A more interesting flow is that of a vortex as seen in Figure 10.1(c)
and in Plate 101 of the album by van Dyke (1982). In this circularly
symmetric flow, the velocity field is q = 1

reθ = −y
x2+y2

i+ x
x2+y2

j.

Although sometimes called the ‘bathtub’ vortex, this flow is more
easily seen in a laundry trough where the plug-hole is more cen-
trally placed. Put some water in the trough, give it a swirl with
your hand, pull out the plug and watch the flow. Floating plas-
tic building blocks on the surface will show the particle motion.
By-and-large such a building block does not rotate as it revolves
around the centre of the vortex, it typically maintains the same ori-
entation. Such preservation of orientation indicates an irrotational
flow—an important class of flows in fluid dynamics. In contrast, a
building block placed on a turntable rotates as it revolves showing
that its motion is rotational.

• As a last example the velocity field q = −xi+ yj may be seen as
flow turns a corner due to some obstruction. A quadrant of the
velocity field shown in Figure 10.1(d) may be seen in a corner of
the flow over a rectangular obstruction shown in Plate 5 by van
Dyke (1982).

♣

Underlying molecular characteristics These ideas of velocity and den-
sity fields overlook that real fluids are made of molecular particles. In
principle the physical fields we use are defined by averages over volumes,
each volume centred on some particular point in space-time.1 Thus

ρ(x, y, z, t) =
1

‖V ‖
∑

(mass of particles in V ),

where the volume V is centred on (x, y, z, t). For this averaging to be
acceptable we need

1Statistical mechanics provides a more principled route to deriving the partial differential
equations of continuum mechanics. But the subtle beautiful details of statistical mechanics
are too involved for our level of treatment.
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• the volume V to be small compared with the phenomenon of interest,
typically our interest lies on a scale between say 1 mm and the 1000 km
of the atmosphere, and

• large compared with the molecular scale so that the averages over V
are not sensitive to molecules popping in and out of V .

Since there are roughly 1023 molecules in each litre of air, it follows that the
typical separation between air molecules is on the length-scale of 10−5 mm.
This is very much smaller than the length scales of our interest, so the
averaging process appears well defined. The concepts and equations of fluid
mechanics are generally accurate.

It is in quite esoteric situations, such as space vehicle re-entry into the
thin high altitude atmosphere, that we have to worry about the detailed
molecular nature of the flow. The molecular nature of fluids may also need
reconsidering in the exploding field of nano-mechanics.

10.1.1 The state space connects with dynamical systems

This book investigates some continuum dynamics using tools of analysis from
the modern theory of dynamical systems. Consequently we here put the
equations of continuum mechanics into the context of a dynamical system.

The key concept, introduced by Poincaré, is that of a state space. The
state space of a system is the set of all possible states of the system. For
example, as explained by Abraham & Shaw (1983) [Section 2.1], the state of
an ideal pendulum oscillating in two physical dimensions is its position and
velocity. When we measure these by the angle from the vertical θ and the
angular velocity ω, then the state space is the 2D set of all possible values
of (θ, ω).

However, if the pendulum, instead of being swung on the end of a thin
rod, is hung by an elastic spring, then two more variables are needed to
describe its state: namely, the extension of the spring, say `, and the rate of
change of the extension, say w. Thus the state space is enlarged to the set
of all possible values of (θ, ω, `, w), a 4D space.

At any given instant of time, a dynamical system will be in precisely
one state. In other words, the state of the dynamical system at any time
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is represented by one point in state space, call such a state u in general.
Evolution of the system in time, its state changing, is then represented by
movement of a point through state space (Abraham & Shaw 1983, §1.2),
that is, the state u = u(t). This is the basis of the abstract view of an
evolving system: no matter how complex the original physics, we represent
its evolution by the movement of a point through the state space.

If the mathematical model of the system is consistent, then the system
can only evolve in one way from any given state. After all, if the system
could evolve in more than one way, then we could not use the model to make
predictions because any one of the possible futures may occur. Indeed this is
a modelling issue—we only address those models which are predictive; that
is, we only address models with a unique future from any given state.2

Consequently, at any time and at any state the dynamical system must
be moving through state space in some definite direction and at some definite
speed. Thus the rate of change of the state is describable by a vector function
of position:

u̇ =
du

dt
= f(u) ,

where f is some definite function characteristic of the particular dynamical
system. We analyse such evolution equations throughout this book.

The equations of incompressible fluid dynamics, the continuity equations
together with either the Euler or the Navier–Stokes equations, are placed in
this framework. Firstly, the state space is the set of all possible fields, that
is, of all possible combinations of velocity q(x, y, z), pressure p(x, y, z) and
density ρ(x, y, z). Each configuration of these fields throughout all space is
one state in state space. In other words, each point in state space represents
the entire velocity and pressure fields throughout all space. Section 1.3 of the
fourth volume by Abraham & Shaw (1988) graphically illustrates this where
you can see that each configuration of the fluid flow corresponds in state
space to just the position of one point. Then a fluid flow which is unsteady,
namely evolves in time, is represented by the movement of a point through
state space. Such a state space representation of fluid flow is an enormous
abstraction; for example, all the complex interaction and development of a

2Except for the chapters on stochastic differential equations and their modelling.
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turbulent flow field is represented by the movement of one point in a state
space.

The complication is that because states of the fluid flow are described in
terms of functions of space, usually velocity q(x, y, z) and pressure p(x, y, z)
(as typically we assume the density is constant), the dimensionality of the
state space is infinite. Crudely speaking, at each point in space there is the
freedom for the fluid to have any pressure and velocity; but there are an
infinite number of spatial points and hence there are an infinite number of
‘variables’ needed to describe the state of the fluid flow.

Secondly, the equations of fluid mechanics govern the evolution through
state space. Although, strictly speaking, the continuity equation and Navier–
Stokes equations are not in the dynamical system form, u̇ = f(u), they are
effectively equivalent. You can imagine that rather than letting the state
space be the entire set of all possible q and p, we may let the state space
be the set of all such fields which satisfy the extra proviso that the velocity
field is divergence free. That is, the state space is effectively a subset of
the q(x, y, z), p(x, y, z)-space. Then the Navier–Stokes equation (or Euler
equation) effectively describes the vector field, f , in this effective state space;
the pressure field may be viewed as being used to keep the velocity field
divergence free.

10.2 Conservation of mass conserves material

We need to find equations which reflect how the fields such as the fluid
velocity q and density ρ evolve in time. The evolution come from physical laws
of conservation. First, the material making up the fluid can neither appear
or disappear. This conservation of mass leads to the so-called continuity
equation.

Quick and dirty An extremely ‘quick and dirty’ method is to adapt the
one dimensional continuity equation (Roberts 1994, Eqn (2.1)),

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂(uρ)

∂x
= 0 ,
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to three dimensions. We simply recognise that time derivatives and density
remains unchanged in the adaption, whereas the one dimensional scalar
velocity u becomes a vector quantity q in three dimensions, and one dimen-
sional spatial gradients ∂/∂x become one of the vector differential operators
grad ∇, or div ∇·, as appropriate. Thus the above one dimensional continuity
equation translates to

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (qρ) = 0 .

Choosing the divergence is indicated because the time derivative shows that
the equation is a scalar equation, and the div operator is an appropriate way
to produce a scalar quantity from the vector flux qρ.

10.2.1 Conserving fluid gives the continuity equation

We now turn to a more acceptable argument for deriving the above continuity
equation.3 As in one dimension (Roberts 1994, §2.1), I prefer the clarity of
an integral argument.

Consider any fixed volume V within the fluid. The mass of fluid inside
the volume is m =

∫
V ρ dV . Over time this mass varies as fluid is carried

into or out of the volume by the flow of the fluid. The rate of change of mass
is, by definition,

dm

dt
=

∫
V

∂ρ

∂t
dV .

But this rate of change must be equal to net rate of fluid entering the volume
across the surface, S, of the volume. Across any small area dS of the surface,
fluid mass crosses into V at a rate ρq · (−n̂) (where n̂ is the unit vector
normal to dS but pointing out of V ), namely

• proportional to the local density on that surface, and

• proportional to the velocity component normal to the surface.

Consequently, integrating over the entire surface, it must also be true that

dm

dt
= −

∫
S
ρq · n̂ dS

3Dean & Dalrymple (1991)[§2.2.1] gives a similar development but in differential terms.
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= −
∫
V
∇ · (ρq)dV by the divergence theorem.

Equating these two expressions for dm/dt and combining them into the one
integral leads to the penultimate result that∫

V

[
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρq)

]
dV = 0 .

This identity holds for all volumes V in the fluid.
Now, the only way that the integral of a particular continuous integrand

can be zero for all volumes V is if the integrand is identically zero. Consider,
if the integrand is ever non-zero at a point, then by continuity it must
be the same sign in some small volume V ′ around that point, and so the
integral over V ′ would be non-zero. But such non-zero-ness contradicts that
the integral is always zero. Thus the integrand must be zero everywhere.
Consequently the previous equation assures us that everywhere in the fluid

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρq) = 0 . (10.1)

This is the general continuity equation.
In most familiar circumstances the continuity equation (10.1) simplifies.

For example, if the density of the fluid is everywhere the same for all time,
ρ is constant, then all the derivatives of ρ are zero and the continuity equation
reduces to the requirement that the velocity field must be divergence free:

∇ · q = 0 . (10.2)

This version of the continuity equation (10.2) is much more general than
suggested; as well as applying to constant density fluids, it also applies to so-
called incompressible flows. For example, the water in the ocean is effectively
incompressible and its flow satisfies (10.2); yet oceanic water has significant
density variations. Indeed such density variations are vitally important in
the structure of the world’s oceans:

• cold Arctic and Antarctic water is dense and sinks below the warmer
surface layers of mid-latitude oceans to form the cold abyssal ocean
water;
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• warmish but very saline and consequently dense Mediterranean water
flows out of the Gibraltar Straits and so it also sinks below the surface
layers of the Atlantic ocean;

• conversely, fresh and thus relatively light water from the Amazon flows
many hundreds of kilometres out from the South American coast as
surface water.

The important characteristic here is that a small volume of water maintains
its identity for very long periods of time. Indeed oceanographers deduce the
source of a sample of the ocean simply by analysing its salinity and trace
elements.

So consider the general continuity equation (10.1) from the point of view
of a fixed parcel of fluid rather than from a fixed point in space. Expanding
the divergence of the product gives

∂ρ

∂t
+ q ·∇ρ+ ρ∇ · q = 0 .

Now the rate of change of density of the parcel of fluid is, by the chain rule,

dρ

dt
=

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρ

∂x

dx

dt
+
∂ρ

∂y

dy

dt
+
∂ρ

∂z

dz

dt

=
∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρ

∂x
u+

∂ρ

∂y
v +

∂ρ

∂z
w

=
∂ρ

∂t
+ q ·∇ρ ,

as appears in the first two terms of the expanded continuity equation above.
Thus if each and every parcel of fluid is itself incompressible, its density does
not change, dρ/dt = 0 throughout the fluid, and so the general continuity
equation (10.1) reduces to the simpler divergence free requirement (10.2).
This simplification occurs even though the density may vary in space and time,
as it does in the ocean, so long as each parcel of fluid is itself incompressible.

Each of the four velocity fields of Example 10.1 are divergence free. For
example, the vortex flow field satisfies

∇ · q =
∂

∂x

( −y
x2 + y2

)
+

∂

∂y

(
x

x2 + y2

)
=

y2x

(x2 + y2)2
+

−x2y

(x2 + y2)2
= 0 ,
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by cancellation. Hence each of the four could each occur in the flow of an
incompressible fluid.

The material derivative Appearing within the above derivation is the
very important concept of the material derivative. Namely the derivative
with respect to time of some quantity as seen by a parcel of the material;
the above paragraph discussed the density as seen by a fluid parcel. Where
needed the material derivative of some quantity, c say, will be denoted by

dc

dt
=
∂c

∂t
+ q ·∇c . (10.3)

It has two components:

• ∂c/∂t from the rate of change of c at a fixed location in space, and

• q · ∇c from the movement of the fluid parcel through space with
velocity q and so it experiences change due to spatial gradients of c.

At first acquaintance the difference between the material derivative and
the derivative at a fixed point often causes confusion. Part of this confusion
arises from deficient mathematical notation. In particular, the notation for
differentiation carries implicit assumptions with it: the problem being that
these assumptions change when we change from material derivative to a
derivative at a fixed point. Chemistry has an answer, albeit too cumbersome
for common use. Chemists routinely denote what variables are fixed as the
differentiation is performed. For example, (∂ρ/∂t)xyz denotes the derivative
with respect to time of the density keeping position, (x, y, z), fixed. Con-
versely, if the locations of individual fluid particles are described by functions
(X(a, t), Y (a, t), Z(a, t)) and the density of fluid at that particle is ρ(a, t),
then (∂ρ/∂t)a would denote the derivative with respect to time of the density
keeping the fluid particle under consideration fixed. This last is the same as
the the material derivative. That is,(

∂c

∂t

)
a

=

(
∂c

∂t

)
xyz

+ q · (∇c)t ,

as usually expressed more concisely by the material derivative (10.3).
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Figure 10.2: example velocity field of a shear flow of fluid to the right with a
velocity proportional to the vertical location.

10.2.2 Molecules, particles and heat move and diffuse

As a fluid moves it carries with it material and properties such as salts and
heat energy. Such material also diffuses through the fluid. Such transport
of material is crucial: for example, blood carries nutrients to our cells and
carries away waste. Let’s derive the basic pdes describing such transport.

As in section 10.2.1, conservation of material is the inspiring principle.
This section follows the same approach but generalises section 10.2.1.

First, define the concentration field c of the material under consideration.
Be careful to clarify whether the concentration is the number of particles per
unit volume, or the mass per unit volume (as in the density), or the amount of
heat energy per unit volume (otherwise known as the temperature). However,
apart from systems expressing chemical reactions, the differential equations
are often linear in the concentration so in exploratory studies one is often
casual about the precise units of the concentration field. For definiteness,
suppose we measure concentration c by the mass per unit volume.

Second, consider the material in any fixed volume V within the fluid.
Given a concentration field c, the mass of material inside the volume is
m =

∫
V c dV . Over time this mass varies as the material moves into or out

of the volume. The rate of change with time of the mass of material is, by
definition,

dm

dt
=

∫
V

∂c

∂t
dV .

But this rate of change must be equal to net rate of material entering the
volume across the surface, S, of the volume. Figure 10.3 illustrates the two
principal mechanisms for movement of material: the fluid flow (as for the
fluid density); and additionally the diffusion of material.
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Figure 10.3: in the shear flow of Figure 10.2: (a) shows an initial clump of
100 particles; (b) being carried by the different velocities of the shear flow,
this clump spreads out in the horizontal; (c) but also random molecular
buffeting causes the particles to spread (diffuse) in all directions.

• Figure 10.3(b) illustrates how particles are carried by a flow. Across any
small area dS of the surface, material is carried into V at a rate cq ·(−n̂)
(where n̂ is the unit vector normal to dS but pointing out of V ), namely

– proportional to the local concentration on that surface, and

– proportional to the velocity component normal to the surface.

Consequently, integrating over the entire surface of the volume V ,
the flow contribution to the material entering the volume (leaving if
negative) is −

∫
S cq ·n̂ dS = −

∫
V ∇ ·(cq)dV by the divergence theorem.

• Small particles of material, such as fine sediment or pollen, are unceas-
ingly buffeted by random molecular impacts. Consequently, such small
particles undergo small random motions just like molecules themselves.
Such small random motions accumulate over time into Fickian diffu-
sion as illustrated in Figure 10.3(c). For example, imagine two small
neighbouring regions in space, one of which has high concentration
and one with low concentration: then small random motion of all the
particles results in more particles moving from the high concentration
region to the low concentration region than vice versa simply because
there are more particles that are moving; consequently there is a net
movement of material from high to low that is proportional to the
difference in concentration. The analogue for continuous variations is
that random movements generate a flux of material proportional, but
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opposite to, the gradient of concentration; leading to the Fickian model
that the flux of material is −κ∇c for some characteristic diffusion
constant κ.

Now recall our fixed volume V . Across any small area dS of the surface,
material diffuses into V at a rate (−κ∇c) · (−n̂) (where n̂ is the unit
vector normal to dS but pointing out of V ). Consequently, integrating
over the entire surface of the volume V , the diffusive contribution to
the material entering the volume (leaving if negative) is

∫
S κ(∇c) ·n̂ dS .

By the divergence theorem, this contribution
∫
S κ(∇c) · n̂ dS =

∫
V ∇ ·

(κ∇c)dV .

Putting together these two contributions to the rate of change in the mass
of material in volume V , we deduce

dm

dt
=

∫
V

∂c

∂t
dV = −

∫
V
∇ · (cq)dV +

∫
V
∇ · (κ∇c)dV .

Rearrange this equation to have just one integral:
∫
V ∂c/∂t+ ∇ · (cq)−∇ ·

(κ∇c) dV = 0 . As before, the only way that the integral of a continuous
integrand can be zero for all volumes V is if the integrand is identically zero.
Consequently the previous equation assures us that everywhere in the fluid

∂c

∂t
+ ∇ · (cq)−∇ · (κ∇c) = 0 . (10.4)

This is the general pde for the conservation of material as particles are
carried by the fluid and buffeted by random molecular collisions.

In many applications the diffusivity κ is constant in space-time and is
taken outside the divergence. Further, in many applications the fluid is
incompressible so the velocity field is divergence free, pde (10.2). When both
hold, the conservation pde (10.4) reduces to the commonly used form

∂c

∂t
+ q ·∇c− κ∇2c = 0 . (10.5)

When heat energy is conserved, the same pdes apply to the temperature
field. Sometimes, as in chemical reactions or the temperature field, there
is a source of material (chemicals or heat) expressed as extra terms on the
right-hand sides, often nonlinear terms.
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10.3 Navier–Stokes conserves fluid momentum

The second physical principle which leads to a governing differential equation
is that of conservation of momentum. This principle leads us to either the
Navier–Stokes equation or the Euler equation depending upon the importance
of internal friction within the fluid.

Quick and dirty An extremely ‘quick and dirty’ method is to adapt the
one dimensional momentum equation (Roberts 1994, Eqn (3.2)),

ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x

)
= F +

∂σ

∂x
,

to three dimensions. On the left-hand side we observe the material derivative
of the velocity. On the right-hand side, F denotes body forces, such as
gravity ρg, and so becomes a vector, whereas the end forces σ could remain
as the scalar pressure field, −p, which exerts a normal force across any surface
in the fluid. Consequently the above one dimensional momentum equation
translates to

ρ
dq

dt
= ρ

(
∂q

∂t
+ q ·∇q

)
= F −∇p .

However, this equation is only valid for fluids which are not ‘sticky’, not
viscous. In a viscous fluid, the fluid particles exert tangential forces across
surfaces; for example, they experience a tangential drag when slipping over
a solid substrate. For this common case the stress becomes a rank two
tensor, denoted σ.4 Then for a viscous fluid the above momentum equation
generalises to

ρ
dq

dt
= ρ

(
∂q

∂t
+ q ·∇q

)
= F + ∇ · σ .

Interestingly, this momentum equation is directly analogous to Newton’s
second law which asserts that (mass)× (acceleration) = (net force). In the
correspondence between the momentum equation and Newton’s second law:

4A rank n tensor is some physical quantity with n directional properties; for examples,
a scalar is a rank zero tensor, a vector is a rank one tensor, and the array of second
derivatives of a scalar, ∂2φ/∂xi∂xj say, is a rank two tensor as each derivative may be in
two different directions.
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• mass is represented by the density ρ;

• acceleration of the mass represents the acceleration of fluid particles
which is given by the material derivative of the velocity, dq/dt; and

• net force is represented by the body force F and internal stresses σ.

We turn to a more conventional derivation of the momentum equation,
one in which we see more readily the meaning of the new concepts such as
the stress (Batchelor 1979, §1.3, e.g.).

10.3.1 Stress tensor

Consider a small tetrahedral parcel of fluid with three faces normal to the
coordinate axes and the fourth face with normal n̂. Across each face, the
fluid outside the tetrahedron exerts a force, or traction, on the fluid inside;
call the forces AxT x, AyT y, AzT z and AnT n respectively where Ai is the
area of the ith face and T i are the stresses.

The stress is linear in the normal Firstly, if there is any imbalance
in the net force applied by these stresses, then the fluid tetrahedron must
accelerate. Newton’s second law then indicates that

ρV
dq

dt
= AxT x +AyT y +AzT z +AnT n ,

where V is the volume of the tetrahedron. Hence, crudely, the acceleration
must be proportional to (surface area)/(volume) which becomes infinite for
arbitrarily small volumes. Such infinite acceleration cannot be permitted,
and hence there cannot be any net imbalance of the forces on the tetrahedron.
Thus

T n = −Ax
An
T x −

Ay
An
T y −

Ay
An
T z

(by projection of areas)

= (n̂ · i)T x + (n̂ · j)T y + (n̂ · k)T z .
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This equation determines that the stress across a plane with any normal n̂
is linear in n̂: for some stress tensor σ

T n = n̂ · σ . (10.6)

Indeed, in a matrix representation T x, T y and T z form the rows of the stress
tensor:

σ =

σxx σxy σxz
σyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz


where σij is the component of the stress in the jth coordinate direction upon
a plane with normal in the direction of the ith coordinate.

The stress tensor is symmetric By similar arguments, one reasons that
to keep the angular acceleration of a fluid parcel finite as one considers
smaller and smaller sizes, then the moments of the forces on a fluid particle
must vanish. Consider the moments about the vertical axis passing through
the centroid of the face An of the tetrahedron:

• there are no contributions to the moment from the face An or Az;

• the face Ax contributes ∆x
3 AxT x · j = V σxy;

• the face Ay contributes ∆y
3 AyT y · (−i) = −V σyx.

The net moment is thus V (σxy − σyx). However, the moment of inertia is
proportional to V 5/3, and so to avoid infinite angular accelerations of very
small parcels of fluid we must require that σxy = σyx. Similarly for other
axes so that in general σij = σji. Hence the stress tensor is symmetric.

The pressure By convention, the pressure of the fluid is defined such that
the trace of the stress tensor is −3 times the pressure p. That is

p = −1

3
(σxx + σyy + σzz) .
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Then the stress tensor may be written

σ =

σxx σxy σxz
σyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz

 =

−p+ τxx τxy τxz
τyx −p+ τyy τyz
τzx τzy −p+ τzz

 .
The deviatoric stress tensor τij measures the departure from isotropy of the
stress tensor. If τij are all zero, then the stress tensor σ = −pI and hence
the stress across any surface, normal n̂, is σ = n̂ · (−pI) = −pn̂. That is,
the force across any surface is directly inwards and of magnitude p. This is
precisely the accepted understanding of pressure.

Conversely, if not all τij are zero, then a local change of coordinates5

will put the stress tensor in diagonal form (always possible for a symmetric
matrix), −p+ τ ′xx 0 0

0 −p+ τ ′yy 0

0 0 −p+ τ ′zz

 .
Hence non-zero deviatoric stress tensor implies that in some directions the
stresses will be stronger than in others, causing a deformation of parcels of
fluid.

10.3.2 Momentum equation

Consider any fixed volume V within the fluid. The net momentum of the
fluid inside the volume is p =

∫
V ρq dV . Over time this momentum varies as

it is carried into or out of the volume by the flow of the fluid. The rate of
change of net momentum is, by definition,

dp

dt
=

∫
V

∂

∂t
(ρq) dV .

But this must be equal to net rate of momentum

• entering the volume across the surface, S, of the volume;

5The pressure, being proportional to the trace of the stress tensor, is invariant to such
changes in coordinates.
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• generated internally by external body forces such as gravity; and

• induced by stresses imposed on the surface of the volume by the fluid
immediately outside.

Consider each of these in turn. Across any small area dS of the surface, fluid
momentum crosses into V at a rate ρq(−n̂) · q (where n̂ is the unit vector
normal to dS but pointing out of V ), namely

• proportional to the local momentum density, ρp, on that surface, and

• proportional to the velocity component normal to the surface.

External body forces6 generate momentum inside V at a rate
∫
V F dV .

Whereas the stresses applied on each small part of the surface, dS, are
T dS = n̂ · σ dS. Consequently, summing all these contributions it must also
be that

dp

dt
= −

∫
S
ρqn̂ · q dS +

∫
V
F dV +

∫
S
n̂ · σ dS

(by the divergence theorem)

=

∫
V
−∇ · (ρqq) + F + ∇ · σ dV .

Equating these two expressions for dp/dt and combining them into the one
integral leads to the penultimate result that∫

V

[
∂

∂t
(ρq) + ∇ · (ρqq)− F −∇ · σ

]
dV = 0 ,

for all volumes V in the fluid. As in section 10.2.1, such an integral can
only be zero for all volumes V if the integrand is everywhere zero. Thus we
deduce the basic form of the momentum equation

∂

∂t
(ρq) + ∇ · (ρqq) = F + ∇ · σ . (10.7)

6Such as the body force F = −ρgk for downwards gravity.
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In conjunction with continuity However, in virtually all cases we only
use this equation in conjunction with the continuity equation (10.1). In
which case, after expanding the derivatives of the products on the left-hand
side as

∂

∂t
(ρq) + ∇ · (ρqq) = ρ

∂q

∂t
+ q

∂ρ

∂t
+ q∇ · (ρq) + ρ(q ·∇)q ,

we recognise that the middle two terms are simply q times the continuity
equation and so vanish identically. This gives us the more usual form of
conservation of momentum, directly analogous to Newton’s second law:

ρ
dq

dt
= ρ

(
∂q

∂t
+ (q ·∇)q

)
= F + ∇ · σ . (10.8)

10.3.3 The Euler equations for an ideal fluid

In a ‘frictionless’ fluid, one of low viscosity or inviscid , parcels of fluid cannot
resist uneven stress distributions: if there is any imbalance of stress, indicated
by a non-isotropic stress tensor, then the fluid rapidly deforms in response to
the uneven forces. Consequently, the only stress supportable by an inviscid
fluid is pressure: that is, the stress σ = −pI. In this case the momentum
equation reduces to

dq

dt
=
∂q

∂t
+ (q ·∇)q =

1

ρ
F − 1

ρ
∇p . (10.9)

This pde is called Euler’s equation.
For example, in a fluid at rest, q = 0, and acted upon by gravity

F = −ρgk, we deduce the pressure must be hydrostatic: p = p0− ρgz where
p0 is the pressure at z = 0. Often, as for this gravity, the body forces are
apparently removed from Euler’s equation by incorporation into the pressure.
Any body force which can be written as the gradient of a scalar potential,
F = −∇Φ,7 may be absorbed by a pseudo pressure p′ = p+ Φ, and Euler’s
equation then appears apparently without the body force.

All four flows of Example 10.1 are solutions of Euler’s equation for an
inviscid fluid.

7The body force F = −∇(ρgz) for downwards gravity.
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Irrotational flows are gradient flows We obtain an extraordinarily
important class of flows8 by writing q = ∇φ for some velocity poten-
tial φ(x, y, z, t). By the continuity equation, the potential φ must satisfy
Laplace’s equation as

∇2φ = ∇ · q = 0 .

Euler’s equation is automatically satisfied for this class of flow; it reduces to
Bernoulli’s equation for the pressure since Euler’s equation becomes (by a
remarkable integration of the nonlinear Euler equation)

0 =
∂

∂t
∇φ+ ∇

(
1

2
|q|2
)

+
1

ρ
∇Φ +

1

ρ
∇p ,

= ∇
[
∂φ

∂t
+

1

2
|q|2 +

Φ

ρ
+
p

ρ

]
.

The only way that the gradient of a quantity is zero in some spatial domain
is if it is constant in space; that is, we obtain Bernoulli’s equation

p

ρ
+
∂φ

∂t
+

1

2
|q|2 +

Φ

ρ
= B(t) , (10.10)

for some function B(t). This equation gives the pressure field for any given
flow field of an ideal fluid.

Example 10.2: (two potential flows). Three of the flows in Example 10.1
are potential flows. Consider two.

(a) q = Ui has velocity potential φ = Ux and the pressure is reduced
from hydrostatic: p = −Φ− 1

2ρU
2.

(c) The vortex flow q = (−yi+ xj)/(x2 + y2) has velocity potential
φ = arctan(y/x) = θ in cylindrical coordinates, and a pressure
p = −Φ− 1

2ρ/r
2. 9

8Curiously, one can only justify the importance of such inviscid flows by invoking viscous
dissipation of ‘rotational’ energy.

9This flow is seen in the swirling water of the bathtub vortex (van Dyke 1982, Plate 101,
e.g.). The funnel shape of the central core of air is determined once you know that in
effect air exerts a constant pressure, p0 say, everywhere upon the free-surface of the water.
If the body force potential is due to gravity, Φ = ρgz, and hence the free-surface of the
water must be such that p0 = −ρgz − 1

2
ρ/r2. Rearranging shows that the height of the

free-surface in the funnel must be of the form z = A−B/r2.
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♣

10.3.4 Newtonian fluids obey the Navier–Stokes equations

Real fluids, such as treacle, paint or toothpaste, exhibit a startling range of
interesting behaviour. In such flows the relation between the pattern of flow
and the stress tensor can be very complicated. However, the most common
fluids found around us, namely air and water, are relatively simple. To a
good approximation the deviatoric stress tensor is simply a linear function
of the local velocity gradients:

τij = Aijk`
∂qk
∂x`

,

where repeated subscripts indicate summation over that subscript. Now, the
tensor Aijk` has 34 = 81 elements, each of which could be potentially different
and would need to be determined for each particular fluid by experiments.
However, the triple requirements of isotropy, symmetry, and zero trace
of the deviatoric stress tensor (Batchelor 1979, §3.3) result in the great
simplification that

Aijk` = µ

(
δikδj` + δi`δjk −

2

3
δij δk`

)
,

where µ is a constant characteristic of the fluid and is called the viscosity .
Hence, in terms of the flow field, the stress at any point is

σij = −pδij + µ

(
∂qi
∂xj

+
∂qj
∂xi
− 2

3
∇ · qδij

)
. (10.11)

A fluid obeying this relationship between stress and velocity field is called a
Newtonian fluid .

For an incompressible fluid, a little algebra shows the momentum equation
then reduces to the Navier–Stokes equation:

dq

dt
=
∂q

∂t
+ (q ·∇)q =

1

ρ
F − 1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2q , (10.12)
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Figure 10.4: schematic diagram of pipe flow and the coordinate system.

where ν := µ/ρ is called the kinematic viscosity. For water and air under
common conditions the kinematic viscosity is 0.0114 cm2 / sec and 0.145 cm2 / sec
respectively. Observe that the term due to viscosity, ∇2q, describes an es-
sentially Fickian diffusion of momentum. This diffusion is reflected in many
of the flow properties that we later explore.

Example 10.3: (Poiseuille pipe flow). The Navier–Stokes and continuity
equations determine the velocity field of the flow of a viscous fluid
along a pipe.

Cylindrical coordinates (x, r, θ) are convenient, where x is the distance
along the pipe, r is a radius, and θ is an angle around the pipe. Let the
fluid velocity have components (u, v, w); that is, q = ui+ ver + weθ.
Then the Navier–Stokes equation and continuity equation are

∂u

∂t
+ q ·∇u = −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+ ν∇2u ,

∂v

∂t
+ q ·∇v − w2

r
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂r
+ ν

(
∇2v − v

r2
− 2

r2

∂w

∂θ

)
,

∂w

∂t
+ q ·∇w +

vw

r
= − 1

rρ

∂p

∂θ
+ ν

(
∇2w +

2

r2

∂v

∂θ
− w

r2

)
,

∂u

∂x
+

1

r

∂(rv)

∂r
+

1

r

∂w

∂θ
= 0 ,
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where

q ·∇ = u
∂

∂x
+ v

∂

∂r
+
w

r

∂

∂θ
, ∇2 =

∂2

∂x2
+

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂

∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2

∂θ2
.

Consider the ideal configuration of a perfectly circular pipe of infinite
length.

• Rotational and translation symmetry show that there is no angular
dependence, ∂ /∂θ = 0, and no longitudinal dependence, ∂ /∂x =
0, in the flow, except that the pressure may vary linearly in x.

• Reflection symmetry, about any plane through the pipe’s axis,
shows that w = 0—there is no reason to favour helical flow in
any direction so zero angular velocity is a possibility. Choosing
w = 0 ensures that the angular component of the Navier–Stokes
equation is satisfied.

• The continuity equation then shows that rv = constant. But
since the fluid cannot cross the pipe’s surface the radial velocity v
must be zero at r = a . Hence the constant must be zero in
rv = constant, and thus v = 0 everywhere.

• The radial component of the Navier–Stokes equation is automati-
cally satisfied provided the pressure is independent of r; that is,
the pressure is constant across any given cross-section.

• The axial/longitudinal component of the Navier–Stokes equation
then shows that

∂u

∂t
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+
ν

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂u

∂r

)
.

Every term appearing here is independent of x, hence the pres-
sure p must be linear in x—there is a constant pressure gradient
along the pipe. If the imposed pressure gradient is independent
of time, then u will also not depend upon t and hence ∂u/∂t = 0.
If a pressure change of ∆p is imposed across the ends of a pipe of
length L, then

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂u

∂r

)
=

∆p

νρL
=

∆p

µL
.
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Integrating twice leads to a velocity profile of

u(r) =
∆p

4µL
r2 +A log r +B .

There cannot be infinite velocity in the centre of the pipe, so
A = 0; and u = 0 on the pipe wall, as it is a viscous fluid, so
B = − ∆p

4µLa
2.

Thus Poiseuille pipe flow has a parabolic velocity distribution10

q = − ∆p

4µL

(
a2 − r2

)
i . (10.13)

It is this background fluid flow which we use to explore dispersion of
material in a pipe.11

The flux of fluid through the pipe due to a given pressure drop is of
interest. The fluid flux is

Q =

∫
cross-section

u dA =

∫ a

0

∫ 2π

0
u(r) rdθ dr = −a

4∆p π

8µL
.

The interesting feature here is that for a given pressure gradient the
flux is proportional to the fourth power of the radius. For example,
the flux in 19 mm (3/4”) water pipe is some five times as much as
the flux in 13 mm (1/2”) water pipe for the same pressure gradient.
Alternatively, a 19 mm pipe can be five times the length of 13 mm pipe
and still deliver the same flow of water for a given pressure drop. ♣

10.4 Exercises

10The minus sign in front of the pressure change ∆p shows that fluid flows from high
pressure to low.

11This Poiseuille pipe flow is significantly modified by twists and turns in curving pipes.
With the aid of computer algebra I elaborated details of the flow in an arbitrarily curving
pipe, provided the curvature and torsion are not too rapid (Roberts 2004).
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Figure 10.5: a clump of particles is to diffuse as it is advected by the shown
fluid flow. Exercise 10.6 asks where does the clump go?

Exercise 10.4: (vorticity and circulation). Lookup and write a one page
summary of vorticity, irrotational flow and the Kelvin circulation
theorem.

Exercise 10.5: (coordinate systems). Find out and write down the conti-
nuity, Euler and Navier–Stokes equations in component form in both
Cartesian and spherical coordinates.

Exercise 10.6: (advection diffusion). Figures 10.5–10.7 show three
different velocity fields. The figures also show an initial clump of
100 particles. These particles are advected by the fluid flow and diffuse
by random molecular buffeting.
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Figure 10.6: a clump of particles is to diffuse as it is advected by the shown
fluid flow. Exercise 10.6 asks where does the clump go?

1. In the case of Figure 10.5 sketch the region occupied by the clump
of particles after the time it takes the centre of the clump to go a
quarter way around the centre (roughly); and sketch the region
occupied when three quarters the way around the centre.

2. In the case of Figure 10.6 sketch the region occupied by the clump
of particles after the time it takes the centre of the clump to go a
quarter way around the centre (roughly); and sketch the region
occupied when three quarters the way around the centre.

3. In the case of Figure 10.7 sketch the region occupied by the clump
of particles after the time it takes the first particle to reach the
right-hand boundary of the plotted region.
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Figure 10.7: a clump of particles is to diffuse as it is advected by the shown
fluid flow. Exercise 10.6 asks where does the clump go?

Exercise 10.7: (a swirling flow). In a viscous fluid of constant density with
no body forces, consider a swirling flow which in cylindrical coordinates
has velocity components u = w = 0 and v = v(r, t), and pressure
p = p(r, t). What do the Navier–Stokes and continuity equations
reduce to? Seeking a solution of the form v(r, t) = A(t) exp

[
−r2/D(t)

]
determine A(t) and D(t). Explain what this solution may physically
describe.

Exercise 10.8: (plane Poiseuille flow). Analogous to the flow in a pipe
of Example 10.3, consider the flow, generated by a pressure gradient,
between two parallel and rigid planes.

• Write down the Navier–Stokes and continuity equations in Carte-
sian coordinates.
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• Let coordinate y measure location normal to the two plane walls
with the fluid flow within |y| < a . Let coordinate x be aligned
with the pressure gradient along the plane walls, and coordinate z
be normal to the pressure gradient.

• Use symmetry to argue that gradients ∂/∂x = 0, except for the
non-zero pressure gradient, and ∂/∂z = 0.

• Use continuity to deduce v = 0 , and use a component of the
Navier–Stokes equation to deduce ∂p/∂y = 0.

• Hence deduce the fluid flow has a parabolic form proportional to
the pressure gradient.
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This chapter justifies and constructs models of the long term spread
of a material along a long pipe that is carried by Poiseuille flow down the
pipe (Mercer & Roberts 1994). The modelling surprise is that the effective
rate of dispersion along the pipe is vastly faster than is predicted by simple
cross-sectional averaging. Instead, the effective dispersion along the pipe
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328Chapter 11. Cross-stream mixing causes longitudinal dispersion along pipes

is a combination of microscale mixing and the fluid flow along the pipe as
originally recognised in the modelling by Taylor (1953, 1954).

The approach here may be readily extended to cater for reactive (Wright
2012) or sedimenting (Suslov & Roberts 2000) material in the flow along
a pipe of complex and varying geometry (Mercer & Roberts 1994, Roberts
2004, Rosencrans 1997). The approach also extends to other applications
such as homogenisation and beam and shell modelling.

Consider some material being carried by a fluid flow. We assume that
the material is neutrally buoyant; that is, the material has no affect on the
density of the fluid and so concentration differences do not cause density
differences that could generate secondary flows. Here the along pipe fluid
flow is the Poiseuille flow of Example 10.3:

u(r) := 2U(1− r2/a2),

where U := −∆p a2/8µL is the cross-sectionally averaged downstream veloc-
ity when driven by a constant pressure drop ∆p.

As introduced by section 10.2.2, the governing partial differential equa-
tion (10.4) which represents conservation of some material is ∂c/∂t+∇·(qc) =
∇ · (κ∇c) where c is the concentration field of the material, and κ is
the coefficient of diffusivity. For example, for common salt diffusing in
water (Batchelor 1979, p.595), κNa Cl = 1.1 × 10−5 cm2 / sec , whereas
κK Mn O4 = 1.4 × 10−5 cm2 / sec . These diffusivities are a thousand times
smaller than the kinematic viscosity of water, ν = 1.14×10−2 cm2 / sec , and
so the viscous dynamics which establish Poiseuille flow occur a thousand
times faster than the dynamics of dispersion that we examine here. This
disparity in rates of diffusivity justifies the assumption of an established
Poiseuille flow. For Poiseuille flow the conservation pde (10.4) reduces to

∂c

∂t
+ u(r)

∂c

∂x
= κ∇2c = κ

[
∂2c

∂x2
+

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂c

∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2c

∂θ2

]
. (11.1)

Typically, the material cannot cross the wall of the pipe (although there
are physical situations where the material is allowed to diffuse through the
wall or to react with chemicals on the wall). Consequently, the boundary
conditions on the concentration is that of zero diffusive flux on the wall:

∂c

∂r
= 0 on r = a . (11.2)
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Cross-sectional averaging is inadequate Obtain a simple but mislead-
ing model of the long term spread of material along the pipe by integrating
the pde (11.1) over a cross-section. Let C(x, t) be the cross-sectional average
of the concentration c, namely C(x, t) :=

∫∫
c r dθ dr/(πa2) . In a long and

thin pipe, the cross-pipe diffusion has a long time to act and so we may expect
that c(x, r, θ, t) ≈ C(x, t) throughout. Now averaging the advection-diffusion
pde (11.1) over a cross-section and using the boundary condition (11.2) leads
to

∂C

∂t
+

1

πa2

∫∫
u(r)

∂c

∂x
r dθ dr = κ

∂2C

∂x2
.

Under the assumption that c ≈ C then ∂c/∂x ≈ ∂C/∂x which is independent
of r and θ and so may be taken outside the remaining integral to give

∂C

∂t
+ U

∂C

∂x
≈ κ∂

2C

∂x2
,

where U is the average velocity down the pipe. This is a simple model for
the transport of material along the pipe by the flow. It asserts that the
material is carried at the average velocity U and spreads out along the pipe
by molecular diffusion κ. Whereas the bulk transport at the average velocity
is a reasonable first approximation, the spread or dispersion along the pipe is
typically immensely faster than that due to molecular diffusion, sometimes
by a factor of a million.1 To discover the correct dispersion, and lesser effects,
we need to use a better modelling approach—that provided by the centre
manifold theory of Part III.

Non-dimensionalise Before undertaking further analysis, we find it conve-
nient to non-dimensionalise this problem. As usual, I recommend the regular
perturbation approach of non-dimensionalising with respect to microscale
processes, and then seeking the relatively slow variations in space-time via
centre manifold theory. Here the microscale length is the pipe width, and
the microscale time is the cross-pipe diffusion time. Thus,2

1This is one example illustrating that cross-sectional averaging is incomplete as a
modelling paradigm.

2Many people prefer to scale the along pipe variable x with respect to an advection
distance in a cross-pie diffusion time, that is, x∗ = xκ/(a2U). It eventuates that this
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• scale r and x with respect to the pipe radius, that is r∗ = r/a and
x∗ = x/a give non-dimensional locations, and

• scale time with respect to a cross-pipe diffusion time, τ = a2/κ , that
is, the non-dimensional time t∗ = tκ/a2.

Then the non-dimensional mean velocity is U∗ := Ua/κ ; this U∗ is typically
called a Peclet number and denoted Pe, but we continue to use U∗. This
Peclet number Ua/κ is often large, thousands or millions. For example,

Pe =
ν

κ

Ua

ν
≈ 1000 Re .

Upon this scaling, and upon henceforth omitting the asterisks that
indicate non-dimensional quantities, the material advection of the pde (11.1)
is described by the non-dimensional pde

∂c

∂t
+ 2U(1− r2)

∂c

∂x
=
∂2c

∂x2
+

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂c

∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2c

∂θ2
, (11.3)

in a pipe of radius one with boundary condition

∂c

∂r
= 0 on r = 1 . (11.4)

We seek a model, supported by centre manifold theory, for the long term
dispersion of material along the pipe governed by these equations.

Applies to particle probability distributions Consider a particle exe-
cuting a random walk in the cross-section of the pipe and carried along by a
radial, r, dependent drift down the pipe. Then pde (11.3) may also be inter-
preted as the Fokker–Planck equation for the probability density function
of the particle. In which case our modelling here justifies and constructs a
model of the long term evolution of the probability density function. The
analysis we undergo here also generalises to apply to the evolution of other
stochastic systems.

is indeed the correct scaling. However, assuming a longitudinal scaling, even if correct,
imposes our preconceptions on the modelling. Such preconceptions reduce flexibility.
Instead, let the problem tell us what the relevant length scales are in a model. That is,
we impose as little as possible on the problem and let the complex physical interactions,
expressed in the mathematics, lead to the appropriate modelling.
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11.1 There is no spectral gap!

Of course this problem of material dispersion along a pipe is linear in the
concentration c and could be solved as such. We could, for example, seek
solutions in the separated form

c = cnk(r)e
ikx+inθ+λt ,

for real longitudinal wavenumber k and for integer azimuthal wavenumber n.
The non-dimensional pde (11.3) then becomes the eigen-problem

λcnk = −2U(1− r2)ikcnk − k2cnk +
1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂cnk
∂r

)
− n2

r2

∂2cnk
∂θ2

. (11.5)

Solving this eigen-problem numerically (omitting the k2cnk term for simplic-
ity) Figure 11.1 plots the complex eigenvalues λ as integer n and continuous k
are varied. Observe that all modes decay since the eigenvalue’s real-part
<(λ) < 0 , except for one mode. However, the very right-hand branch in
the figure shows that there is a continuum of modes with decay rate near
zero. It is these modes which dominate the long term dynamics of solutions
to the advection-diffusion pde (11.3). These modes form the basis of a low
dimensional model of the dispersion along the pipe.

Unfortunately there is no clear spectral gap in this problem: there is a
continuum of eigenvalues ranging from 0 to large negative values. Thus we
cannot simply assert that a certain number of modes will form the basis
for the slow manifold model, and the rest of the modes are exponentially
decaying as required by Centre Manifold Theorems 8.3–8.10: there is not
a clear dividing line between the two. However, a crucial characteristic of
the modes of long term importance, small decay rate, is that they are of
low wavenumber k, say Uk < 5 or so. Thus by focussing attention on low
wavenumbers k, large longitudinal length scales, we make progress.

11.2 A Fourier transform justifies

The application of centre manifold theory appears rigorous when we take the
Fourier transform along the pipe (Mercer & Roberts 1990). Denote Fourier
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=λ

<λ

Figure 11.1: the spectrum of complex eigenvalues for dispersion in a pipe.
Each branch is plotted for longitudinal wavenumbers 0 ≤ kU < 60 ; negative k
is just the complex conjugate. The angular mode is indicated by a symbol
plotted at intervals U∆k = 10 : + for n = 0 , × for n = 1 , ⊕ for n = 2 ,
black-diamond for n = 3 , and ♦ for n = 4 .
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transformed quantities by a tilde: for example, the Fourier transform of the
concentration field is

c̃(r, θ, k, t) :=
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

c(r, θ, x, t)e−ikx dx .

Under this Fourier transform, quantities c 7→ c̃ and ∂/∂x 7→ ik. Consequently
the advection-diffusion pde (11.3) transforms to

∂c̃

∂t
=

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂c̃

∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2c̃

∂θ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
‘linear’

− 2Ui(1− r2)kc̃− k2c̃︸ ︷︷ ︸
‘non-linear’

. (11.6)

Recall that in analyses of bifurcations, such as sections 8.5.1 and 9.1, we
examine the structure of the solutions for some small parameter ε: as
the parameter ε crosses through zero the bifurcation occurs. To place
the bifurcation problems within the province of centre manifold theory we
adjoined the trivial dynamic equation ε̇ = 0 . Then we could construct a slow
manifold model that is rigorously valid for (ε,u) sufficiently small. Thus the
model makes predictions about the dynamics for small but finite ε. We do the
same here, but here the small parameter is the longitudinal wavenumber k.
Thus adjoin to (11.6) the trivial dynamic equation

∂k

∂t
= 0 . (11.7)

Then (11.6)–(11.7) is a dynamical system for evolution in (k, c̃(r, θ)) state
space.

11.2.1 There exists a slow manifold

Apply the established approach (Table 8.2).

Equilibria In (k, c̃(r, θ)) state space, the subspace (k, c̃) = (0, C̃) are
equilibria for any C̃ constant with respect to r and θ (the pipe cross-section
variables). Because the equilibria form a subspace parametrised by C̃, the
slow manifold we find is local in wavenumber k but global in C̃.

Because the problem is linear in the concentration, we just analyse
dynamics about the origin, the equilibrium c̃ = 0 and k = 0 , as the analysis
is identical for all equilibria with field c̃ constant across the pipe.
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Table 11.1: spectrum of the linearised dynamics at zero wavenumber; that is,
the spectrum of cross-pipe diffusion when there is no longitudinal variations
in concentration.

λmn n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3

m = 0 0 −3.39 −9.33 −17.65
m = 1 −14.68 −28.42 −44.97 −64.24
m = 2 −49.22 −72.87 −99.39 −128.3

Linearisation Near the origin, the linearised dynamics are governed by the
terms labelled as ‘linear’ in (11.6); the terms involving kc̃ and k2c̃ are ‘non-
linear’. Not surprisingly, the linearised dynamics may be written in terms
of eigen-modes involving Bessel functions. Substituting c̃ = einθ+λtJn(µr)
one may deduce that eigenvalue λmn = −j′n,m2 and radial wavenumber
µmn = j′n,m where j′n,m is the mth root of J ′n(µ) = 0 . Table 11.1 lists the
linearised spectrum from data listed by Abramowitz & Stegun (1965) [p.411]—
these eigenvalues match the wavenumber k = 0 points that Figure 11.1 plots
along the negative real axis. Table 11.1 displays the one 0 eigenvalue (and
there is another one 0 eigenvalue from k̇ = 0), and all the remaing eigenvalues
are negative, being bounded away from 0 by −β = −3.39 . The critical mode
with eigenvalue 0 is constant across the pipe, µ00 = 0 . Let’s choose to measure
the amplitude of the critical mode by C̃ := the cross-pipe average of c̃. Thus
there exists an emergent slow manifold parameterised by wavenumber k and
cross-pipe average C̃.

Such a slow manifold is useful to us because it is certainly valid and
emergent for the range of small wavenumbers identified earlier as making up
the long term evolution.

11.2.2 The slow manifold cutoff

The next Section 11.3 details how to construct the slow manifold: it finds
the constructed slow manifold model is

c̃ = C̃ + ikUC̃
−2 + 6r2 − 3r4

24
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− k2U2C̃
31− 180r2 + 300r4 − 200r6 + 45r8

11520
+O

(
k3
)
. (11.8a)

On this slow manifold the evolution is

∂C̃

∂t
= −ikUC̃ − k2C̃

(
1 +

U2

48

)
+O

(
k3
)
. (11.8b)

To check these form a slow manifold model of the specified order of error,
simply substitute these expressions into the Fourier transformed pde (11.6)
and boundary condition (11.4).

Synthesise a global model We now synthesise a global physical model
by integrating together these Fourier space models. Centre manifold theory
guarantees the model (11.8) applies for finite domain of small wavenumbers k.
Thus there exists a cutoff wavenumber K such that the model (11.8) is
valid for all wavenumbers |k| < K . Let us combine the information about
these wavenumbers together. Define the inverse transform CK(x, t) :=∫K
−K C̃(k, t)eikx dk , then taking the time derivative and invoking integration

by parts leads to

∂CK
∂t

=

∫ K

−K

∂C̃

∂t
eikx dk

=

∫ K

−K

[
−ikUC̃ − k2C̃(1 + U2/48) +O

(
k3
)]
eikx dk

=

∫ K

−K

[
−U ∂C̃e

ikx

∂x
+ (1 + U2/48)

∂2C̃eikx

∂x2
+O

(
k3
)]

dk ,

= −U ∂CK
∂x

+ (1 + U2/48)
∂2CK
∂x2

+O
(
K3CK

)
.

A little care with the order of error in wavenumber k in the integrand leads
to the given order of error in cutoff wavenumber K.3 Provided there is

3Consider the order of error in the integrand, error ε = O
(
k3
)
. By Definition 2.2

this means that ε/k3 is bounded as k → 0 . Thus there exists a constant c3 such that

|ε| ≤ c3|k|3 for all |k| ≤ K. Hence the magnitude of the integral of the error |
∫K

−K
ε dk| ≤∫K

−K
|ε| dk ≤

∫K

−K
c3|k|3 dk ≤ c3K

4/2 . But also, CK = O
(
K
)
, so the integrated error

is O
(
K3CK

)
as claimed.
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negligible material in the high wavenumber structures, |k| > K , then the
cross-pipe average C(x, t) = c(r, θ, x, t) ≈ CK(x, t). Thus this rigorous model
for CK becomes the classic advection diffusion model

∂C

∂t
≈ −U ∂C

∂x
+ (1 + U2/48)

∂2C

∂x2

for the shear dispersion along the pipe: the enhancement of lateral dispersion
by U2/48 is often enormous. Our Fourier transform approach is rigorous.

Furthermore, the Emergence Theorem 8.5 guarantees that there is a
finite domain of initial conditions from which solutions described by the
above models will emerge exponentially quickly. A challenge is to map
a specified initial distribution of material, c0(r, θ, x), to a specific initial
condition for the models, either C̃(k, 0) or CK(x, 0). Recall that Example 8.10
demonstrated that in general there is some ‘initial slip’ between initial
conditions of the full system and the models: here, despite defining C̃(k, t) to
be the cross-pipe average of c̃(r, θ, k, t), generally C̃(k, 0) is not the cross-pipe
average of c̃(r, θ, k, 0). The apparent paradox is resolved by normal form
transformations.

11.2.3 Summary

In essence, the Fourier transform splits the physical problem into a num-
ber, albeit an infinite number, of sub-problems each with a given value of
wavenumber k. Then for small wavenumber k we identify the existence of
a low dimensional, slow manifold. Constructing a slow manifold model for
each k gives a model of the long term evolution for each wavenumber k.
Then the inverse Fourier transform puts all these models together, albeit
only accurate for small wavenumber k, to create a model in physical space
for the long term evolution of dispersion in a pipe (Mercer & Roberts 1990,
e.g.).

The high wavenumber modes are not relevant to the long term evolution
because the spectrum shows they decay exponentially. In this way we justify
the construction of a slow manifold model for the long term evolution of
dispersion which, because it is based on small wavenumbers k, is a model for
solutions which vary slowly along the pipe.
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11.3 Direct construction follows the same pattern

Although the Fourier approach puts the slow manifold analysis on a rigorous
foundation, the Fourier transforms and their inverse are unwieldy—and
impractical in nonlinear systems. Precisely the same results are obtained by
a direct and ‘cleaner’ approach—an approach that also applies to nonlinear
systems. The key is to recall that in Fourier space multiplication by the
wavenumber k makes a term small as it is ‘nonlinear’, because we notionally
adjoined k̇ = 0 . But recall that multiplication by wavenumber k arises from
the longitudinal derivative ∂/∂x: thus treating multiplication by wavenum-
ber k as small in Fourier space corresponds in physical space to treating
longitudinal derivatives ∂/∂x as a small ‘nonlinear’ operator.4

Recent research (Roberts 2013) proposes how to put onto a rigorous
foundation the direct formal approach developed in this section.

Equilibria Analogous to section 11.2.1, setting wavenumber k = 0 corre-
sponds to setting the longitudinal derivatives ∂/∂x = 0 . Then c(r, θ, x, t) =
constant are equilibria of the pde (11.6). We find a slow manifold about
each equilibria and hence deduce a model global in concentration and local
to small ∂/∂x.

Linearisation In the linearisation, it is the presence of ∂/∂x which flags
whether a term is to be treated as a ‘nonlinear’ perturbation or not. Thus
rewrite the physical pde (11.3) as

∂c

∂t
=

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂c

∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2c

∂θ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
‘linear’ Lc

−2U(1− r2)
∂c

∂x
+
∂2c

∂x2︸ ︷︷ ︸
‘non-linear’

and
∂c

∂r
= 0 at r = 1 .

(11.9)

4Theoretically, a derivative such as ∂/∂x cannot be small as it is an unbounded operator.
One way to avoid this theoretical difficulty is to assert that the operator ∂/∂x actually
denotes a low-band pass filtered derivative. Then the phrase “∂/∂x is small” means
that the low-band pass filter only passes sufficiently low wavenumbers. Such filtering is
equivalent to the wavenumber cut-off invoked by section 11.2.2.
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Now analyse the dynamics based on this split and seek solutions which are
assumed slowly varying in x so that ∂/∂x is small; this corresponds to low
wavenumber k.

Linearly, then, we ignore all terms with an x-derivative and examine

∂c

∂t
= Lc =

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂c

∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2c

∂θ2
and

∂c

∂r
= 0 at r = 1 .

This pde is just the zero wavenumber version of a problem examined earlier
and we know that its spectrum is that eigenvalues λmn = −j′n,m2 (Table 11.1).
All of these eigenvalues are strictly negative, representing exponentially
decaying modes, except for m = n = 0 for which λ00 = 0 , representing the
critical mode of long term importance.5 Physically, this problem is simply
that of cross-pipe diffusion. Hence concentration fluctuations across the pipe
decay by diffusion, in the long term leaving a uniform concentration. Thus
the cross-pipe structure of the critical mode is simply that of a constant with
respect to r and θ. Choosing to write the model in terms of the cross-pipe
average, to an initial approximation, the slow manifold model is the trivial

c ≈ C(x, t) such that
∂C

∂t
≈ 0 . (11.10)

We only know that concentration c is approximately constant with respect
to the cross-pipe variables r and θ; thus we have to cater for the slow
manifold amplitude C to depend upon longitudinal position x as well as
time t. Because the amplitude C depends upon position x, and there is
an ‘infinite’ number of positions x, the slow manifold is formally of ‘infinite
dimensions’.6

One also needs to define precisely the amplitude C. Typically amplitudes
are defined via linear projections. Thus here we first have to define the inner
product, 〈v, w〉 :=

∫ 1
0

∫ 2π
0 vw r dθ dr, of integration across the pipe. Then

5The existence of the critical mode is a direct consequence of the overall conservation
of material.

6This ‘infinite dimensionality’ of the slow manifold is an issue: however, existence,
emergence and approximation theorems have been established by Gallay (1993), Aulbach
& Wanner (1996, 2000) and Potzsche & Rasmussen (2006) for systems with infinite
dimensional centre manifolds in Banach spaces.
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we choose to define the amplitudes C(x, t) := 1
π 〈1, c(r, θ, x, t)〉 which is the

cross-pipe average. Exercise 11.1 shows that defining other choices is equally
acceptable.

Iteratively refine Now seek to iteratively refine this model (11.10). Sup-
pose that we have an approximate description

c(r, θ, x, t) ≈ c(C, r, θ) such that
∂C

∂t
≈ g(C) ,

where the context differentiates between the space-time field c(r, θ, x, t) and
its slow manifold description c(C, r, θ) in which the ‘amplitude’ C depends
upon x and t. Seek corrections ĉ(C, r, θ) and ĝ(C) where

c ≈ c(C, r, θ) + ĉ(C, r, θ) such that
∂C

∂t
≈ g(C) + ĝ(C) ,

is a more refined model. Substituting into the advection diffusion pde (11.9)
and neglecting products of the small corrections gives

− ∂c
∂C

ĝ − ∂ĉ

∂C
g − u ∂ĉ

∂x
+ Lĉ+

∂2ĉ

∂x2
=

∂c

∂C
g + u

∂c

∂x
− Lc− ∂2c

∂x2
.

As noted in similar applications of this procedure, the right-hand side is
just the residual of the governing equations for the current approximation.
Before using this residual to update the approximation we need to simplify
the left-hand side operator. Approximate the left-hand side by its dominant
terms:

• because we only seek slowly varying solutions, anything involving the
longitudinal derivative ∂/∂x is small and so we neglect −u∂ĉ/∂x +
∂2ĉ/∂x2 ;

• neglect the term ∂ĉ/∂C g because the initial approximation for g is 0,
from (11.10);

• lastly, simplify the term ∂c/∂C ĝ to just ĝ because the initial approxi-
mation to the field c is just the cross-sectional average C.
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Thus we solve the homological equation

Lĉ− ĝ = Res(11.9) =
∂c

∂C
g + u

∂c

∂x
− Lc− ∂2c

∂x2
, (11.11)

for corrections ĉ and ĝ to the slow manifold and the evolution thereon.

First iteration To improve c ≈ C and g ≈ 0, the homological equa-
tion (11.11) requires us to solve

Lĉ− ĝ = Res(11.9) = u(r)
∂C

∂x
− ∂2C

∂x2
.

As always, L is singular (from the critical mode of zero eigenvalue), and so
we cannot find ĉ without first determining ĝ to put the right-hand side in the
range of L. There are two equivalent ways of phrasing the same solvability
condition:

• one could observe that by cross-sectionally integrating this equation,∫∫
· · · rdθ dr, and using the conservative boundary conditions, ∂ĉ/∂r =

0 , the Lĉ term disappears to give

−πĝ =

∫∫
u rdθ dr

∂C

∂x
− π∂

2C

∂x2
,

which simplifies to

ĝ = −U ∂C
∂x

+
∂2C

∂x2
,

as u(r) = 2U(1 − r2) has cross-sectional average of U by the non-
dimensionalisation;

• or one could note that L is self-adjoint, upon defining the inner product
〈v, w〉 :=

∫∫
vw rdθ dr , and so an adjoint eigenvector corresponding to

the critical mode is just z(r, θ) = constant, so that 〈z, equation〉 is the
same solvability condition as just used above.

Using this update ĝ, the homological equation for the first correction ĉ
becomes

Lĉ = U(1− 2r2)
∂C

∂x
.
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In the absence of any θ variations in the right-hand side, integration in r
solves this homological equation:

1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂ĉ

∂r

)
= (1− 2r2)U

∂C

∂x
=⇒ ĉ =

(
1
4r

2 − 1
8r

4
)
U
∂C

∂x
+A ,

where A is an arbitrary integration constant (with respect to r and θ).
Determine such arbitrary constants by the definition chosen for the ‘amplitude’
of the model. Here we write the model in terms of C, the cross-sectional
average of c. Since the initial approximation (11.10) satisfies this cross-
sectional average we therefore require that the cross-sectional average of
every correction ĉ has to be zero. Here this requires that A = −U∂C/∂x/12 .
Thus

ĉ = 1
24

(
−2 + 6r2 − 3r4

)
U
∂C

∂x
.

Correcting the initial model (11.10) with these ĝ and ĉ we deduce the more
refined model7

c ≈ C + 1
24

(
−2 + 6r2 − 3r4

)
U
∂C

∂x
such that

∂C

∂t
≈ −U ∂C

∂x
+
∂2C

∂x2
.

(11.12)
The evolution predicted by this model, ∂C/∂t ≈ −U∂C/∂x + ∂2C/∂x2 ,
is the same as that obtained in the introduction: advection at the mean
velocity of the fluid, and along pipe molecular diffusion. However, there is
one important difference: here we now recognise that there is structure in the
cross-pipe concentration, proportional to w(r) = 1

24

(
−2 + 6r2 − 3r4

)
and

proportional to mean concentration gradients ∂C/∂x, and it is this structure
which leads in the next iteration to realistic estimates for the longitudinal
pipe dispersion at large times.

7The Approximation Theorem suggests that the ∂2C/∂x2 term needs correction because
the residuals in the equation resulting from this approximate model, see the next iteration,
are of this form.
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Second iteration Using the updated approximation, equation (11.11)
then requires us to solve the new homological equation8

Lĉ− ĝ =

[
1 + wU

∂

∂x

](
−U ∂C

∂x
+
∂2C

∂x2

)
+ u

[
∂C

∂x
+ w

∂2C

∂x2

]
− (1− 2r2)U

∂C

∂x
− ∂2C

∂x2
− wU ∂

3C

∂x3

= (u− 1)w
∂2C

∂x2
.

Importantly, the derivative ∂c/∂C has to be done in the generalised sense so
that here, for example, it becomes the operator 1 + wU∂/∂x ; this operator
then acts on g so that (∂c/∂C)g just realises the chain rule applied to ∂c/∂t.
The solvability condition,

∫∫
. . . rdθ dr, then determines

ĝ =
U2

48

∂2C

∂x2
.

We do not bother to determine the corresponding correction ĉ by hand.

This slow manifold analysis shows that the long term model of dispersion
in a pipe is9

∂C

∂t
≈ −U ∂C

∂x
+

(
1 +

U2

48

)
∂2C

∂x2
. (11.13)

This simple advection diffusion equation has an effective diffusion coefficient of
1+U2/48 . Typical solutions of (11.13) are Gaussian distributions with mean
location travelling at the mean velocity of the flow and spreading according
to the effective diffusion coefficient. In most applications the along pipe
molecular diffusion, here 1, is negligible by many orders of magnitude when
compared with the U2/48 contribution. Where does this extra dispersion
come from? It is called shear dispersion because it arises from the shear
in the basic Poiseuille pipe flow. Imagine for a moment that there is no
molecular diffusion at all. Then a small slug of material released into the flow

8That the residual on the right-hand side here is proportional to ∂2C/∂x2 indicates the
slow manifold model (11.12) is accurate to errors O

(
∂2
x

)
.

9The higher order analysis of the next Section 11.4 demonstrates that the error in this
approximation is O

(
∂3
x

)
.
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across some section of the pipe will be differentially carried along according
to the velocities at the different radii inside the pipe: the part of the slug
released next to the pipe wall will barely move, while the part of the slug
in the centre of the pipe will be carried a long way down the pipe. Thus
the spread along the pipe, as measured by the standard deviation in the
x-direction for example, must increase with the mean advection velocity U .
Such shear induced spread is ameliorated by the cross-pipe diffusion which
causes individual contaminant particles to eventually sample the entire
velocity distribution. The dimensional form of the model (11.13) shows these
effects:10

∂C

∂t
≈ −U ∂C

∂x
+

(
κ+

U2a2

48κ

)
∂2C

∂x2
, (11.14)

where the shear dispersion coefficient U2a2/(48κ) is proportional to the square
of the velocity and inversely proportional to the cross-pipe diffusivity κ.

11.4 Higher orders converge

Computer algebra easily verifies the above results and computes higher order
corrections. For example, executing Algorithm 11.1 informs us that a higher
order model for the long term evolution is

∂C

∂t
= −U ∂C

∂x
+

(
1 +

U2

48

)
∂2C

∂x2
− 1

2880
U3∂

3C

∂x3
− 41

2580480
U4∂

4C

∂x4
+O

(
∂5
x

)
.

(11.15)
Physically, these third and fourth derivative corrections describe how the
skewness and the kurtosis of the along pipe distribution evolve in time. They
show, for example, that a contaminant pulse is generally not Gaussian but
will be skewed somewhat. The skewness does decay, but only algebraically
slowly and so is captured in this slow manifold model. Chatwin (1970)
extensively discussed this issue of algebraic approach to Gaussian.

Because of the linearity in concentration c, the only small parameter in
this problem is ∂/∂x; that is, the wavenumber k. Seeking solutions of the

10Observe, through the division by κ, the apparent paradox that the smaller the molecular
diffusion, the larger the shear dispersion! This apparent paradox is well established.
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Algorithm 11.1 iteration finds the slow manifold of the non-dimensional
advection diffusion pde (11.3) for the lateral dispersion of a material in pipe
flow.

Mathematica code is not available.

model (11.15) proportional to eikx+λt find

λ ≈ −ikU −
(

1

U2
+

1

48

)
(kU)2 +

i

2880
(kU)3 − 41

2580480
(kU)4. (11.16)

This is simply the Taylor’s series of the m = n = 0 branch of the spectrum
of the full problem shown in Figure 11.1: the first two terms are a parabolic
approximation leading to an advection diffusion model; higher order approx-
imations lead to higher order models. The slow manifold model neglects
all branches of the spectrum except the dominant m = n = 0 branch, and
then only accurately approximates that part of the branch, see Figure 11.2,
corresponding to small eigenvalue and small wavenumber.

Thus the slow manifold model is limited by its dependence upon:

• the neglected transients of the neglected branches in the spectrum—the
most significant of these decays approximately like e−3.39t—showing
that the model is valid on dimensional time scales t� a2/κ/3.39 ;

• and the necessarily slowly varying dependence along the pipe from the
effective Taylor expansion in wavenumber k.

In this particular problem we used the computer algebra to discover quan-
titative bounds on the spatial resolution.11 Computing to 24th order in
wavenumber k, Mercer & Roberts (1994) showed that the above expansion
for λ in wavenumber k appears to converge for non-dimensional wavenumber
|kU | < 13.8 . This sharp limit on the convergence strongly suggests that
we only attempt to use such a model to resolve along pipe structures on
a dimensional length scale greater than 2π

13.8U
∗a = 0.45Ua2/κ . Because of

the smallness of molecular diffusion κ, this length is typically quite large in
applications.

11This sharp result for the spatial resolution is some ten times better than that heuristi-
cally estimated by Taylor (1954)
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=λ

<λ

Figure 11.2: the spectrum of complex eigenvalues for dispersion in a pipe
compared with that of the slowly varying, slow manifold model (solid line).
Each branch is plotted for longitudinal wavenumbers 0 ≤ kU < 30 ; the
angular mode is indicated by a symbol plotted at intervals U∆k = 10 : + for
n = 0 , and × for n = 1 . Observe the good fit between the model and the
leading branch up to wavenumber 10 or so.
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11.5 Discussion

The infinite! No other question has ever moved so profoundly
the spirit of man; no other idea has so fruitfully stimulated his
intellect; yet no other concept stands in greater need of clarifica-
tion than that of the infinite. David Hilbert

There are many facets of interest in this modelling.

• The non-trivial models (11.13) and (11.15) are straightforward to
understand and to use to predict dispersion along a pipe.

• The models are putatively low dimensional, and yet, being phrased
in terms of the time evolution of a function of x, are actually ‘infinite
dimensional’ ! Nonetheless, they are considerably simpler than the
original mathematical description of the advection and diffusion in
a pipe because we have systematically eliminated all the cross pipe
dynamics to result in a description of the along pipe dispersion.

• The slowly varying, low wavenumber, long wavelength approximation,
as used here for pipe dispersion, occurs in many applications. The
essence of the approximation is to get the spectrum of the low wavenum-
ber, long wavelength modes correct, and to ignore the dynamics on all
other other branches of exponentially decaying modes.

• The convergence that we see in the slow manifold model here is rare,
and primarily due to the linearity in concentration field c. Most slow
manifold models of nonlinear dynamics are only asymptotic. Here,
the convergence engenders sharp estimates on the applicability of the
model.

• Then the question arises of how can one extend the domain of applica-
bility of the model? In systems with slowly varying structures in space
there are two similar but different answers.

– If the challenge is to improve the temporal resolution, to more
rapid dynamics in time, then one has to somehow retain more of
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the leading rightmost (asymmetric) modes seen in the spectrum
of eigenvalues of Figure 11.1 (Watt & Roberts 1995, 1996, e.g.).

– Conversely, if the challenge is to improve the spatial resolution,
then one just has to somehow retain modes that interact with
the leading mode. Figure 11.2 shows how the slowly varying
model tracks the leading branch of the exact spectrum well, until
the exact spectrum ‘kinks’ at wavenumber k ≈ 13 . This ‘kink’
is due to interaction (at complex wavenumber!) with the next
axisymmetric mode seen in Figure 11.1 (emanating from <λ ≈ 15
and also marked with +). To improve spatial resolution, we only
need to develop a model with just these two modes (Smith 1987,
e.g.).

These comments are for linear dynamics. In nonlinear dynamics the
symmetric and asymmetric modes are more likely to all interact with
each other anyway, in which case improving space or time resolution is
likely to be the same challenge.

• Although, via the Fourier transform, this modelling is rigorous in linear
problems, such as pipe dispersion and many exercises of this section, it
has been much harder to be rigorous in nonlinear problems that invoke
the slowly varying approximation (Roberts 2013).

• Remember that modelling dynamics is a nonlinear process. It is nonlin-
ear even when the underlying dynamics are linear: as in this modelling
of shear dispersion in a pipe. The underlying pde (11.9) is linear in
the concentration field. But the ‘shear dispersion’ model (11.13) of
the dynamics contains the square of the mean velocity: the modelling
process from (11.9) to (11.13) is nonlinear. This nonlinearity in the
modelling process occurs because we model out-of-equilibrium dynam-
ics: the chain rule for ∂c/∂t leads to the product (∂c/∂C)(∂C/∂t)
of two unknowns to find. ‘Equilibirum’ dynamics may be modelled
with linear arguments, but out-of-equilibrium modelling is inherently
nonlinear.

• Another view of the advection-diffusion pde (11.3) is that it is a
Fokker–Planck equation for the probability density function of a parti-
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cle carried along the pipe at velocity u(r) and undergoing a stochastic
random walk across the pipe (coefficient κ). Then the modelling we
have done in this section derives an effective Fokker–Planck equation,
namely (11.14), for an effective stochastic advection-dispersion along
the pipe. The effective ‘Fokker–Planck’ equation (11.14) then corre-
sponds to a stochastic differential equation that, in effect, models the
long term random advection of a particle along the pipe.

Camassa et al. (2010) discussed quite extensively such a stochastic
view of shear dispersion.12

11.6 Exercises

Exercise 11.1: (different amplitudes). Algorithm 11.1 implements the
definition of the amplitude being the cross-pipe average concentra-
tion, C(x, t) := mean c(r, θ, x, t). Modify only the linv operator to
implement different amplitude definitions, execute the algorithm, and
compare the resulting models:

1. the centre pipe value, C(x, t) := c(0, θ, x, t);

2. the average around the pipe wall, C(x, t) := 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 c(1, θ, x, t) dθ ;

3. the ‘cup concentration’, proportional to the flux of material, past
any station x, namely C(x, t) := 1

π

∫ 1
0 2(1− r2)c(r, θ, x, t) rdθ dr .

Observe in the resulting models that only the expressions for the
slow manifold field c(r, θ, x, t) differ, the evolution equation for each
amplitude is identical. In linear dynamics the evolution is independent
of any linear redefinition of the amplitude (Lemma 9.1).

12One might enquire what is the stochastic counterpart role of the higher order terms in
higher order models such as (11.15)? Such higher order effects correspond to non-Gaussian
characteristics in the effective longitudinal random walk.
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Exercise 11.2: (dispersion in a shear thinning flow). Suppose the flow
down the pipe is of a shear thinning fluid. Then the flow is more like
that of a plug flow: there are rapid shear layers near the pipe wall;
and the flow in the centre of the pipe is more like a plug. Assume the
‘shear thinning’ fluid flow has non-dimensional velocity u = 3

2U(1− r4).
What changes need to be made to the analysis and computer algebra to
cater for this along stream advection velocity? Modify Algorithm 11.1
and execute to construct the slowly varying model of dispersion.

Answer: The slow manifold is c = C − 1
96 (5 − 12r2 + 4r6)U∂C/∂x +

O
(
∂2x
)

On this slow manifold the evolution is ∂C/∂t = −U∂C/∂x + (1 +
U2

96 )∂2C/∂x2 − 13
483840U

3∂3C/∂x3 +O
(
∂4x
)
.

Exercise 11.3: (leaky pipe dispersion). Suppose the material being carried
along the pipe is not perfectly conserved but leaks through the pipe
wall; for example, the material might be heat energy that radiates out
of the pipe; or the material might be extremely fine suspended particles
that are weakly attracted to the pipe walls by van der Waals forces
but then remain stuck once attracted. Then the boundary condition
on the pipe wall becomes

∂c

∂r
+ εc = 0 at r = 1 ,

for some non-dimensional parameter ε measuring the strength of the
material loss. Comment on the theoretical support for a model when the
parameter ε is small. Modify Algorithm 11.1 and execute to construct
the slowly varying model of dispersion in the presence of such small loss
of material. Hint: in addition to working to some error O

(
εp
)
, you only

need to code a change to the update of the evolution ĝ in proportion
to the residual of the new boundary condition—the update v̂ of the
concentration field then looks after itself.

Answer: The slow manifold is c = [1 + ε( 14 − 1
2r

2)]C − 1
24 [2− 6r2 + 3r6 +

1
24ε(5 − 36r2 + 54r4 − 20r6)]∂C/∂x + O

(
∂2x, ε

2
)

On this slow manifold the

evolution is ∂C/∂t = −2εC − (1 + 1
6ε)∂C/∂x + (δ + 1

48 + 1
1440ε)∂

2C/∂x2 +

O
(
∂3x, ε

2
)
.
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Exercise 11.4: (heat exchanger). Consider two thin pipes in which a
fluid carries heat at different velocities, ua and ub (Roberts 1988, 2013).
Suppose the pipes are next to each other so that heat is exchanged
from the hotter fluid to the cooler. Letting a(x, t) and b(x, t) denote
the temperature in each fluid at position x at time t, suppose that the
heat transport and exchange is governed by the coupled pdes

∂a

∂t
+ ua

∂a

∂x
= b− a ,

∂b

∂t
+ ub

∂b

∂x
= a− b .

1. Take the Fourier transform in space and find the spectrum in
terms of the wavenumber k and the mean and difference velocities:
v = (ua + ub)/2 and w = (ua − ub)/2 .

2. Hence justify a slow manifold model of the heat exchanger for
small wavenumbers (slowly varying in space).

3. Construct in Fourier space the slowly varying model of the heat
exchanger.

4. Given the square-root singularity in the spectrum you found in
the first part, what do you expect to be the radius of convergence
of the power series in wavenumber k?

5. By taking the sum and difference of the original governing pdes,
writing in terms of mean and difference variables, c = (a+ b)/2
and d = (a− b)/2 , directly construct in physical variables a slow
manifold model. Compare with the previous part.

Answer: Spectrum λ = −1− ivk ±
√

1− w2k2. Slow manifold evolution

is ∂c/∂t ≈ −v∂c/∂x+ 1
2w

2∂2c/∂x2 − 1
8w

4∂4c/∂x4 .

Exercise 11.5: (homogenise lattice dynamics). The Fourier transform
of Section 11.2 also rigorously justifies homogenising diffusion. Here
consider dynamics on the lattice of Figure 11.3. At each point of the
lattice the field un(t) evolves by ‘diffusive’ exchange with its neighbours

dun
dt

= a−n (un−1 − un) + a+
n (un+1 − un), (11.17)
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- x

−2 −1 0 1 2 3 4· · · · · ·

u−2(t) u−1(t) u0(t) u1(t) u2(t) u3(t) u4(t)· · · · · ·
a12 a12 a12 a12a21 a21 a21 a21

Figure 11.3: schematic diagram of inhomogeneous diffusion on a lattice of
material un(t), and two-periodic diffusivity a21 and a12 between even and
odd lattice points.

where the coefficients of interaction are periodic in n with period two
(a±n are alternatively a12 and a21 as shown in Figure 11.3). These equa-
tions model the diffusion of quantity u through a microscale laminate
of alternating material and with alternating diffusivities. Our challenge
is to deduce the effective macroscale diffusion equation for the field u
over large distances x.

Proceed by taking the Fourier transform, but of every second lattice
point. Figure 11.4 shows how the field at every second point is smooth
whereas the field at every point has detailed sawtooth structure. That
is, we seek lattice fields for even n and odd n separately: for subscript 1
denoting odd points, and subscript 2 denoting even points, and for
spatial Fourier wavenumber k in x-variations seek

un(t) =

∫ π/2

−π/2
eiknũ1(k, t) dk , odd n ;

un(t) =

∫ π/2

−π/2
eiknũ2(k, t) dk , even n .

• Substitute into the microscale lattice dynamics (11.17), and since
on the lattice the modes eikn are linearly independent over the
range of wavenumbers −π/2 < k < π/2, then equate coefficients
of the integrand to deduce the Fourier transformed version of
equation (11.17) is the coupled system of odd/even dynamics

dũ1

dt
= a21(e−ikũ2 − ũ1) + a12(eikũ2 − ũ1),

dũ2

dt
= a12(e−ikũ1 − ũ2) + a21(eikũ1 − ũ2).
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Figure 11.4: an example solution of diffusion (11.17) with alternating diffu-
sivity: black points, the complete field has ‘complicated’ sawtooth structure;
blue and red, however, sampling at every second point shows the smooth
macroscale structure.

• When wavenumber k = 0 (extremely long wavelengths in x), show
that this system has eigenvalues 0 and −2(a21 + a21). Hence
deduce there exists a slow manifold model for at least some small
but finite range of wavenumbers k.

• Define the mean Fourier component Ũ(k, t) = [ũ1(k, t)+ũ2(k, t)]/2
and then argue that the slow manifold is ũ1 ≈ ũ2 ≈ Ũ .

• Seek the slow manifold in a power series in small wavenumber k,
expanding e±ik = 1± ik− 1

2k
2 + · · · , to deduce the slow manifold

evolution of the mean Fourier component is dŨ/dt ≈ −k2āŨ for
the harmonic mean coefficient of diffusivity ā = 2a12a21/(a12 +
a21).13

13The 2×2 matrix equations that need to be solved are the analogues of the ‘cell problem’
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• Linearly superpose mean Fourier components over a range of small
wavenumbers k to deduce that an emergent slow manifold model
of the diffusion on the lattice is the classic ‘homogenised equation’

∂U

∂t
≈ āh2∂

2U

∂x2
for lattice spacing h.

What microscale field is predicted in terms of U(x, t)?

• Extend the above analysis to at least quartic terms in wavenum-
ber k to find higher order corrections to the homogenised diffusion
model.

Exercise 11.6: (dispersion in a channel). Model the slowly varying, long
time, dispersion of material in a two dimensional channel −1 < y < 1
when governed by the non-dimensional advection diffusion pde

∂c

∂t
+ 3

2U(1− y2)
∂c

∂x
=
∂2c

∂y2
+
∂2c

∂x2
,

∂c

∂y
= 0 on y = ±1 .

1. Assuming slow variations in x, find the spectrum of the cross-
channel diffusion operator to justify a slow manifold model.

2. Modify Algorithm 11.1 to construct models of the dispersion.

3. Derive the above non-dimensional advection diffusion pde from a
dimensional problem. Then transform the non-dimensional model
into dimensional terms. Interpret.

Answer: Spectrum is λn = −n2π2/4 for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The slow manifold

is c = C − 1
120 (7− 30y2 + 15y4)U∂C/∂x+O

(
∂2x
)

On this slow manifold the

evolution is ∂C/∂t = −U∂C/∂x + (1 + 2U2

105 )∂2C/∂x2 + 4
17325U

3∂3C/∂x3 +

O
(
∂4x
)
.

that one reads about in traditional approaches to homogenisation.
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Exercise 11.7: (‘turbulent’ dispersion in a channel). Model the slowly
varying, long time, dispersion of material in a two dimensional channel
−1 < y < 1 when governed by the non-dimensional advection diffusion
pde

∂c

∂t
+ 3

2(1− y2)
∂c

∂x
=

∂

∂y

[
(1− y2)

∂c

∂y

]
, c bounded on y = ±1 .

For example, the cross-channel diffusion coefficient (1− y2) may repre-
sent turbulent mixing in a channel where the mixing by small eddies is
smaller near the sides than the mixing by bigger eddies in the middle
of the channel.14

1. Assuming slow variations in x, use Sturm–Liouville theory (Ta-
ble 9.1 or standard texts (Kreyszig 2011, §5.7, e.g.)) on an ode in y
to justify a slow manifold model. In particular, since the second
eigenvector v2(y) must have one zero, Table 9.1.3, use the rough
approximation v2(y) ≈ y and the Rayleigh quotient, Table 9.1.6,
to roughly estimate the leading negative eigenvalue λ2.15

2. Modify Algorithm 11.1 to construct models of the dispersion. Hint:
the operator linv does not have to be exactly correct, solving
(−y2cy)y = Res (and ignoring any constant terms in the Res) is
sufficient to ensure convergence, albeit in more iterations.16

3. Derive the above non-dimensional advection diffusion pde from a
dimensional problem. Then transform the non-dimensional model
into dimensional terms. Interpret.

14Setting the mixing proportional to the advection velocity is characteristic of eddy
viscosity models of turbulence. Strictly, the model asserts the mixing is proportional to
the velocity gradient, but in a relatively wide channel or river the dominant gradient is the
one over the depth of the fluid that we have not resolved.

15This approximation of v2(y) is the exact eigenvector, but we do not need to know that
in order to estimate λ2, especially as theoretical support only needs the rough value of the
eigenvalue.

16The reason this hack of the update works is that it incurs an error, but the error is of
lower powers in y. Thus successive iterates drive the errors to lower and lower powers in y
until the error disappears at y0 (provided the update to the evolution is correct).
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Answer: The slow manifold is c = C− 1
12 (1−3y2)∂C/∂x+O

(
∂2x
)
. On this

slow manifold the evolution is ∂C/∂t = −∂C/∂x+ 1
30∂

2C/∂x2+ 1
630∂

3C/∂x3+

O
(
∂4x
)
.

Exercise 11.8: (‘turbulent’ dispersion in a pipe). Model the slowly varying,
long time, dispersion of material along a pipe. Assume the pipe has
non-dimensional radius 1 and the material concentration is governed by
the non-dimensional advection diffusion pde (11.3) adapted to when
the ‘eddy diffusivity’17 is κ ∝ 1− r2. The boundary condition on the
pipe wall is here that c is bounded.

1. Assuming slow variations in x, use Sturm–Liouville theory (higher
dimensional analogues of Table 9.1 or (Kreyszig 2011, §5.7, e.g.))
on a pde in r and θ to justify a slow manifold model. In particular,
use the rough approximation that the second eigenvector v2(r, θ) ≈
r cos θ and the Rayleigh quotient, a generalisation of Table 9.1.6,
to roughly estimate the leading negative eigenvalue λ2.

2. Modify Algorithm 11.1 to construct models of the dispersion. Hint:
the operator linv does not have to be exactly correct, solving
r−1(−r3cr)r = Res (and ignoring any constant terms in the Res)
is sufficient to ensure convergence, albeit in more iterations.18

3. Interpret the model.

Answer: Eigenvalue λ2 ≈ −4 . The slow manifold is c = C − 1
8 (1 −

2r2) Pe ∂C/∂x + O
(
∂2x
)
. On this slow manifold the evolution is ∂C/∂t =

−Pe ∂C/∂x+ ( 1
2 + 1

24 Pe2)∂2C/∂x2 − 1
24 Pe ∂3C/∂x3 +O

(
∂4x
)
.

17As in the previous Exercise 11.7, setting the mixing proportional to the advection
velocity is characteristic of eddy viscosity models of turbulence.

18The reason this hack of the update works is that it incurs an error, but the error is of
lower powers in r. Thus successive iterates drive the errors to lower and lower powers in r
until the error disappears at r0 (provided the update to the evolution is correct).
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Exercise 11.9: (field flow fractionation). Consider the transport of some
molecules in a symmetric field-flow fractionation channel as analysed
by Giddings (1986) and Schure et al. (1989), for example. This exercise
models the transport and dispersion of the molecules using centre
manifold theory following the approach of Suslov & Roberts (1999).
Consider the advection-diffusion of the molecules with concentration
field c(x, y, t) described by the conservation pde (10.5) in the shear
velocity field q = γ̇yi− v0j :

• a small downwards vertical velocity v0 is applied in field flow
fractionation to gather the molecules near the y = 0 bottom
boundary—the fluid is forced through a porous bed at y = 0 but
the molecules are too big to penetrate the bed;

• because the molecules are gathered near y = 0, only the shear γ̇yi
is important in the advection, the ‘distant’ upper wall is negligible.

1. Non-dimensionalise the system with respect to the length κ/v0

where diffusion balances downwards advection, and the time v2
0/κ

for diffusion to act across such a length. Derive the pde

∂c

∂t
+ Uy

∂c

∂x
− ∂c

∂y
=
∂2c

∂x2
+
∂2c

∂y2
,

for non-dimensional parameter U = γ̇κ/v2
0. Argue that parame-

ter U may be viewed as a Peclet number.19

Estimate the characteristic parameters for the field-flow fractiona-
tion data of Table 11.2.

2. Boundary conditions are that the concentration c→ 0 as y →∞ ,
and that there is no flux of molecules through the bed. Derive
that this no flux condition non-dimensionalises to

c+
∂c

∂y
= 0 on y = 0 .

19Some prefer to also scale the lateral x-direction differently to the transverse y-direction.
But let’s not assume so a priori.
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Table 11.2: Typical set of physical parameters for field-flow fractionation and
the consequent parameters (in the second part) appearing in the analysis.
The data is for the Cow Pea Mosaic Virus (Litzén 1993, p.464) in the field-flow
fractionation channel of Wahlund & Giddings (1987).

Parameter Value

Channel height 0.05 cm
Kinematic viscosity 0.01 cm2 / s
Mean longitudinal velocity 0.1 cm / s
Cross-flow velocity v0 5× 10−4 cm / s
Molecular diffusivity κ 2× 10−7 cm2 / s

3. Find the slow subspace of equilibria c = Ce−y.

4. Verify there are homogeneous solutions of the pde and bc for all
(real) λ < 0 of the form

c = eλt


e−y/2

[
cos `y − (2`)−1 sin `y

]
for ` > 0 ,

e−y/2(1− y/2),

e−y/2
[

cosh `y − (2`)−1 sinh `y
]

for 1
2 > ` > 0 .

This apparently continuous spectrum affects our results, but derive
that any ‘distant’ top wall, say with bc c+ ∂c/∂y = 0 at y = B ,
discretises the spectrum so that all eigenvalues λ < −1/4 except
for the zero eigenvalue of the mode e−y. Deduce there exists an
emergent slow manifold model for solutions varying slowly enough
in the lateral x-direction.

5. Derive that the slow manifold, parametrised by C(x, t) := c(x, 0, t)
say, is

c = e−yC − 1
2Uy

2e−y
∂C

∂x
+U2(y2 + 1

3y
3 + 1

8y
4)e−y

∂2C

∂x2
+O

(
∂3
x

)
,

such that

∂C

∂t
= −U ∂C

∂x
+ (1 + 2U2)

∂2C

∂x2
+O

(
∂3
x

)
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6. Discuss how molecules with different diffusivity are advected at
different speeds (relative to the reference speed v0) along the
channel, hence reach the end of the channel at different times, and
are thus separated. Discuss how the effective lateral dispersion
affects the separation of different molecules.

7. Write, debug, and execute a Mathematica program to compute
high order approximations to the slow manifold model. Observe
that the evolution equation is roughly ∂C/∂t ∼∑n(−a)nn!∂nC/∂xn ,
and hence is at best asymptotic for all wavenumbers in lateral
structure (reflecting the potential for a continuous spectrum noted
above).

Exercise 11.10: (dispersion in porous media). In flow in porous media
such as soil or underground aquifers, the fluid flows through the highly
tortuous ‘pipes’ of the pores between granules of material. In such
flow there is no regular physical structure on which to base analysis.
Instead one posits a microscopic modelling parametrising the ‘cross-
stream’ direction by the advection velocity v rather than the physical
cross-stream direction. One argues the following.

• The concentration of interest c(x, v, t) is the concentration of
particles at position x at time t that are travelling at velocity v
through nano-scale pores.

• The nano-pores occupy a fraction φ of the physical space, and the
distribution of nano-pore sizes is such that the probability of a
particle travelling at velocity v through its pore is ψ(v) (where∫
ψ(v) dv = 1). For example, take ψ = e−v for v ≥ 0 .

• The particles may stick to the pores surface or may be stuck in a
constriction, and the probability of this happening is proportional
to how far the particles travel; that is, absorption of particles
occurs at a rate µvc for v ≥ 0 .

• Because of such nano-pore physics, particles may be injected or
removed from travelling at the equilibrium velocity distribution ψ.
But mixing at nano-channel junctions tends to restore the the
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equilibrium velocity distribution ψ. Particles tend to meet such
pore junctions at a rate v̄/` where ` is a typical pore-channel
length and v̄ is the mean advection velocity. Thus a perturbed
velocity distribution will relax to the equilibrium distribution ψ
at this rate v̄/`.

• Putting this all together, only allowing positive velocities v ≥ 0 ,
the microscale continuum model for movement of particles in the
porous media is

φ
∂c

∂t
+ v

∂c

∂x
= −µvc+

v̄

`

[
ψ(v)

∫ ∞
0

c dv − c
]
. (11.18)

1. Argue that for slow variations in longitudinal direction x and for
weak absorption, small µ, the spectrum of the dynamics of (11.18)
has one zero eigenvalue and the rest are identical, namely −v̄/(`φ).
Hint: decompose c(v, t) into a part that has zero mean and a part
proportional to ψ(v); that is, substitute c(v, t) = C(t)ψ(v)+ c̃(v, t)
where

∫∞
0 c̃ dv = 0 .

2. Choose the particular equilibrium distribution that ψ = e−v

for v ≥ 0 (and zero otherwise). Set ` = 1 for simplicity. Then
construct a low order approximation of the slow manifold of slowly
varying, advection dispersion (separately consider the components
with zero mean and the component proportional to ψ(v)). Express
the slow manifold model in terms of the total C(x, t) =

∫∞
0 c dv .

Interpret.

3. The slow manifold model is

φ
∂C

∂t
= −µC − (1− 2µ)

∂C

∂x
+ (1− 6µ)

∂2C

∂x2
+O

(
µ2, ∂3

x

)
.

Now physical advection velocities are v ≥ 0 so the coefficient in
parentheses in front of ∂C/∂x surely has to be positive. Further,
physically the coefficient of the dispersion term ∂2C/∂x2 needs
to be positive for a sound model. However, for parameter µ >
1/2 both coefficients are unphysically negative. Modify the slow
manifold model so that it is still consistent with the asymptotic
analysis and both coefficients are physically positive.
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4. Extension: Explore the slow manifold, slowly varying models for
other equilibrium velocity distributions ψ(v).

Answer: c = e−v[1 + µ(1 − v)]C + e−v[1 − v + µ(−4v + 2v2)]∂C/∂x +

e−v[−2v+v2+µ(3−3v+9v2−3v3)]∂2C/∂x2+O
(
µ2, ∂3x

)
such that φ∂C/∂t =

−µC− (1− 2µ)∂C/∂x+ (1− 6µ)∂2C/∂x2 +O
(
µ2, ∂3x

)
. There are indefinitely

many possible ‘physical’ modifications that maintain asymptotic correctness:

two are φ∂C/∂t = −µC−(1+2µ)−1∂C/∂x+(1+6µ)−1∂2C/∂x2 +O
(
µ2, ∂3x

)
and φ∂C/∂t = −µC − e−2µ∂C/∂x+ e−6µ∂2C/∂x2 +O

(
µ2, ∂3x

)
.

Exercise 11.11: (slowly varying melt-solid interface). Reconsider the
Stefan problem of the melting of a solid such as ice. Section 8.8 showed
how the dynamics of melting was modelled by a slow manifold. But
there the melting was into a one dimensional solid. What if the melt
and solid had two or three dimensions?

Define the mathematical problem. Let coordinate z measure distance
into the melting solid (ice at 0◦C for example), let coordinate x measure
lateral distance across the melt-solid, and define u(x, z, t) to be the
temperature field in the melt-solid. From time t = 0 we start and
maintain heating of the surface z = 0 for all x at non-dimensional
temperature one: u(x, 0, t) = 1 is a boundary condition. The solid,
initially at temperature u(x, z, 0) = 0 , heats by diffusion governed by
the classic (non-dimensional) diffusion equation

∂u

∂t
= ∇2u =

∂2u

∂x2
+
∂2u

∂z2
, (11.19)

and melts wherever the temperature u > 0 . Let the interface between
the solid and the melt be at z = s(x, t), then modelling indicates
the boundary conditions at the interface are that the melt and solid
temperature u(x, s, t) = 0 , and that the interface moves according to20

∂s

∂t
= k

(
∂u

∂z
− ∂s

∂x

∂u

∂x

)
at z = s−. (11.20)

20When the interface depends upon lateral coordinate x, then melting normal to the
interface is at an angle to the z direction. Since a normal to the interface z = s(x, t) is
k − isx , the distance in z corresponding to the interface moving a distance in the normal
is ∆s = ∆z =

√
1 + s2x∆n . The solid melts at a rate proportional to the heat flux across
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These define the physical fields and the governing equations.

Now seek a slow manifold model given slow variations laterally in space.

1. As always, first find interesting equilibria. As in Section 8.8,
argue that there is a family of equilibria when melt-solid coupling
parameter k = 0 , but now when there are also no lateral variations,
∂/∂x = 0 .

2. Linearise the dynamics about these equilibria to find the spec-
trum supports the existence of a slow manifold—one that is global
in s(x, t) provided parameter k is small and the lateral deriva-
tives ∂/∂x are small.

3. Analogous to Section 8.8, construct a slow manifold model, assum-
ing small k and slow variations in x, using a couple of iterations.

Answer: The leading approximation of temperature u = 1 − z/s leads

to the pde model ∂s/∂t ≈ (−k/s)(1 + s2x), but a second iteration suggests

instead the pde ∂s/∂t ≈ (−k/s)
[
1 + 1

3k + 1
3s

2
x + 2

3ssxx
]
.

Exercise 11.12: (basic pattern diffusion). The Swift–Hohenberg pde

∂u

∂t
+ (1− ε)u+ 2∇2u+∇4u+ u3 = 0 , (11.21)

is an interesting toy problem for exploring pattern formation and
evolution (Swift & Hohenberg 1977, Cross et al. 1986, Hutt 2008, e.g.).
As a first suggestive indication of its pattern formation, let’s consider its
marginal (ε = 0), linear, one space dimension, dynamics by modelling
the field u(x, t) governed by the pde

∂u

∂t
+ u+ 2

∂2u

∂x2
+
∂4u

∂x4
= 0 . (11.22)

the interface from the melt: that is, ∆n/∆t is proportional to the normal gradient of
temperature (∇u) · (k − isx)/

√
1 + s2x = (uz − sxux)/

√
1 + s2x . Putting these together

gives boundary condition (11.20).
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Just as for shear dispersion, consider the x spatial dimension to be
very large and it is the evolution of solutions to the pde (11.22) over
large space scales that is of interest.21

1. Analogous to shear dispersion, Section 11.2, take the Fourier
transform in space by writing the field u(x, t) =

∫∞
−∞ e

ikxũ(k, t) dk,
for wavenumber k, and deriving the transformed system dũ/dt =
−(1− k2)2ũ .

2. Notionally adjoin the ode dk/dt = 0 and explore the dynamics
in (k, ũ)-space. Deduce there are two subspaces of equilibria for
wavenumbers ±1 .

3. Deduce that near each subspace of equilibria, there are corre-
sponding slow subspaces where dũ/dt ≈ −4κ2ũ for wavenumbers
k = ±(1 + κ) and small κ. Deduce that for other wavenumbers,
ũ decays exponentially quickly: find a useful bound on the rate of
decay for |κ| > K for any given K.

4. Analogous to shear dispersion, section 11.2.2, combine these slow
subspaces together.

(a) For any given small K, define the complex amplitude field

U(x, t) =
∫K
−K e

iκxũ(1 +κ, t) dκ and its complement Ū(x, t) =∫K
−K e

−iκxũ(−1 − κ, t) dκ . Deduce these fields satisfy the

diffusion pdes ∂U/∂t ≈ 4∂2U/∂x2 and ∂Ū/∂t ≈ 4∂2Ū/∂x2.

(b) Further, deduce the original field is approximately

u(x, t) ≈ U(x, t)eix + Ū(x, t)e−ix +O
(
e−βt

)
for some rate β.

5. Discuss how this expression for the field u(x, t) predicts that from
any initial condition a pattern quickly forms with characteristic
length 2π, and then the pattern diffuses out in space. Perhaps

21This exercise suggests how one might model complex pattern forming systems without
the ad hoc mathematical introduction of multiple spatial scales to represent the one physical
space.
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discuss specifically the case where the initial field u(x, 0) is non-
zero only in some finite bounded part of the spatial domain. You
may like to reread Section ?? on complex amplitude descriptions
of oscillations.

Exercise 11.13: (pattern diffusion emerges). I introduced (Roberts 1992b,
Eq. (34)–(35)) a pattern forming system with more microscale structure
than the Swift–Hohenberg equation (11.21). In this exercise explore
the large scale spatial dynamics of the two fields u(x, t) and v(x, t)
coupled by the one spatial dimension, linear, system

∂u

∂t
= −u− ∂4u

∂x4
− 2

∂2v

∂x2
,

∂v

∂t
= −2

∂2u

∂x2
− v − ∂4v

∂x4
. (11.23)

Repeat Exercise 11.12 but with the two component fields u and v
instead of just one field.

Exercise 11.14: (embed to homogenise heterogeneous diffusion). Consider
materials with complicated microstructure: we want to model their
large scale dynamics by equations with effective, ‘average’ coefficients.
Heterogeneous diffusion in 1D is the simplest such example: suppose
the material has structure so that ‘heat’ u(x, t) diffuses according to

∂u

∂t
=

∂

∂x

{
κ(x)

∂u

∂x

}
, (11.24)

where diffusion coefficient κ(x) is `-periodic in space: κ(x) characterises
the heterogeneity. Our challenge is to derive the effective pde

∂U

∂t
= κ̄

∂2U

∂x2
+ · · · (11.25)

for some effective mean field U(x, t), some effective macroscale diffusiv-
ity κ̄, and possibly with some higher order corrections.
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Figure 11.5: cylindrical domain of the embedding pde (11.25) for field
v(x, ξ, t). Obtain solutions of the heterogeneous diffusion pde (11.24) on the
blue line as u(x, t) = v(x, x+ φ, t) for any constant phase φ.

Techniques such as homogenisation or multiple scales provide a mech-
anism for deriving effective models such as (11.25), but only in the
limit of infinite scale separation between the microscale ‘cell’-size `
and the macroscale domain size, say L. Instead, this exercise uses
embedding and our approach to slowly varying solutions to provide
rigorous support to the modelling at finite scale separation: that is,
L is larger than `, but not infinitely so. This exercise illustrates the
general principle that models of microscale structures are often best
phrased as ensemble averages (Young et al. 2001, Birch & Young 2006,
e.g.).

1. Invent an embedding by considering a field v(x, ξ, t) satisfying the
pde

∂v

∂t
=

(
∂

∂x
+

∂

∂ξ

){
κ(ξ)

(
∂v

∂x
+
∂v

∂ξ

)}
(11.26)

in the domain ξ ∈ [0, `] and with `-periodic boundary conditions
in ξ as indicated by Figure 11.5. Show that the field u(x, t) :=
v(x, x + φ, t) (that is, the field v evaluated on the blue lines in
Figure 11.5) satisfies the heterogeneous diffusion pde

∂u

∂t
=

∂

∂x

{
κ(x+ φ)

∂u

∂x

}
. (11.27)

Hence deduce a solution of (11.26) gives a solution of (11.24).
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2. Now suppose you are given a solution u(x, t) of (11.24). Embed
this given solution in any set of fields uφ(x, t) that solve (11.27)
with u0(x, t) = u(x, t) and that the field uφ is smooth in φ, x
and t. Show that v(x, ξ, t) := uξ−x(x, t) satisfies (11.26). Hence
deduce that (11.26) and (11.27) are equivalent, and that they give
us a set of solutions for an ensemble of materials all with the same
diffusivity structure, but with the structural phase of the material
shifted through all possibilities.

3. Let’s analyse the embedding pde (11.26) for a useful slow mani-
fold. Show that for negligible wavenumber in x (via the Fourier
transform) or negligible variations in x (directly), the pde (11.26)
possess a 1D subspace of equilibria, v ∝ constant in ξ.

To check the spectrum about all of these equilibria, argue that
the eigenvalue ode from (11.26) is Sturm–Liouville and hence has

only real eigenvalues. Take
∫ `

0 · · · v dξ of the eigenvalue problem
and deduce eigenvalues

λ ≤ −κmin

∫ `
0 v

2
ξ dξ∫ `

0 v
2 dξ

.

Use the calculus of variations to minimise the numerator subject
to the denominator being constant, and subject to the necessary
condition that v(ξ) has zero mean (being orthogonal to the eigen-
vector corresponding to λ = 0). Deduce all non-zero eigenvalues
satisfy λ ≤ −4π2κmin/`

2.

Hence argue that a slow manifold model of the embedding pde (11.26)
exists and generally emerges on a cross-cell diffusion time.22

4. For definiteness, let the diffusivity be say κ = 1/(1 + a cosx) for
cell size ` = 2π and some constant a. Construct a low-order
approximation to the slow manifold model of the embedding
pde (11.26) and, in terms of a ‘mean’ field V (x, t), find that
v = V +a sin ξ ∂V /∂x+a cos ξ ∂2V /∂x2 + · · · such that V evolves

22As an extension to the exercise, discuss the apparent paradox of emergent order from
an ensemble of physically disconnected solutions of different phases φ.
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according to ∂V /∂t = ∂2V /∂x2 + · · · . Relate this slow manifold
model to the proposed effective diffusion pde (11.25).
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Part IV Summary

• This Part demonstrates how to put approximations based upon slow
variation in space within the centre manifold framework. The resulting
models are still ‘infinite dimensional’ in that the models are pdes in
xt-space. However, the model pdes are considerably simpler than the
original dynamical equations because the original, being expressed as
pdes in xyt- and xyzt-space, are of ‘infinitely higher’ dimension again.

• Generally we invoke the Navier–Stokes (10.12) and continuity (10.1)
equations to together describe the small scale motion of a viscous
incompressible fluid. Our primary fields of interest are the velocity
field q(x, y, z, t) and a concentration field c(x, y, z, t), and to some
extent the pressure field p(x, y, z, t) (Section 10.1). Typically we treat
incompressible fluids except in special circumstances.

• Another flow property of great interest in fluid dynamics is the vor-
ticity, ∇× q, but for simplicity I choose not to expound on it and its
effects in this introduction.

• In dispersion of material in a pipe, Chapter 11 showed that the
advection-diffusion within the 3D space of the pipe, ∂c/∂t+ q ·∇c =
κ∇2c , could be modelled accurately in the long term by a very much
simpler 1D advection-dispersion, ∂C/∂t + U∂C/∂x = D∂2C/∂x2 ,
along the pipe. Hence, following an initial localised release, the long
term spread is approximately Gaussian. Interestingly, the effective
dispersion coefficient, (11.13), is typically very much larger than the
underlying diffusion coefficient. Such nonlinear dependence of the coef-
ficients is typical in modelling, even for linear systems, Section 11.5.
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Section 11.4 straightforwardly derived higher order corrections to the
advection-dispersion model. Indeed, we put a quantitative limit on the
spatial resolution of such a model via Fourier space.

• These models, being ‘infinite’ dimensional pdes, are rich enough to
describe a wide range of interesting dynamics. In contrast, models of
the pitchfork and Hopf bifurcation are just pale shadows of the full
range of dynamics inherent in the spatiotemporal dynamics of many
fluid problems.

• We explored a rigorous justification in Fourier space (for linear problems
such as shear dispersion) for this centre manifold approach to modelling
slow-variations in space. The techniques generalise immediately to
non-linear problems even though the theory does not—at least not yet
(Roberts 2013).

An interesting aspect of this use of centre manifold theory is a comparison
with the method of multiple scales. In contrast to the method of multiple
scales, our centre manifold approach puts very few a priori assumptions on
the size of various physical effects. The main requirement in a centre manifold
analysis is to qualitatively identify which are dominant terms, included in
the linear operator L, and which are perturbation terms, such as nonlinear
terms or slowly varying effects. In contrast, the method of multiple scales
puts strong constraints on the size of various effects: for example, in order
to derive the Taylor model of dispersion one has to scale space with ε,
time with ε2, and change to a moving coordinate system; having done all
that, there is no good rationale for generating higher order corrections to
the obtained leading order model. Whereas the centre manifold approach
naturally generates higher order approximations from iterative refinements.
I contend the method of multiple scales is a poorer paradigm for modelling
dynamics.
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Normal forms illuminate
many modelling issues
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It may give some practical results, but that’s not why we do it.
R. P. Feynman

This part discusses how coordinate transforms underpin mathematical
modelling. In any given example, one constructs a coordinate transform
to put a system into a normal form in which key modelling concepts are
clearly seen. The definition of a ‘normal form’ for a system of equations is
subjective. It all depends upon the purpose we have in mind. Here our aim
is to simplify the dynamics in a way that clearly and beautifully extracts
any useful low dimensional model.



372 Part V Contents

Chapter 12 begins to explore how to disentangle effects in nonlinear
dynamical systems to empower ready qualitative interpretation. We develop
the nonlinear analogue of matrix diagonalisation. The analogue is a nonlinear
coordinate transformation of the variables to what is called a normal form.
Only an introduction is given, but, for example, we see how linearisation is
indeed valid in two variable systems.
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Consider dynamics described by a set of ordinary differential equations.
A coordinate transformation of variables to a normal form tries to simplify
the algebraic description of the dynamics so that we easily deduce relevant
features such as stability or classification.

Example 12.1: (bend coordinates to simplify). Consider the pair of odes

ẋ = −2x and ẏ = −y + x2 ; (12.1)

Figure 12.1 shows some trajectories.
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y

x

Figure 12.1: some trajectories of the pair of coupled odes (12.1) evolve
towards the stable equilibrium at the origin.

Linearisation We might explore the odes as follows: the only equi-
librium (fixed point) of the dynamical system is x = y = 0 ; the
linearisation about this equilibrium is

ẋ ≈ −2x and ẏ ≈ −y ; (12.2)

both of these odes describe decaying dynamics and so the equilibrium
(x, y) = (0, 0) is a stable node.

But how do we really know that we can neglect the nonlinear term x2

in the y-equation? True, the argument that the term x2 is negligible
near (0, 0) is plausible; but is it correct? Normal form coordinate
transformations provide a sound route to answer this question.

Alternative coordinates For the system (12.1) try changing to
new coordinate variables (X,Y ) such that

x = X and y = Y − 1
3X

2. (12.3)

This coordinate transform slightly relabels the points in the xy-plane:
the origin is still the origin; but for example, the point with xy-label
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y Y

(a) x (b) X

Figure 12.2: (a) trajectories of the odes (12.1) with XY coordinate curves
superimposed; (b) trajectories replotted in the transformed XY -plane.

(1, 2
3) has XY -label (1, 1). The coordinate transform is a ‘slight’ rela-

belling because near the equilibrium of interest, the origin, the coordi-
nate transform is a near identity, x ≈ X and y ≈ Y . But the nonlinear
part of the transform ‘bends’ the xy-plane upwards to ‘straighten
out’ the dynamics in the XY -plane as shown in Figure 12.2. Now
algebraically find the dynamics of (12.1) in the new coordinates.

• First, X = x so Ẋ = ẋ = −2x = −2X . The variable X evolves
according to the linearisation (12.2).

• Second, from the ode (12.1) ẏ = −y + x2 = −Y + 1
3X

2 +X2 =

−Y + 4
3X

2, whereas from the transformation ẏ = Ẏ − 2
3XẊ =

Ẏ − 2
3X(−2X) = Ẏ + 4

3X
2. Equating these two expressions for

ẏ we deduce that the variable Y evolves according to simply
Ẏ = −Y . This is also the linearisation (12.2).

The near identity coordinate transform (12.3) brings out that Ẋ = −2X
and Ẏ = −Y . Hence the dynamics (solutions) of the original sys-
tem (12.1) correspond exactly to the dynamics (solutions) of this
simple pair of linear and uncoupled odes. That is, the nonlinearities
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in (12.3) simply ‘bend’ the dynamics of Ẋ = −2X and Ẏ = −Y , the
nonlinearities do not affect its qualitative nature—see the bending by
comparing Figures 12.1 and 12.2(b). The original linearisation (12.2)
is indeed valid. ♣

The important point of this example is that our normal form coordinate
transformation seeks new variables in which the dynamical properties are
plain for all to see.

Recall that the diagonalisation of matrices does analogous simplification
for linear problems. To use the ideas of normal form transformations we
usually, but not always, start with a system that already has its linear
terms diagonalised. Then the task of the normal form transformation is to
simplify the nonlinear terms, eliminating them if possible, so we readily see
the qualitative nature of the dynamics.

Example 12.2: (bend x). How do the nonlinearities in the system

ẋ = y2 , and ẏ = −y , (12.4)

affect the linearisation ẋ ≈ 0 and ẏ ≈ −y ? The answer here is: hardly
at all. However, it is not obvious because, as we see in subsequent
chapters, the slow evolution of x, namely ẋ ≈ 0 , is exquisitely sensitive
to nonlinearities. It just so happens that here the nonlinear term y2 is
not significant.

To see this, transform the dynamics to new variables X and Y such
that x = X − 1

2Y
2 and y = Y . These new variables are nearly the

same as x and y near the equilibrium at the origin, but not quite. Now
consider the dynamics.

• First, since y = Y , Ẏ = ẏ = −y = −Y . The Y dynamics are
identical to those for y.

• Second, ẋ = y2 = Y 2 and also from the transform ẋ = Ẋ − Y Ẏ =
Ẋ + Y 2 . Equating these two expressions for ẋ we deduce that
Ẋ = 0 . The X dynamics are exactly trivial.
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y Y

x X

Figure 12.3: trajectories of the pair of coupled odes (12.4) approach the line
y = 0 (left), but seen in the transformed XY -plane (right) they appear to
do so in a ‘straight fashion’.

The near identity coordinate transform demonstrates that the dynamics
of (12.4) are just a ‘bent’ version of the dynamics of its linearisation—
the linearisation ẋ ≈ 0 and ẏ ≈ −y is identical to the transformed
system Ẋ = 0 and Ẏ = −Y . Figure 12.3 shows trajectories of the
odes (12.4) appear straightened in the XY -plane. Thus we may in-
deed use the linearisation to report not only the qualitative dynamics
of (12.4), but also the quantitative. ♣

These applications are straightforward. In particular, I mysteriously
knew the necessary change of variables. Section 12.1 explores how to find
the change of variables, the coordinate transform, for a given dynamical
system. Usually we find the transform as a multivariate power series. In this
introduction to the topic, except for the next example, we only explore two
dimensional dynamical systems.

Historically, normal forms were primarily used to classify the low dimen-
sional dynamics of a system that had already been reduced to the centre
manifold. The next example is one such case.
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Example 12.3: (transform on a centre manifold). Chow et al. (1990)
considered the system

ẋ1 = −x2 − (x3 − x1)2, ẋ2 = x1 , ẋ3 = −(x3 − x1)2. (12.5)

Its linearisation is ẋ1 = −x2, ẋ2 = x1 and ẋ3 = 0 with eigenvalues ±i
and 0 that indicate the whole state space is the centre manifold. The
computer algebra (Macsyma) code of Chow et al. (1990) then constructs
a normal form that is easier to interpret. Correspondingly, my web
service for centre manifolds (Roberts 2012) constructs the change of
variables x1 = seit+ s̄e−it+ · · ·, x2 = −iseit+ is̄e−it+ · · ·, x3 = s3 + · · ·.
The new variable s3 is approximately x3, but less clear is that the new
variable s is the complex amplitude of the oscillations in x1 and x2 (see
Section ??). In these new variables, the system (12.5) becomes

ṡ ≈ s3s+ i
(

3
2s

2
3s− 1

6s
2s̄
)

+
(
− 17

4 s
3
3s+ 41

9 s3s
2s̄
)
,

ṡ3 ≈
(
− s2

3 − 2ss̄
)

+
(
4s4

3 + 9
2s

2
3ss̄− 271

18 s
2s̄2
)
.

The leading terms are enough to predict that s3 will generally evolve to
become negative, and then grow rapidly negative, since ṡ3 ≈ −s2

3−2|s|2.
But such negative s3 stabilises the oscillations by causing their complex
amplitude s to decay, since ṡ ≈ s3s. ♣

But our aim is different to such classification on the centre manifold. Here
our aim is to use coordinate transforms to create, support and interpret the
formation of centre manifold models of dynamical systems.

12.1 Unstable and stable manifolds of saddles

There are a variety of methods proposed to construct stable and unstable
manifolds: Krauskopf et al. (2006) surveyed some methods. However, it
appears hard to use most such methods in systems of high dimensionality
that is typical of complex systems. Thus herein we restrict attention to
algebraic methods that empower us to cope with high dimensions, albeit
only to some level of asymptotic approximation.
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y y

(a) x (b) x

Figure 12.4: (a) trajectories of
the coupled odes (12.6); (b) upon
making the coordinate trans-
form (12.7) with these plotted co-
ordinate curves; (c) are a ‘bent’
version of the classic saddle in the
XY -plane.

Y

(c) X

Example 12.4: Find a near identity change of variables, near the origin,
to place the system

ẋ = 2x+ y2 and ẏ = −y , (12.6)

into its normal form Ẋ = 2X and Ẏ = −Y . That is, find the change
of variable that ‘straightens’ the dynamics of Figure 12.4(a) into the
classic linear saddle shown in Figure 12.4(c).

Solution: The y equation is already in its normal form, so let us just
try to transform the x variable (as illustrated in Figure 12.4(b)): pose
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x = X + x̂(X,Y ) and y = Y for some as yet unknown x̂(X,Y ). Since
this change of variables is to be a near identity we want x̂(X,Y ) to be
small (compared with the dominant linear term x ≈ X). Substitute
into the right-hand side of the x equation (12.6):

2x+ y2 = 2X + 2x̂+ Y 2 .

But also x = X + x̂(X,Y ) so, using the chain rule, the time derivative
on the left-hand side of the x equation (12.6) is

ẋ = Ẋ +
∂x̂

∂X
Ẋ +

∂x̂

∂Y
Ẏ = 2X + 2X

∂x̂

∂X
− Y ∂x̂

∂Y
.

Equate these two expressions for the time derivative ẋ to deduce

2X
∂x̂

∂X
− Y ∂x̂

∂Y
− 2x̂ = Y 2.

This is a first example of a homological equation to seek a normal form.
Such homological equations may be quite tricky to solve. Let’s use the
following method of undetermined coefficients.

• If the modification x̂ has any X dependence, then ∂x̂/∂X would
be non-zero, hence the term on the left 2X∂x̂/∂X would generate
some X dependent terms on the left-hand side. But there are
no X dependent terms on the right-hand side so we discard any
thought of X dependence in the modification x̂.

• Thus try x̂ = cY q for some coefficient c and exponent q, then the
left-hand side becomes −(q + 2)cY q. This left-hand side must
match the right-hand side of simply Y 2 and hence the exponent
q = 2 and the coefficient c = −1/4 .

This analysis implies that the near identity change of variables

x = X − 1
4Y

2 and y = Y (12.7)

transforms the ode (12.6) into the simple normal form Ẋ = 2X and
Ẏ = −Y . Consequently, the dynamics of the ode (12.6) are simply a
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curved or “bent” version of those of the simple linear system Ẋ = 2X
and Ẏ = −Y .

This linear system is a saddle, since X grows exponentially as Y decays
exponentially. Thus the origin in the ode (12.6) is also a saddle, albeit
bent by the nonlinearity. ♣

In coupled pairs of nonlinear odes, there are special curves in state
space that guide the shape of the overall evolution. In Figure 12.4(a) of
Example 12.4:

• the horizontal line y = 0 attracts all solutions of the odes (12.6)—we
call the line y = 0 the unstable manifold (of the equilibrium at the
origin); whereas

• the parabola x = −y2/4 separates the solutions that grow x→∞ and
those that grow to x→ −∞ —we call the curve x = −y2/4 the stable
manifold (of the equilibrium at the origin).

Interestingly, converse statements hold when we run time backwards: the
stable manifold is attractive in reversed time; and the unstable manifold
separates solutions between y → ±∞ in reversed time. Also, the stable and
unstable manifolds of an equilibrium have other roles in other situations: for
example, in chaotic maps, they tangle together in a way that characterises
crucial aspects of the chaos. But their complementary nature always holds
and underlies their definition (Kuznetsov 1995, §2.2).

Definition 12.1 (hyperbolic equilibrium). An equilibrium of a dynamical
system (12.8) is termed hyperbolic if the linearisation of the dynamics has
no pure imaginary eigenvalues (more generally, if the eigenvalues are bounded
away from the imaginary axis).

For example, any saddle point is a hyperbolic equilibrium: the positive
and negative eigenvalues characteristic of a saddle are bounded away from
zero.
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Definition 12.2 (un/stable manifold). Consider a dynamical system of
odes

u̇ = f(u) , u ∈ Rn , (12.8)

with a hyperbolic equilibrium at u∗:
1

• the set of initial conditions whose subsequent evolution approaches the
equilibrium is called its stable manifold,

Ms = {u(0) : u(t)→ u∗ , t→ +∞} ; (12.9)

• the set of initial conditions whose backwards evolution approaches the
equilibrium is called its unstable manifold,

Mu = {u(0) : u(t)→ u∗ , t→ −∞} . (12.10)

At this stage we have no right to call these sets ‘manifolds’ because we
do not know that they are smooth nor that they have a definite dimension;
Theorem 12.3 provides the assurance.

Example 12.5: (Stable and unstable manifolds).

• In the system (12.6), the unstable manifold Mu of the origin
is the line y = 0 , whereas the stable manifold Ms is the curve
x = −y2/4 .

• In the system (12.1), the entire xy-plane is the stable manifold as
all solutions are attracted to the origin; the unstable manifold is
empty.

• For the system (12.4), the equilibrium at the origin is not hyper-
bolic as one eigenvalue is zero. Later we generalise the definition
of a stable manifold Ms so that here it is the curve x = −y2/2 .

Observe in these examples that the stable and unstable manifolds are
indeed smooth curves in the plane and hence are justifiably called man-
ifolds. Also the non-trivial manifolds are tangent to the eigenvectors
of the linearised evolution near the equilibrium. The next theorem
formalises these general properties. ♣

1Often the origin is placed at the equilibrium.
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Theorem 12.3 (local manifolds). Let u∗ be a hyperbolic equilibrium of a
dynamical system (12.8). Then within some neighbourhood of the equilib-
rium u∗ the stable and unstable manifoldsMs andMu are smooth manifolds.
Moreover, these manifolds are tangent, respectively, to the eigenspaces of the
linearised dynamics corresponding to eigenvalues with negative real part and
positive real part, respectively.

Kuznetsov (1995) [§2.2] gave more discussion and an outline of a proof.

12.2 Normal forms display the stable and
unstable manifolds

Let’s return to coordinate transforms. Reconsider the stable and unstable
manifolds of Examples 12.2 and 12.4 but now let’s clearly see these manifolds
in the normal form of the dynamics.

• The normal form of the system (12.6) is Ẋ = 2X and Ẏ = −Y .
The general solution of this pair of linear equations is (X,Y ) =
(X0e

2t, Y0e
−t). To identify the stable manifold of solutions observe

that if X0 is non-zero then the solution grows. Hence for a solution to
decay to zero as t→ +∞ we must have X0 = 0 . That is, the Y -axis
is the stable manifold. Conversely for the unstable manifold: for the
solutions→ 0 as t→ −∞ we must have Y0 = 0 , namely the X-axis is
the unstable manifold.

Then, since we know the coordinate transform (12.7) that x = X− 1
4Y

2

and y = Y : we know the stable manifold X0 = 0 becomes x0 = −1
4y

2
0

as commented upon earlier; similarly, the unstable manifold Y0 = 0 is
simply y0 = 0 .

• The normal form of the system (12.4) is Ẋ = 0 and Ẏ = −Y . The
general solution of this pair of linear equations is (X,Y ) = (X0, Y0e

−t).
Thus the stable manifold of solutions, those→ 0 as t→ +∞ , is simply
X0 = 0 , namely the Y -axis.

Then, since we know the coordinate transform x = X − 1
2Y

2 and
y = Y : we know the stable manifold X0 = 0 becomes x0 = −1

2y
2
0 as

commented upon earlier.
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In the normal form, the unstable and stable manifolds are the corresponding
linear eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalues with positive and negative
real parts, respectively.

12.3 Solve homological equations to find normal
forms

The previous section uses coupled pairs of odes which are sufficiently simple
that we could straightforwardly construct the normal form transformation.
In general, a normal form is harder to construct. Moreover, in general, a
normal form has to be constructed as an asymptotic series. Here we explore
how iteration empowers us to asymptotically approximate normal forms.

For simplicity we restrict attention to pairs of coupled odes. Let us start
with a modified version of Example 12.4.

Example 12.6: (first approximation). Use iteration to find a near identity
change of variables, in a neighbourhood of the origin, to place the
system

ẋ = 2x+ y2 and ẏ = −y + x3 , (12.11)

into its normal form Ẋ = 2X and Ẏ = −Y . That is, find a change of
variable that ‘straightens’ the dynamics into the classic linear saddle
as shown in Figure 12.5. First we appear to succeed, but second show
we actually fail, and lastly we show how to always succeed.

Solution: Let us do the first step in a systematic construction of the
normal form transformation. Since the change of variables is to be
a near identity we first seek x = X + x̂(X,Y ) and y = Y + ŷ(X,Y )
where the corrections x̂ and ŷ to the identity transformation are small.
Substitute into the x ode of (12.11), using the chain rule for time
derivatives:

ẋ = 2x+ y2

=⇒ Ẋ +
∂x̂

∂X
Ẋ +

∂x̂

∂Y
Ẏ = 2X + 2x̂+ Y 2 + 2Y ŷ + ŷ2

=⇒ 2X + 2X
∂x̂

∂X
− Y ∂x̂

∂Y
= 2X + 2x̂+ Y 2 + 2Y ŷ + ŷ2
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y y

(a) x (b) x

Figure 12.5: (a) trajectories of the
coupled odes (12.11); (b) upon
making the coordinate trans-
form (12.12) with these plotted
coordinate curves; (c) are a ‘bent’
version of the classic saddle seen
in the XY -plane.

Y

(c) X

=⇒ +2X
∂x̂

∂X
− Y ∂x̂

∂Y
− 2x̂ = Y 2 + 2Y ŷ + ŷ2

=⇒ +2X
∂x̂

∂X
− Y ∂x̂

∂Y
− 2x̂ ≈ Y 2

upon neglecting the very small ŷ2 and significantly smaller Y ŷ when
compared to the corrections retained on the left-hand side. This is the
same homological equation we solved in Example 12.4. Its solution
here is the same, namely x̂ = −Y 2/4 .

Now do the analogous analysis for the y ode of (12.11). Using the
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chain rule for time derivatives deduce

ẏ = −y + x3

=⇒ Ẏ +
∂ŷ

∂X
Ẋ +

∂ŷ

∂Y
Ẏ = −Y − ŷ +X3 + 3X2x̂+ 3Xx̂2 + x̂3

=⇒ −Y + 2X
∂ŷ

∂X
− Y ∂ŷ

∂Y
= −Y − ŷ +X3 + 3X2x̂+ 3Xx̂2 + x̂3

=⇒ +2X
∂ŷ

∂X
− Y ∂ŷ

∂Y
+ ŷ = X3 + 3X2x̂+ 3Xx̂2 + x̂3

=⇒ +2X
∂ŷ

∂X
− Y ∂ŷ

∂Y
+ ŷ ≈ X3

upon neglecting the very small x̂2 and significantly smaller Xx̂ when
compared to the corrections retained on the left-hand side. This
homological equation has solution ŷ = X3/7 .

This analysis implies that the near identity change of variables

x ≈ X − 1
4Y

2 and y ≈ Y + 1
7X

3 (12.12)

transforms the ode (12.11) into the simple normal form Ẋ = 2X and
Ẏ = −Y . Consequently, the dynamics of the ode (12.11) are simply a
curved or ‘bent’ version of those of the simple saddle system Ẋ = 2X
and Ẏ = −Y as shown in the transformation of Figure 12.5. ♣

But the transformation is not quite so simple as seen in this example. See
that at one stage for each ode in the pair (12.11) we neglected small terms
in the corrections. This neglect implies the transformation (12.12) is only
approximate, as indicated. Seek higher order approximations by iteration
with the aid of computer algebra.

Example 12.7: (computer algebra iterates effortlessly). The iteration,
whether by computer algebra or not, depends upon solving homological
equations of the form

2X
∂x̂

∂X
− Y ∂x̂

∂Y
− 2x̂ = −Res(12.11),x
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Algorithm 12.1 Mathematica code to find the normal form transformation
to put odes (12.11) into the normal form Ẋ = 2X and Ẏ = −Y . Here
xx denotes X, and yy denotes Y . Resonance occurs at O

(
X6Y 10 +X5Y 11

)
.

Mathematica code is not available.

and 2X
∂ŷ

∂X
− Y ∂ŷ

∂Y
+ ŷ = −Res(12.11),y .

These homological equations appeared in Example 12.6 with the resid-
uals on the right-hand side of Y 2 and X3 respectively. At higher orders
in the asymptotic solution the residuals on the right-hand side involve
a sum of terms in XpY q.

• Consider the x homological equation with XpY q in the right-
hand side residual. We guess a component in the correction x̂
of cXpY q for some constant c to be determined. Substitute into the
homological equation to seek to solve (2p−q−2)cXpY q = −XpY q .
Clearly we choose c = −1/(2p− q − 2) for each component XpY q

in the residual. For example, in the first iterate, the residual
was −Y 2 (p = 0 and q = 2), so c = 1

4 , and hence the correction
x̂ = −1

4Y
2.

• Similarly consider the y homological equation with XpY q in the
right-hand side residual. Guess a component in the correction ŷ
of cXpY q for some constant c to be determined. Substitute into the
homological equation to seek to solve (2p−q+1)cXpY q = −XpY q .
Clearly we choose c = −1/(2p− q + 1) for each component XpY q

in the residual. For example, in the first iterate, the residual
was −X3 (p = 3 and q = 0), so c = −1

7 , and hence the correction
ŷ = +1

7X
3.

Algorithm 12.1 derives such corrections from the residuals, iteratively,
until the residual is of high order. It finds the transform from the
odes (12.11) to the normal form Ẋ = 2X and Ẏ = −Y is

x = X − 1
4Y

2 + 2
21X

3Y + 1
2X

2Y 3 +O
(
X6 + Y 6

)
, (12.13a)
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y = Y + 1
7X

3 − 1
4X

2Y 2 − 3
16XY

4 +O
(
X6 + Y 6

)
. (12.13b)

Algorithm 12.1 computes the residual for each equation, then updates
the transformation by:

• placing a term −XpY q/(2p− q− 2) into the x transform for each
term XpY q in the x residual;

• placing a term −XpY q/(2p− q + 1) into the y transform for each
term XpY q in the y residual.

The variable small counts the number of X and Y factors in each
term; hence we truncate to a consistent order in X and Y by discarding
terms higher than some specified power in the counting variable small.

♣

This beautiful little program provides a simple and flexible base for
analysing almost any pairs of odes. Unfortunately, the program is also
defective!

Try executing Algorithm 12.1 to construct an asymptotic approximation
to sixteenth order by using : fifteenth order is fine; but when you attempt to
find the sixteenth order you encounter a fatal error through an attempt to
divide by zero!

Example 12.8: (resonance affects the normal form). Explore this critical
issue of zero division in the normal form of the odes (12.11). Recall
that the iteration depends upon solving homological equations of the
form

2X
∂x̂

∂X
− Y ∂x̂

∂Y
− 2x̂ = −Res(12.11),x

and 2X
∂ŷ

∂X
− Y ∂ŷ

∂Y
+ ŷ = −Res(12.11),y .

The residuals on the right-hand side involve a sum of terms in XpY q:

• in the x homological equation these lead to division by 2p− q − 2
which is zero for terms, such as X2Y 2 or X3Y 4, for which 2p−
q − 2 = 0 ;
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• similarly in the y homological equation these lead to division
by 2p− q + 1 which is zero for terms, such as XY 3 or X2Y 5, for
which 2p− q + 1 = 0 .

Such problematic zero divisors occur frequently in asymptotic approxi-
mation of dynamics.2 Generically they are called resonances because
historically these zero divisors were first encountered in analysing oscil-
lations and the zero divisors physically signalled a resonant interaction
between component oscillators.

The resolution of the zero divisor problem is either that we must abandon
high-order smoothness, or that some of the terms which are in the
odes for x and y must remain in the odes for the evolution of the
new variables X and Y . That is, if we insist on smoothness,3 then we
can no longer insist that the normal form is precisely that of a linear
saddle. Instead there are inescapable nonlinear modifications to the
evolution.

Solution: transform the x and y variables and the X and Y evolu-
tion: pose

x = x(X,Y ) ≈ X and y = y(X,Y ) ≈ Y
such that Ẋ = F (X,Y ) ≈ 2X and Ẏ = G(X,Y ) ≈ −Y

for some as yet unknown ‘near identity’ transform x(X,Y ) and y(X,Y ) ,
and for some minimal set of terms remaining in the evolution Ẋ = F
and Ẏ = G . Now adopt the approach of supposing we know an
approximation to the transformation and then seeking corrections.

Suppose that at some iteration we have a current approximation to
the transform and also to the normal form odes. Seek small correc-
tions x̂(X,Y ) and ŷ(X,Y ) to the transform and corrections F̂ (X,Y )
and Ĝ(X,Y ) to the evolution such that after the corrected transforma-
tion x = x(X,Y ) + x̂(X,Y ) and y = y(X,Y ) + ŷ(X,Y ) the resultant

2Zero divisors have plagued applications of calculus for nearly 300 years: the early
application of calculus to the problem of three bodies interacting under gravity introduced
such zero divisors.

3Recall that the term smooth means we can differentiate as many times as is necessary
for the order of accuracy to which we work.
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evolution Ẋ = F (X,Y ) + F̂ (X,Y ) and Ẏ = G(X,Y ) + Ĝ(X,Y ) better
describes the original dynamics of the odes (12.11). The major com-
plication with substituting the coordinate transformation into (12.11)
is the time derivatives: consider the x derivative

[ẋ]new =

(
∂x

∂X
+
∂x̂

∂X

)
Ẋ +

(
∂x

∂Y
+
∂x̂

∂Y

)
Ẏ

=

(
∂x

∂X
+
∂x̂

∂X

)
(F + F̂ ) +

(
∂x

∂Y
+
∂x̂

∂Y

)
(G+ Ĝ)

=
∂x

∂X
F +

∂x

∂Y
G︸ ︷︷ ︸

=ẋ

+
∂x

∂X
F̂ +

∂x̂

∂X
F +

∂x

∂Y
Ĝ+

∂x̂

∂Y
G

+
∂x̂

∂X
F̂ +

∂x̂

∂Y
Ĝ︸ ︷︷ ︸

negligible

≈ [ẋ]current + F̂ + 2X
∂x̂

∂X
− Y ∂x̂

∂Y

upon recognising

• the time derivative ẋ for the current approximation,

• that the product of small corrections are negligible, and

• approximating the coefficients of corrections by their first order
approximations (∂x/∂X ≈ 1 , F ≈ 2X , ∂x/∂Y ≈ 0 and G ≈
−Y ).

The right-hand side of the x equation is straightforward:

[2x+ y2]new = 2x+ 2x̂+ y2 + 2yŷ + ŷ2

≈ [2x+ y2]current + 2x̂

upon neglecting products of corrections, and approximating coefficients
of corrections by their first order approximation (2y ≈ 0). Equate the
two sides and rearrange to

F̂ + 2X
∂x̂

∂X
− Y ∂x̂

∂Y
− 2x̂ = −Res(12.11),x
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Algorithm 12.2 correct Mathematica code to find the normal form transfor-
mation to put odes (12.11) into the normal form (12.14). Resonance occurs
at O

(
X6Y 10 +X5Y 11

)
.

Mathematica code is not available.

which is exactly as before except we now have the option of avoiding
dividing by zero through placing any troublesome terms in the evolution
via F̂ rather than trying to absorb them into the coordinate transform
via x̂.

The retained terms on the left-hand side, 2X∂x̂/∂X − Y ∂x̂/∂Y − 2x̂ ,
are all of ‘size’ x̂ as the multiplictions by small X and Y are countered
by the ‘divisions’ by X and Y in the derivatives.

Similarly for the y ode: the complicated y time derivative

[ẏ]new ≈ [ẏ]current + Ĝ+ 2X
∂ŷ

∂X
− Y ∂ŷ

∂Y
;

and the right-hand side is straightforwardly

[−y + x3]new ≈ [−y + x3]current − ŷ .

Equate the two sides and rearrange to

Ĝ+ 2X
∂ŷ

∂X
− Y ∂ŷ

∂Y
+ ŷ = −Res(12.11),y

which is exactly as before except we now have the option of avoiding
dividing by zero through placing any troublesome terms in the evolution
via Ĝ rather than trying to absorb them into the coordinate transform
via ŷ.

Execute Algorithm 12.2 to find the normal form of the odes (12.11) is

Ẋ = 2X + 235829
677376X

6Y 10 +O
(
X17 + Y 17

)
(12.14a)

and Ẏ = −Y − 21439
112896X

5Y 11 +O
(
X17 + Y 17

)
.(12.14b)

Procedures homx and homy compute the homological operators which
are used in several places to flag whether a particular term will give
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rise to a zero divisor or not. This algorithm works to arbitrarily high
order; it is limited only by computer memory and speed.

The conclusion is: we cannot smoothly transform the odes (12.11) into
the linear saddle Ẋ = 2X and Ẏ = −Y ; terms such as those in (12.14)
may be inescapable.4

However, recall that the terms which cannot be smoothly removed
from the X evolution are those of the form XpY q for 2p = q + 2 and
since exponent q ≥ 0 thus p ≥ 1 . Consequently, X = 0 is invariant in
the normal form evolution (12.14) as the variable X will always be a
factor in Ẋ. Hence the stable manifold of the normal form is precisely
the linear space X = 0 . The stable manifold in the xy-plane then
comes from (12.13a), namely x = −1

4y
2 +O

(
y6
)

as (12.13b) reduces
to y = Y +O

(
Y 6
)

when X = 0 .

Conversely, recall that the terms which cannot be removed from the
Y evolution are those of the form XpY q for q = 2p + 1 and since
exponent p ≥ 0 thus q ≥ 1 . Consequently, Y = 0 is invariant in the
normal form evolution (12.14) as the variable Y will always be a factor
in Ẏ . Hence the unstable manifold of the normal form is precisely
the linear space Y = 0 . The unstable manifold in the xy-plane then
comes from (12.13b), namely y = 1

7x
2 +O

(
x6
)

as (12.13a) reduces to
x = X +O

(
X6
)

when Y = 0 . ♣

12.4 The unreasonable effectiveness of
linearisation

Although we have not demonstrated it in general, similar characteristics hold
for general systems of coupled nonlinear odes: a specially crafted nonlinear
coordinate transform straightens the stable and unstable manifolds.

4Allowing non-smooth logarithms into the coordinate transform typically empowers
us to remove all nonlinear terms, such as X6Y 10 and X5Y 11 (just as logarithms enable
us to form power series solutions of odes when the indicial equation has repeated roots).
However, we generally do not pursue this possibility here.
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The following theorem invokes an homeomorphic coordinate transformation,
not a diffeomorphism. That is, the coordinate transform need not be smooth,
where ‘smooth’ is in the sense of being differentiable as often as we would
like.

Theorem 12.4 (Hartman–Grossman). If u∗ is a hyperbolic equilibrium
for the autonomous differential equation u̇ = f(u), then there is both an
open set D containing the equilibrium and also a homeomorphism H with
domain D such that the trajectories of the differential equation are mapped
by H to trajectories of the linearised system u̇ = L(u − u∗) in the set D
where the Jacobian L = ∂f/∂u at u = u∗ (Chicone 2006, Theorem 1.47).

Importance Linearisation is an incredibly important tool in applications
of mathematics. This theorem asserts that linearisation is not just valid only
close to the equilibrium. The theorem asserts that the linearised dynamics
hold for the nonlinear dynamics in a finite domain, it is just that the nonlinear
dynamics are bent by the homeomorphic coordinate transformation. That
is, linearisation is valid qualitatively over a much larger domain than its
notional quantitative validity.

The caveat in the Hartman–Grossman theorem 12.4 is that it applies only
to hyperbolic equilibria, namely those with eigenvalues that have real-part
non-zero.5 Recall that Part III argues that the case of an equilibrium where
one or more eigenvalues has real-part zero is of vital interest in modelling.
The rest of this Part V focuses on this case of some eigenvalues of zero
real-part.

12.5 Exercises

Exercise 12.9: (slow and stable manifolds). Adapt the arguments of this
section to untangle the dynamics near the origin of the system

ẋ = ay − x2y and ẏ = −y − ay + xy2,

5Remarkably, Aulbach & Wanner (2000) generalised the Hartman–Grossman theorem
to ‘infinite dimensional’ systems in Banach spaces, to non-autonomous systems, and to
systems that may or may not have any centre modes corresponding to eigenvalues of zero
real-part.
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y

x

Figure 12.6: trajectories for Exercise 12.10

where the parameter a is small.

1. Deduce that the x-axis is a slow manifold for all parameter a, and
that the y-axis is a stable manifold for parameter a = 0 .

2. Use one iteration to approximate the coordinate transform x ≈ X
and y ≈ Y such that Ẋ = 0 and Ẏ = −(1 +a)Y . Treat parameter
a = O

(
X2 + Y 2

)
.

3. Hence approximate the shape of the slow manifold and stable
manifold from the coordinate transform.

4. Repeat for a second iteration.

Exercise 12.10: (hyperbolic decoupling). Consider the dynamical system
ẋ = x− xy + y3 and ẏ = −2y + x2 near the equilibrium at the origin.
Figure 12.6 shows trajectories of the dynamical system.

• Seek a coordinate transform x = X + x̂(X,Y ) that, along with
y = Y + ŷ(X,Y ), simplifies the x ode to its linearisation Ẋ = X,
but only find a first approximation to x̂.
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u
1

u2

Figure 12.7: trajectories for Exercise 12.11

• Then seek a coordinate transform y = Y + ŷ(X,Y ) that simplifies
the y ode to its linearisation Ẏ = −2Y , but only find a first
approximation to ŷ.

• Based upon your local coordinate transform, sketch on Figure 12.6
some representative (X,Y ) coordinate curves.

Answer: x ≈ X + 1
2XY − 1

7Y
3, y ≈ Y + 1

4X
2 + 1

2X
2Y .

Exercise 12.11: (graphical coordinates). Figure 12.7 shows trajecto-
ries of a dynamical system with four equilibria. Based upon these
trajectories, at the equilibria near (1, 1) sketch on this figure some
representative coordinate curves of a local coordinate system. The
local coordinate system is to be one that you think would simplify the
algebraic representation of the local dynamics to its local linearisation.
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Exercise 12.12: (resonance). Modify Algorithm 12.2 to find the normal
form of the pair of odes

ẋ = 2x+ axx
2 + bxxy + cxy

2 ,

ẏ = −y + ayx
2 + byxy + cyy

2 ,

for some general coefficients ax through to cy. Find the coefficients in
its normal form

Ẋ ≈ 2X +AX2Y 2 and Ẏ ≈ −Y +BXY 3 .

Exercise 12.13: (stable and unstable manifolds). Modify Algorithm 12.2
to find the normal form transformation of the pair of odes

ẋ = 2x+ x2 + y2 ,

ẏ = −3y + x2 − y2 .

Hence deduce asymptotic approximations to the shape of its stable
and unstable manifolds.

Answer: Ẋ ≈ 2X + 1
49X

4Y 2, Ẏ ≈ −3Y − 4
147X

3Y 3, x = X + 1
2X

2 −
1
8Y

2 +O
(
X3 + Y 3

)
and y = Y + 1

7X
2 + 1

3Y
2 +O

(
X3 + Y 3

)
: stable manifold

is parametrically (x, y) ≈ (− 1
8Y

2, Y + 1
3Y

2); and the unstable manifold is

(x, y) ≈ (X + 1
2X

2, 17X
2).
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Part V Summary

• The near identity change of variables introduced in Chapter 12 sim-
plifies the algebraic description of a nonlinear dynamical system to a
normal form which empowers us to easily interpret the dynamics. The
approach is to use the homological equations to iteratively construct
the coordinate transform (Section 12.3).

• These coordinate transforms highlight the concept of hyperbolic equilib-
ria and its stable and unstable manifolds (Section 12.1). The Hartmann–
Grossman theorem of Section 12.4 then assures us that linearisation
is unreasonably effective: the linearisation is qualitatively correct in a
finite domain.

397
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Hopf bifurcation: oscillations
within the centre manifold
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the real part of the eigenvalue is zero but the imaginary part is non-zero.
But a huge number of applications need analysis of oscillations on the centre
manifold, including Hopf bifurcations of neuronal models, delayed control,
jitter in machining, disease cycles, electronic oscillators, nano-devices. The
need extends to multiple mode oscillatory bifurcations and wave propaga-
tion. This Part develops practical techniques to construct models of such
oscillations in complex systems.

To be practically useful, the techniques apply to systems where the centre
modes are not linearly separated from the stable modes.

Besides water, the world’s oceans have two major constituents: heat and
salt. Both these constituents alter the density of the water and so may drive
buoyant flows. In different parts of the oceans water masses have markedly
different combinations of these two characteristics. Such variations may
lead to some surprising dynamics such as that of the “salt fountain” (briefly
discussed by Turner (1973) [p.252]).

Another interesting effect due to the two constituents is in the melting
of icebergs. It has been proposed to tow icebergs near to the shore of arid
population area such as south Australia. There the iceberg would melt,
the melt water being fresh would float to the top of the sea water and be
collected for drinking or other purposes. However, experiments show that
when the side of an iceberg melts circulation cells of large horizontal extent
and fairly thin in the vertical are formed which carry the fresh water out
horizontally away from the iceberg and then mixed into the sea water (Turner
1973, Fig 8.10). The presence of two differently diffusing components can
have surprising effects.

Here we instead investigate the oscillatory instability that may occur
when cool fresh water overlies warm salty water. Even when the net density
gradient is stable, with light fluid lying above denser fluid, it may be that an
instability occurs. Consider a small parcel of warm saline water displaced
upwards (Turner 1973, pp.252–253). It loses heat much more rapidly than
it does salt and so quickly becomes much denser than its surroundings and
falls. But it is now cooler than its original surroundings, and the subsequent
heat gain when it falls back into the warm saline water, lags behind the
displacement of the fluid parcel. Thus the parcel overshoots, and oscillations
are initiated.
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Constructing centre manifold models with oscillations on the centre
manifold is more difficult technically as introduced by Chapter 14. The
difficulty primarily lies in the form of the homological equation that needs
to be solved for corrections to the centre manifold. A first issue that is often
overlooked is the need to decide how to parametrise the centre manifold, based
upon the centre subspace (Section 14.1). Chapter 14 develops techniques
when the chosen parametrisation is in Cartesian-like variables. Section 14.2
shows how the homological equation generally requires many correction terms
to be determined simultaneously through a set of coupled linear equations.
Computer algebra readily solves the coupled components of such homological
equations (Sections 14.3–14.4).

Besides water, the world’s oceans have two major constituents: heat and
salt. Both these constituents alter the density of the water and so may drive
buoyant flows. In different parts of the oceans water masses have markedly
different combinations of these two characteristics. Such variations may
lead to some surprising dynamics such as that of the ‘salt fountain’ (briefly
discussed by Turner (1973) [p.252]).

Another interesting effect due to the two constituents is in the melting
of icebergs. It has been proposed to tow icebergs near to the shore of arid
population area such as south Australia. There the iceberg would melt,
the melt water being fresh would float to the top of the sea water and be
collected for drinking or other purposes. However, experiments show that
when the side of an iceberg melts circulation cells of large horizontal extent
and fairly thin in the vertical are formed which carry the fresh water out
horizontally away from the iceberg and then mixed into the sea water (Turner
1973, Fig 8.10). The presence of two differently diffusing components can
have surprising effects.

Here we instead investigate the oscillatory instability that may occur
when cool fresh water overlies warm salty water. Even when the net density
gradient is stable, with light fluid lying above denser fluid, it may be that an
instability occurs. Consider a small parcel of warm saline water displaced
upwards (Turner 1973, p252–253). It loses heat much more rapidly than it
does salt and so quickly becomes much denser than its surroundings and
falls. But it is now cooler than its original surroundings, and the subsequent
heat gain when it falls back into the warm saline water, lags behind the
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displacement of the fluid parcel. Thus the parcel overshoots, and oscillations
are initiated.
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Chapter 13

Linear stability of double
diffusion

Warning: this section is only a draft.

Contents

13.0.1 The dynamics relative to a state of rest . . . . . . 407

13.0.2 Use the stream function in two-dimensional flows . 408

13.0.3 Linear analysis shows an oscillatory instability . . 410

We investigate only the simplest of cases: the abstract case of disturbances
of a system between two horizontal, stress-free boundaries held at fixed
temperature and salt concentration as shown in Figure 13.1. Furthermore,
we only address flow in two spatial dimensions, x is horizontal and z is the
vertical.

In terms of the temperature and salt fields, T and S respectively, the
density of the fluid is

ρ = ρ0[1− α(T − T0) + β(S − S0)] ,

where T0, S0 and ρ0 are convenient reference values. α and β are the
“coefficients of expansion”, generally positive for temperature and salinity

405
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z

x-
6

ρ = ρ0[1− α(T − T0) + β(S − S0)]

fluid
d

?

6

cool, T0, and fresh, S0

hot, T0 + ∆T, and salty, S0 + ∆S

Figure 13.1: the idealised configuration for double diffusive convection.

changes at constant pressure:

α = −1

ρ

(
∂T

∂ρ

)
S,p

, β = +
1

ρ

(
∂S

∂ρ

)
T,p

.

The equations we wish to solve are the Navier–Stokes and continuity
equations together with equations describing the transport and diffusion
of heat and salt. From conservation principles (in conjunction with the
continuity equation)1

∂T

∂t
+ q ·∇T = κ∇2T ,

∂S

∂t
+ q ·∇S = κS∇2S ,

since the flux of salt and thermal energy is ρqS − κSρ∇S and ρqT − κρ∇T
respectively. Strictly speaking we are considering the flow of a compressible
fluid because variations in heat and salinity cause density variations. However,
in practise the primary influence of such density variations are in its buoyancy
effects through the gravitational field, the compressibility is otherwise of no
dynamical importance.2 Thus we consider the fluid to be incompressible
except where density fluctuations alter gravitational effects. This is called
the Boussinesq approximation.

1κ ≈ 1.4×10−3 cm2 / s for heat, κS ≈ 1.1×10−5 cm2 / s for common salt NaCl. Compare
this with ν ≈ 1.1× 10−2 cm2 / s for momentum.

2D. Gough justified the Boussinesq approximation rigorously as an “anelastic approxi-
mation” based on the separation of time-scales between compressible sound waves and the
dynamics of convection.
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13.0.1 The dynamics relative to a state of rest

In the state of rest, q = 0, conduction and diffusion from bottom to top lead
to

T = T0 + ∆T
(

1− z

d

)
, S = S0 + ∆S

(
1− z

d

)
,

and a corresponding hydrostatic pressure. For convenience we write the
equations relative to this fixed point of the dynamics. Introduce the two
fields θ and σ such that

T = T0 + ∆T
(

1− z

d

)
+ θ(x, y, z, t) ,

S = S0 + ∆S
(

1− z

d

)
+ σ(x, y, z, t) ,

and duplicitously let p(x, y, z, t) now denote departures from hydrostatic
pressure

ph = −ρ0g
[
z − α∆T (z − z2/2d) + β∆S(z − z2/2d)

]
.

Then non-dimensionalise the problem with respect to: the length ` = d/π,
the time `2/κ, the temperature difference ∆T/` over the height `, the
corresponding salt concentration difference ∆S/`, and the density ρ0. The
dynamical equations then become

∇ · q = 0

1

Pr

(
∂q

∂t
+ q ·∇q

)
= −∇p+ (Ra θ − Rs σ)k + ∇2q ,

∂θ

∂t
+ q ·∇θ = w + ∇2θ , (13.1)

∂σ

∂t
+ q ·∇σ = w + τ∇2σ .

where the following parameters appear.

• Ra := gα∆Td3

π4κν
is the Rayleigh number measuring the temperature

difference between top and bottom and how much effect it has on
the buoyancy as compared to the dissipative effects of viscosity and
diffusion.
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• Rs := gβ∆Sd3

π4κν
is an “equivalent salinity Rayleigh number” measuring

the salinity difference between top and bottom and its effect on the
buoyancy. Note that for overall convenience it is κ, the coefficient of
thermal diffusivity, which appears in the denominator and not κS , the
coefficient of salt diffusion.

• Pr := ν/κ is the Prandtl number3 of the fluid characterising the different
rates of diffusion of momentum and of temperature. In water this is
approximately Pr = 10 and we shall use this value later to simplify the
details on the analysis.

• τ = κS/κ is the ratio of the diffusivities of salt and temperature. This
is always less than one, and is generally small. In water τ ≈ 0.01, salt
is much less free to diffuse than heat. We simplify our subsequent
analysis by the approximation that τ = 0—in4 essence the only saline
dynamics is the advection of the background salinity field given above.

The boundary conditions mentioned earlier are also chosen for analytic
simplicity. In non-dimensional quantities they are

w =
∂z

∂u
=
∂z

∂v
= θ = σ = 0 on z = 0, π.

13.0.2 Use the stream function in two-dimensional flows

For simplicity restrict attention to two-dimensional solutions to the equations
(with effectively no salt diffusion, τ = 0):

∂x

∂u
+
∂z

∂w
= 0

1

Pr

(
∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ w

∂u

∂z

)
= −∂x

∂p
+ ∇2u ,

1

Pr

(
∂w

∂t
+ u

∂w

∂x
+ w

∂w

∂z

)
= −∂z

∂p
+ Ra θ − Rs σ + ∇2w ,

3In air Pr ≈ 0.7, whereas in liquid metals and the sun Pr is tiny because electrons and
photons respectively transport heat very quickly.

4It turns out that the difference between small τ and τ = 0 has interesting consequences
later.
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∂θ

∂t
+ u

∂θ

∂x
+ w

∂θ

∂z
= w + ∇2θ ,

∂σ

∂t
+ u

∂σ

∂x
+ w

∂σ

∂z
= w .

Now reduce the set of equations using two tricks which are quite common
in fluid mechanics: we eliminate the continuity equation and eliminate the
pressure by combining the two components of the Navier–Stokes equation.

• In two-dimensional fluid mechanics it is often convenient, as it is here,
to introduce a stream-function ψ(x, z, t) such that

u = − ∂z
∂ψ

, w =
∂x

∂ψ
. (13.2)

Loosely, the existence of such a stream-function is assured by the
continuity equation:

∂x

∂u
+
∂z

∂w
= − ∂

2z

∂ψ2
x+

∂2x

∂ψ2
z = 0 ,

and hence we satisfy the continuity equation using such a stream-
function. In steady flow , ∂ψ/∂t = 0, the stream-function has a very
important physical meaning: curves ψ = const are fluid particle paths.5

This is seen from the material derivative

dψ

dt
=

∂ψ

∂t
+ q ·∇ψ

= 0 + u
∂ψ

∂x
+ w

∂ψ

∂z

= −∂ψ
∂z

∂ψ

∂x
+
∂ψ

∂x

∂ψ

∂z
= 0 .

Having introduced the streem function, consider that the velocity
components, wherever written, are determined from the stream function
according to (13.2). This replaces u and v as independent variables
by ψ, and automatically satisfies the continuity equation.

5This is also true in some sense for exponential or sinusoidal time dependence.
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• It is correspondingly convenient to eliminate the pressure by considering
∂ /∂x(w-eqn)− ∂ /∂z(u-eqn) to lead to6

1

Pr

(
∂ω

∂t
+ q ·∇ω

)
= Ra

∂θ

∂x
− Rs

∂σ

∂x
+ ∇2ω ,

∂θ

∂t
+ q ·∇θ =

∂ψ

∂x
+ ∇2θ , (13.3)

∂σ

∂t
+ q ·∇σ =

∂ψ

∂x
,

where the vorticity is denoted by ω = ∇2ψ. Corresponding boundary
conditions are that

θ = σ = ψ =
∂2z

∂ψ2
z = 0 , on z = 0, π.

The stream function is constant on the top and bottom because w =
ψx = 0 there, and without loss of generality we may take the constant
to be zero. The stress-free condition that uz = −ψzz = 0 leads zero
second derivative condition.

13.0.3 Linear analysis shows an oscillatory instability

Before undertaking a nonlinear analysis, such as forming a nonlinear low di-
mensional model with centre manifold theory, we need to understand the
linearised dynamics. In particular, we seek curves in the Ra Rs-plane on
which an eigenvalue crosses zero, or a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues
have zero real part.

The linearised dynamical equations are simply obtained by neglecting
the advection terms q ·∇ in equations (13.3).

Now seek eigen-modes which, because of the constant coefficient PDEs,
grow exponentially in time and have a trigonometric dependence in the
horizontal x. Because we have cheated by choosing (almost) unrealisable
boundary conditions on the top and bottom boundaries, we may also suppose

6The first equation here says that horizontal gradients of density, θx and σx, generate
vorticity ω = ∇2ψ.
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a sinusoidal dependence in the vertical z.7 Thus seek

ψ = Aeλt sin kx sinnz ,

θ = Beλt cos kx sinnz , (13.4)

σ = Ceλt cos kx sinnz ,

for some constants A, B and C. The horizontal wavenumber k may vary over
all real values because we have not imposed any boundary in the horizontal.
The vertical wavenumber n must be integral in order for the top and bottom
boundary conditions to be satisfied. Substituting into the previous three
equations leads to the eigen-problem8

− a
2

Pr
λA = −Ra kB + Rs kC + a4A ,

λB = kA− a2B , (13.5)

λC = kA ,

where a2 = k2 + n2. Nontrivial solutions for these equations only exist when
the corresponding matrix has a zero determinant. The resultant characteristic
equation is cubic in λ; upon setting Pr = 10 as for water,

λ3 + 11a2λ2 + 10
[
a4 − (Ra−Rs)k2/a2

]
λ+ 10 Rs k2 = 0 . (13.6)

For a given set of values for Ra and Rs, corresponding to any one physical
situation, we may solve this cubic for all values of k and n to determine the
growth-rate λ (decay-rate if negative) of the corresponding mode.

However, our interest is in the first transition from the quiescent con-
duction state to a state of nontrivial motion. Thus we seek the region of
stability in the Ra Rs-plane, and the curves where this stability is lost to
some mode. Note that the bottom-right quadrant of the Ra Rs-plane, as
shown in Figure 13.2, is expected to be stable because both components, salt
and heat, are stabilising influences: positive Rs is gives denser more saline
water at the bottom of the layer; and in addition negative Ra gives cooler
denser water at the bottom.

7As in Taylor–Couette flow, there is no qualitative difference between the mathematically
idealised case and the physically realisable case.

8This is a family of eigen-problems, one for each k and n.
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 Rs

 Ra

neutral bouyancy line

fresh  cool
salty  warm

fresh  warm
salty  cool

salty  cool
fresh  warm

salty  warm
fresh  cool

stable

unstable

unstable    stable      

codimension 2 point  Ra=27/4  

unstable 

 stable 

Hopf bifurcation

Figure 13.2: regions of the Ra Rs-plane showing the curves across which the
quiescent solution loses stability. The line Ra = Rs is drawn to separate the
two regions where less dense fluid lies above more dense fluid, and vice-versa.
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• However, as Rs crosses 0 to become negative, the constant term,9

10 Rs k2, in the characteristic equation (13.6) becomes negative and
hence at least one eigenvalue λ must become positive. Thus, for Rs neg-
ative we expect a direct instability (such as a pitchfork bifurcation)
associated with this transition.

• On this transition line there is a special point where the linear term
of the characteristic equation also vanishes. There there will be two
zero eigenvalues and a more complicated model could be made. In this
problem this occurs for Ra = a6/k2. A little algebra, mimicing that we
did for Taylor vortices, shows that the point first occurs (smallest Ra)
at Ra = 27/4.

• But we are interested in transitions to oscillatory motion. These are
associated with eigenvalues λ = ±iω for some real ω. These can only
occur when the characteristic equation (13.6) factors into

(λ2 + ω2)(λ+ Λ) = λ3 + Λλ2 + ω2λ+ Λω2 = 0 ,

for some constant Λ. This occurs only if the λ coefficient is the same
as the ratio of the constant term to the λ2 coefficient. That is when

10
[
a4 − (Ra−Rs)k2/a2

]
=

10 Rs k2

11a2
,

namely

Ra =
10

11
Rs +

a6

k2
,

as shown schematically in Figure 13.2. We concentrate on the oscillatory
instability, the so-called Hopf bifurcation, that sets in as Ra increases
across such a value for some fixed Rs.

Note that the above line in the Ra Rs-plane is actually a family of lines:
one for each value of the wavenumbers k and n. As Ra increases we are
only interested in the first such line as it indicates the first loss of stability.
Fortunately the family of lines has a very simple form: they all have the

9If we allow salt to diffuse, τ 6= 0 then this line moves off Rs = 0 to the left-halve plane.
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same slope, 10/11, they just have different intercepts. Thus minimising Ra10

for fixed Rs is the same as minimising the intercept

a6

k2
=

(k2 + n2)3

k2
.

It is elementary algebra to show that this occurs at n = 1, k = 1/
√

2 and
has value 27/4. Thus the minimum Ra for which the real part of a complex
conjugate pair of eigenvalues crosses zero is

Ra =
10

11
Rs +

27

4
.

The critical mode corresponding to this first instability is one with spatial
structure sin(x/

√
2) sin z. Each convective cell is about 30% thinner than its

height. The frequency of the critical mode is indeed real (the eigenvalues are
pure imaginary) as11

ω2 =
10 Rs

33
,

from the coefficient of the linear term of the characteristic equation. For
Ra greater than the critical value, the real part of the eigenvalues will be
positive and the critical mode will grow.

It is interesting to note that the slope of the transition line is 10/11 which
is less than the unit slope of the line Ra = Rs separating cases of lighter
fluid above heavier from cases of heavier fluid above lighter. Thus for
large enough Rs, this oscillatory instability can occur even though a fluid
column is statically stable and the presence of viscosity and diffusion is
generally thought of as dissipative.

As in Taylor–Couette flow, as soon as any one mode, here a complex
conjugate pair, in a dynamical system becomes unstable, the linearisation
becomes inconsistent. The linear picture of the dynamics, here of exponential
growing oscillations, predicts an exponential growth in the unstable modes.

10Observe that the classic Rayleigh–Benard problem is included in this scenario by the
case Rs = 0.

11Observe that the frequency ω goes to zero as Rs decreases to zero and approaches the
codimension 2 critical point.
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To model the dynamics of the system for these interesting parameter ranges
we must investigate the action of the nonlinearity in the system, and we do
it via centre manifold theory.
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In all the examples of Part III, the dynamics on the centre manifold are
based on the eigenvalue of zero; hence they are more specifically examples of
a slow manifold. The more general case is where just the real-part of the
eigenvalue is zero but the imaginary part is non-zero. This chapter introduces
this latter case.

Although it is not discussed further here, the same techniques algebraically
construct centre manifolds when the real-part of the centre eigenvalues are
non-zero: that is, near zero but not assumed asymptotically small (Roberts
1989, e.g.). This case is mostly associated with what people call an inertial
manifold (Temam 1990, Foias et al. 1988, Chueshov & Scheutzow 2001, e.g.),
or (un)stable manifolds.

When the critical eigenvalues are non-zero, it is more difficult to construct

417
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Figure 14.1: Trajectories of the simple oscillatory system (14.1) showing
the quick attraction of the bowl-like centre manifold on which the solutions
undergo long lasting, near circular, oscillations.

the centre manifold. However, because an eigenvalue with a non-zero imag-
inary part is always associated with oscillations, such cases are important
as they arise in the common transition from steady to oscillatory dynamics.
Many of the same issues also arise in wave propagation.

Example 14.1: (simple polar coordinates). Before moving on to discuss
generic issues, let us construct a centre manifold and the evolution
thereon for an example. We twist this special example to analyse as
before. Consider the three variable system

u̇ = −wu− v , v̇ = +u− wv , ẇ = −w + u2 + v2 . (14.1)

Very near the equilibrium at the origin, as ẇ ≈ −w , the w variable
decays exponentially quickly to zero. Then the u and v variables
would oscillate according to u̇ = −v and v̇ = +u . As shown by the
trajectories of the system in Figure 14.1, we derive the more precise
statement that, near the origin, the system is exponentially quickly
attracted to the parabolic-like centre manifold

w ≈ u2 + v2 − 2(u2 + v2)2, (14.2a)
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on which the long term evolution is

u̇ ≈ −(u2 + v2)u− v , v̇ ≈ −(u2 + v2)v + u . (14.2b)

How? Answer: the system (14.1) is very special; transforming to polar
coordinates empowers us to apply previous methods.

To find the centre manifold, convert the uv-plane to polar coordi-
nates (r, θ): u = r cos θ and v = r sin θ. Differentiating these and
setting equal to the right-hand sides of the system (14.1) leads to

u̇ = ṙ cos θ − r sin θ θ̇ = −wr cos θ − r sin θ ,

v̇ = ṙ sin θ + r cos θ θ̇ = −wr sin θ + r cos θ .

Two polar equations arise. Subtracting sin θ times the first above from
cos θ times the second leads to θ̇ = 1 . That is, the phase angle increases
linearly with time—the oscillations have constant frequency.

The radial equation arises from adding cos θ times the first above to
sin θ times the second and leads to ṙ = −wr . Put this together with
the w equation from system (14.1) to form the system

ṙ = −wr and ẇ = −w + r2.

Recognise these two coupled equations have an exponentially attractive
slow manifold in a neighbourhood of the origin. Using earlier methods,
one constructs the slow manifold to be w = r2 − 2r4 +O

(
r6
)

on which
the system evolves according to ṙ = −r3 +O

(
r5
)
.

Using u = r cos θ and v = r sin θ , this converts back to u and v vari-
ables giving the centre manifold (14.2a) and the evolution thereon
of (14.2b). ♣

The previous example fell to our analysis because its strong angular
symmetry transforms it in polar coordinates. Such huge simplification in
polar coordinates is rare. Generally we must undertake more complicated
analysis as suggested by the following example.
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z

y
x

Figure 14.2: Eight example trajectories of the system (14.3) with parameter
α = 0.2 showing the rapid attraction to a deformed bowl shape centre
manifold on which the oscillations evolve in deformed near-circles.

Example 14.2: (centre subspace is a coordinate plane). Deduce the
centre manifold dynamics of the system

ẋ = y , ẏ = −x− xz , ż = −z + 5αx2 . (14.3)

Trajectories plotted in Figure 14.2 show that the dynamics settle onto
a curved surface. The surface is evidently a deformed bowl. Because
of the lack of angular symmetry, transforming to polar coordinates is
no help here. Instead we analyse directly.

Solution: The origin is an equilibrium. Linearise the dynamics about
the origin to see the eigenvalue −1 associated with z, and the complex
conjugate pair of eigenvalues ±i associated with variables x and y.
Hence seek a centre manifold

z = h(x, y) , such that ẋ = y , ẏ = −x− xh . (14.4)
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Substitute the centre manifold (14.4) into the governing z equation
in (14.3) and rearrange to

h+ y
∂h

∂x
− x∂h

∂y
= 5αx2 + xh

∂h

∂y
. (14.5)

Solve this homological equation iteratively. Initially the right-hand side
is approximately 5αx2 via the centre subspace approximation h ≈ 0 .
Then seek solutions for a better h on the left-hand side in the form
h = ax2 + bxy + cy2 to deduce

(a− b)x2 + (2a+ b− 2c)xy + (b+ c)y2 = 5αx2.

Equating coefficients in variables x and y gives a = 3α , b = −2α and
c = 2α . Hence the first nontrivial approximation to the shape of the
centre manifold is

h ≈ α(3x2 − 2xy + 2y2) . (14.6a)

Substituting this into (14.4), the evolution on the centre manifold is
then approximately

ẋ ≈ y , ẏ ≈ −x− α(3x3 − 2x2y + 2xy2) . (14.6b)

In the second iteration, substitute the approximation (14.6a) into the
right-hand side of (14.5) and rearrange to

h+ y
∂h

∂x
− x∂h

∂y
= 5αx2 +α2(−6x4 + 16x3y− 12x2y2 + 8xy3) . (14.7)

Solve this homological equation for a better h. We already know that
the component (14.6a) matches the 5αx2 term in the right-hand side.
To match the new quartic terms on the right-hand side, seek a quartic
h = ax4 + bx3y + cx2y2 + dxy3 + ey4. Substitute this quartic in the
left-hand side, then equate coefficients of variables x and y in

(a− b)x4 + (4a+ b− 2c)x3y + (3b+ c− 3d)x2y2

+ (2c+ d− 4e)xy3 + (d+ e)y4
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Algorithm 14.1 iteratively construct the centre manifold of the sys-
tem (14.3). The method of undetermined coefficients works well in such basic
problems. Use the parameter α to control the truncation of the asymptotic
approximations. Uses the useful utility procedure defined in Algorithm 14.2.

Mathematica code is not available.

Algorithm 14.2 Useful procedure to find the coefficients of a multivariate
multinomial. Let’s store it in the file coeffs.red for other algorithms.

Mathematica code is not available.

= α2(−6x4 + 16x3y − 12x2y2 + 8xy3) ,

to find that a second approximation to the shape of the centre manifold
is

h ≈ α(3x2 − 2xy + 2y2)

+ α2
(
− 142

85 x
4 + 368

85 x
3y − 156

17 x
2y2 + 448

85 xy
3 − 448

85 y
4
)
. (14.8)

Algorithm 14.1 shows how to use computer algebra to construct, to any
specified order, the centre manifold of this basic oscillation problem.

♣

The technical difficulty Observe that in constructing the centre manifold
approximations (14.6a) and (14.8) we had to find all the quadratic terms
simultaneously and all the quartic terms simultaneously. This simultaneous
deduction is not hard in such a simple example, but can be confoundedly
difficult in problems of real complexity and interest.

Having to solve all terms of a given order simultaneously arises from
the coupling in the form of the homological operator h + yhx − xhy : the
terms yhx couple with terms of one order higher in x and one order lower in y;
whereas the term xhy couples terms of one order lower in x and one order
higher in y. The homological operator always has this coupling for imaginary
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u3

u2

u1

Figure 14.3: trajectories of the system (14.9) for parameter ε = 0 showing a
quick approach to a centre manifold of oscillations.

eigenvalues in the centre manifold. In simple examples the coupling is plain
to see. In real problems it is usually hidden, but the coupling is always there
causing significant technical difficulties in constructing a centre manifold
model.

Develop a general approach Most physical problems do not have oscil-
lating modes linearly decoupled from the other modes as used in Example 14.2.
Thus we develop an approach for the general case when the modes are implicit
in the mathematical description, not explicit. Let us develop the method
intertwined with a specific example. We explore the dynamics of the odes
(Wiggins 1990, p.239, Ex. 2.1j)

u̇ =

−1 −1 0
2 1 0
1 2 −1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

L

u+

 u2
3

εu2 − u2
3

0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(ε,u)

, (14.9)

where ε is a control parameter. Figure 14.3 shows some trajectories. The
parameter ε is analogous to the Rayleigh numbers in double diffusive convec-
tion. Our first task is to determine eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix L
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of the linear terms.1 It is straightforward to discover that matrix L has
eigenvalues ±i and −1 (when ε = 0, the critical value). Thus there exists a
centre manifold corresponding to the two eigenvalues ±i. The mode with
eigenvalue −1 represents the many exponentially decaying modes we find in
real applications.

To unfold the dynamics near the critical value of ε = 0 , formally adjoin
the differential equation ε̇ = 0 as discussed previously (section 8.5.1, e.g.)
in unfolding pitchfork bifurcations. This empowers us to treat ε as a small
factor in the analysis. In particular we now group any ε terms into the
nonlinear parts of the dynamics as already shown in (14.9).

14.1 The basis of the centre manifold

First find the centre subspace The eigenvectors corresponding to the
critical eigenvalues forms a basis for the centre subspace, Ec, the linear
approximation to the centre manifold. The eigenvectors of λ = ±i are
e = (1,−1 − i, (−3 − i)/2) and its complex conjugate ē (and incidentally,
that for λ = −1 is (0, 0, 1)). These two complex conjugate eigenvectors span
a complex valued centre subspace Ec.2 But we are only interested in real
values. Thus we use3 the real and imaginary parts of these eigenvectors to
span Ec:

e1 =

 1
−1
−3/2

 , e2 =

 0
1

1/2

 .
Then linearly approximate the centre manifold by the centre subspace

Ec = span{e1, e2} = {xe1 + ye2 | for all x, y} .

Check that the linear subspace Ec is correct by applying L to vectors
in Ec and seeing that the results is still in Ec:

L(xe1 + ye2) = · · · = xe2 − ye1 .

1For ε 6= 0 the eigenvalues are λ = ε/2± i
√

1− ε− ε2/4 and λ = −1.
2Later we find it more convenient to actually use this complex valued description.
3Equivalently, we use the linear combinations (e + ē)/2 and i(e− ē)/2.
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This linear subspace is then invariant to the linear evolution because if
u = xe1 + ye2 , then

ẋe1 + ẏe2 = u̇ = Lu = xe2 − ye1 .

But e1 and e2 are linearly independent vectors and so we justifiably equate
coefficients on the left-hand and right-hand sides to obtain

ẋ = −y and ẏ = x .

These two coupled equations describe the dynamics of the classic linear
oscillator with frequency one. These oscillations must occur because these
particular dynamics correspond precisely to the two complex conjugate
eigenvalues, λ = ±i , of the original system exactly at the critical parameter.

Second decide a parametrisation We need to seek the nonlinear centre
manifold and the long-term evolution thereon. To parameterise the centre
manifold Mc we clearly need to use s = (x, y). But what do x and y
mean precisely? One possibility is to choose, as we do here, that x := u1/2
and y := (u1 + u2)/2. This agrees with what we have used for the linear
dynamics. We now insist that this choice of definition of x and y also hold
for the nonlinear analysis. Then the nonlinear shape of Mc follows from the
third component of u:

u3 = −3

2
x+

1

2
y + h(ε, s) , (14.10)

for some as yet unknown nonlinear function h.4 The nonlinear evolution
on Mc must be a perturbation of the linear dynamics found above and so
will be of the form

ṡ =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
s︸ ︷︷ ︸

Gs

+g(ε, s) , (14.11)

where we need to find g. These unknown nonlinear functions h and g deter-
mines the low dimensional model of the dynamics near the Hopf bifurcation
that occurs as ε crosses 0.

4In systems with a few dimensions, this approach of defining the amplitudes to be a
couple of the coordinates is feasible. For high dimensional systems it is unlikely one can
practically do so, and slightly more general techniques are needed.
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14.2 The homological equation

The next task is to find the nonlinear corrections to the shape of the centre
manifold and the evolution thereon. This then forms a more useful and
accurate model of the long-term dynamics.

Now substitute the assumption (14.10) and (14.11) into the original
governing equations (14.9) to give

 2 0
−2 2
−3 1

+

 0 0
0 0

∂h/∂x ∂h/∂y

 (Gs+ g) =

0 −2
2 2
1 −3

 s
+

 0
0
−h

+

 1
−1
0

 (−3x+ y + h)2 +

0
1
0

 ε(−x+ y) . (14.12)

When we solve this, albeit just to some order of accuracy, then centre manifold
theory assures us that the long-term evolution will be described by (14.11).

First, rearrange (14.12) into a form suitable for iteration. Do this rear-
rangement by putting all the dominant terms on the left-hand side: 1 0

−1 1
−3/2 1/2

 g +

 0
0

h− y∂h/∂x+ x∂h/∂y

 = −

 0 0
0 0

∂h/∂x ∂h/∂y

 g
+

 1
−1
0

 (−3x+ y + h)2 +

0
1
0

 ε(−x+ y) . (14.13)

Recognise which terms in g and h to put on the left-hand side as all those
terms which involve g and h and which are lowest order in s and ε. This
includes anything linear in g and h and anything of the form si∂h/∂sj
because the derivative lowers the order by one but the multiplication raises
it by one. However, other terms in g and h are put on the right-hand side
because they are either quadratic in h or multiplied by an si and so are of
order higher than the lowest.

Second, start the iteration by putting h = h(0) = 0 and g = g(0) = 0 in
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the right-hand side of (14.13) to give 1 0
−1 1
−3/2 1/2

 g +

 0
0

h− y∂h/∂x+ x∂h/∂y


=

 1
−1
0

 (−3x+ y)2 +

0
1
0

 ε(−x+ y) .

The first two components of this equation dictate that

g(1) =

[
1
4(−3x+ y)2

ε(y − x)

]
.

The last component then leads to a so-called homological equation:5

h− y∂h
∂x

+ x
∂h

∂y
=
ε

2
x− ε

2
y +

27

8
x2 − 18

8
xy +

3

8
y2 .

In general, such equations as these for the shape of a centre manifold are
solved in the space of multinomials in s. This is generic because we seek a
function h(s) whose shape is a multinomial in s, here

∑
m,n hmnx

myn, and so
it is the coefficients of this multinomial, hmn, that must be found. It is only
in simple circumstances, such as that of the direct instability of a pitchfork
bifurcation, that we can overlook this feature of the solution process; here
we must cater for it. Because the right-hand side is a quadratic in x and y
we therefore try a quadratic form for h, namely6

h = Ax+By + Cx2 +Dxy + Ey2 .

The equation then becomes

(A+B)x+ (B −A)y + (C +D)x2 + (2C +D − 2E)xy + (D + E)y2

5The homological equation is a hyperbolic pde with characteristic curves being trajec-
tories of the basic oscillation. This matches with the property that a centre manifold is a
union of suitable trajectories.

6The functions x, y, x2, xy and y2 are linearly independent multinomials that we use
as a basis.
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=
ε

2
x− ε

2
y +

27

8
x2 − 18

8
xy +

3

8
y2.

Equating coefficients of each term in the linearly independent xmyn we obtain
the set of linear equations 7

1 1 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 −2 1 2
0 0 0 −1 1



A
B
C
D
E

 =


ε/2
−ε/2
27/8
−18/8

3/8


with solution A = ε, B = 0, C = 21/8, D = 6/8 and E = 9/8. Thus an
approximate description of the displacement of the centre manifold from the
centre subspace is

h(1) =
ε

2
x+

21

8
x2 +

3

4
xy +

9

8
y2. (14.14)

The homological equation, although a challenge to organise clearly, is not
too complicated. For a pitchfork bifurcation it is diagonal. For a simple Hopf
bifurcation it is always effectively tridiagonal. However, for higher order
bifurcations the homological equation may become much more complicated.

To conclude this section, observe that a first approximation to the non-
linear shape of the centre manifold is

u =

 x
−x+ y

−3
2x+ 1

2y + ε
2x+ 21

8 x
2 + 3

4xy + 9
8y

2

 .
On this manifold the evolution is approximately described by

ẋ = −y + 1
4(−3x+ y)2,

ẏ = x+ ε(y − x). (14.15)

Figure 14.4 plots segments of trajectories of the model (14.15) showing

7Observe that the set of linear equations decouple into a pair of equations for the linear
coefficients, and a triple of equations for the quadratic coefficients. Such partitioning is
generic for all orders in most systems.
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y

x

Figure 14.4: some trajectories of the model system (14.15) for parameter
ε = 0 . The anti-clockwise evolution very gradually decays.

the non-circular nature of the nonlinear oscillations on the centre manifold.
However, as is generally the case for Hopf bifurcations, such a quadratic
approximation is almost always unreliable. For positive ε the origin of the
above model is linearly unstable. The quadratic nonlinear terms may or may
not stabilise the dynamics. Here the dynamics are stabilised, but it is just as
easy for quadratic models to have all solutions eventually evolve to infinity.
The quadratic model is deficient. I emphasise that this is generally true for
Hopf bifurcations. To obtain a reliable model, one must perform one more
iteration to obtain the correct cubic nonlinear terms in the model.

14.3 Further iteration

Computer algebra may routinely perform higher order computations; we
employ Mathematica.

It is appealing to recast the iteration scheme. Start with an approximation
to the centre manifold and the evolution thereon: u ≈ ũ(s) such that ṡ ≈
g̃(s). For example, initially ũ = Es and g̃ = Gs where the columns of E
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span the centre eigenspace Ec. Then seek a better approximation

u = ũ(s) + û(s) , such that ṡ = g̃(s) + ĝ(s) .

Substituting into the governing differential equation u̇ = Lu+ f(u) obtains

∂ũ

∂s
(g̃ + ĝ) +

∂û

∂s
(g̃ + ĝ) = Lũ+ Lû+ f (ũ+ û) .

Ignoring nonlinear terms in hatted quantities, and approximating g̃ and ũ
wherever they multiply a hatted correction quantity by Gs and Es respectively,
this equation becomes the homological equation

− Lû+
∂û

∂s
Gs+ E ĝ = −∂ũ

∂s
g̃ + Lũ+ f(ũ) . (14.16)

Appearing in this equation are some old friends.

• The right-hand side is precisely the residual of the dynamical system,
−u̇+ Lu+ f(u), evaluated for the current approximation. It may be
calculated very easily and directly in the computer algebra.

• On the left-hand side, −Lû + ∂û/∂sGs, is the general homological
operator . Given that the residual on the right-hand side is usually
expressed as a multi-nomial in s, we solve the homological equation in
the space of such multi-nomials.

• However, the homological equation in full is generally singular. Also
appearing on the left-hand side is E ĝ which enables us to chose ĝ,
the correction to the evolution on the centre manifold, so that the
homological equation can be solved.

In short, the left-hand side is precisely the same operator as appeared before,
in equation (14.13), and the right-hand side is just the governing differential
equation.

Algorithm 14.3 performs the iteration as follows.

`4–6 Specify the shape of the centre manifold is to be the linear centre
subspace bent by function h(x, y).
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Algorithm 14.3 Constructs the centre manifold oscillations of the sys-
tem (14.9). Uses coeffs function of Algorithm 14.2.

Mathematica code is not available.

`7–8 This first tells Reduce that x and y depend upon t and their time
derivatives are components of g.

`10–13 These lines set up some quantities for solving the homological equa-
tion in the space of multinomials in x and y up to the specified order.

`15 Tell Reduce to discard all terms higher than cubic in ε, x and y.

`17 Start iterative construction with the linear approximation.

`18–29 Performs the iteration.

• Compute the residual of the dynamical equations into res.

• Solve for the ĝ and update g.

• Form the homological equation in terms of the unknown coeffi-
cients of h, c(m,n).

• Equate all the coefficients, here implicitly to zero, and substitute
the solution into the correction for u.

The output of this program shows the centre manifold has nonlinear
shape

h =
ε

2
x+

21

8
x2 +

3

2
xy +

9

8
y2

− 3

80

(
311x3 + 319x2y + 217xy2 + 177y3

)
+O

(
ε2 + s4

)
.

The corresponding model on this centre manifold for the evolution is

ẋ = − y + 9
4x

2 − 3
2xy + 1

4y
2

− 1
8

(
63x3 − 3x2y + 21xy2 − 9y3

)
+O

(
ε2 + s4

)
, (14.17)

ẏ = x+ ε(y − x) +O
(
ε2 + s4

)
.
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y

x

Figure 14.5: trajectories of the centre manifold model system (14.17) at
parameter ε = 0.2 shows the stable limit cycle.

As is generally the case in Hopf bifurcations, with these cubic nonlinearities
this model is usefully predictive. Numerical simulations, such as those in
Figure 14.5, show the existence of a finite amplitude limit cycle for positive ε,
and the birth of the limit cycle as ε crosses through zero.

Centre manifold theory assures us that the above model is relevant to
the original system. Why is this cubic truncation relevant and not the
quadratic (14.15)? Although I do not prove it, the reason is that the cubic
model (14.17) is structurally stable; that is, small perturbations only have
small effects on the evolution. The quadratic model (14.15) was not so
structurally stable. For example, the cubic corrections found above may
change the evolution from one of ‘escape to infinity’ to one of a limit cycle,
and vice versa. Structural stability is important because we only ever obtain
low order approximations to the exact (‘infinite order’) centre manifold
model.

Given that the cubic model (14.17) is structurally stable, we deduce from
the stability of orbits about the origin in (s, ε)-space that the origin of the
centre manifold model is stable. Hence, the emergence theorem applies for
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all time, and all trajectories close enough to the centre manifold approach a
solution of the centre manifold model.

14.4 Synchronisation manifolds may attract
oscillators

Networks of near identical oscillators model a wide variety of pattern form-
ing systems, such as neural networks, fluid convection, interacting lasers
and coupled biochemical systems. These networks exhibit rich collective
behaviour, including synchrony, travelling waves, spatiotemporal chaos and
incoherence (Abrams & Strogatz 2006, Moon et al. 2005). In particular,
much interest continues in the synchronisation of nonlinear oscillators (Sun
et al. 2009, e.g.).

Example 14.3: (Coupled van der Pol Oscillators). This example is a
simple case: the system is just a pair of oscillators with one forcing the
other, but not vice versa.

A lone van der Pol oscillator has governing equations

ẋ1 = y1 ,

ẏ1 = −x1 + µ(1− x2
1)y1 , (14.18)

for some nonlinearity parameter µ. For example, for small µ this system
oscillates with an amplitude of

√
x2

1 + y2
1 ≈ 2 . Now let this oscillator

drive a similar van der Pol oscillator

ẋ2 = y2 + 2(x1 − x2) ,

ẏ2 = −x2 + (µ+ ε)(1− x2
2)y2 , (14.19)

where ε characterises the natural difference between the two oscillators,
and the constant 2 parametrises the strength of the influence of the
first oscillator upon the second. In this simple system introduced by
Sun et al. (2009), the second oscillator is not coupled back to the first.
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Algorithm 14.4 Constructs centre manifold of two coupled van der Pol
oscillators as a simple example of a synchronous manifold. Here for small
µ and ε.

Mathematica code is not available.

Find the centre subspace The linearised system, upon also ne-
glecting small µ terms, has eigenvalues ±i and −1(twice). The centre
space spanned by the eigenvectors of ±i is the span of (1, 0, 1, 0) and
(0, 1, 0, 1). That is, the centre subspace is one of synchronised in-phase
oscillations of equal amplitude.

The synchronised manifold emerges This centre subspace of
linear synchronisation is linearly attractive like exp(−t). Consequently,
in the full nonlinear dynamics we expect that nonlinear synchronised
oscillations emerge from among transients with similar such decay.

Construct the synchronised manifold Algorithm 14.4 constructs
the centre manifold of synchronised oscillations. Since there is no
coupling from the second oscillator to the first in this simple example,
the dynamics of the synchronised oscillation is simply that of the first
oscillator (14.18). The computer algebra finds that the synchronised
response of the other oscillator is then

x2 = x1 + ε
(

1
2x1 − 1

50y
3
1 − 4

50x1y
2
1 + 3

50x
2
1y1 − 7

50x
3
1

)
+O

(
ε2 + µ2

)
,

y2 = y1 + ε
(

1
2y1 + x1 − 6

50y
3
1 + 2

50x1y
2
1 − 7

50x
2
1y1 − 17

50x
3
1

)
+O

(
ε2 + µ2

)
.

♣

14.5 Exercises
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Exercise 14.4: (exact centre manifold I). For 3D dynamics, in variables
(u(t), v(t), w(t)), consider the system, modified from (14.1), of

u̇ = −wu− v , v̇ = +u− wv , ẇ = −w + u2 + v2 − 2w2 .

Use polar coordinates to describe the uv-plane and hence deduce there
exists an exact centre manifold, w = u2 + v2. What is the evolution on
the centre manifold?

Exercise 14.5: (exact centre manifold II). For 3D dynamics, variables
(u(t), v(t), w(t)), consider the system (Romanovski et al. 2013, §3.4)

u̇ = −v + a(u2 + v2) + dvw,

v̇ = +u+ b(u2 + v2)− duw,
ẇ = −w + u2 + v2 + 2auw + 2bvw,

for any given constants a, b and d. Deduce there is a 2D centre manifold
through the origin tangent to the uv-plane at the origin. Verify that
the parabolic surface w = u2 + v2 is invariant to the dynamics of the
system, and hence deduce that this surface is thus an exact centre
manifold for the system. What are the odes for the dynamics on this
centre manifold?

Exercise 14.6: (exact centre manifold III). For 3D dynamics, variables
(u(t), v(t), w(t)), consider the system (Romanovski et al. 2013, §3.2)

u̇ = −v − 1
2abuw − 1

2b
2vw,

v̇ = +u+ 1
2a

2uw + 1
2abvw,

ẇ = −w + u2 + v2 + (a+ b)uw + (b− a)vw,

for any given constants a and b. Deduce there is a 2D centre manifold
through the origin tangent to the uv-plane at the origin. Verify that
the surface

w =
u2 + v2

1− au− bv
is invariant to the dynamics of the system, and hence deduce that this
surface is thus an exact centre manifold for the system. What are the
odes for the dynamics on this centre manifold?
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Exercise 14.7: (Lorenz 86 model). Lorenz (1986) proposed the following
system of odes to explore the existence of a slow manifold among fast
atmospheric waves:

u̇ = −vw ,
v̇ = uw ,

ẇ = −uv − bx ,
ẋ = −y + bw ,

ẏ = x .

Assuming parameter b is small, argue that the oscillations in x and y
do not form the basis of a centre manifold model because the whole
state space is the centre subspace.

Exercise 14.8: (Lorenz 96 model). Lorenz (1996) proposed a system of
odes to explore predictability in weather and climate forecasting. Many
others adopted this system to further explore predictability (Boffetta
et al. 2002, e.g.). Although the real interest in this model lies in its
chaotic regime, we explore the onset of its oscillatory dynamics via a
Hopf bifurcation. Conceptually, Lorenz divided the atmosphere on the
earth into K cells of large scale high and low pressure systems. These
systems would decay at rate one, non-dimensionally, but are forced
by the sun’s heating, represented by F , and interact nonlinearly with
their neighbours. Lorenz defined xk(t) to be the strength of cell k, for
k = 1, 2, . . . ,K . As a system to explore he proposed

dxk
dt

= −xk + xk−1(xk+1 − xk−2) + F , k = 1, 2, . . . ,K , (14.20)

where the xk are to be K-periodic, that is, xk = xk±K . In this exercise
explore the simple case of K = 4 cells.

1. Show there is an equilibrium at xk = F .

2. Justify the existence and emergence of a Hopf bifurcation at
forcing F = 1 .
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Algorithm 14.5 Mathematica code to begin constructing the centre man-
ifold of the onset of oscillations in the model (14.20) of Lorenz (1996):
Algorithm 14.6 codes the subsequent iteration. Uses Algorithm 14.2.

Mathematica code is not available.

Algorithm 14.6 Mathematica code to construct the centre manifold of the
onset of oscillations in the model (14.20) of Lorenz (1996). After initialising
with Algorithm 14.5, this code performs the iteration.

Mathematica code is not available.

3. Find the centre subspace at F = 1 .

4. Find by hand the terms quadratic in amplitudes si of the shape
of the centre manifold.

5. There is no easy way: explain how Algorithm 14.5–14.6 constructs
approximations to the centre manifold and the evolution thereon.

6. Approximate the centre manifold of this Hopf bifurcation. Inter-
pret the centre manifold model.

Answer: With forcing F = 1 + f for small f , the centre manifold may be
parametrised as

x1 = 1 + f − s1 + 1
13 (−6s21 + 5s1s2 − 7s22) +O

(
s3
)
,

x2 = 1 + f + s2 + 1
13 (−7s21 − 5s1s2 − 6s22) +O

(
s3
)
,

x3 = 1 + f + s1 + 1
13 (−6s21 + 5s1s2 − 7s22) +O

(
s3
)
,

x4 = 1 + f − s2 + 1
13 (−7s21 − 5s1s2 − 6s22) +O

(
s3
)
,

ṡ1 = fs1 − (1 + f)s2 + 1
13 (−7s31 + s21s2 − 11s1s

2
2 + 7s32) +O

(
s4
)
,

ṡ2 = (1 + f)s1 + fs2 + 1
13 (−7s31 − 11s21s2 − s1s22 − 7s32) +O

(
s4
)
.

Exercise 14.9: (Lorenz 96 model extended I). Do Exercise 14.8, modifying
Algorithm 14.5–14.6, for the case of K = 6 cells.
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Answer: The centre subspace may be, for example, x = 1+(2, 1,−1,−2,−1, 1)s2+

(0,−1,−1, 0, 1, 1)s2 , and so on.

Exercise 14.10: (Lorenz 96 model extended II). Do Exercise 14.8, modi-
fying Algorithm 14.5–14.6, for the case of K = 8 cells.

Answer: The centre subspace may be, for example, x = 1+(1, 0,−1, 0, 1, 0,−1, 0)s2+

(0, 1, 0,−1, 0, 1, 0,−1)s2 , and so on.

Exercise 14.11: (Lorenz 96 model double Hopf). Extend Exercise 14.8 to
the case of K = 12 cells, but note that the bifurcation at F = 1 is a
double Hopf bifurcation. More extensively modify Algorithm 14.5–14.6.

Answer: The centre subspace may be, for example,

x = 1 + (1, 0,−1, 0, 1, 0,−1, 0, 1, 0,−1, 0)s2

+ (0, 1, 0,−1, 0, 1, 0,−1, 0, 1, 0,−1)s2

+ (−1,−2,−1, 1, 2, 1,−1,−2,−1, 1, 2, 1)s3

+ (1, 0,−1,−1, 0, 1, 1, 0,−1,−1, 0, 1)s4, ,

and so on.
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Chapter 15

Nonlinear evolution of
double diffusion

Sorry: this section is incomplete as it is slowly written.

Contents

15.1 Critical dynamics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 439

15.2 The vorticity equation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 441

15.3 Nonlinear analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 442

15.4 The model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 451

Our task now is to return to double diffusive convection and model
the fluid flow that occurs when the static state loses stability via a Hopf
bifurcation. Do the oscillations settle down to a stable limit cycle? or do the
nonlinear interactions enhance the linear instability? Are there any special
features of the nonlinear dynamics?

15.1 Critical dynamics

Recall that in §13 we showed that the static state loses stability as the
Rayleigh number, a measure of the temperature difference between the

439



440 Chapter 15. Nonlinear evolution of double diffusion

plates, increases past the critical value

Rac =
10

11
Rs +

27π4

4
,

drawn in Figure 13.2. The frequency of the oscillations exactly at critical
is ω =

√
10 Rs /33. The fluid flow together with the induced heat and

salinity changes, oscillating in t, periodic in x and sinusoidal in z, are to a
linear approximation given by (13.4) with coefficients determined from the
eigen-problem (13.5) which for the critical mode simplify to1

−3π2

20
iωA = −

(
10

11
Rs +

27π4

4

)
kπB + Rs kπC +

9π4

4
A ,

iωB = kπA− 3π2

2
B ,

iωC = kπA ,

We use a solution of this eigen-problem in order to describe the dominant
structure of the nonlinear dynamics near onset. Any solution will do—they
all differ by a trivial phase shift in the oscillation. Thus without loss of
generality we may take a fundamental solution with B = kπ. From which

the equations force A = 3π2

2 + iω and C = kπ
(

1− i3π2

2ω

)
. In effect such a

choice forces the complex amplitude appearing in the model to be in phase
with the temperature fluctuations.

Putting this solution along with its complex conjugate together in the
solution fields we deduce that the linear description of the centre manifold
and the oscillations thereon is

ψ = a

(
3π2

2
+ iω

)
eiωt sin kπx sinnπz + c.c. ,

θ = akπeiωt cos kπx sinnπz + c.c. , (15.1)

σ = akπ

(
1− i3π

2

2ω

)
eiωt cos kπx sinnπz + c.c. ,

where a(t) is the complex amplitude of the oscillations. Our aim is to derive
an equation governing its variation, which in turn describes the modulation
and growth or decay of the oscillations.

1Recall that we set Pr = 10 for simplicity.
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15.2 The vorticity equation

Just as in the linear analysis, it is convenient to simplify the Navier–Stokes
and continuity equation (13.1) through the introduction of the stream-
function ψ(x, z, t) where the fluid velocities are u = −∂ψ/∂z and w = ∂ψ/∂x.
The algebra is straightforward: upon considering ∂ /∂x(w-eqn)−∂ /∂z(u-eqn)
we are lead to

1

Pr

[
∇2∂ψ

∂t
− ∂ψ

∂z
∇2ψ +

∂ψ

∂x
∇2ψ

]
= Ra

∂θ

∂x
− Rs

∂σ

∂x
+ ∇4ψ .

Introducing the vorticity

Ω = ∇2ψ =
∂w

∂x
− ∂u

∂z
, (15.2)

this equation becomes simply

1

Pr

dΩ

dt
=

1

Pr

[
∂Ω

∂t
+ q ·∇Ω

]
= Ra

∂θ

∂x
− Rs

∂σ

∂x
+ ∇2Ω . (15.3)

Now the vorticity is the amount of “rotation” in the fluid flow at each point.
This last equation just says that such “rotation”:

• is carried by the fluid, dΩ/dt;

• is generated by horizontal density gradients through Ra ∂θ/∂x−Rs ∂σ/∂x
(if the fluid is denser to one side then that part will tend to fall which
creates a rotational effect);

• and is dissipated by a diffusion ∇2Ω.

These physically clear properties make the vorticity a very powerful concept
in fluid dynamics.

In this double diffusive convection problem, the vorticity equation is
supplemented by equations for heat and salt transport: respectively

∂θ

∂t
+ q ·∇θ = w + ∇2θ , (15.4)

∂σ

∂t
+ q ·∇σ = w . (15.5)
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15.3 Nonlinear analysis

We base the construction of a model upon the computer algebra derivation of
the centre manifold and the evolution thereon. The example of the previous
section, §??, provides a framework for the following Reduce program; the
overall shape of the algorithm is the same, but here there are many more
details.

For example, the linear description may be tested by substituting the
solution, given in lines 52–64, into the governing differential equations (15.3)–
(15.5), as is done by the expressions at the end of the following code, and
retaining only linear terms in the amplitudes (by setting o:=1).

In a similar manner to the previous example, suppose

ψ = ψ̃(a, x, z, t) , θ = θ̃(a, x, z, t) ,

σ = σ̃(a, x, z, t) , s.t. ȧ = g̃(a) ,

is an approximate description of the evolution, and we seek an improved
description

ψ = ψ̃(a, x, z, t) + ψ′(a, x, z, t) , θ = θ̃(a, x, z, t) + θ′(a, x, z, t) ,

σ = σ̃(a, x, z, t) + σ′(a, x, z, t) , s.t. ȧ = g̃(a) + g′(a) .

Then, in the same manner as in the previous section, equations are derived
for the corrections ψ′, θ′, σ′ and g′:

−∇4ψ′ − Rac
∂θ′

∂x
+ Rs

∂σ′

∂x
+

1

Pr
∇2∂ψ

′

∂t
+

1

Pr
∇2 ∂a

∂ψc
g′ = Ψ̃ ,

−∂ψ
′

∂x
−∇2θ′ +

∂θ′

∂t
+
∂a

∂θc
g′ = Θ̃ , (15.6)

−∂ψ
′

∂x
+
∂σ′

∂t
+

∂a

∂σc
g′ = Σ̃ ,

where the right-hand sides, Ψ̃, Θ̃ and Σ̃, are the residuals of the vorticity,
heat and salinity equations respectively.

The following Reduce code to find such corrections is rather long. However,
much of it involves getting Reduce to compute various inverse operators rather
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than calculate them ourselves—with more effort I could have eliminated
many steps at the expense of introducing my algebraic errors. After the
listing, I describe the various steps.

% Use iteration to form the centre manifold model of the

% double diffusive Hopf bifurcation problem. Here the

% description is in terms of the complex amplitude to describe

% the modulation of the oscillations.

% a is the complex amplitude and b is its complex conjugate.

% (c) Tony Roberts, October 1995

o:=3;

% only retain terms up to order o in a and b

let { a^~m => 0 when m>o

, b^~n => 0 when n>o

, a^~m*b^~n => 0 when m+n>o

, a*b^~n => 0 when 1+n>o

, a^~m*b => 0 when m+1>o

, a*b => 0 when o=1

};

let eps^2=0; % but only interested in leading order in eps

% formating for printed output

on div; off allfac; on revpri;

%

% basis vectors for vectors, ee(i), and matrices, ee(i,j).

factor ee;

operator ee;

let { ee(~i)^2 =>1

, ee(~i)*ee(~j) => 0 when i neq j

, ee(~i,~j)*ee(j) => ee(i)

, ee(~i,~j)*ee(~k) => 0 when j neq k

};

infix _; precedence _,^;

let ~u _ ~j => df(u,ee(j));

%

% cist(m) = exp[i*m*t] is complex exponential oscillation

% whereas cosp(n,x)=cos(n*pi*x) and sinp(n,x)=sin(n*pi*x)
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operator cist;

depend cist,t;

let { cist(~m)*cist(~n) => cist(m+n)

, cist(~m)^~p => cist(p*m)

, df(cist(~m),~z) => i*m*om*cist(m)*df(t,z)

};

operator cosp; operator sinp;

let { cosp(~a,~x)^2 => (cosp(2*a,x)+cosp(0,x))/2

, sinp(~a,~x)^2 => (cosp(0,x)-cosp(2*a,x))/2

, sinp(~a,~x)*cosp(~b,~x) => (sinp(a+b,x)+sinp(a-b,x))/2

, sinp(~a,~x)*sinp(~b,~x) => (cosp(a-b,x)-cosp(a+b,x))/2

, cosp(~a,~x)*cosp(~b,~x) => (cosp(a-b,x)+cosp(a+b,x))/2

, df(sinp(~m,~x),~z) => pi*m*cosp(m,x)*df(x,z)

, df(cosp(~m,~x),~z) => -pi*m*sinp(m,x)*df(x,z)

, sinp(0,~x) => 0

, sinp(-~m,~x) => -sinp(m,x)

, cosp(-~m,~x) => cosp(m,x)

};

procedure mean(blah); df(blah,cist(0),cosp(0,kx),cosp(0,z));

%

% critical modes form linear solution

depend kx,x;

pr:=10;

let { df(kx,x)=>k, k^2=>1/2, om^2=>10*rs/33 };

rac:=10*rs/11+27*pi^4/4;

psic:=(a*(3*pi^2/2+i*om)*cist(1)

+b*(3*pi^2/2-i*om)*cist(-1))*sinp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)$

thetac:=(a*pi*k*cist(1)

+b*pi*k*cist(-1))*cosp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)$

sigmac:=pi*k*(a*(1-i*3*pi^2/2/om)*cist(1)

+b*(1+i*3*pi^2/2/om)*cist(-1))*cosp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)$

vortc:=1/pr*(df(psic,x,x)+df(psic,z,z))$

%

% Form the inverse operators!!!!

% First, substitute generic term into the LHS
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psy:=apsi*cist(l)*sinp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)$

the:=athe*cist(l)*cosp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)$

sig:=asig*cist(l)*cosp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)$

vor:=df(psy,x,x)+df(psy,z,z)$ u:=-df(psy,z)$ w:=df(psy,x)$

psiop:=1/pr*df(vor,t)-df(vor,x,x)-df(vor,z,z)

-rac*df(the,x)+rs*df(sig,x)$

theop:=df(the,t)-df(psy,x)-df(the,x,x)-df(the,z,z)$

sigop:=df(sig,t)-df(psy,x)$

% Second, extract the LHS operator and invert it

psiop:=psiop/cist(l)/sinp(m,kx)/sinp(n,z)$

theop:=theop/cist(l)/cosp(m,kx)/sinp(n,z)$

sigop:=sigop/cist(l)/cosp(m,kx)/sinp(n,z)$

lop:=mat((df(psiop,apsi),df(psiop,athe),df(psiop,asig))

,(df(theop,apsi),df(theop,athe),df(theop,asig))

,(df(sigop,apsi),df(sigop,athe),df(sigop,asig))

)$

ilop:=1/lop$

% Third, extract columns of inverse for later use

psiop:= ee(1)*ilop(1,1)*cist(l)*sinp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)

+ee(2)*ilop(2,1)*cist(l)*cosp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)

+ee(3)*ilop(3,1)*cist(l)*cosp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)$

theop:= ee(1)*ilop(1,2)*cist(l)*sinp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)

+ee(2)*ilop(2,2)*cist(l)*cosp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)

+ee(3)*ilop(3,2)*cist(l)*cosp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)$

sigop:= ee(1)*ilop(1,3)*cist(l)*sinp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)

+ee(2)*ilop(2,3)*cist(l)*cosp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)

+ee(3)*ilop(3,3)*cist(l)*cosp(m,kx)*sinp(n,z)$

% Fourth, deal with the special case of l=\pm 1, m=n=1

loq:=sub({l=1,m=1,n=1},lop)$

loq(1,2):=df(vortc ,a)/cist(1)/sinp(1,kx)/sinp(1,z)$

loq(2,2):=df(thetac,a)/cist(1)/cosp(1,kx)/sinp(1,z)$

loq(3,2):=df(sigmac,a)/cist(1)/cosp(1,kx)/sinp(1,z)$

iloq:=sub(om=l*om,1/loq)$

psioq:= ee(1)*iloq(1,1)*cist(l)*sinp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)

+ee(3)*iloq(3,1)*cist(l)*cosp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)$
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theoq:= ee(1)*iloq(1,2)*cist(l)*sinp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)

+ee(3)*iloq(3,2)*cist(l)*cosp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)$

sigoq:= ee(1)*iloq(1,3)*cist(l)*sinp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)

+ee(3)*iloq(3,3)*cist(l)*cosp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)$

zpsi:=4*iloq(2,1)*sinp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)*cist(-l)$

zthe:=4*iloq(2,2)*cosp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)*cist(-l)$

zsig:=4*iloq(2,3)*cosp(1,kx)*sinp(1,z)*cist(-l)$

% Lastly, define inverse terms from each of the component eqns

operator psiinv; linear psiinv;

operator theinv; linear theinv;

operator siginv; linear siginv;

depend x,xzt; depend z,xzt; depend t,xzt;

let { psiinv(cist(~al)*sinp(~am,kx)*sinp(~an,z),xzt)

=> sub({m=am,n=an},sub(l=al,psiop)) when abs(al*am*an) neq 1

, theinv(cist(~al)*cosp(~am,kx)*sinp(~an,z),xzt)

=> sub({m=am,n=an},sub(l=al,theop)) when abs(al*am*an) neq 1

, siginv(cist(~al)*cosp(~am,kx)*sinp(~an,z),xzt)

=> sub({m=am,n=an},sub(l=al,sigop)) when abs(al*am*an) neq 1

, psiinv(cist(~al)*sinp(~am,kx)*sinp(~an,z),xzt)

=> sub({l=al},psioq) when abs(al*am*an) = 1

, theinv(cist(~al)*cosp(~am,kx)*sinp(~an,z),xzt)

=> sub({l=al},theoq) when abs(al*am*an) = 1

, siginv(cist(~al)*cosp(~am,kx)*sinp(~an,z),xzt)

=> sub({l=al},sigoq) when abs(al*am*an) = 1

};

%

% initial approximation

% uncomment the following line for numerical solution

%on rounded;k:=1/sqrt(2);rs:=1;om:=sqrt(10*rs/33);precision 6;

on complex; on list; factor cist,cosp,sinp;

ra:=rac+eps;

psi:=psic;

theta:=thetac;

sigma:=sigmac;

ga:=0;
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gb:=0;

showtime;

%

% iteration

for iter:=1:o do begin

u:=-df(psi,z)$ w:=df(psi,x)$ vort:=df(psi,x,x)+df(psi,z,z)$

salteq:=-df(sigma,t)-df(sigma,a)*ga-df(sigma,b)*gb

-u*df(sigma,x)-w*df(sigma,z)+w;

heateq:=-df(theta,t)-df(theta,a)*ga-df(theta,b)*gb

-u*df(theta,x)-w*df(theta,z)+w+df(theta,x,x)

+df(theta,z,z);

vorteq:=(-df(vort,t)-df(vort,a)*ga-df(vort,b)*gb

-u*df(vort,x)-w*df(vort,z))/pr +ra*df(theta,x)

-rs*df(sigma,x)+df(vort,x,x)+df(vort,z,z);

% solve for evolution ga and gb

gad:=mean(sub(l=+1,zpsi*vorteq+zthe*heateq+zsig*salteq));

gbd:=mean(sub(l=-1,zpsi*vorteq+zthe*heateq+zsig*salteq));

write ga:=ga+gad;

write gb:=gb+gbd;

% update and solve homological equation

ud:= psiinv(vorteq-sub({a=gad,b=gbd},vortc ),xzt)

+theinv(heateq-sub({a=gad,b=gbd},thetac),xzt)

+siginv((salteq-sub({a=gad,b=gbd},sigmac)

where cist(0)*cosp(0,kx)=>0) ,xzt);

write psi:=psi+ud _1;

write theta:=theta+ud _2;

write sigma:=sigma+ud _3;

showtime;

end;

%

% check equations

u:=-df(psi,z)$ w:=df(psi,x)$ vort:=df(psi,x,x)+df(psi,z,z)$

salteq:=-df(sigma,t)-df(sigma,a)*ga-df(sigma,b)*gb

-u*df(sigma,x)-w*df(sigma,z)+w;

heateq:=-df(theta,t)-df(theta,a)*ga-df(theta,b)*gb
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-u*df(theta,x)-w*df(theta,z)+w+df(theta,x,x)

+df(theta,z,z);

vorteq:=(-df(vort,t)-df(vort,a)*ga-df(vort,b)*gb

-u*df(vort,x)-w*df(vort,z))/pr +ra*df(theta,x)

-rs*df(sigma,x)+df(vort,x,x)+df(vort,z,z);

;end;

`7–38 As in the toy problem of the previous section these: set up the terms
to be dropped in the expressions for the model; some basis vectors for
the three components of the flow field, ψ, θ and σ; and the operator
cist to describe the oscillations.

`39–50 However, in this problem we also have spatial structure.2 Because of
the nature of the governing equations and the boundary conditions on
the top and bottom, the spatial dependence may always be described by
trigonometric functions. We could use the knowledge of trigonometry
that is built into reduce; however, it comes with a lot of baggage
and I find it easier to define our own. The operators cosp(m,x) and
sinp(m,x) are used to denote cosmπx and sinmπx respectively. The
linearisation, differentiation and symmetry rules coded in these lines
then follow.

`52–64 The critical parameters and corresponding linear oscillations, equa-
tion (15.1), are encoded in these lines. Note that kx is used to denote kx
in the argument of trigonometric functions.

`66–128 This big chunk derives the inverse operators needed to later find
the corrections to the evolution and the centre manifold.

1. The solution fields are composed of sums of terms of the form
eilωt cosmkπx sinnπz (except for ψ for which the x dependence
is sin). Hence, we first find the effect of the linear operator on
fields of this form.

2In essence, cosp and sinp act as basis vectors for the spatial structure in the fields ψ,
θ and σ.
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2. Then extract the coefficients, form into a matrix and invert. The
ith row of the matrix ilop describes the influence that residu-
als in the three equations have upon the ith field (ψ, θ and σ
respectively).

3. Conversely,3 the jth column of ilop describes the influence that
the residual of the jth equation has upon the three solution fields.
Thus, third, extract these columns for later use and group together
with the basis vectors ee.

4. However, as is always the case, the linear operator on the left-hand
side of (15.6) is singular. This singularity affects the computation
of the inverse only if l = ±1 and n = m = 1 corresponding to the
critical mode. For these values of l, m and n we have to choose g′

so that the right-hand side is in the range of the operator. This is
done by finding g′ through a solvability condition. One way to
find the corresponding critical ‘left-eigen-mode’ is as follows.

Recall that we defined the complex amplitude to be such that
it was in phase with the temperature oscillations. Hence, we
want to find θ so that its component in e±iωt cos kπx sinπz is
unchanged during the iteration process; that is, θ′ should be zero
in this component. Thus for this component only, we replace the
θ column of the linear operator by the column of coefficients of g′,
namely ( 1

Pr∇
2∂a/∂ψc, ∂a/∂θc, ∂a/∂σc). This is stored in matrix

loq. Then its inverse, iloq, is computed, the first and third rows
determining components in the ψ and σ fields, and the second row
giving a normalised ‘left-eigen-mode’ to be used in the solvability
condition.

5. Lastly, define operators psiinv, theinv and siginv to take each
component of the residuals and compute the corresponding con-
tribution to the three solution fields. The linear statements tell
Reduce to express, for example,

psiinv

∑
l,m,n

clmne
ilωt sinmπkx sinnπz


3The Reduce matrix facility is inconvenient for many purposes.
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=
∑
l,m,n

clmnpsiinv
(
eilωt sinmπkx sinnπz

)
.

The operators thus work on each term in turn, producing a re-
sult depending upon the particular value of l, m and n for each
particular term. The variable xzt is used to tell Reduce to keep
any factor depending upon x, z and t within the argument of the
operator.

One curiosity is that we have to substitute for the time harmonic,
l, before substituting for the spatial wavenumbers m and n. the
reason is that if this is not done a division by 0 occurs! But how
could this be since we have properly dealt with the singularity
associated with the critical mode? It actually signifies that there
is a previously unrecognised mode of eigen-value with zero real
part.

Here the top and bottom plates are stress-free—slippery—and
so we could superimpose a bulk flow moving to the left or right.
Indeed, investigation shows that the mode associated with the zero
divisor is l = m = n = 0 to match a bulk flow. Such bulk flows
are observed in experiments, (Cross & Hohenberg 1993, pp966–70)
even though in experiments the top and bottom plate are not
stress-free. The bulk flow evolves slowly on large horizontal scales,
so although l and m are not exactly 0, they are small and to a
leading approximation l ≈ m ≈ 0. In the next chapter we begin
working on techniques based on centre manifold theory to develop
models of dynamics on large horizontal scales. Ultimately such
techniques would be applied to form useful models of the coupled
evolution of convection and bulk flow.

For the moment note that although a division by zero occurs, the
numerator is also 0. Thus here we can side-step the problem by
substituting l = 0 before substituting m = n = 0, because then
the numerator evaluates to 0 and so the term disappears before
the denominator is evaluated.

`129–139 These just assign the critical linear solution as a first approxima-
tion to the centre manifold model.
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`141–166 The iteration has the same structure as before.

• The residuals of each of the governing differential equations are
computed. These should be directly readable.

• The solvability condition is applied to determine corrections to
the evolution in the model.

• The new terms arising from the solvability are incorporated into
the residuals, then the inverse operators established earlier are
used to compute corrections to the centre manifold description.

`168–177 Lastly,4 check the governing equations for any errors.

15.4 The model

Having established the program it is now just a matter of executing it and
interpreting the results.

It is useful to first look at the low orders. Setting o:=1 in line 7 just
indicates one iteration and the subsequent execution just identifies the leading
term in the evolution equation for the model.5 The output shows that

ȧ ≈ 3630π2 − i220ω

40 Rs +35937π4
εa , (15.7)

where ω =
√

10 Rs /33 and ε = Ra−Rac. This describes the linear dynamics
of the pure conduction state:

• the real part gives the stability—since 3630π2

40 Rs +35937π4 > 0 the conduction
state is stable/unstable for ε < 0 and > 0 respectively, as we have
already identified;

• the imaginary part describes the frequency shift of oscillations about the
conduction state and is of little interest to the picture of the long-term
evolution.

4Always check computer algebra.
5Note that Rs has to be as large as 100,000 in order to significantly affect this equation.
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Upon setting o:=3 in line 7 we seek the nonlinear modifications to this
evolution equation. Such nonlinear terms can, for Ra past critical, either
stabilise the motion onto finite size limit cycles, or help drive the instability
further, depending upon the sign of the coefficient. Executing the program
in Reduce we run into a wall of the “combinatorial explosion.” Through
the nonlinear products in the governing equations together with additions
of terms with different denominators, terms in the expressions we deal
with become longer extremely rapidly. Quite often the expressions increase
in length exponentially quickly, perhaps worse. In this particular case
the combinatorial explosion is bad enough to saturate a high-performance
workstation for hours at a time.

One way around this problem is to numerically evaluate some expressions
that otherwise would be represented as long algebraic expressions. For
example to use the numerical value of π we would just turn on rounded,
as in line 131. This helps but results are quickest if we substitute the
critical value for the horizontal wavenumber k = 1/

√
2 = 0.7071, and use

specific values for the saline Rayleigh number Rs, say Rs = 1 or 10000, and
correspondingly for the critical frequency ω =

√
10 Rs /33. All of this is

done on line 131. Executing the Reduce program we find, for Rs = 1, that

ȧ = (0.010234−i0.00003460)εa−(154.65+i878.12)a2ā+O
(
ε2 +a4

)
. (15.8)

This is the low-dimensional model of the dynamics of the infinite-dimensional
fluid dynamical system. Using this model we readily predict the existence of
limit cycles for Ra just larger than critical. Simply seek solutions a(t) = reiω

′t

where r and ω′ are constants. Substituting leads to

iωreiω
′t = (0.010234− i0.00003460)εreiω

′t − (154.65 + i878.12)r3eiω
′t ,

which upon dividing by reiω
′t leads to

iω = (0.010234− i0.00003460)ε− (154.65 + i878.1)r2 .

• The real part of this equation rearranges to the amplitude of the limit
cycles in the complex amplitude space to be

r = 0.008135
√
ε .
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As in general, the amplitude is proportional to
√
ε. These limit cycles

are stable, though a little more work is needed to show this.

• The imaginary part of the equation gives the frequency shift of the
limit cycles:

ω = −0.00003460ε− 878.12r2 = −0.05814ε .

But this is of little interest.

Physically these limit cycles are manifested as fluid flow that sloshes to and
fro within an array of cells of width

√
2.

Similar results are obtained for a wide range of saline Rayleigh numbers Rs.
For example, with Rs = 10, 000 the basic oscillations are at frequency
ω = 55.04 and the modulation equation is

ȧ = (0.009185− i0.003104)εa− (161.12− i599.2)a2ā+O
(
ε2 + a4

)
. (15.9)

Observe the real parts of the constants have changed remarkably little from
equation (15.9). The imaginary part of the nonlinear term’s coefficient has
changed, but this only affects the frequency shift of the oscillations.

However, there is just one little problem to be overcome.6 At the end of
the Reduce program the fluid dynamical equations are checked to the desired
order of the expansion. Although these are generally non-zero, most of them
are approximately 10−14—clearly zero to numerical accuracy. But one of
the terms in the residual of the salt equation is definitely non-zero, being
approximately 36.56 sin 2πz for Rs = 1 and 0.04858 sin 2πz for Rs = 10000.
However hard one tries it is impractical to imagine that such coefficients are
numerical approximations to zero! The reason this residual occurs is due
to a quick fix which I have included in the Reduce program, so far without
comment. In line 161 I included a where clause which sets to zero any
residual in the salt equation with wavenumbers l = m = 0 but any n. This
therefore removes the sin 2πz component in the residual that is ultimately
seen in the error checking.

If this where clause is omitted, then upon execution one quickly discovers
that Reduce complains about having to divide by zero. Why? As before

6Still more trouble.
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when we commented on the possibility of bulk flow between stress-free plates,
a division by zero flags that the basic linear operator, on the left-hand
side of (15.6), is singular. Such singularity is familiar in a centre manifold
analysis because it corresponds to a critical mode, one with eigenvalue with
real part zero. The division by zero here indicates that there is yet another
critical mode, associated with sin 2πz structure in salinity, that we have
previously overlooked. Indeed substitute (ψ, θ, σ) = (0, 0, sin 2πz)eλt into the
fluid equations (15.3)–(15.5) and discover that it is indeed a critical mode
with eigenvalue λ = 0. We could avoid including the bulk flow mode in the
analysis because there the problem was 0/0 and we could arrange to evaluate
the numerator before the denominator—physically there is no interaction
between the bulk flow and the convection rolls. Here this is not possible
because the numerator is definitely non-zero, here 36.56 for Rs = 1—there is
interaction. Thus to do the centre manifold analysis properly we should have
included this mode in the description, say proportional to an amplitude c.
That is we should seek

ψ = ψ̃(a, c, x, z, t) ,

θ = θ̃(a, c, x, z, t) ,

σ = σ̃(a, c, x, z, t) ,

s.t. ȧ = g̃(a, c) ,

ċ = h̃(a, c) ,

and modify the Reduce program accordingly. This will fix the problem.
Or will it? Why is σ = sin 2πz a critical mode? Physically it corresponds

a change in the vertical structure of the mean salinity field. Horizontal
variations in salinity cause horizontal density gradients that drive flow, but
vertical variations apparently have no dynamic effect. The physical reason
is that we set τ , the relative diffusivity of salt, to zero because it was
very small, in water τ ≈ 0.01. However, this removes diffusion of salt and
so nonlinear vertical structure of the salt field is consequently long-lived.
It is not just the sin 2πz mode which is neutrally stable, all the modes
(ψ, θ, σ) = (0, 0, sinnπz) are also critical modes! Really we should include
an infinite number of amplitudes cn for the centre manifold and include∑∞

n=1 cn sinnπz into the linear description of the salinity field. Fortunately,
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most of these modes do not interact with low-order approximations to the
flow dynamics on the centre manifold and so may be omitted from a model
of the oscillatory flow.

Another possible way around the problem is to re-introduce salt diffusion
by setting τ to be non-zero. Then when these vertical structure components
appear in the residual, they induce corresponding finite components into the
salt field. For example, here σ would have an additional term proportional
to εaā sin 2πz. This would interact with the fluid flow to induce corrections
to the modulation equation proportional to εa2ā; there could not be a
correction proportional to εaā due to symmetry considerations. Thus taking
into account the finite diffusivity would not alter our earlier conclusions on
the existence of limit cycles.

However, the coefficient of the additional terms are proportional to 1/τ
and since τ is genuinely small in many applications we can expect that
the additional terms to be quite large. In the evolution of the complex
amplitude a, the order εa2ā terms would become significant quickly due to
their large coefficient. Physically, these effects are likely to be destabilising
because the advection of the background salinity field is likely to reduce the
stabilising salinity gradient in the bulk of the fluid domain, and hence assist
the development of more vigorous flow.

Either of the above approaches will fix the problem, which is best depends
upon the use to which the model is put.
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• dd??

• Hopf bifurcations may be modelled using centre manifold theory. The
same techniques apply to more complex systems with multiple interact-
ing oscillators. A direct application of the theory generates a model in
an abstract phase space (the xy model). But one has to solve nontrivial
forms of the homological equation (Section 14.2), canonically

h+ y
∂h

∂x
− x∂h

∂y
= Res .

One must also compute the cubic terms in the centre manifold to obtain
a structurally stable model (Section 14.3).

• In this chapter we have introduced some of the dynamics of the
advection-diffusion of temperature and salinity. In the natural en-
vironment, variations in these quantities cause density differences that
drive many complex flows. Here we investigated an accessible example
involving vertical gradients. The fluid dynamics cause a Hopf bifur-
cation. To simplify the analysis, the stream function and vorticity
equation have been introduced.

• When one encounters a problem with zero divisors in the extensive
algebra needed to create centre manifold models of complicated flow
dynamics, then a critical mode has been overlooked in the linear analysis
that forms the basis of the centre manifold model.
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Patterns form and evolve

459
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Part VII Summary 475

How does the zebra get its stripes? How does the leopard get its spots?
Gently heat a thin layer of oil and see a shimmering of the surface. These
are examples of pattern forming systems. Use the Swift–Hohenberg pde as
a prototypical system:

∂u

∂t
= −(1 +∇2)2u+ ru− u3 . (15.10)

This is a toy system to study pattern formation. Some argue it is a good
model for many physical systems, but I question the arguments they make for
the nonlinear term. Nonetheless we explore its dynamics. Imagine, perhaps,
that positive u represents hot spots in some layer of fluid, and negative u
represents cold spots.

oneDintro??
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Chapter 16

One-dimensional
introduction

Sorry: this section is incomplete as it is slowly written.

Contents

16.1 Straightforward bifurcations in small boxes . . . 466

16.1.1 Lose linear stability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 466

16.1.2 Nonlinear modelling shows the bifurcation . . . . . 467

16.2 Large boxes have slowly evolving patterns . . . 467

16.2.1 Linear spectrum suggests modulation . . . . . . . 468

16.2.2 Nonlinear modulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 468

16.2.3 The Ginzburg–Landau equation governs pattern
evolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 470

16.3 The Ginzburg–Landau equation predicts the Eck-
haus instability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 472

16.3.1 The critical mode is stable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 472

16.3.2 Nearby modes may also grow . . . . . . . . . . . . 473

16.3.3 Some growing modes are nonlinearly unstable . . . 473

Almost all of the richness of pattern forming systems is lost in one
spatial dimension. However, we choose to start simply. the one-dimensional
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Swift–Hohenberg pde for a field u(x, t) is

∂u

∂t
= −(1 + ∂2

x)2u+ ru− u3 . (16.1)

See the rather complicated dissipation represented by −(1 + ∂2
x)2u, the

destabilising forcing ru controlled by the forcing parameter r (analogous
to the strength of heating in a convective system for example), and the
nonlinear stabilisation represented by −u3.

First we see the classic pitchfork bifurcation in a small box. Then
second we discover that the freedom in large boxes provides exciting pattern
evolution.

16.1 Straightforward bifurcations in small boxes

Explore what happens in a small box. For simplicity, I choose a box of
length 2π; that is, the spatial domain is 0 < x < 2π . We need boundary
conditions on the ends of the box. Somewhat arbitrarily let us use insulating
conditions

∂u

∂x
=
∂3u

∂x3
= 0 on x = 0, 2π . (16.2)

Another common choice is periodic boundary conditions: that u and its
derivatives are continuous at x = 2π to those at x = 0 . But we use
insulating (16.2).

16.1.1 Lose linear stability

Since the linearised version of the Swift–Hohenberg pde (16.1), namely

∂u

∂t
≈ −(1 + ∂2

x)2u+ ru , (16.3)

has constant coefficients we expect trigonometric and exponential spatio-
temporal structures. Without justifying fully we seek solutions u ∝ eλt cos kx
for some spatial wavenumber k and some growth-rate (eigenvalue) λ. Why
not sine? Because sin kx does not satisfy the boundary condition (16.2) at
x = 0. To satisfy the boundary condition (16.2) at x = 2π with cos kx we
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must have k = 0, 1
2 , 1,

3
2 , 2, . . . . To satisfy the linearised Swift–Hohenberg

pde the growth-rate

λ = r − (1− k2)2 . (16.4)

Thus for the allowed discrete values for the wavenumber, the growth-rate

λ = r − 1 , r − 9
16 , r , r − 25

16 , r − 9 , . . . for k = 0, 1
2 , 1,

3
2 , 2, . . . . (16.5)

Out of all these growth-rates, the largest is the second, λ = r corresponding
to wavenumber k = 1 , as all the others are more nagative. Thus for r < 0
the trivial equilibrium u = 0 is stable. But as forincing parameter r crosses
zero the trivial equilibrium u = 0 loses stability; the mode cosx grows only
to be arrested by the nonlinearity.

16.1.2 Nonlinear modelling shows the bifurcation

Exercise 16.1: Use centre manifold theory and techniques to construct
the model

u = a(t) cosx+ · · · such that ȧ = ra− 3a3 + · · · .

Use Reduce to develop higher order terms.

See the classic pitchfork bifurcation as the forcing parameter r crosses 0.
Within the small box just a couple of “hot and cold spots” arise through
u ≈ a cosx . Small boxes constrain spatial pattern dynamics into simple
scenarios. For another example, Libchaber’s experiment on convection in
a tiny box showed the classic period doubling route to chaos because the
small box size eliminated the more complicated dynamics of pattern forming
systems. In large boxes we see that the “hot and cold spots” in one locale
interact with those in neighbouring locales to provide patterns that evolve.

16.2 Large boxes have slowly evolving patterns

Now explore the start of the complexity that arises when we look at patterns
in large boxes.
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16.2.1 Linear spectrum suggests modulation

In a large box the boundaries have little influence (actually this may not
be true for many systems, but let me assert it for now). So let us consider
the ideal large box, one that is infinite in extent. We seek solutions over the
domain of all real x. The ‘boundary conditions’ are that the solution field u
is everywhere bounded.

Now we must have both sine and cosine modes to fully represent the
distribution of ‘hot and cold spots’. However, we find it more convenient to
express the field u in terms of complex exponentials: for example, we may
have u = (1+2i)eikx+(1−2i)e−ikx to represent a real field of wavenumber k.
The coefficients of positive and negative k have to be complex conjugates of
each other to maintain a real field u.

Seek solutions of the linearised Swift–Hohenberg pde (16.3) in the form
u ∝ expλt+ ikx for real wavenumbers k to ensure bounded solutions over
all space x. Substitute into the linearised Swift–Hohenberg pde (16.3) to
deduce the same growth-rate (16.4) but now for any real wavenumbers k.

Graph of growth-rate??
See that as for dynamics in a small box, all modes decay when the forcing

parameter r < 0. When the forcing parameter r crosses zero, the trivial
solution u = 0 loses stability and we must explore the nonlinear dynamics.

16.2.2 Nonlinear modulation

The huge difference now is that the allowed wavenumbers are not discrete, but
are continuously variable. See that for even small forcing parameter r > 0,
there are an infinite number of modes near wavenumber k ≈ 1 which are
unstable.

Suppose we try to justify a slow manifold model as for bifurcations. At
the critical value of the forcing parameter r, namely zero, there are two
critical modes, e±ix with wavenumbers k = ±1 . But there is a continuous
spectrum of modes with growth rates arbitrarily close to zero. Thus there
is no spectral gap, and the centre manifold theory currently available to us
cannot be applied.1 However, we make progress by adapting the techniques

1Nonetheless, for some systems, researchers have been able to justify the results which
we obtain, namely the Ginzburg–Landau equation. The issue is that the proofs are specific
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we used to model dispersion in pipes and channels.
We introduce the idea of modulation. Recall that broadcast radio waves

are a carrier wave with frequency or amplitude modulated. The modulations
carry the information we hear. We adopt the same principle to study the
patterns: the carrier wave here is the basic spatial pattern of wavelength 2π
formed from e±ix; the modulation contains the information about how that
pattern evolves in the long-term due to variations from regular spacing. For
example, suppose the pattern is set up with a slightly different wavenumber
k = 1 + ε , where ε is small: then

cos[(1 + ε)x] = 1
2e
i(1+ε)x + 1

2e
−i(1+ε)x

= 1
2e
iεx eix + 1

2e
−iεx e−ix

= a(x)eix + b(x)e−ix

where a = 1
2e
iεx and b = 1

2e
−iεx are modulations to the ‘carrier waves’ e±ix.

The modulations a and b have large scale x structure, small derivatives in x,
and are slowly varying in x. All these are equivalent properties and the same
as those we used for shear dispersion.

Thus our modelling task is to pose that the solution field is

u(x, t) = a(x, t)eix + b(x, t)e−ix + · · · (16.6)

where modulations a and b vary slowly in space x; they also vary slowly in
time as this is a pitchfork-like bifurcation rather than a Hopf-like bifurcation.
We eventually find the modulations evolve according to a pde of the form

∂a

∂t
= ra− 3a2b+ 4

∂2a

∂x2
+ · · · ,

and similarly for b. For real solutions a and b are complex conjugates, which
these equations maintain, and so the model is of the form of a Ginzburg–
Landau equation

∂a

∂t
≈ ra− 3a|a|2 + 4

∂2a

∂x2
. (16.7)

Now interpret this equation. As forcing r crosses zero, the trivial a = 0
loses stability to a finite amplitude equilibrium |a| =

√
r/3 due to the

to the particular system under study, and not as yet general.
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stabilising −a|a|2 term; that is, a pattern of ‘hot and cold spots’ form.
But crucially, the phase of the complex amplitude a is not determined: in
different spatial locales, the phase of a will be different due to different initial
randomness; that is, the pattern of ‘hot and cold spots’ although roughly
spaced a distance π apart in any one locale, over large distances there will
be significant departures from an even spacing. The diffusion-like term axx
then gradually smooths out the spatial variations in the phase of the pattern
over very long times. You will see the ‘hot and cold spots’ evolve to become
more and more evenly spaced over larger and larger distances.

16.2.3 The Ginzburg–Landau equation governs pattern
evolution

Inspired by the dispersion example, use centre manifold techniques to derive
the Ginzburg–Landau equation (16.7) for the evolution of patterns governed
by the Swift–Hohenberg pde (16.1).2

Pose that the solution field is parametrised by two complex conjugate
amplitudes a and b:

u(x, t) = a(x, t)eix + b(x, t)e−ix + u(a, b, x) (16.8)

where u represents nonlinear modifications to be determined, and where the
modulations of a and b vary slowly in space x and also in time t according to

∂a

∂t
= g(a, b) and

∂b

∂t
= h(a, b) (16.9)

where g and h are nonlinear evolution equations to be determined. Note: we
have to be very careful with derivatives with respect to space x; for example,
u(a, b, x) has both indirect x dependence through both the amplitudes a and b,
which is slow and thus has small derivatives, and also a direct x dependence,
which is of the form exp(inx) and thus has O

(
1
)

derivatives.

Perform one iteration to find the first nontrivial approximations to the
slow manifold model. We not only treat x derivatives of amplitudes a and b as

2Perhaps see Cross & Hohenberg (1993) [§IV.A.1.a.(i)] to read more about this topic.
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small, but also the forcing parameter r is small. Substitute (16.8) and (16.9)
into the governing Swift–Hohenberg pde (16.1):

geix + he−ix +
∂u

∂a
g +

∂u

∂b
h = r[aeix + be−ix + u]− (1 + ∂2

x)2u

− (axxxx + 4iaxxx − 4axx)eix − (bxxxx − 4ibxxx − 4bxx)e−ix

− a3ei3x − 3a2beix − 3ab2e−ix − b3e−i3x + [aeix + be−ix]2u +O
(
u2
)
.

Omit for this first approximation the products of small quantities and the
third and fourth derivatives of a and b, as these are small compared to the
dominant second derivatives, to leave

Lu + geix + he−ix ≈ r[aeix + be−ix] + 4axxe
ix + 4bxxe

−ix

− a3ei3x − 3a2beix − 3ab2e−ix − b3e−i3x ,

where operator L = (1 + ∂2
x)2 . The operator L is singular; Le±ix = 0 . Thus

all the e±ix terms in the equation must disappear by choosing

g = ra− 3a2b+ 4axx and h = rb− 3ab2 + 4bxx .

This is called the solvability condition. Then solve

Lu = −a3ei3x − b3e−i3x ,

to deduce the nonlinear shape of the solution field is

u ≈ aeix + be−ix + 1
64a

3ei3x + 1
64b

3e−i3x . (16.10)

Then from the solvability condition for this first iteration

∂a

∂t
≈ ra− 3a2b+ 4axx and

∂b

∂t
≈ rb− 3ab2 + 4bxx . (16.11)

More careful consideration would provide us with orders of errors in this
approximate model of the Swift–Hohenberg pde (16.1). Restrict attention to
real solutions by requiring a and b are complex conjugates, then this model
reduces to the Ginzburg–Landau equation (16.7).
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16.3 The Ginzburg–Landau equation predicts the
Eckhaus instability

Now use the Ginzburg–Landau equation to predict aspects of the evolution of
patterns. We find that some patterns are unstable and must evolve towards a
pattern with a wavenumber closer to the critical. Cross & Hohenberg (1993)
[§IV.A.1.a.(ii)] give more infomration.

16.3.1 The critical mode is stable

After the pitchfork bifurcation, for forcing r > 0 , the Ginzburg–Landau
equation (16.7), and correspondingly its equivalent pair (16.11), has equi-
librium a = b =

√
r/3 . We take amplitudes a and b to be real without

loss of generality. This corresponds to a finite amplitude, spatial pattern, of
‘hot and cold’ spots, with wavenumber k = 1 which is precisely the critical
wavenumber. Here test its stability to perturbations of some long wavelength,
small wavenumber.

Seek solutions

a =

√
r

3
+ αeipx+λt + β̄e−ipx+λ̄t ,

b =

√
r

3
+ βeipx+λt + ᾱe−ipx+λ̄t ,

where α and β are the small amplitudes of the perturbations of wavenumber p.
The perturbation wavenumber p must be small for the Ginzburg–Landau
equation (16.7) to be valid. This form ensures that a and b are complex
conjugates and so the stability analysis applies to real fields u. Substitute
into the Ginzburg–Landau equation pair (16.11), omit products of the small
perturbation amplitudes, equate coefficients of like wavenumbers, and arrive
at the eigenproblem[

λ+ r + 4p2 r
r λ+ r + 4p2

] [
α
β

]
= 0 ,

and similarly for the complex conjugate components. The eigenvalues are
thus λ = −2r− 4p2 and λ = −4p2 . These are always negative, as parameter
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r > 0 past the bifurcation, so the finite amplitude mode of wavenumber
precisely k = 1 and amplitude

√
r/3 is stable to such perturbations.

16.3.2 Nearby modes may also grow

But other modes are also linearly unstable and so may grow. Try a ∝ eikx+λt

to see λ = r − 4k2 . This growth-rate is positive for wavenumbers |k| < 1
2

√
r .

Hence patterns of different wavenumbers, namely wavenumber k = 1 + k ,
may arise depending upon how the pattern is started. This growth-rate and
band of possibly growing wavenumbers approximates the original growth-rate
seen in the Swift–Hohenberg pde near the critical wavenumbers k = ±1 .

These modes of wavenumber k = 1+k grow to amplitude |a| =
√

(r − 4k2)/3 .
But when they reach this finite amplitude state, is the pattern stable? Can
all these nonlinear patterns be observed? The answer is no as we see next.

16.3.3 Some growing modes are nonlinearly unstable

Seek solutions

a = eikx
[√

r

3
+ αeipx+λt + β̄e−ipx+λ̄t

]
,

b = e−ikx
[√

r

3
+ βeipx+λt + ᾱe−ipx+λ̄t

]
,

where α and β are the small amplitudes of the perturbations of wavenumber p,
but now relative to the wavenumber k = 1+k . The wavenumbers k and p must
be small for the Ginzburg–Landau equation (16.7) to be valid. This form
again ensures that a and b are complex conjugates and so the stability analysis
applies to real fields u. As before, substitute into the Ginzburg–Landau
equation pair (16.11), omit products of the small perturbation amplitudes,
equate coefficients of like wavenumbers, and arrive at the eigenproblem[

λ+ r − 4k2 + 4p2 + 8kp r − 4k2

r − 4k2 λ+ r − 4k2 + 4p2 − 8kp

] [
α
β

]
= 0 ,

The characteristic equation for nontrivial solutions is thus

λ2 + (2r − 8k2 + 8p2)λ+ 8p2(r − 12k2 + 2p2) = 0 .
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The coefficients of λ2 and λ are both positive, for r − 4k2 > 0 that we need
for linear instability. Hence the pattern can only be stable when the constant
term is positive; that is, the pattern can be stable when r > 12k2 − 2p2. But
the perturbation wavenumber p is arbitrary, so forcing parameter r must be
greater than all of them, thus the pattern may be stable when r > 12k2 .

Conversely, at any given forcing parameter r, a band of wavenumbers
|k| < 1

2

√
r, wavenumbers relative to the critical wavenumber k = 1 , may grow

from the trivial u = 0 . But once they have grown, only those patterns with
wavenumber |k| < 1

2

√
r/3 are stable; if a pattern with a wavenumber outside

this stable band grows, then it later evolves over long times to a pattern
with a wavenumber nearer the critical. This is the Eckhaus instability.

Note: realise that there may be other instabilities present, especially for
two-dimensional patterns, that reduce the region of stability even further.
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• oneDintro??

If I have seen less far than other men, it is because I have stood
behind giants. Ed Spiegel, 1981
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